


Foreword

Capitalism is an evil, intrinsically corrupting force, despicably immoral corporate entities 
have replaced state sponsored slaughter as the primary matrix of power, human beings are 
inherently selfish, materialistic mercenaries, governments are systematically stripping us of 
our basic rights and we’re all fucked. Pass the heroin and the remote control. 

Well sort of. There can be no doubt that economics are the modern battlefield where kingdoms 
are won and lost and dehumanised individuals are relentlessly stuffed into the corporate 
machine and either fall victim to manufactured desire and the silent cells of subsequent debt 
or are ruthlessly subjugated to economic forces that bankrupt them at their village market 
somewhere in the developing world while Western governments pump subsidies into their 
own systems, recycling their wealth into what often amounts to a death sentence for the poor. 
In Britain at least, the so called political left shamelessly eradicated the last vestiges of dissent 
and protest over the last decade, passing a deluge of repressive legislation that would have 
turned Stalin’s moustache green with envy and we now stand questionably proud as the most 
surveilled society in the world. Protest is either masterfully ignored or brutally repressed,as 
ever more sophisticated and insidious legal means are employed to avoid pitched battles 
beaming out on the evening news in the hope that the combination of a consumerist carrot 
and a legislative chokehold of a stick will finally squeeze the last breath out of activism. 
And anyway, when we can sit in the comfort of our own home and claim the mantle of revolt 
through our online causes, fewer and fewer of us can apparently be fucked to go out and get 
kettled, although as the cuts start to bite, we are starting to see the flicker of mass protest 
taking light once more. 

There are two other issues in play from that initial statement. We are drilled with the 
apparently self evident truth that humans are self interested, materialistic bastards – Freud 
eroticised it and Darwin’s theory of evolution was instantly couched in social terms to justify 
it. But it is simply not the case – and certainly not a universal truth. We see empathy and 
kindness, selflessness and unconditional love, and as we evolve out of the short, brutal lives 
of history into the modern dawn, those humane strains in humanity flourish and replicate 
everywhere we look if we brush the cynicism from our lenses. Yes, there is a woefully 
egomaniacal strain in our DNA, but there is equally a sublimely empathic and loving parallel, 
and it is the environment that we create around us that will ultimately decide whether the yin 
or the yang will prevail.

Equally, capitalism may perhaps not be corrupt and morally bankrupt by its very essence. 
Social systems based on a marketplace may leave an instinctively bad taste in our mouth, but 
until someone can make anarchy in its purest form work – and it never will because even the 
most determined activist is to some degree addicted to globalisation, it’s all we really have bar 
the proven failures of state planned systems. And we simply don’t live in a pastoral Arcadian 
dream of barter, trust and natural justice.Ultimately it is only a framework, and one that relies 
on consent, implied or explicit to function in its current form. The thing about capitalism is 
that while it is hideously skewed to the gutter morality of faceless corporate interest, where 



the faces themselves invoke ‘the company’ to numb their own consciences, every last one of 
them is built on a house of cards that requires us to keep sustaining them. Now we can go 
around saying Fuck Capitalism all we like, but unless you really believe anyone – even the 
disenfranchised, underdeveloped poor are going to suddenly say – that’s it lads – let’s do 
away with it, the question then becomes how to manipulate it skilfully enough to shape the 
world in our own image. Even capitalism’s most traumatised victims don’t necessarily want to 
see it ended, they simply want a fairer playing field and an adjustment to the current market 
model so they too can build a better life. Money is here to stay, for better but generally for 
worse– it has been responsible for every modern technological development we all take for 
granted, and while it may stick in the throat as a basis for civilisation, it’s what we have to work 
with. And the true activist always maintains focus on a realistic goal, rather than indulge in an 
adolescent – FUCK SOCIETY attitude. 

Capitalism is in many ways a chaotic model in the mathematical sense. Power is currently 
centred in the strange attractors of multi-national corporate interest, but while the status 
quo as we know it may appear stable, it is in fact anything but. The classic chaos theory 
concept is the flap of a butterfly’s wings in the Amazon triggering a tornado in Texas, and as 
endless equations or purchases feed back into the chaotic fractal of capitalism, we all have 
the power to make our money, our choices and our habits pirate those algorithms into the 
kind of world we actually want to see and would be genuinely proud to be a part of. We in 
the West have the privilege of choices and a disposable income that so many billions in the 
developing world simply don’t and thus the responsibility falls on us to fight their battle too. 
If corporations whose profiteering policies are destroying the very fabric of much of the world 
start haemorrhaging  money, and the shareholders start getting restless, their practices will 
inevitably be forced to change. Fuck the System just isn’t good enough – it’s a bland, lazy cop 
out. The powers that be endlessly adapt their tactics to keep us firmly in check, and we should 
be equally astute and flexible enough to beat them at their own game. Being right on its rarely 
achieves anything, but a well thought out strategy with moral virtue behind it is ultimately 
unstoppable. And luckily for an exceedingly comfortable generation here in the West, we don’t 
have to go to war or go on hunger strike, we simply have to begin working the frameworks 
that surround us to our own vision, supporting worthwhile small firms, pulling the financial 
rug from under the rampantly corrupt and speaking through the power of our principles, our 
humanity and our creativity. And while protest absolutely must remain at the core of a citizen’s 
soul, we also have to adapt and nuance our approaches to power and up the sophistication of 
our piracy in the name of a proud, loving future. Stand and Deliver.

On that note - let’s crack on with some seriously wikkid creativity

Wayne Anthony (Class of 88) and Sirius 23
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Ananda Nahu

We were instantly dazzled when we 
came accross the sublimely joyous and 
penetratingly soulful work of Brazilian artist, 
Ananda Nahu. Blending outrageously rich 
colour and a gloriously visual groove into a 
celebration of raw culture, roots, unbound 
expression and urban poerty, she draws on 
a wildly eclectic wellspring of influences 
ranging from album covers to African 
handicrafts to life in the impoverished 
Brazilian hinterland to create a rich 
crescendo of sensory experience. Lavishly 
sensual and all embracingly human, she 
paints the steaming, sizzling electric culture 
of the Brazilian street and her awesome 
portraits of strong, powerful, funky women 
are but one of the many inspirational 
triggers and spectacular explosions of 
artistic insight in her work which are often 
collaborations with her husband Izolag.  We 
contacted her immediately for an interview 
and have left much of her fantastic English 
unedited as it simply reads more poetically 
than our attempts at formalising it! 

Can you tell us a little about your life 
growing up

I was born in Juazeiro, a quiet city in the 
interior of Bahia, Brazil; and my first memories 
are of the hot and sterile desert of my cradle. 
I grew up in Petrolina, a quiet city in the 
heartland of Pernambuco in Brazil, separated 
from Juazeiro by the São Francisco river. Back 
then, and from a very young age, I would 
draw and paint every day and I learned 
how to sew with the scraps that my paternal 
grandmother would leave around, and began 
to experiment with crafts. I always had access 
to books and artistic materials, some from my 
great-grandfather Napoleao Bonoso Lustoza 
who went to the United States and worked 
in the wall paints industry in order to really 
understand this technology. Eight months later 
he returned to Brazil and founded the factory 
Inks Ypiranga, the first manufacturer in Brazil 
to offer colour variations in wall paint. Many 
years later he sold the factory and spent his 
life patenting inventions for paints and was 
colour consultant in many Ink Factories. 





How did you first start to paint

Before venturing into the urban world, I 
began developing engravings and had a 
research position with Art Poster. I worked 
with ‘Litogravura’, engraving in metal and 
learning serigraphy and eventually painted 
some screen prints, all of which were very 
experimental. I also have to look back at 
my experiences of photography; I learned 
how to photograph and how to reveal the 
essence of a moment, and I look on this time 
very fondly because it provided me with 
a solid grounding and very useful bank of 
knowledge. I met Izolag at the University 
of Fine Arts (although we abandoned the 
course shortly afterwards, having realized 
the gap between what was being taught and 
contemporary culture – a chasm that in many 
ways defines life in general) and with him 
already making stencils and painting graffiti, 
I began to help him, though at the outset it 
was literally just that rather than developing 
myself. I brought the knowledge of engraving 
techniques to the partnership and him the 
urban knowledge. We mixed all our respective 
skills and backgrounds together and created 
our careers separately.

Can you tell us about life in Petrolina

It’s an oppressively hot region that has been 
a victim of politicians’ economic interests 
ever since colonial times, and as a result 
is impoverished, sterile and awash with 
suffering. The people are marked both in 
body and in mind with the scars of a life of 

relentless struggle and it is consequently a 
deeply religious place as people put their 
faith in God in the eternal hope that he can 
soften so much injustice. My father practices 
medicine there and he goes regularly to 
numerous cities throughout the Northeast to 
assist often very poor people in medical need. 
Whenever I can, I accompany him and thus my 
roots have always been with the people, the 
forgotten and the destitute and they are my 
principal source of inspiration and form the 
main character of my work.

How much does Brazillian identity speak 
through your art

I cannot think in Brasil without thinking 
in hot colours and mixed styles. It’s an 
extraordinarily big and diverse country with 
high temperatures, an astonishing array of 
nature, wonderful beaches, and brimming with 
musical talent. African culture is very strong 
here, especially in Bahia, and influences 
each and every Brazillian without them even 
knowing it. I love all those references and they 
are very strong in my art.





Do you paint with stencils or freehand

Both. I paint with stencil and freehand, 
sometimes both together and sometimes 
individually. I study every day to be able 
to paint with or without stencil if I wish to. 
Sometimes I make stencil out of fabric, but 
most of the time I paint those fabrics in 
freehand just to be able to create that same 
image without a stencil. When I use African 
fabrics in the artworks, I always paint in 
freehand. I don’t want be slave of a technique, 
and I want to use stencil when I want and when 
it suits the piece rather than out of necessity.

How strong is Brazil’s street culture

Street art is very strong in Brazil, we have 
many talented artists, but it’s a stronger 
movement in the south of the country, in 
places like Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro 
which influence the whole country because 
they have a greater supply of ink and greater 
access to information. This situation will 
change gradually over time, as the country 
is growing economically and politics is 
changing due to the success of President 
Lula’s government.  

How do local communities respond to your 
work

The acceptance of the work is quite intense, 
and the fact that the stencils come from a 
picture means that you can hone perfect 
accuracy of the layers and that means 
everyone can enjoy it and understand it and 
really get to see the work. When I paint graffiti 
many passersby are really quite surprised by 
the realism of the image.
 

Do you reference traditional Brazilian 
culture in your work

My work has a lot of regional references, 
mainly from the northeastern region, where 
drought and heat are as intense as its beaches. 
Scraps of fabric and fabrics have always been 
heavily used in northeastern handicrafts, as 
well as the use of warm colors and colorful, 
religious domestic furnishings. Crafts are 
a major industry in the region, and the use 
of leather from goats and cows, sewing, 
string, clay, wood, patchwork of fabrics and 
many other materials support thousands of 
families and those references come very 
naturally to the inhabitants. Furthermore 
Umbanda was heavily present in my family 





since generations past. It is a blend of African 
religion, Catholicism and Indian beliefs and 
was created here. I have no religion, but its 
influence has been constant in my house since 
I was a child and it is a great symbol of how 
Brazil was colonized.

A lot of your work seems to refer to the 
1960’s and 1970’s. What does that period 
mean to you

I consider this very special time, it saw the 
ripening of certain cultural tendencies - 
music, film and the arts and also the birth 
of many others which have such a strong 
influence on good music still being produced 
today. I like everything that was produced at 
that time, - it had the taste of something new, 
never done before. The corporate music of 
today, the canned goods that large producers 
put on the market, crammed with sexual 
exploitation in order to sell, since the music 
does not have any quality, are always in bad 
taste and deeply depressing. Today we are 
slaves of the cultural strands the evolved in the 
‘50s ‘60s ‘70s and ‘80s, and it is very difficult to 
create something new that does not have any 
kind of relationship with what was done at that 
time.

 

Are there a lot of women painting in Brazil

There’s a lot of women painting, and many 
talented people with an enormous creative 
capacity. Women have gradually changed the 
mentality of oppression and submission that 
was imposed since antiquity in society.
 

You paint a lot of strong women. How do 
you capture that spirit

It takes a lot until you find a picture of 
someone that would make a good stencil. Any 

picture can be a stencil, but to find that picture 
of someone with a differential, something 
that was captured at the time, with movement 
and soul, requires a trained eye and a work 
of art with a solid line. When I look for good 
photo stencils, I try my own photographs, 
look for pictures of musicians of the ‘60s and 
‘70s, and pictures that record labels have 
made available on the Internet, over and 
above taking stencil pictures from of album 
covers. Besides, the person depicted has to 
have movement because I do not like static 
pictures.

What does the image of a woman of colour 
mean to you

It creates a nice atmosphere, happy, very 
colorful, and brings a lot of weight and 
greatness to the feminine image, which is very 
strong. I never get tired of seeing the result of 
a multicolored stencil, and you can vary the 
colors, making new combinations each time 
the stencil is used. It’s great fun. 





There is a heavy Afro Carribbean influence 
in your work. Where does that come from

In Bahia, the presence of influences that come 
from Africa are very strong in every town, and 
I study a lot these traditions, their handicrafts, 
fabrics and tribal ornaments. I am directly 
influenced by Brazilian, Latin and African 
cultures.

Your work radiates joy as well as hints of 
sadness. How much should celebration be 
a part of art

Warm colors, bright colors and lots of texture 
variation are always part of the work and 
my repertoire, and the tendency is always to 
be much more positive and strong in these 

elements. I do not like to use cold and dark 
colors, because they are very depressed. 
Amazingly, these are the colors that most 
artists like to use.

Tell us about your use of very bold, electric 
colour

The color is electrically coupled with the 
movement of painting, and it is just so much 
fun to be free to use any colors you want, 
without the fear of mistakes. The colors are 
like musical notes, they have rhythm and 
time, make chords with each other. You have 
to enter the rhythm of the painting in order to 
pursue what lies within it. Most people who try 
to paint are afraid to paint. Do not be afraid to 
throw paint on the wall or any surface. Being 
daring and combining colors, without fear of 
external opinions is difficult for most people.
 

Your work seems almost musical – funky, 
soulful. Do you have music in your head 
when you paint

My paintings are like music, they have rhythm 
and chords, they are musical recordings in 
different colors, shapes and images. Music 
is part of my day and my life and I try and 
listen to music constantly and treat it like work 
and it’s an obligation to always have good 
records to listen to and discover new ones. 





I’m always looking to have vinyl records, I 
have a collection and I’m always out in the 
city trying to find more. Also, I’m a big fan 
of  Blaxploitation movies ( the films and the 
poster styles) , and that style from those 
wonderful movies reflects a lot of the shapes 
of my paint and my works.
 

Tell us about your collaborations with your 
husband

Izolag and I have the same affinities in art, 
culture and life, and in 2006, we began to 
paint together, both working with stencil 
and we produced several paintings in Bahia, 
Pernambuco and Rio de Janeiro. Thus was 
created the Firm and Strong Records, picture 
recorder that has as its main reference, the 
music world and its cultural context. 
Firm and Strong Records extends the 
boundaries of media, transforming beats into 
multicolored graphics, working with posters, 
paintings, graffiti and photography, making a 
harmonious union of picture with sound. 
We are directly influenced by the Brazilian 
culture, and our repertoire does not 

incorporate the old-fashioned and dictatorial 
academic art, but the pure and intrinsically 
public art of album covers from different 
countries, ranging from posters and the 
psychedelic revolutionaries to the present 
day, movies, cartoons, animations and the 
world of skateboarding, surfing, comics and so 
on. 
Izolag and I intend to start producing 
music on vinyl, and we are partnering with 
several groups, bands, singers and Brazilian 
collectives, and we are working to bring 
together and bring alive alternative culture 
and Brazilian traditions.

Is there an international language of 
painting

There are universal standards of painting, 
painting styles that we all copied in order 
to learn to paint. For example graffiti letters, 
forms of urban calligraphy signatures like tags 
have specific formulas in order to give a form 
and a framework to the style. An order and 
standards for all. This is part of the knowledge 
of the language of painting.





How important is it to give a voice to the 
marginalised

The media world is made of illusions, the 
exploitation of beauty and sex are at the 
forefront of merchandising, no matter where 
you are. That is why music, the visual arts and 
the advertising industry are so decadent. It 
became easier to put a pretty face and a 
great body on television, in advertising, art, 
photography and media and communications, 
by allowing our instincts to be directly 
manipulated, we became the puppets of the 
industry. What I find most annoying is that no 
matter what you are doing, walking on the 
street or at home, you’ll always be exposed 
to this kind of mental and visual assault, 
and nobody wants to know that it causes 
great harm to children as they absorb this 
kind of information that leads to complexes 
and mental and emotional confusion over 
time. There are so many more important, 
better, more intelligent and healthier things to 
explore, and everyone forgets that what really 
matters is ordinary and marginalized people, 
and to give them an identity or a bring special 
attention to them. Do something really deep 
and true, something genuinely real.

What other techniques do you use apart 
from spray paint in your pieces

In my paintings I create illusions on canvas 
with collages of fabrics, prints, printing, 
computers and work with sewing with a 
painting. Sew lines, buttons, shredded tissue. 
I used to work with wood. But I have no fixed 
material and  am always researching new 
materials and ways of working on different 
surfaces.

How do you feel about galleries

Before the explosion of graffiti in Brazil, I 
believe that shortly before 2005, the galleries 
of the world, the Academies of Arts and the 
international art fairs were very indifferent 
to the art of the streets. They worked with 
a language far removed from the general 
public. When I started working with galleries, 
they didn’t like the look that the street and 
sprayed stencils provide. They were against 
it and felt that artists that did graffiti should 
be omitted. Shortly thereafter, with the 
inevitable explosion of graffiti, the galleries 
have had to revise their concepts, because 
they discovered that urban art sells well, that 





public acceptance is far greater than they 
imagined (and gradually they concluded that 
elitist academic art that is only accessible 
to the rich is boring and archaic.) After 
that, urban art was finally accepted by the 
bureaucracies and the academics as an 
important art movement. It is a movement 
pure and true and will not be any another as 
it comes from the people and not the industry, 
and has as its main ally the Internet. It’s for 
everyone and everybody. 
The affirmation of the urban art movement 
made it possible for young minds to enter the 
art circuit, creating opportunities for young 
people to work and show their talent. If it were 
not for graffiti and the people who worked 
for the movement to gain strength and body, 
surely I could never have had the opportunity 
to work with art.

How much does pop culture influence your 
aesthetic

I am very influenced by Pop art, the plain 
colors, repetition of the image, and the close 
relationship it has with the album covers and 
with the posters industry.

Have you painted outside Brazil

So far, I have never painted outside Brazil, 
but I’m arranging with my galleries to do 
this in 2011, because since I started working 
professionally all my work has been exported 
-  my market was totally out of Brazil. It was 
only a few months ago that I finally got a 
gallery where I currently live, in Itacare in 
Bahia in Brasil



What are your biggest inspirations

Music, especially Jamaican and Brazillian 
reggae, soul music and blues, movies, 
animated cartoons, artist posters from Fillmore 
( those psychedelic ones from San Francisco 
like Rick Griffin, Norman Orr, Lee Conklin , 
Greg Irons and Bonnie MacLean ) posters from 
Russia and France ones since 1700, album 
covers from all genres and cultures, Japanese 
prints and fabrics, African textiles, all graffiti 
styles and the HipHop world since the very 
beginnings in the Bronx, and the styles from 
surfing , BMXing and skateboarding .

How has your style evolved over the last 
few years

My style became more detailed, precise, 
strong and colorful over the years, I started 
with a thread in my work in which I am 
always reviewing and reworking the ideas 
of my old paintings. I work carefully to add 
more exactitude from the earliest forms of 
composition in my first paintings.

Is Brazil changing on the streets as it gets 
richer

Everything’s changing, but gradually. We have 
more money to spend and our industries are 
getting stronger, but we are still lacking in 
culture and education and we have serious 
problems like healthcare and violence. Of 
course, all this does not change quickly and 
we will need many decades of intelligent 
governments attendingto our needs. But we 
are progressing and we have autonomy, our 
problems are gradually being solved. I love 
President Lula for his honesty and intelligence 
in governing Brazil, he was the first president 
who had attended to the needs of the wider 
population and I’m sure Dilma Rousseff is 
competent enough to keep Brazil on track.

What is the dream

Dreaming is the beginning of reality, when you 
have perseverance.

http://www.flickr.com/
photos/ananda_nahu/





















The 
Correspondents

Somewhere between an LSD drenched 
Evelyn Waugh novel with the Catholic guilt 
hijacked by renegade exhuberance and an 
amphetaminesque 23 step Oscar Wilde with 
infinitely more rhythm and a damn sight less 
cutglass cynicism, strut The Correspondents 
in alarmingly tight trousers and even 
tighter tunes. Bursting onto the scene with 
a spectacularly irreverent, infectious glee 
they have razzled, dazzled and completely 
frazzled every crowd that has stepped 
inside their raucous gentleman’s club 
of debauchery with their sumptuously 
flamboyant musical energy and lavishly 
insane live performances. Christened by 
a pair of two-tone brogues with a taste for 
fine wine and an eye for talent, Mr Bruce’s 
sizzling, hypnotic, barking mad lyrical 
flow and gloriously unhinged triple jointed 
fucked up foxtrot frolics have already settled 
seductively into iconic status on festival 
stages while Mr Chuckles has picked the 
pocket of just about every musical style 
going, rustling and hustling the proceeds 
together into an inspirational ringing, 
swinging peak of rampant originality and an 
epic synthesis of pure groove. 
We were quite frankly gobsmacked by the 
sheer unbound dynamism and passion of 
their live shows which sparklingly illuminate 
the possibilities of charisma, talent and 
inventiveness  when let off the leash and 
poured into a tailcoat. Under consideration 
by the England cricket team as a means of 
unsettling the Aussies if the Ashes go down 
to the wire, setting venues aflame with sonic 
and visual colour and finally entering the 
recording commode to lay down an EP, we 
caught up with them inbetween dropping 

furious shuffling breakbeats over twinkling 
orchetstral frenzies and fittings for cravats 
and a morning catsuit

How did you guys initially come together

Mr Bruce: Mr Chuckles started feeding me 
jazz and swing infused hip hop ditties when 
I was still studying up in Edinburgh. It wasn’t 
until we both returned to London and starting 



tinkering in his makeshift studio that we saw a 
glimmer of potential.

Mr Chuckles: Yeah, we’re both from the Big 
W aka. Wandsworth.  Our mothers knew each 
other.

Were you always suitably eccentric

Mr Bruce: Well aside from a couple of years 
of baggy jeans and grade one hair dos I have 
always been suitably suited with aspirations 
for dandyism but I don’t think I would see 
myself as eccentric...I can’t help but think that 
the term eccentric is used as a polite way of 
implying that someone is losing the plot!

Mr Chuckles:  To be honest I’m shopping 
more and more at M&S these days.

What did the drum n bass scene make of 
you when you first swept into view

Mr Bruce: Not too sure, probably a little 
surprised by my posh voice and hopefully 
impressed by Mr Chuckles’ production.

Mr Chuckles:  Haha, I wouldn’t say Mr Bruce 
was a part of the Drum n Bass scene before 

the Correspondents started.  More an avid 
hobbyist!

What is it about the libertarian decadence 
of the uptown 30’s that makes you tick

Mr Bruce: The extravagance amongst severe 
austerity excites me - it often means that 
people are more inventive but for us it’s not so 
much the era as the music that existed within 
in it that makes us tick. I think it’s important 
not to get too nostalgic, it’s all relative, swing 
was the 30’s equivalent of our drum’n’bass. 
Now we like swing, among many other genres 
of music, so how can we make it relevant 
today?

Mr Chuckles:  To be honest the vintage scene 
isn’t for me.  I just like the music!

How much did movements like the Bright 
Young Things infuse your aesthetic

Mr Bruce: Funnily enough not hugely. I 
think the fictional character that had the 
biggest impression on me was the Master of 
Ceremonies from Cabaret.



When did you start swinging 

Mr Bruce: Well I’ve never had a swing lesson 
in my life and my car keys remain in my waist 
coat pocket most of the time.

Has UK Electro swing developed a different 
strain to the European evolution

Mr Chuckles:  Hmm.  I wouldn’t say they’re 
hugely different.  I suppose the French tend 
to be a bit more house orientated.  It’s also 
been more popular there for longer.  But to be 
honest they’re both relatively small scenes so 
it’s quite hard to make any generalisations.

Mr Bruce: Perhaps. When you look at a French 
band like Caravan Palace they are more house 
based because of their national pioneers like 
Daft Punk and there’s more Django Reinhardt 
guitar riffs. Over in the UK we seem to be 
suckling from our dance music heritage of 
drum’n’bass and hip hop with a touch of 
musical hall maybe...

How much of the underlying tracks are 
sample based and how much is session 
work

Mr Chuckles:  Well, our new material is a lot 

less sample based, mainly for legal reasons! 
There’s very little live instrumentation, a 
bit of me playing the saxophone/guitar/
piano/rhodes, but most of it is all virtual 
instruments and synths programmed note 
by note.  Definitely gonna move more in to 
live instruments and collaborations for the 
next release.  But for the moment, I’m quite 
enjoying having complete control!

How do the elements fit into place when 
you begin to build a track

Mr Chuckles: My computer is littered with 
musical doodles, most of which never see the 
light of day.  But generally the good ones get 
tightened up and polished into a decent loop 
with a bit of song structure, then passed onto 
Mr Bruce.

Mr Bruce: Then when I’ve received the track 
in it’s primary stages I’ll think about lyrics and 
then back and forth recording process begins.

Where do you go hunting for angles and 
inspiration

Mr Bruce: Our single is about the decline of 
Soho where I used to go drinking on a regular 
basis. A significant number of old clubs and 
bars, some that have been around since 



the 40’s have closed recently and number of 
Soho’s key figures have died. It’s all a bit bleak 
but the track is upbeat.

Mr Chuckles:  Usually listening to music and 
other producers.  I like to think I have my own 
sound, however I often try to emulate tracks, 
much like someone learning the piano would 
practise the Fur Elise.  Then end up making 
something completely different!

Are your roots ultimately more in live 
performance than studio work

Mr Bruce: No the studio work is always the 
spring board for the live show. This isn’t to say 
that things don’t happen at a gig that we then 
use in the studio.

Mr Chuckles:   It’s tricky because we spend 
so much of our time on the road, we hardly 
get any chance to really knuckle down to 
recording.  But really we like both.  For me, 
the studio work is more existentially fulfilling, 
while the live aspect is great fun, feeds the 
ego and the coffers!

How do you find the channelling of your 
extraordinary live energy into a clinical, 
polished slice of studio release

Mr Bruce: We certainly aren’t aiming to 



recreate our live show in recorded form as 
this would be a bit futile. We hope that our 
releases will show a different potentially 
unexpected side of The Correspondents. 
There are little instrumental tracks made by 
Mr Chuckles that we probably won’t even 
play at our gigs. I’m personally excited about 
people being able to properly listen to Mr 
Chuckles’ production at home rather than 
always in the live show.

Mr Chuckles:  What he said, but also I think It 
would be nigh on impossible.  We’ve had quite 
a few comments from fans that our tracks don’t 
live up to our performances.  Well most tracks 
out there at the moment are at least 3 years 
old when we first started but really, I don’t get 
it.  It’s like complaining to Sky that watching 
cricket in your sitting room isn’t as good as 
Lords!  

How do creative differences manifest 
themselves and what degree of highbrow 
debate / violence usually sees them 
resolved

Mr Bruce: Well I leave most musical matters 
to my partner in crime and he leaves most 
costume, stage props and lyric based stuff to 
me. Every now and again I over step the line 
and come up with something a little too silly 
and he’ll reign me in. No fisty cuffs yet.

Mr Chuckles:  We had an arm wrestle once.  
I’ll let you wonder who won that one!

How did festival crowds initially react to 
you

Mr Bruce: Incredulity at first then they showed 
signs of enthusiasm.

Is a rather self involved music business 
sadly starved of comedy

Mr Bruce: Perhaps. They just need to step 
back and see that they are making some funny 
noises to keep people entertained and at best 
empathetic.

Mr Chuckles:  Sometimes.  There’s plenty of 
room for everyone.  Music should make you 
laugh, cry, euphoric, angry, let out a bit of 
wee...  I wouldn’t say we set out to be comedic 
though, fun and a bit silly maybe.  We try 
not to take what we do too seriously though.  
Plenty of other acts who do that better.



How critical are sartorial matters to you

Mr Bruce: Life and death.

Mr Chuckles:  Like an elderflower cordial on a 
warm summers day.

Are Mr Bruce’s trousers just crying out to 
trigger the next great moral panic

Mr Chuckles: Let’s hope so for all our sakes.

Mr Bruce: Bumster jeans, ugg boots, Bruce’s 
spandex breeches...The Daily Mail will have a 
field day.

Do you feel that you bridge the bohemian 
bourgeois and the down, dirty and sweaty

Mr Chuckles:  I think you’re thinking of 
Vauxhall Bridge.

How much of your shows are open to 
improvisation

Mr Bruce: Well I certainly have no control of 
my legs. Half of the what I say is free styling 
gobble-di-gook and the rest is set lyrics for 
particular songs.

Mr Chuckles: When we started out it was 
just a DJ set and a few of my own tunes, so it 
changed the whole time.  We’ve done a fair 
few shows now so usually have a skeleton plan 
we follow.  But really, it depends on the crowd 
and how drunk I am.

Are you looking at broadening your live 
shows into live musicians and Ableton

Mr Chuckles:  Haha, if I had a penny for every 
time someone recommended this.  It’s a tricky 
one.  As to other musicians, we have a fairly 
odd relationship, and I think that comes 



across well on stage, so am slightly hesitant to 
mess with the duality of it.  But there’s loads of 
other reasons, some financial, some logistical, 
some musical.  I like the 2 turntables and a 
microphone (and a conveyor belt) simplicity 
we’ve got going, it also means we can do 
more gigs, and are easy to book.  However for 
big gigs next year we’re definitely looking 
to expand.  I would love to get some female 
doo woop backing singers, and maybe a horn 
section.  As to Ableton.  Nah...  Don’t see the 
point.  Even the Chemical Brothers really 
just play CDs on stage.  You spend time and 
money getting the highest audio fidelity for 
your tracks in the studio, only to play them raw 
again on stage, slightly worse, by tapping a 
few buttons occasionally.  But maybe a Moog, 
just one, and some maracas.  

Are you looking forward to being hideously 
corrupted by success

Mr Bruce: depends what form the corruption 
takes!

Mr Chuckles:  I think I’ll leave that to Mr 
Bruce.

When do the patents drop in for the 
conveyor belt dance platform

Mr Bruce: Well, we have talked about the 
Correspondents first keep fit video- ‘The 
CorresponDance’. We can do a CBDP/DVD 
combo pack.

 

Are correspondents really the most 
practical rave attire?

Mr Bruce: They hold sweat like a cup rather 
than absorbing it. I have to empty them at the 
end of a gig. Otherwise a good fitting pair of 
brogues is as comfortable as a Nike trainer. 

How have things changed for you in the last 
year

Mr Bruce: I’ve finally accepted that I am not 
man enough to grow any form of facial hair.

Mr Chuckles:  He’s definitely not pogonic.  
Well we’re doing full-time now which is 



brilliant, and weird, seeing as it’s never been 
a life ambition for either of us to be full-time 
musicians.  It’s great, don’t get me wrong, but 
well, that’s just the way life works sometimes, 
haha.

Have the MCC booked you to play Lords 
yet?

Mr Chuckles:  I would pay them to let us play.

Where does it go from here

Mr Bruce: Finally releasing some music and 
then who knows. We have no particular plan. 
We’ll be around for as long as people want us. 

Mr Chuckles:  Yep, “What’s Happended To 
Soho? EP” coming out 21st February!  Which 
we’re mainly plugging just so people stop 
asking us, haha.  It’s clichéd, but as I said 
earlier, our ambitions don’t lie in record sales 
or fame.  If that was a route we were gonna 
take, we would have already taken it.  It’s 
starting to feel like the Music Business isn’t 
about what you do, but what you turn down.  
Which is what a lot of your critics don’t hear 
about.  I just want to have  fun, make music and 
meet more interesting people until everyone 
gets bored of us!

www.myspace.com/
thecorrespondentsmusic









Solo One

As his extraordinarily complex pieces 
burst and ripple with texture, tortured 
shape, organic brilliance and an intangible 
bridge between the sublimely spiritual 
and 2000 AD on acid, Solo One is busy 
building extraordinarily strong graff in the 
community relations. Having taken over 
the ball court of the Stockwell Park Estate 
and lovingly sprayed and curated it into a 
glorious urban gallery a million miles away 
from the soulless glitz of the commercial 
launch, he is infusing graffiti directly into 
the heart of the community consciousness 
where it belongs, through inclusion, open 
hearted passion and strict quality control. 
His work is a phantasmagoric trip into the 
world of controlled chaos as patterns writhe 

through space and whistle into an explosion 
of spiralling visual mayhem. Thoughtful, 
driven and insightful, we had a word

We know you’re a big comic book and 
cartoon fan, so how do you think the 
graphic novels of today compare with 
graphic novels of the 1980’s

I don’t really read comics now but I was really 
inspired by 2000ad, Epic illustrated and 
various comics from the eighties. I used to 
like The Independent newspaper’s political 
artist, and the bogside artists were a huge 
inspiration for me as were all the political 
murals in Northern Ireland.





You started painting in 1987, roughly the 
same period that spurned the Acid House 
movement. Did you go down the hip hop 
path or were you a House head?

I was into all music. I ran a radio station from 
92 till 97 so used to like the majority of stuff 
British artists were putting out. The station 
was called Mix FM, you can see it on www.
piratearchive.net . I had no time to rave, the 
radio was a busy operation. I used to love 
underground music, mainly hip hop as I found 
the Acid house thing full of drug addicts. 
Some raves were about as entertaining as 
watching a hamster go round a wheel.
 

Where were you painting in the late 1980s 
and who with?

I used to paint with Alert, Crase, Pulse and 
Vop crew in London. Anything that came out at 
night I would paint with.

We heard you were run out of your home 
town Hinckley by police due to your 
nocturnal painting habits?

Sometimes you can become way too popular 
for your own good. Didnt have too much of 
a Police problem as lets face it if you get 
arrested theres somewhere to sleep. You got a 
choice of breakfasts at Hinckley, I was always 
a Continental guy.

Tell us how you became known as The 
Sticker King of London.

I wanted to do a art project where you take a 
functional item and change it into something 
else and make it popular. The aim of the 
sticker project was to make it popular and 
force the Post Office to withdraw them. I 
succeeded there after putting about a million 
up over 4 years.Getting up is the esscence 
of graffiti and you should experiment with 
differant concepts. I was featured in a book 
on crime called ‘ Cultural Criminology 
Unleashed’ by Jeff Ferrell on glasshouse press. 
That was a academic study on crime and I 
made it. The art project finished as I wanted to 
get back into painting.





How important is it for writers to 
experiment with new styles?

Its really important to look at this culture and 
think ‘ What will I contribute?’ and ‘ How will 
I change this game?’ How is my stuff going 
to stand out from everyone else on the wall? 
Experimentation is what pushes us forward 
and its important for development. I cant 
do one thing so always looking to differant 
effects to make my work look crazy. A lot of 
younger writers I see want to concentrate on 
looking tough as opposed to pushing their 
style. Its suprising how many actors there are 
in London too.

Lots of writers wouldn’t work for a big 
brand, whats your thoughts on it?

I think as long as you work with a brand that 
has integrity then its fine. I cant work with 
big brands as a lot of them I dont agree with 
their products or ethics. Do I want to promote 
a footwear company that uses sweatshop 
labour? No. Would another writer make a 
snazzy video for a sneaker company and stick 

it on vimeo? Yes. I want to work with people 
and promote their personal development 
and use graffiti art to do this. You can ask me 
all day long what a classic sneaker is but i’ve 
only ever worn the ones you can run in.

We heard a whisper that you’re into 
conspiracy theories. So who do you think 
runs the planet?

Thats a big question and I dont think I can 
answer it. All I can say is I feel the public are 
being dumbed down and we need to educate 
ourselves against the elites who have plans for 
us. Its easy for me to run my mouth on topics 
but its REALLY important for you to do your 
own research and find out the facts. A lot of 
people dont want to hear things because they 
are too real. As for conspiracy theories there is 
a real conspiracy to conceal facts and burying 
you head watching football and drinking beer 
wont make it go away. Whether you believe it 
is all down to your own personal research and 
intellect.





Do you create artwork to connect with a 
wider community or just other writers?

I paint for people so the places that I do on 
a regular I enjoy the feedback. I love doing 
projects with people that empowers them. 
At the moment I paint in Brixton because I 
believe in it.

What makes a writer choose a specific 
wall?

I think writers will go for what they like to 
paint. I like flat walls where the sun ends up 
on at the end of the day. Also I hate when 
writers mark up next to my letters. I have a 
photoshop barrier which I enforce like a Stalin 
dictatorship, I like my work so I can crop it and 
file it with no ones bits sticking in it. Honestly 
the way some people paint is like they are 
spooning. 

Do you show artwork at galleries? If not 
why?

I used to think I’d love to be good enough 
to go in a gallery, then I  did it, then people 
would say ‘ whens your solo show?’ and i’d 
say ‘ every day is a show, I dont know. Right. 
concrete is my canvas, I love it, I have no 
intention of being in a gallery or aiming 
to exhibit. I stopped going to shows as the 
Graffiti scene became the elitist thing it wasnt 
supposed to be. You know you get that feeling 
that certain people want to avoid you at shows, 
because they are fake so why be around 
the nonsense. My art is for people who live 
on estates and for the youth to be inspired. 
simple as.

Where ever there’s a wall you’ll find 
someone willing to paint it, how much 
longer will you be writing on the streets?

I will paint forever. I like to travel and paint, 
its a passion and I am grateful for having the 
opportunity to do it.





Is there a graffiti etiquette  or unwritten 
rulebook?
        
Yes only go over my work if you do something 
better and dont get upset if I go over it 
because its not

What are your thoughts on the art of 
tagging?
        
Tagging has its place I just dont like the 
swagger that goes with some taggers. No one 
is allowed to use my pen after years of nib 
damage. get your own.

 

Painting has been described as spiritually 
uplifting, do you have a spiritual 
connection with your street works?

 I believe everything I do has the power to 
resonate with people, good or bad so for me 
colour is important as is the message. I like 
Lovepushers work because of the message 

and Bonzai’s work has some weird resonance 
with me so I feel good painting with them, 
knowing at the end of the day the wall will 
look good. Sometimes people see stuff in my 
work I havent spotted. All my stuff is Freestyle 
as I like the feeling of it.

Do you mind naming some of your 
mentors?

Back in the day my mentors were Goldie, 
TKID, but mainly ILC Crew and VOP. Working 
in these crews made me commit to this 
artform and I have many good memories of 
our experiences and travels.

How often do you paint with other writers 
and can you name some of them?

I paint every week. Have a look at my blog 
and you will see who I paint with. I never 
put up writers on my pieces, if you want a 
dedication call Heart FM or something. 



So whats the future for Solo One?

The future is to stay paid, increase my faith 
and steer clear of nonsense. If I can do these 
I’ll be happy. Lots of projects comming up 
which I will feature on the blog.

Anything else you wish to share with LSD 
readers?

Yes, stay humble, always keep your ego in 
check and never argue with a fool because 
if someone sees you it will look like 2 fools 
argueing. Avoid anything that is cool but 
the most important thing is. Say something 
beautiful or be quiet.

http://soloone.blogspot.com/ 









Soulflux

If you tuned into my last column, you will have 
probably witnessed me have right old dig 
at the scientific mainstream for choosing a 
mechanical and lifeless model of the universe 
with which to indoctrinate the “civilised” 
world. Fair enough it may sound a damn sight 
better than the picture painted by western 
religion, where one step out of line will 
have you condemned to fire and brimstone 
for eternity, but I find both to be wholly 
ineffective at describing the world as I see it. 
 
The source of this great divide between 
science and religion is usually attributed to 
the philosopher Rene Descartes, who in the 
early 1600’s pioneered the idea that the world 

of matter is purely mechanical; that atoms are 
just lifeless balls of energy which coast around 
the universe governed by simple physical 
laws. Although he and his contemporaries still 
believed in God, they had created a secular 
science by extracting God out of the physical 
world; the universe became a clockwork 
device, where God was the watchmaker and 
had no further involvement after winding it up. 
The roman catholic church accepted this, and 
the scientific revolution began - people could 
explore the physical world with a renewed 
sense of freedom as there was no longer any 
fear of committing heresy and getting burned 
at the stake. 
 



One of the consequences of this, was that man 
was essentially promoted to a God-like status 
within the physical world. Even animals were 
believed by the intelligentsia to have no spirit 
in them, but were viewed as mere complex 
clockwork phenomena resulting from the 
laws of motion, and thus equally amenable 
to scientific experimentation (see right). One 
source writes “They administered beatings 
to dogs with perfect indifference, and made 
fun of those who pitied the creatures as if they 
felt pain … They nailed poor animals up on 
boards by their four paws to vivisect them and 
watch the blood circulate, which was a great 
subject of conversation”. 
 
So the so-called “Enlightenment” got off to a 
pretty unenlightened start, and although we 
have come a long way since that particular 
kind of vile materialism, the belief that Earth 
is merely a resource to feed man’s whimsical 
desire has persisted. It fueled the industrial 
revolution and underlies our entire world 
economy. Nothing is sacred except human 
life, and even then some of us are more sacred 
than others. 
 
In theoretical physics, the idea of a spiritually 
devoid universe has been explored to 
obscene levels. The creators of the universe, 
they say, are lifeless energy membranes 
floating in some hyper-dimensional vacuum 
and colliding with each other to produce “big 
bangs”. Most of the collisions lead to “failed 
universes” and we happen to live in one which 
succeeded. But don’t get too excited, because 
according to one recent article on BBC News, 
it’s all going to end in cold dark emptiness, 
and there’s nothing we can do about it. 
 

You see, in between the big bang and the 
cold dark emptiness, the debris from the 
explosion accidentally happened to organise 
itself into what we call life. It’s a total fluke, 
an uncountable series of highly improbable 
events, one after another. Our consciousness 
is just the latest in the chain; an illusion at 
the leading edge of the big bang explosion. 
Eventually it will all decay into absolute 
nothingness, just like before the accident. 
 
Now to be fair, it’s probably one of the least 
ridiculous theories of the universe you can 
create without incorporating a spiritual 
dimension. But as many people will attest, this 
400 year old paradigm of secular materialism 
is crumbling, and the global economy which 
is built upon it is sinking like the proverbial 
house on sand. 
 
The Spirit Inside
 
The duality between science and spirit in our 
culture reflects a much deeper aspect of the 
human psyche. We each have a unique sense 
of how connected or separate we are from the 
universe, it is based on our feelings of power/
powerlessness, love/fear, clarity/confusion, 
strength/weakness etc. Spiritual evolution 
is the conscious development of that sense 
of connectedness, leading to greater power, 
love, clarity and strength, and ultimately to a 
feeling of total oneness with all-that-is. 
 
The scientific worldview teaches that we are 
wholly disconnected, and that only through 



action can man make a difference. Thinking 
also makes a difference, but only in the sense 
that it informs action. On the other hand, the 
spiritual worldview looks inward, and asserts 
that our inner space of thoughts, feelings 
and imagination affects the universe in a 
more powerful way. Einstein once raised 
this point by asking the question: “Is the 
universe friendly to our desires?”. I for one, 
have absolutely no doubt that it is. Or more 
precisely, it can be, but it depends on you. 
 
In seeking to understand this connection, 
I found it insightful to learn that the Hopi 
Indians - a peaceful and highly spiritual 
people - do not have words for ‘past, present 
and future’, but instead talk in terms of 
manifest and unmanifest. What exists here 
and now, and everything that has ever been 
accessible to the physical senses, is manifest, 
and all else is unmanifest. The future - as we 
call it - comes from the unmanifest realm and 
therefore is of the same source as thoughts, 
feelings and imagination. 
 
In this way, our subjective internal experience 
informs the universe and is then fed back into 
our senses as manifestations. The reason that 

events do not unfold exactly as we imagine, 
is because everybody else is creating in this 
way also (mostly unconsciously). The result 
is that a large portion of our experience is 
of a consensus reality based on the most 
common belief structures. To stand any 
chance of witnessing anything outside of 
consensus reality, you have to first change 
your own belief structure to accept it. And if 
you can surround yourself with people who 
share your beliefs, the effect is even stronger. 
This principle has been touted for centuries 
by spiritual masters, philosophers, writers, 
entrepreneurs and even scientists. It is the 
basis of many eastern philosophies such as 
the Tao, and is also the foundation of magick 
(which Alistair Crowley defined as “the 
science and art of causing change to occur in 
conformity with will”). 
 
Although it has always been held in the 
realm of pseudo-science/new age, recent 
developments by the physicist Nassim 
Harramein may have proven this connection. 
I discovered Harramein just a few months ago 
and have been blown away by his work - he 
is an absolute joy to listen to and delivers one 
mind-blowing insight after another. Although 



his work is far too vast to cover in a magazine 
column, I hope to give you a small insight 
into it. He has created a whole new physics, 
shattering the old paradigms, dissolving many 
of the ad-hoc assumptions of quantum physics, 
and delivering an intuitive and elegant unified 
solution which allows for ALL phenomena, 
objective and subjective.  
 
Although treated as a rogue by the physics 
community for some years, he is receiving 
increasingly positive widespread attention. If/
when his work is accepted into the scientific 
mainstream, it will profoundly alter the 
consensus reality, changing our perception of 
what is possible and taking us in a whole new 
direction. 
 
The Living Vacuum 
 
So everybody knows that all physical matter 
is made from tiny units of energy called 
atoms. But perhaps one of the most surprising 
features of an atom is that by volume, it is 
made of 99.999999...% empty space. That 
means that the physical aspect of reality that 
we see, is actually only 0.0000001% of what’s 
really there.  

 For a long time, physicists would look you 
square in the eyes and tell you that nothing 
can exist in a vacuum. But the simple fact is, 
our entire universe exists in a vacuum. The 
vacuum of space is the one thing that connects 
everything together. What Harramein 
has successfully shown using ingenious 
mathematical insight, is that the vacuum is not 
just a black emptiness, but rather is a highly 
structured and omnipresent force which 
contains infinite potential energy. 
 
The physical world has the property of being 
spherical, radiative and infinitely expanding. 
All matter radiates or reflects energy outward 
in a spherical manner and tends to group 
into spheres and clusters of spheres (stars, 
planets, galaxies, cells, atoms etc.). This is the 
geometric essence of our external reality. 
 
The opposite of this - our internal reality - is 
a fractal, contracting geometry; an infinitely 
folding structure which gets smaller and 
smaller without limit. This is represented 
geometrically by the 64-tetrahedron grid 
(see above). It is interesting to note that a 
fractal structure such as this has an infinitely 
large boundary, yet it can fit snugly inside 



a sphere, which has a finite boundary. 
Harramein shows how this principle proves 
that infinite potential is contained within every 
point of the universe. In other words: every 
part of the universe contains the whole. Inner 
space is as vast as outer space, and to change 
anything is to change the entire universe. 
 
This 64 Tetrahedron grid structure forms the 
basis of sacred geometry. It is represented 
by the flower of life (see right), one of the 
most ancient and prolific symbols in human 
history, and it is the underlying “organising 
principle” which informs the structure of 
everything from molecules, snowflakes and 
crystals, to cells, flowers, animals, planets, 
stars and beyond. It can be seen in the angles, 
ratios, and symmetries which recur in all form 
throughout nature. Physical reality therefore, 
can be described as an outward expression 
of the vacuum.
 
I find this easiest to visualise when recalling 
those wonderful time-lapse movies of flowers 
blooming. From just a tiny spherical seed, 
a green stem emerges cautiously, grows 
upward in length and girth, before opening up 
into an extraordinary petal structure, rich in 
mathematical beauty and mystery, stretching 
out to fill as much space as it can. Fractals are 
expressed all throughout nature, even human 
beings are fractal, as we each sprout out of 
another human, with subtle differences after 
each iteration. Undoubtedly though one of the 
most striking examples of fractal expression 
is the Romanesco Broccoli (see below). Trippy 
but tasteless IMHO. 

The Black Whole
 
Perhaps the crowning achievement of 
Harramein’s work to date has been his paper 
entitled “The Schwarzchild Proton”. In it he 
shows how the center of each atom is a mini 
black hole; a spinning whirlpool of vacuum 
energy spiralling into progressively tighter 
and smaller scales (see overleaf). 
 
There are only two forces in Harramein’s 
model; the inward collapsing pull of gravity, 
and the outward radiative expression of 
electromagnetism. They are but two sides 
of the same coin; the in-breath/contraction 
and out-breath/expansion of the vacuum. It 
is proposed that all complex structures have 
a black hole at their center: a dense cluster 
of mini black holes acting as the primary 
umbilicus which connects life to its source. 
It can be detected by looking for the most 
dense electromagnetic field in a system, such 
as the center of a galaxy, a star, planet, or in 
the case of the human body, the heart. 
 
All the mini black holes in our body connect 
to this central one in our heart, from there we 
are connected to the center of the Earth, then 
to the center of the Sun, then to the super-
massive black hole at the center of the galaxy. 
All galaxies are then connected - via their 
central singularity - to an even deeper source. 
Like tributaries feeding into an ever larger 
stream, all physical forms flow to and from 
a common source. We are like leaves on the 
outer-most branches of the galactic tree of life. 
 The black hole in our heart can be felt by 



going deep within, and finding your spiritual 
center, that place of total calm and stillness 
- thoughtless awareness - the eye of your 
very own hurricane. Indeed this has been the 
message of spiritual masters for centuries, to 
just make time every day to experience the 
deepest stillness inside yourself. “There is 
great power in stillness. Stillness can move 
mountains” according to the Buddha. 
 
For a new perspective, try imagining yourself 
as the space in which your body exists, rather 
than as a body existing in space. Its like 
inverting yourself, seeing your body as the 
0.000001% - a flickering energy pattern with 
infinitesimal volume, deeply wired into the 
rest of the universe (see right). I made this 
realisation whilst meditating a few weeks ago 
after watching one of Harramein’s lectures, 
and it was one of the most profound sensations 
I’ve ever experienced. I felt a strong sense of 
the vast scale of my body, from its full length, 
down to the trillions of cells, the uncountable 
molecules and atoms, and the whirlpool 



dynamics at the center of each of them. For 
the first time in my life, I felt centered in my 
heart rather than my head. I was surrounded 
by an ambient energy vibration in the shape 
of my body; the harmonics of progressively 
shorter wavelength giving me an awareness 
of smaller and smaller scales. I sensed it for 
hours and it left me buzzing with inspiration 
for days. 
 
Harramein’s model provides a mathematical 
basis and a physical mechanism for our 
experiences to be fed back into the universe. 
Through the countless black holes in our 
body centered around our heart, everything 
we do is sucked into singularity and used to 
inform the next generation of manifestations. 
All forms, not just human beings, are in a 
co-creative partnership, building a unique 
reality in each new moment. We have infinite 
energy, and infinite creative possibility at our 
disposal, but we are limited by our beliefs, 

our lack of consciousness and our collective 
incoherence. We must learn to act as one, to 
imagine new possibilities in which everyone 
and everything can thrive. We must let go of 
the old paradigms of fear, control, scarcity 
and competition, and embrace the qualities 
of love, trust, abundance and collaboration. 
These are the qualities that will define the 
new age. It’s happening all over the world like 
a domino effect right now, as more people 
awaken to their universal nature. From this 
new perspective, the collapsing economic 
system is not something to be worried 
about, as Harramein says “The wealth isn’t 
disappearing, its just changing hands”. 

Steve Young 
aka DJ/ProDucer HeDflux

www.hedflux.com









The Orb andYouth
The story of WAU mr modo

Taking a quick break from the pulsating 
pursuit of kaleidescopically refracted, 
synapse seducing, neuron bending sonic 
lunacy, The Orb aka Alex Paterson and his 
liquid, collaborative flux has teamed up with 
the notorious Youth to dive deep into their 
early history and open a fresh window onto 
the sound of the Acid House era that they did 
so much to define. WAU Mr Modo was the 
record label launched by the two subliminal 
nutters along with the KLF’s Jimmy Cauty 
who has swept in from his intergalactic 
observation deck to paint the cover of the 
new album a mischevious shade of bonkers. 
Releasing classic after classic during the 
cultural revolution that spanned the late 
80’s and early 90’s, WAU Mr Modo sailed 
through the synthesis of innocence, love and 

the DIY harnessing of a fresh sound to sing 
the soundtrack of a shining moment. With 
Alex fresh from his adventures in molten, 
spherical psychedelia with David Gilmour 
and Youth staging a lightening escape from 
the labyrinth of his myriad projects, the 
two original label bosses have rereleased 
this rolling musical narrative just in time 
to see granny off over the turkey and keep 
the fires burning bright as the snow filters 
through the imagination. It was our absolute 
pleasure to catch up with these two musical 
hadron colliders as  they recovered from 
the frequency trip into a shared musical 
consciousness and sprinkle the eternal 
sound of soulful memory forth once more. 
Impossible Oddities........



To what degree was acid house the natural 
successor to punk and to what extent was it 
its antithesis

Alex - Hate became love, speed became 
XTC, hooligans became friends, opposites 
attract, the world became colourful, pink was 
the new grey and electronic music became 
fashionable and marketable .

Youth - Well hip hop was really the first in 
succession, which included electro and post 
punk, disco and proto house. Acid house was 
a mixture of Balearic, anything from the indie 
Thrashing Doves to U2, even Phil Collins’ In 
the Air Tonight and Chicago and Detroit house 
and techno. What made it a successor to punk 
was the passion and the DIY attitude of the 
artists, promoters and labels.

Was that era in the late 80’s a perfect 
storm of creativity with so many disparate 
elements coming together to trigger a 
mass movement and an evolutionary 
spasm of culture

Alex - Generations give different flows to the 
culture of the masses. It became more DIY 

and you could write music in your bedroom 
and film on camcorders well before your 
Twitters, Facebooks and the mobile phone!!  
Technology has alienated mankind in the 21st 
century - or should that read the new world 
order? 

Youth - That's precisely what acid house did 
do – it brought all the tribes together where 
suddenly it was hip to like lots of different 
kinds of music  and the Glastonbury festival 
also had a major effect, if not an even bigger 
impact in a way that continues to this day.   
 
 
How well has that matrix of renegade 
freedom, enlightenment on one level or 
electronics, frequency and life affirming 
chemicals weathered the years

Alex - It has its own form or freedom, ideas 
passed down from generation to generation.
The thoughts of one man and a dream of one 
woman , becoming reality in the hands of their 
younger ever changing friends .

Youth - Well a lot of the love was a chemical 
illusion, very shallow and narcissistic that 



didn't last long, as was the enlightenment. 
Nevertheless, communities and relationships 
were formed and bonding did occur and I'm 
still friends with many of the people I met 
back then. There  were a few casualties from 
the drugs but not nearly as many as the late 
60,s and nothing like today, with the alcohol 
and coke culture largeing It here for the last 
ten years. The quality of the drugs was much 
better then! 

 
Did electronics democratise music

Alex - Electric  guitars did 

Youth - There are a lot of dichotomies and 
paradoxes within all music but it is a pure 
form. Sound is what created the universe and 
sound vibration generates the geometry of 
creation. There is hierarchy and there is also 
democracy - the dancefloor being the ultimate 
democracy because if no one is dancing it's 
over for the DJ. Yet the DJ is still the sovereign 
king of the event and there is only room for 

one at the top of the pyramid! Electronic music 
is possibly harder to penetrate than rock - to 
program a computer or synth is much harder 
than knocking out a few chords on the guitar. 

Tell us a little about Wau Mr Modo and it’s 
inception

Alex - There were three of us - Modo aka Mr 
Modo & WAU which was Youth and myself. We 
had lots of friends doing music and thought 
we could give our bands and projects a 
platform to rise up, grow in confidence and 
let our tough seeds take root. From reggae 
to house, ambient to techno we became the 
home of a new form of music, ‘ambient house’ 
and ' Goa Trance' .

Youth - The technology became available 
to be bedroom producers and we took 
advantage of that.



How much cross fertilisation was there 
between The Orb and the KLF

Alex - Chill Out said it all! - Youth and Jimmy 
had been in Brilliant together previously, 
The Orb recorded ‘Loving You’ at KLF HQ,  
Transcentral, we all DJ’d at the White Room in 
Land of Oz in 89-90, Jimmy trying out his new 
KLF tunes ( 3am eternal ) and then The Orb 
doing a ambient house remix of it or Fluffy 
Clouds demos, and then there was the police 
car of Jim's that took us to most places ......  a 
huge ever growing pulsating brain the rules 
from the centre of the ultra-world .

Youth - There was a strong connection. As 
Alex says, Jimmy Cauty was in Brilliant, my 
post Killing Joke band in the mid 80’s and Bill 
Drummond was our A&R man at Warners. 
When the band split, Bill left Warners and he 
and Jimmy started The JAMs which became 
the KLF. Alex was my flatmate and we all hung 
out at Transcentral studios - the KLF base in 
Stockwell. We helped each other out on our 
various projects, Disco 2000 was Cressida’s 
(Jimmy’s partner and part of the KLF) acid 
project and Jimmy and all of us were involved 
with that and there was a strong community 
spirit around Brilliant which extended into 
these bands. 

How have your personal connections 
oscillated over the last couple of decades
 
Alex - Fine thank you, after all these eons. We 
know not seek, we find but, it takes a long time 
to become young,  eh Youth ? 
 
Youth - Well it’s always interesting to reflect 
back on all the people and associates you 
have met that became friends and who 
remained dear over the years.Your closest 
friends now are something you could never 
predict at the time. It’s good to both have old 
friends and keep making new ones along 
the way.  Working with your mates is always 
rewarding and challenging in equal measure 
- when there’s a lot of success there is usually 
a big fallout and being a gigging artist or a DJ 
forces you to become bi-polar and we all have 
to work out for ourselves what’s real, what’s 
valuable and what’s just plain bullshit....that 
can take a lifetime!    
 
 
How much is all music ultimately about 
reinterpretation and is originality a 
relative concept
 
Alex - Are we to listen to our ears? Or what's 
inside of them or behind them? Bad artists 



copy, good artists steal. Or is creation an act of 
destruction ?

Youth - To a degree that's correct, yet there 
are idiosyncratic elements that can make 
a piece of work unique to one person. That 
doesn't make it original, the word original 
originally comes from art in the 15th century 
and then it meant a piece of work that had 
specific origins, i.e. Constable was original 
to the Romantic school. Our egos became so 
inflated that that became twisted into what we 
use it for now. Post modernism clearly stated 
it was impossible to be original and today it's 
much more about authenticity but then again it 
was the same for the Stones and Zep 40 years 
ago. Their criteria was to be authentic not 
original and ironically the more you try to be 

original the more of a cliche you become and 
the more authentic you are the more original it 
sounds!
 
  
Is a corporate music industry and a 
sublimely ridiculous trend culture that 
cuts through art and music there to stick 
two fingers up at or skilfully manipulate 
into doing things it didn’t intend
 
Alex - Over to you Youth!  
 
Youth - I always had an inclusive philosophy 
to this - however it's important for the artist 
to exploit the industry as the industry is a 
machine and will crush you up if you don't.
 



Is fame just about a conflicted self, bigger 
lines and thinner women or is it another 
handy tool in the box
 
Alex - It's your music in life that becomes the 
ultimate attraction .
 
Youth - Punk taught us not to have Heros , 
respect and admire,yes but no pedestal as 
they will surely fall off. However when you’re 
standing next to Jimmy Page or Marshall 
Jefferson it's hard not to go into full rabbit 
headlights gimp mode hero worship. The 
artist is the hero as an archetype and it's very 
powerful and also not such a pleasant journey. 
I recommend ‘The Hero with a Thousand 
Faces" by Joseph Campbell which explains 
the dynamic and path exactly and it's the only 
book I've seen address the subject, which Is 
surprising as it's such a big part of our culture.
 
  
Is there any point asking you to 
deconstruct the album, or is that an 
indulgence when the music stands alone 
and you’re fed up of analysing it

Alex - It's our history and it stands up to the 
test of time by its very existence here and 

now  - the difference is that we answer our 
questions on a computer rather than face to 
face, like when we first started WAU. We are 
proud owners and think it worthy of another 
listen. Music is the greatest refreshment in life 

Youth - I believe it does speak for itself but it 
is a journey and there is an emotional story 
and a narrative to it but that's a whole other 
tale. 
 
  
Where is the balance between sentimental 
nostalgia, and a conscious re-examination 
of our roots

Alex - You make a record whole, for a orange 
and people think just the opposite, that 
particular record is but a detail. 

Youth - Well you tell me? It's different for 
everyone. I can tell you the difference 
between sentimental and emotional. 
Sentimental is always a nice warm cosy 
feeling and generally shallow, where as 
emotional isn't and can be very deep and 
dark. Whether it's conscious or subliminal we 
are always referring to the past and it always 
informs every decision we take. 
 
 
Gotta hear about Marshall Jefferson doing 
proto dubstep – Spill it!
 
Alex - Over to Youth ....  Open our eyes
 
Youth - Marshall had been in hibernation 
when I started to work with him in the early 
90's and he was open to everything including 
dub and we worked with Tom Jones and Trevor 
Horn, a car ear high for me. You got to picture 
Marshall hunched over a Roland 909, Tom 
Jones with his shirt off sweating like a boxer 
chewing a cigar and Trevor Horn and myself 
surrounded by massive synths smoking big fat 
ones all in the same room, what a vibe! 



How much does opening your radar to 
the unexpected and the plain fucking 
mad open up new dimensions within 
music rather than reaching for something 
formally ‘musical’

Alex - Looking for any situation your music 
takes you to will give you more happiness 
listening to it, rather than recording it. Open 
the doors ( ears ). 
 
Youth - Well there's a balance to be had 
between the known and unknown. Music is a 
vocabulary with a wide spectrum but a narrow 
gauge - if you’re going to connect and be 
relevant you need a good balance between 
the two. You as a producer or composer draw 
the line.
 

How much does music have to be explicit, 
and how do you use the implied to make a 
stronger statement
 
Alex - Listen to the silence ....... turning 
colours into sounds , gently, gently,  nicely, 
nicely .
 
Youth - I like these questions! Again it's about 
proportion, context and spacial awareness. 
Each artist, even each piece or song should 
have its own criteria, although with bands 
there can be more of a solid direction and 
manifesto. Yet all rules are made to be broken 
so do whatever you want. The public will tell 
you whether the work works or not although it 
may take them 20 years to work it out ie Neu, 
Velvet Underground and Killing Joke to some 
degree. 



Why this project – why now?

Alex - Because it’s getting near to Xmas, the 
poster looks smashing, the music is still fresh. 
Listen to Actress and then Uncle 22 .....  do you 
get me?

Youth - Well we had to get them out before 
2012 – that’s when our DNA is going to mutate 
and we will enter the 5th dimension - music 
can subtly help our DNA to do that! These 
tracks have never been out on CD before, and 
that’s a good enough reason but also the good 
folks at Future Noise are passionate about the 
music and have encouraged us to do it.
 
 
Is London now gentrified beyond repair 
or does it still have the potential to be a 
gleamingly mischievous, psychedelic 
playground
 
Alex - London is made up of small villages 
and how can you not see Battersea Power 
Station as a psychedelic playground? Central 
London has always been a playground for 
tourists . At Home he Feels like a Tourist by 
Gang of Four…. explain that .

Youth - I have hope and there are always 
pockets of resistance but we are one of the 
most locked down and controlled cities in 
the world. Who would have thought that we, 
the great British lion would meekly roll over 
and become the most compliant people in 
Europe? 

The smoking ban doesn't make me enjoy 
going to clubs. It's very expensive too, so 
house parties are still where it's at, but like 
NYC 20 yrs ago when the estate agents 
appropriated our culture and sold it back to 
us as a lifestyle choice, people have to work 
so hard to stand still it's become a bit boring. 
Shoreditch was wild a few years ago and still 
is exciting but it's all branded theme park 
rebellion....full of tossers. Still If I was 19 I'd 
be there! I still meet many kids who are fully 
engaged and committed to the music and 
their work is real, exciting and happening, 
but these days everyone is in 3 bands, they DJ 
out 3 times a month, produce, remix and run 
3 labels, but no one is getting paid except for 
the alcohol corps and drug dealers.     

 
How critical is a massive wink, a wry smile 
and a fat slice of playfulness in amongst all 
the experimentation
 

Alex - ;  )
 
Youth - Well I like serous music too. I listen to 
a lot of soundtracks and some contemporary 
classical music - it's up the artist , keeping a 
sense of humour while you work is essential 
though.



Is the real essence for you plugging into 
the live moment or the technological 
possibility of the studio

Alex - Both ways up 

Youth - Combination of both, new technology 
is always inspiring but so is working out the 
riff of something 30 years old.

Is The Orb a band in the formal sense or a 
freewheeling creative flux

Alex - It's a system of sound engineers and 
scientists locked inside studio complexes 
worldwide creating nano rhythms in a huge 
ever growing multi cycle of fractions & keys 
............. Freewheeling is so 70's! Where's the 
cowbell Youth?

Youth – Untangling itself from some 
antimatter! The constant is Alex, who is The 
Orb really, but luckily he likes collaborators. 
 
  
On the remix front – are you working off 
the elements within the track or the feeling 
it gave you when it burned itself into your 
memory
 
Alex - Burning memories? Normally we try 
to keep a main riff or a melody .... then mash 
it up into say a dubstep rhythm  or factors of 
techno washes ....

Youth - It changes every day. Context usually 
defines content.



Are albums as a unified whole a bit of a lost 
concept these days
 
Alex - Lost in the ituneS era of self interest 
... Attention spam of the fish generation of 
the early 21st century, in that we live ... flies 
around the beast .  
Cycles within cycles, this concept shit will 
be around forever ... it's only a matter of time 
before it's hip again.... Listening to albums is 
sooo 20th century mann .

Youth - No, I still buy and listen to albums 
regularly and I'm sure it will last. I still see it 
as side one and side two! There are many new 
mediums though ,I just put album together 
for a book of erotic literature , The Nabob 
de Bombasta by Brian Barritt and that’s been 
nominated for best erotic book of the year! 
I’ve also done a volume of my own poetry 
Kommune available  from bandcamp. <http://
bandcamp.com/>  , soundscapes for books 
are also emerging  - exciting times.
 
  
Do your ears evolve to the point that new 
elements sparkle out of classic music

Alex - My ears sprout wings and fly off 
(listening to dubstep from LA la land right 
now) 
 
Youth - You never hear the same track twice 
the same way ,context is always changing so 
yes!



What’s next for you – either together or as 
individuals

Alex - Opera . Space and The Screen . HFB 
shooter to music  and a tour next year. 

Youth - More Killing Joke, new productions 
including  The View and Poly Styrene, my own 
dance album under the cult of youth tag and 
a new Dub Trees album, my own dub project.  
My post punk outfit which I front, Vertical 
Smile has a debut album out in January, there’s 
a new Zodiac Youth album of dirty blues also 
an album I recorded last week with John 
Sinclair of MC5 fame, including Keith Richards 
on piano!! It's amazing and much more , I'm 
very grateful to be here at all but I feel I'm just 
getting into my stride!  

The Orb and Youth present 
IMPOSSIBLE ODDITIES: from 

underground to overground - the 
story of WAU! Mr Modo is out now on 

Year Zero: 

www.yearzeromusic.com









Jerm IX

Jerm IX is a street artist, poet, MC, and 
activist who has been germinating a viral 
campaign of haiku like subversion and 
deep introspective reflection throughout 
the streets of his home town Vancouver. 
Swerving the traditional aesthetic of image, 
his stark texts cryptically illuminate the 
shadowy corners of his troubled soul as well 
wrestling with the absurdities of current 
socio economics. Rippling with pathos 
and a jarring poetry their telegram like  
journalism from the edges of the abyss, 
his moment and site specific dispatches 
instantly made a profound impact on us and 
we traced the barbed lyrical flow back to the 
man himself and settled down for a quick 
word.

You’ve been an active street artist since 
2004, tell us a little about your first 
pieces...

JERM stenciled onto a Purolator sticker I 
stole from work was first, the next day at 
work I called in a fake flood to Purolator and 
they replaced dozens and dozens of rolls of 
stickers, and it began. I stuck one to the next 
and began stenciling    one-liners that were 
usually anti-capitalist or humorous in nature. 
The early pieces were a mock advertising 
campaign merging the techniques of graf 
writing, street art and advertising my thoughts.   

 





What made you decide on the stencil 
message format?

For decades now graffiti has been an evolution 
of letter styles, growing evermore complex 
and thus less accessible to the public at large. 
I came to the conclusion that style and any 
creative aesthetic needed to be removed 
from the equation as I wanted my statements 
and poems to be accessible to all ages and 
demographics, not just the graf and street 
art community.  I chose store bought stencil 
letters as my weapon of choice so that the 
words themselves would take center stage. 
The stencil letters provide familiarity and own 
a certain authority as they blend well with 
the other texts that communicate with us in 
public spaces. I find that by using the stencil 
letters as opposed to a tag style, my work 
simultaneously stands out and hides in plain 
sight. 

Did you consciously decide on the paste 
up format or were you minimising future 
court appearances?

I started with markers and spray cans and was 
uncomfortable with the amount of physical 
and financial damage I was doing to my 
community as well as the risk involved. Within 

months I progressed to paper and paste and 
never looked back. Pasting paper, I realized 
quickly is much more tolerated and respected 
by Vancouverites and Vancouver authorities. 
Getting the vibe now that anything goes in 
Toronto. I still rock of some wack throwies and 
tags here and then but the pasted paper is my 
primary medium. 

What motivates the messages you create?

Everything. It’s innate, living inside me. It just 
has to come out.

How often are you out pasting? 

As often as I can, day and night, I’m a 
wanderer. I always have a pocket full of 
stickers and usually carry my whole kit. 
Between 24 and 30 hours a week at least I’m 
out here hitting. For years there was no break, 
we just kept going and going, but lately there 
have been some ebbs and flows that allow me 
to come down and experience other parts of 
life again. I’m a street art addict, I guess. I’ll 
never be abstinent but I’m recognizing that I 
can’t stay high all the time either.





Do you fear arrest and have you ever been 
arrested on the job?

I just do it like I’m supposed to be doing it 
and no one seems bothered. I don’t fear arrest 
because I use a cellulose paste which is water 
soluble and does not do any damage to the 
structures my work is adhered to. I’ve had 
my fair share of chases and bad scenes but 
that’s usually when I’m bottle half empty kinda 
drunk.

For the most part I’m confident that my 
techniques are law abiding and therefore I 
have no worries. 

 
How long have you been a writer? 

When I was 16 I started serving what would 
turn out to be 21 months in young offender 
jail for a laundry list of offences that I wouldn’t 
have committed if not for a serious drug 
problem. It was then that I first picked up a 
one and a half inch pencil and turned it on 
myself. I began evaluating my life and my 
decision making on pads of lined paper that 
became a mirror of sorts, allowing me to see 
myself for who I really was. Since that day I 

have used writing as a form of therapy and 
progressed in both style and the mediums 
in which I work. Starting with apologetic 
letters and poetry and quickly switching 
to songwriting in the form of raps. After 
being released I began recording some of 
these songs and in 2004 started mining my 
rhymebooks for street art poems and scrolls. 
Now in my early thirties, I am writing a semi-
autobiographical novel with heavy street art 
themes.

 
What does the terms Capitalisn’t / 
Vandalisn’t mean to you?

CAPITALISN’T, VANDALISN’T, MATERIALISN’T, 
CONSUMERISN’T, COMMERCIALISN’T, 
FEMINISN’T, and so on are simply meant 
to inspire people to question the dominant 
systems and ways of thinking. My work, as in 
my life, is much more about questions than 
answers. 

We love your ads, can you tell us a little 
about the concept behind some of them...

Frustration over advertising bombardment 





and consumer capitalism played a large role 
in inspiring me to become a street artist, and 
adbusting and culture jamming is still some 
of the most gratifying work that I do.  It is 
unacceptable to me that corporations pushing 
an agenda of consumer capitalism dominate 
our public space. When my wife ninja IX and 
I began the jermalism campaign in 2004, 
we intentionally adopted marketing and 
advertising principles to reach the broadest 
spectrum of Vancouverites. 

When working in adspace, whether it be 
V-TARP or bus shelters and billboards 
we use quick little one-liners mimicking  
corporate slogans and adspeak. Usually we 
simply contrast the message of consumer 
capitalism that exists in this not so public 
space with terms like DEBT PERCEPTION, 
THIS ADVERTISEMEANT NOTHING TO ME, 
THINGS & STUFF, I AM THE PRODUCT and so 
on. Sometimes we change it up and try to add 
some simple humour to the transit ride, CTL 
ALT DEL and SAY YO TO THUGS were two of 
my favorites.

Is there a line between vandalism and 
street art graffiti?

Yes, but it’s not my place to say where that line 
should be drawn, or sprayed, or stenciled. Where else in the world have you pasted 

your art?

Toronto, Vancouver, Whistler and Vancouver 
Island, I’ve never left Canada.

My work has been pasted by online artist 
friends in the USA, Mexico, Colombia, UK, 
Germany and a dozen other countries, with 
more to come. Eventually I will do some 
traveling I’m sure.

What type of reaction are you trying 
accomplish with your pieces?

I’m always fishing for a reaction, often 
a specific one, but any reaction will do. 
Sometimes, any acknowledgement that the 
piece exists where it should not is reaction 
enough. But often I do try to strike a certain 
nerve or provoke a particular emotional 
response and try to use placement in the 
environment to accentuate or contrast the 
message. Jermalism is my form of Gonzo 
Journalism, sharing my voice, as I am, 
reporting on me. Contrasting the dominant 
corporate hegemony whilst delving into an 





internal journey. Some of the closest people 
to me seem so distant and far, shut down to 
their emotional self, maybe subconsciously 
I’m trying to wake up the people I love. 
It’s definitely about a sense of connection 
between myself and the reader.

 
How does the street art scene compare to 
that of the UK for example?

As I said I’ve never travelled so my awareness 
of each scene is only web-based and 
therefore not incredibly extensive. Graffers 
keep the buffers busy in Vancouver and there 
are a handful of respected street artists that 
touch down on a fairly regular basis, but it’s 
nothing like the UK. Toronto on the other hand 
is bombed, just spotted some KING COPE 
walls yesterday and rocked a fat grin. SUEME, 
GUTS and TAKE5 hits made me reminisce 
on Vancouver, which I just left at the end of 
Semptember. 

Would you mind naming some of the artists 
you respect in your city?

Byron Cameraman, Indigo, Take5, RedrumAYS, 
VTS, NWK, Open5, Vegas, Rich S., Champ, The 
Dark, OSI, Knitgirl, D-VOUR, A01, and so on. I 
respect everyone that touches down.

We know you also work with the Obey crew, 
how did that come about? 

OBEY approached a friend of mine about 
postering Vancouver and she sent them in my 
direction, for obvious reasons. For years I have 
been trying to enhance Vancouver’s street 
art scene by importing works from global 
street artists that I admire. From covering the 
city in starheadboy and Biafra Inc. stickers 
to collaborations with a1one (Tehran, Iran), 
PosterChild (Toronto), Jordan Seiler (New 
York), LOAF (Germany) and several others. 
With more in the works. This collaboration 
also helps me fund my own street art 
campaign by merging missions together and 
paying myself to get up, as well as fund some 
traveling in the near future that will allow me 
to extend the reach of jermalism. Next stop: 
Montreal.

 





You’ve been doing some collaborations 
with Vegas (Team LSD), tell us a little about 
the ‘Banksy Wasn’t Here’ piece and the 
V-TARP campaign…

Vegas and I clicked as soon as he arrived 
from the UK. He put some shit up for me in 
Norwich a few months before he moved to 
Van , so when he arrived I took him on a giant 
bike tour. Him on a rickety ten speed with no 
brakes, me on my wife’s mountain bike. He 
followed me around photographing missions 
for a bit, before we started painting together 
in his studio and plotting V-TARP, which stands 
for The Vancouver Transit Ad-Space Re-
Appropriation Project. An idea that was born 
to Vegas and I whilst riding the public transit 
Skytrain during the 2010 Olympics. VANOC, 
The Vancouver Olympic Committee had 
bought all of the adspace on the transit system 
but in the depths of the recession failed to 
sell all of that adspace. What remained was a 
half naked transit system, with most of it’s ad’s 
removed and it’s bare blank spaces showing. 
Naturally, these empty spaces called out to 
a couple of street artists like Vegas and I. We 
measured the ads, put out a global call for 
art submissions and we took the damn thing 
over.  The response was overwhelmingly 
positive, tons of media attention was paid 
once we published the email that Translink, 
the privately owned public transit system sent 
to us politely asking us to halt and claiming 
exorbitant removal fees. Our objective was to 
continue or create a dialogue on public and 
private space and who exactly it belongs to, so 
on that front V-TARP was a massive success.  

Check out the V-TARP blog at v-tarp.blogspot.
com/ to see all 33 installs.

The BANKSY WASN’T HERE piece was an 
idea I bounced off Vegas one morning as we 
were plotting our day in the studio and he 
replied that he should remake the balloon 
girl stencil that Banksy did. That night we had 
it up. At the time North American cities were 
being bombarded with media reports about 
Banksy here, Banksy there before his movie 
debuted, but no mention was being made of 
the dedicated and talented artists that are 
actively decorating these cities. That lack of 
local appreciation for local artists by local 
media pissed me off. It was also a direct invite 
to Banksy that Vancouver has a lot of blank 
walls to fuck with.

Should we expect to see your work in 
London anytime soon?

A few dozen small ISN’T series paste-ups have 
been up in London but I’m currently focusing 
on a plateful of Toronto with a hearty side of 
Montreal. We do send out quite a bit of work 
around the world so you never know if you’ll 
see it there. I’m sometimes surprised when I 
get a pic emailed to me from Scotland or The 
Phillipines or Afghanistan or wherever.

How do you see the future for Jerm X street 
pieces?

I’ve come to learn that discussing an idea 
before you bring it to fruition diminishes it 
substantially. I have a few pots on the stove 
simmering that just might come to a boil 
and get served soon. Beyond that is anyone’s 
guess. 
 
Anything else you’d like to say to LSD 
readers?

I’ll quote my man Sage Francis I guess...”Make 
love to the present, fuck the past.”

www.flickr.com/photos/jerm9ine/









Paddington Green
Trikileaks

The DCI peered disapprovingly at a chaste 
looking Barry and Joe over the thick, post it 
note dripping file he was brandishing in his 
chubby little hands.

‘Right you pair of gibbering imbeciles. 
Despite your best efforts to get yourselves 
demoted to Community Support status by 
smashing up the Bank of England and blaming 
it on a bunch of CND wallowing, bike riding, 
vegan protestor types, and in the face of all 
my best attempts to wash my hands of the pair 
of you, somehow you have drawn the attention 
of some pretty major Whitehall power 
brokers.’ 

‘Eh?’ said Barry

‘Keep your Neanderthal commentary to 
yourself shitbag’ continued the DCI with the 
velvety, debonair charm he was so renowned 
for. 

‘This is Sir Philip Johnson from MI6, and he 
appears to have taken leave of his senses 
long enough to request your secondment 
to a top secret mission. He’s signed the 
necessary disclaimers absolving me of all 
responsibility, so with the introductions made, 
I’m off to prepare for the accidental nuclear 
Armageddon you will doubtless stumble 
into with your new security clearance. And if 
you don’t come back, we’ll be sure to send 
a slice of the celebratory cake to your next 
of kin if any of them are shameless enough 
to admit being related to you’. With that, he 
turned on his heel, walked clean into a fire 
door, ricocheted off it and hysterically groped 



a rape victim on the way down in a botched 
attempt to break his fall.

‘OK’ began Sir Philip Johnson over the 
outraged screams. 

‘Our entire operating capacity at MI5 and MI6 
is currently committed to the newest front on 
the war on terror. It seems that the inhabitants 
of a small village in Somalia have taken up 
their new Monsanto commemorative shovels 
up in arms against our interests, and while 
they have some drivelling manifesto about 
starving to death and being in permanent 
debt to a multi-national at extortionate interest 
for products that have killed every living 
thing, the fact remains that they are Muslim 
and this could be the next Afghanistan. So 
we have moved in to make sure it is. Sorry, I 
mean isn’t. Anyway. Ever since you ran over 
Osama bin Laden as he hopscotched home 
from Tescos in Ipswich, we’ve had our eye on 
you two. You may just be astonishingly stupid, 
and thought you were actually running over 
the disgruntled pensioner he was cunningly 
disguised as, but we respect results, and 
if your Clouseau like gift for dazzlingly 
incompetent success is what it takes to pull off 
this mission, then so be it.’

‘Sir, obviously we’re very flattered, but if you 
don’t mind us asking, what is the mission?’

‘Sharp as a doughnut you two. You have no 
doubt heard of the abomination of a website 
called Trikileaks and their penchant for 
broadcasting damaging diplomatic gossip as 
well as the odd low profile bit of corporate 
scandal’

‘Yes sir’

‘Well, they have finally gone too far. They are 
planning to leak the darkest secret of them 
all in the next couple of days. That there is no 
such thing as money’

‘I’m sorry sir, is this some sort of mental 
training exercise. I’ve got a fiver right here’ 
piped up Joe.

‘Shut up fucko’ retorted Sir Phillip, taking 
a leaf out of the DCI’s guide to a happy 
workplace. You’re not here to understand your 
mission, you’re here to execute it. Cables 
between the world’s major central banks 
reveal an ongoing game of Texas Hold Em 
between them, played with entirely fictional 
billions. With all this talk of recessions, 



and deficits, there could hardly be a less 
opportune time for it to get out that money 
was an invention to grow material wealth 
without any actual resources. Yes we print it, 
yes we lend it, yes we use it as a weapon, but 
the fact remains that it stopped being relative 
to gold reserves or land an awfully long time 
ago, and central bankers now just pretty much 
get drunk on 19th century vintage port and 
add zeros to the screens in front of them while 
continuing a 200 year old game of poker in 
one of the fine traditions that defines our 
cultural heritage. Trikileaks is about to blow 
the gaff on this sacred institution, and reveal 
that the entire basis for the global financial 
system is a bunch of inebriated patricians 
playing a high stakes game of Monopoly. And 
we must prevent this at all costs’

Barry opened his mouth. Then he closed it 
again.

‘The notorious founder of Trikileaks, Vidal 
Sassoonage has been in hiding from the 
website’s inception, but we finally have a 
lead on his whereabouts. An account was set 
up with the pornographic website ‘Goats in 
Suspenders’ several years ago from the same 
IP address that  the Trikileaks website was 
initiated from. While the Trikileaks site itself 
is untraceable at the moment despite our best 
attempts to shut it down, someone logged 
onto Goats in Suspenders yesterday with the 
same account details created from the original 
Trikileaks IP address. We believe Sassonage 
has made his first major blunder, and your 
job is to track him down to this address – 23 
Sovereign Lane, Macclesfield and assassinate 
him. The sex scandals we tried to pin on him 
and general disinformation we’ve instigated 
to discredit him seem only to have made him 
more of a bloody Robin Hood figure. So we’re 
going to off the fucker. Now piss off and get to 
it.’



‘Wanker’ muttered Joe
‘Tosser’ agreed Barry

‘Suppose we better go up north then’ said 
Joe heaving a mortal sigh of despair. ‘Why 
couldn’t have been hiding in a wheelbarrow 
in Burundi or something. Could do with some 
exotic foreign travel’     
                                                                       
‘Bollocks’ grunted Barry. And off they trotted.
On arriving at 23 Sovereign Lane, they 
apparently decided on a two pronged attack. 
Joe would trip over the flower pots and go 
clattering through the conservatory window 
while Barry would boot the door off the house 
next door. We can know nothing of how genius 
actually works, but we can only assume it 
was a cunning strategy as that is exactly how 
it played out. As the young Polish girl in the 
neighbouring house screeched blue murder 
and started threatening dire retribution, Joe 
found himself face to face with the scheming 
daredevil Vidal Sassonage himself.

‘Quick Barry’ he yelped. ‘Get in here. I’ve got 
the bastard cornered’

Barry charged in through the front door 
with the portable siren he had bought from 
Halfords blaring loudly from inside the flat 
cap he had bought to ‘blend in’.

‘Are you Vidal Sassonage’ demanded Joe.
‘No, I’m Dennis’
‘Do we look like idiots to you?’ roared Barry
‘Er.....’
‘Give it up Sassonage. Your Trikileaking days 
are over’
‘Oh fucking hell. Not the Trikileaks thing 
again’
‘So you admit it?’
‘Do I fuck, you Southern twat.’

‘Now there’s no need for that kind of attitude. 
Are you are or you not Vidal Sassonage, the 
devious mastermind behind Trikileaks?’

‘No, I’m Dennis Potter and I suppose I’d better 
start from the beginning. I was working as a 
labourer over in Scunthorpe, when I suddenly 
had this burning urge to become a plumber. 
Cut a long story short, I failed my NVQ, and 
just as it looked like I was doomed to life as 



a dogsbody, I had a brainwave. Why not set 
up a website for plumbers and people with 
plumbing related crises where you could 
compare quotes, techniques, workmen, 
materials and so on. I reckoned I could get 
enough advertising from the plumbing trade 
to keep me solvent, and for a few months, it 
was all going really well. Then one day, I woke 
up and when I checked the overnight posts, 
I was gobsmacked to find 300,000 top secret 
diplomatic cables sandwiched in between the 
threads ‘That Sinking Feeling’ and ‘Smoking 
Pipes’. Well next thing I knew, The Guardian 
was publishing extracts from the site and 
hailing it the biggest blow for freedom of 
information since one of Moses’s lot glued the 
Ten Commandments back together to find 
they read ‘Live and Let Live – Let’s fucking 
party... Yours Truly, God.’ My inbox started 
filling up with enquires from the international 
press and surprisingly imaginative death 
threats, and for a while I tried to cope, but in 
the end I just abandoned the whole thing and 
went back to work as a labourer. Next thing 
I know, I start hearing about this Sassoonage 
bloke. Now I’ve got no bloody idea who he is 
or why he hijacked my one fucking attempt to 
make a go of something, but one thing I can 
tell you for sure is that he ain’t me.’

‘Got any ID to back up your story?’ barked 
Barry.

‘Here’s my biometric library card. Look – no 
faking that’
‘Shit’ said Joe.

‘Fuck’ said Barry. ‘Suppose we better go see 
that knobend Johnson and explain. Bet he 
don’t take it too well’
‘What a prize cunt’ moaned Joe.

A lengthy, ludicrously expensive train ride 
later our two protagonists found themselves 
shuffling their feet in an antechamber buried 
inside the Cabinet Office building. Sir Philip 
swept in magisterially and beamed at them 
approvingly. ‘So he’s dead then’

‘About that’ began Barry.

‘What do you mean ‘about that’? He is fucking 
dead isn’t he?’

‘Well no, not exactly. Turns out it was the 
wrong bloke. Some plumber called Dennis’

‘Failed plumber’ interjected Joe, who prided 
himself on precision.

‘You fuckwits. I didn’t tell you to investigate or 
branch out into independent analysis. I said 



quite clearly that your job was to kill him’

‘But he wasn’t Sassoonage’

‘There is no Sassoonage you morons. I 
invented him. It’s very difficult to convince 
the public to hate anonymous open source 
sharing frameworks. People are thick – you 
two being case in point. We need enemies – 
tangible, identifiable enemies. Like Al Qaeda. 
We managed to take three towelheaded 
space cadets in a cave and turn them into a 
worldwide organisation that terrified people 
into letting us pass whatever repressive 
legislation we liked. There is no Al Qaeda – 
well there is now – we invented it, and now 
people are claiming the mantle, luckily for 
us – we may get to perpetual war yet. But 
when this Trikileaks thing started, it was one 
of the most threatening uses of the internet 
we’d come across, not least because there 
is no ‘enemy’ just a bunch of self righteous 
windbags with access to sensitive information 
posting anonymously. So we had to make it 
a conspiracy and set up a focus for people 
to hate. Problem is, no one hates him, so we 
decided to kill this Potter character, plant 
incriminating evidence on him that revealed 

him as Sassonage and announce his death to 
the world in the hope that his accidental anti 
hero status would dissolve and that Trikileaks 
itself might somehow cease to function by 
convincing the posters, who themselves think 
Sassonage exists, that he was dead and the 
whole network may have been compromised. 
It was a long shot I admit, but now that strategy 
is firmly in the toilet thanks to your tactical 
brilliance.’

‘But where did that first batch of diplomatic 
cables come from?’

‘Er.. That was Chris in PR. We wanted to 
embarrass the Americans’

‘I’m not sure if this is pure genius or 
monumental stupidity’ mumbled Barry.

‘Welcome to government’ smirked Sir Philip. 
‘Now fuck off’
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Surf’s Up

Once the big one has passed,
All the surfers are washed up on the beach,

Washed up,
But not washed out,

Many is the reflection,
On this big one experience,

All are holding on to the memory,
Some wanna go back,

Some ready to move on,
Big wave,

Big experience,
A lot to rebalance,

But balancing is a surfer’s art,
So long to hold on now,

We’ve only got little waves to ride,
Confusion within the comedown,

Nowhere to run and hide,
So easy when you’re lifted,
Taken on by nature’s tide,

Human elements are showing now,
People are taking sides,

Confusion reigns the day,
Experience has shown the weakness  in human ways,

Can’t live without your daily pay,
So cracks in the beauty lead to dismay,

Each one their point of reference,
Each one their moment of connection,

Each one their personal experience,



Each one their version of how they rode the wave,
Just gotta give a little room,

Something that started as one
Spreads to the manifold,

Been like this since days of old,
Moments when a truth was shown,

A one shown to the divided,
And whilst it was there,

A unity was shared,
But we all landed in a different place,
Can’t expect that kind of wave to last,

A surge of energy cause the circumstances required a blast,
But we’re born here,

And here was never meant to be perfect,
Perfection lies in another place,

Or at least an inner space,
Out here on the perimeter we is a disconnected,

A people rejected,
Given pieces of the puzzle,

With which to juggle,
Until our time has come,

But as a surfer you always know that wave is out there,
And when the time is right,

You’ll surf in delight,
But how long you ride,

Depends on what you’ve learnt,
Getting too close to a wave like that can get you burnt,

So that’s why there’s these moments when the tide subsides,
And we watch the humans go into action,

But the wise,
In times of low tide,

Are always preparing for the next big ride.

69 DB









Polymath of the creative arts, lucid surfer of 
the mists of mysticism, all round politically 
illuminated mischief maker and creator of 
a bizarrely psychedelic, sinuous menagerie 
of monstrous glee, Raymond Salvatore 
Harmon dances through the barricades of 
medium with an irrepresible energy. Laced 
with a sublimial whisper, his film, music 
and abstraction alike glow with the rich hue 
of the esoteric, the internal, the eternal and 
the subconscious while his visual activism 
cuts straight through the layers of buried 
meaning to deliver a straight up punch 
to the solar.  A lecturer and a formidable 
knowledge bank, a painter and a  stencil 
artist, he also delves deep into the geometry 
and texture of electronic music, the nature 
of light and its channels and the fiery 
symbolism of conceptual film. unifying 
the often lonesome strands of sensory 
expression into a barrage of seductively 
arresting output. We spoke to him

How did growing up in industrial Detroit 
shape your perceptions of society?

Although I did spend a ton of time in 
downtown Detroit proper in my teens 
I actually grew up in a town about 45 
minutes outside of Detroit. It was a desolate 
postindustrial scar on an otherwise green 
farmland. It plays host to what was once the 
world's largest walled prison and claims to 
be the place where the Republican Party was 

founded. In my teens we would break into 
the former Goodyear Tire plant complex (1.2 
square kilometer factory) and skateboard 
on the steel floors. The plant closed in the 
early 80s due to a huge explosion that ruined 
one of the buildings. When it closed 30,000 
people lost their jobs and the town was gutted 
financially. Still, the town has one of the best 
comic book stores in Michigan.
Michigan in general is weird. I hated it as a 
kid and when I would go back in my early 
20's I felt like I was suffocating, even if I 
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was just visiting. But something about that 
place breeds intensely interesting, massively 
creative people. Motown, the Stooges, Juan 
Atkins, MC5, Wolf Eyes, Andrew WK. I came 
up seeing amazing shows in Detroit and was 
around during the birth of the noise scene 
there in the early 90's. I remember being at 
a rave in about 1991 with Graham Massey 
of 808 State and a friend of mine who was 
performing. This back when raves had bands 
like the Shamen or Meat Beat Manifesto, 
before the rise of DJ's. Orion pictures was 
there to film some movie about dance music 
that never came out.
In hindsight I was in an amazing place and 
time seeing incredible things and doing 
ridiculous stuff. But it never seemed enough 
when I was young. Everyone I knew wanted 
to escape, to go out and see the world and 
get away from what we thought of as a boring 
existence.

What were your first forays into expressed 
creativity?

I come from a family that promotes creativity. 
I have aunts and uncles who are artists in one 
way or another. So I started drawing young 
(like all kids) and just never stopped. I first 
started doing graff work in my teens, mostly 
as tags on buses and terminals in the 80s and 
early 90s. Then when I moved to NYC in 95 I 
started working with a crew of kids from the 

School for Visual Arts. I was the odd man out 
as I was older and didn't go to art school. All 
we did was paint the pieces designed by one 
guy, which got boring fast, so I moved on. It 
wasn't until 2003 or so that I started painting 
the sea / space monster things I do now. They 
grew out of drawings I had been doing for 
years. Kind of automatic drawing style psyche 
stuff.

When did you first begin to take an interest 
in the esoteric?

When I was young, like 11 or so, I was 
fascinated with mythology and fantasy stories. 
I started reading up on the witch trials and 
slowly gravitated to more mystical work. By 13 
I had figured out how to get books from other 
libraries sent to mine and was reading books 
on 14th century demonology and kabbalah. 
Crowley came along by my mid-teens, as did 
yoga, meditation and other mind expansion 
techniques; although I was totally straight 
edge (though not vegetarian) all through high 
school.

In the final analysis, what is your take on 
Crowley?

Crowley is funny, especially in the UK where 
he still gets press. On the one hand he was 
an amazingly intelligent guy who spoke a 





half dozen languages and wrote an enormous 
amount of brilliantly insightful material into 
mystical traditions, esoteric thinking, and the 
nature of religion. On the other hand he was a 
man raised with money, used to being given 
what he wanted and overly indulgent of his 
desires/passions.
The thing I find funny is how they still call 
Crowley a "Satanist!" in the UK press. It's been 
100 years and as many books have been 
written about him and yet no research gets 
done or basic fact checking when an article 
about him comes out in the mainstream media. 
Yet when he does get mentioned its always 
"DRUG USER! "SATANIST!" etc. In today's 
world someone like George Michael it doing 
more in the way of "bad things" than Crowley 
ever did. How controversial is a guy who is 
bisexual, practices yoga and does drugs 
today?
 

What do attitudes to public space say about 
us as a society?

The whole idea of "public space" isn't that old 
really. Besides open markets, whose space 
was tightly controlled for hundreds of years, 
places like parks for the general public were 
a Victorian idea. The use of parks was seen as 
a privilege bestowed upon general society 
by the rich and powerful; a charity, not a right. 
That is something that has drastically changed, 
especially in Europe. People see public space 
more and more as a right.
The thing is that what we are seeing in parallel 
to this growing sense of entitlement to public 
space is the encroachment of advertising. 
More and more often our visual environment 
is being used to market some product or 
service. We have become inundated with 
advertising in both our actual and virtual 
environments. The amount of money put 
into advertising in our visual environment is 
staggering, multiple times what society puts 
into education.
So it says that as a society we care about 
having space in which we exist as a public. But 
the value of that attachment to public space 
makes it frequently susceptible to those who 
would use it for gain, namely corporations.

Does street art genuinely help penetrate a 
numb consciousness or is it only relevant 
as a subculture?

In the States, most people see graffiti as a 
nuisance. In Chicago they banned the sale of 
spray paint within the city limits in the mid 
90's, which really put a foot down on graffiti. 
Unfortunately graffiti is seen as gang related 
in most urban contexts. While this facet of 
graff certainly exists what someone might 
define as "street art" is usually obviously not 
gang related. When regular people come onto 
a piece of random street art they may engage 
with it, but most of those who would be called 
fans of street art exist within a subculture.
In the UK though, and in other parts of the 
EU, graffiti is seen as way more relevant as a 
form of art. Regular people engage with it, 
talk about it and photograph pieces. That may 
be because the base of artists who do graff in 
the UK is broadly more "working class" than 
in the US (where most "street art" is done by 
art students). It may also have to do with the 
media's attention to it, which is much more 
pronounced here.
But regardless of where it is being done I think 
graffiti has an incredible ability to talk to those 
who see it. What that conversation says is up to 





the artist, but being able to put your work out 
into the world and bypass the gallery/media 
circus is massively important to the future of 
art.

To what degree have psychedelics shaped 
your understanding of the universe and 
your art?

I was interested in mystical ideas and 
"the nature of the universe" long before I 
discovered entheogenic drugs. I was taught 
transcendental meditation by my high school 
art teacher at a point where I had begun 
to study kabbalah and Sufi. Once I got to 
university I realized that if I was going to study 
these things (my major was in anthropology 
with a focus on so called "primitive" culture's 
mystical traditions) I needed to engage with 
the mindsets of these "shaman". I started with 
mushrooms.
Certainly using these kinds of tools has 
altered my work as a visual artist. On that 
first trip I instantly understood the entire 

iconography of psychedelic culture. As if 
I suddenly spoke a new language. A lot of 
ideas that had eluded me in Gnosticism and 
Kabbalah came into focus and a framework 
that would influence my understanding of 
'death' began to grow in my mind.
As an artist this meant I was able to think 
about things in a new way, to look at colour 
as an "emotional object" rather than a 
"perceptual adjective". To stop thinking 
in terms of dimensions, in terms of our 
perceptions of space-time, and to step outside 
of ideas like "scale."

Does analysis accentuate art or subvert it?

Analysis is a natural thing for people and 
being able to look deeper into what a piece 
of art might "mean" or what it's objective 
might be is a very constructive experience. 
But what has happened in "art education" 
is that analysis has become the centre, the 
language, of art. Art schools teach, and are 
upheld by institutions like museums, that 





art is something that requires a complex 
understanding of its formalities in order for it 
to be "understood." That any appreciation of 
art can only begin with an education into the 
analysis of that art. 
That, in my opinion, is total shit. Art is 
experience. How well it immediately speaks 
to someone who is experiencing it is a much 
better indicator of its value than any individual 
interpretation of it.
 

What dimension does a cinematic medium 
open up to you that painting cannot?

In the beginning of my experimentation with 
filmmaking I worked in 16mm found footage. 
I saw the film as an object that was physically 
manipulated with chemicals to achieve certain 
visual effects. As I moved more and more 
into the process of this kind of film making 
it became performative. In a live setting 
using multiple film projectors I could 'paint' 
the colours onto the screen live. Eventually 
it moved from film to video and into circuit 
bending and video feedback.
Performing video live has the capacity to 
do with cinema what jazz did with music. It 
can become a totally improvised language, 
something that lets the performer interact 
with the crowd, feeding off of their reaction 
to the visuals as well as interacting with the 
sound, especially if its live music. This level of 
improvisation is something that interested me 
greatly. I was looking for the ability to work 
with light in the same way that Pollack worked 
with paint. As a dance, so to speak, being 
able to turn my own physical movements into 
shifting patterns of colour and light.

How have modern media shaped 
approaches to mysticism?

Although I avoid most media and don't own a 
television I have been exposed to a mountain 
of children's entertainment via my daughter. 
The thing that I find the most difficult with 
the media's interpretation of mystical and 
magick based ideas is that it conceives of 
ideas like magick within a totally theatrical 
framework. Magic is presented as being 
about the incredible visual effects, not the 

concept or idea that leads to enlightenment 
and expanded perception. Magic becomes 
fireballs and flying dragons and absolute 
fantasy. I find this very frustrating.
Like any field the history of the study of the 
esoteric is full of men who would use their 
knowledge (or their alleged knowledge) 
for gain. But the body of work that we have 
from antiquity is clearly about a certain path 
toward understanding and enlightenment. It 
is not about flying brooms and fireballs. It is 
a speculative philosophy about the nature of 
being that is being explored, and that kind of 
thing is totally overlooked by the mainstream 
media.

How does one harness light into meaning?

After the Second World War there was a lot 





of interest in things like mind control among 
the governments of the world. The idea of 
"brainwashing" and things of that nature 
led the military to imagine a way in which 
we could make someone forget things, or 
program people to have knowledge that was 
only released by a specific trigger.
The Soviets did a lot of research around 
cinema and how color and strobing images 
can affect the mind. They looked at wave 
patterns (Alpha, beta, theta) and saw how 
those wave patterns changed based upon 
what color frequencies the subject was 
being exposed to and how certain patterns 
could trigger specific emotional states. At 
the same time in the US and UK people like 
John Lilly were experimenting with using 
text dropped into the peripheral field as a 
subliminal trigger for 'call and response' word 
association games. Both of these fields of 
study revealed frameworks by which someone 
watching a film can be controlled.
Since those humble studies in the 50s and 
early 60s marketing firms have poured tons 
of money into researching how marketing can 
affect changes in a person's desires, making 
them susceptible to control for commercial 
gain. The amount of data collected by these 
marketing research firms is unbelievable.
These same techniques are also useful in 
opening the parts of the human mind that 
give us access to psychedelic or mystical 
states. The mindset that allows for the doors 
of perception to be open can be achieved by 
simply exposing the mind to specific patterns 
of light and sound. Our highly evolved sense 
of visual input will do the rest, reprogramming 
the mind to be entrained with the patterns, 
prying back the lid of our subconscious and 
giving the subliminal content access to our 

unprotected mind.
What gets put in the subliminal content field is 
up to the filmmaker.
 

Are galleries a sustaining force for wider 
creativity or ultimately corrupting?

Much like art there is more than one kind 
of gallery. They divide vaguely into two 
types, for-profit and not-for-profit. For-profit 
galleries are a business. They take things 
people make and sell them, giving a portion 
of their profits to the artist. They have a stake 
financially in developing an audience for that 
artist, garnering attention for the artist and 
their work, and pushing the artist in the media. 
The good ones can take an artist who is barely 
surviving and make them lots of money and 
tons of public exposure. The problem is that 
galleries of this sort tend to be run by rich, 
overly educated elites who, having failed as 
artists themselves, use their parents' money 
to convince their rich friends to buy the work 
of the artists they represent. A monetary 
mutual masturbation society, so to speak. The 
nepotism and inbreeding just gets amplified 
once their university protege's graduate and 
become "the next big thing."





The other kind of gallery is the NFP. They are 
the ones who see art for the purity of what it 
is; they like it and want other people to like it 
too. They support creative ideas and often are 
the champions of innovation in the field of arts. 
The only problem is that because they have 
no financial stake in the artist they tend to be 
more of a "book of the month club" that are 
constantly showing new work but not really 
doing anything to sell the work (meaning 
the artist gets practically no financial reward 
to do things like pay rent or eat with) and 
are often moving through shows so fast they 
have limited resources with which to promote 
any individual show. They love the work, but 
you wont make any money showing in their 
gallery.
I don't have anything against people making 
money from their art, quite the contrary, but 
when the financial infrastructure controls the 
art, and who is presented as "important" to 
the public, how damaging is that going to be 
to art's evolution? One of the reasons graffiti 
is finally coming to the front is that it is by 
nature a non commercial way in which to get 
attention to the work. You may not get paid, but 
people see the work. If you place your piece 

on the right street corner more people will 
see it in a single day than all of the Picassos in 
the world. No gallery has that power.
 

How did elitism ever make it into art?

Elitism gave birth to art. The first time a human 
made a piece of what we call 'art' someone 
with more power or gain said "Will you sell 
that to me?" The renaissance masters were 
supported by the rich and elite, so are people 
like Hirst and Banksy. A lot of it has to do with 
money, "the few who can pay the most for the 
best", those are the obvious patrons of the arts.

What are the boundaries to understanding 
abstraction?

I feel like any boundaries in art are being 
brought to the table by either the artist during 
the creation process or the viewer during 
the experience. Abstraction boils down to 
experience without reference to anything 
other than itself. In abstraction we move 
beyond language, into something that cannot 



always be described in words.
Are inner space and outer space one and 
the same?

That is an enormous question. I don't have 
that answer yet and challenge anyone who 
says they do, living or dead. I have done a 
bit of exploration into inner space but have 
no knowledge of ever having left earth in my 
physical form.

Has the media superseded armies as the 
single most powerful control structure?

The media and the armies both work for 
the same set of people. Corporations are in 
control of 80% of the functioning governments 
of the world, particularly in developed nations. 
With the growth of the media as a broadcast 
source the internet has provided an outlet for 
people who may not normally have access 
to media's tools. The problem is that while 
the internet exists as the source of income 
for some of the most powerful corporations 
on earth, it also provides sets of tools for use 
against these corporations.

Right now we are seeing very specific 
legal movement across the globe as world 
governments all come into agreement with 
how copyright can be controlled on a global 
scale. Though they may not be able to agree 
on things like climate, hunger, oil or water 
they can all seemingly focus a great deal of 
sophisticated detail into crafting laws that 
will protect corporations from copyright 
infringement, all this behind closed doors 
and away from the eyes of the public. 
Corporations are paying governments to 
enact laws that expand protection to them, 
grant them equal rights as citizens, and allow 
them to circumnavigate the laws that normal 
citizens have to live by. In order to protect 
their financial interests, corporations are 
feeding the creation of laws that will expand 
government's abilities to censor speech 
indiscriminately, generally on their own 
behalf.
Fortunately in the wild west of the internet 
there are armies of youth willing to coordinate 
attacks against law firms and corporations 
in order to protect the voice of the people. 
To the media these kids seem like annoying 
pranksters, but the reality is that the 



power of Anonymous is something that most 
governments envy. It's like a viral form of 
cultural terrorism, like social cancer that 
attacks the weakest part of the system. 
Anonymous may be to the 21st century what 
dada was to the 20th. It could be the language 
of the next real artform.

Tell us about your media manipulation 
campaigns?

The problem with the media is that it's soft 
and lazy. The line between a blog and a major 
media source is very blurry. Instead of giving 
the world access to the truth all the web has 
really done is let everyone know everyone 
else's opinion about everything. Being able 
to stick a bit of something into the news feed 
is easy when you find the soft spot. A press 
release is really just an outline for a news 
article.
I like the idea that the internet makes 
multiplication easy and verification 
impossible.  All you have to do to make it 

official is put the word "official" in the press 
release and you have a music video for Thom 
Yorke made by Banksy. It took 3 days/54k hits 
before Yorke had his people pull the video 
from youtube. But other people had already 
uploaded it and the point had been made. 
Words like "Yorke" and "Banksy" make the 
media froth at the mouth, who cares if its real, 
it creates traffic. I was later told that Yorke 
"hates" Banksy's work and was very offended 
by the piece. Plus I got to talk to Holly Cushing 
(Banksy’s agent) on the phone. You can't pay 
for that kind of entertainment.

Why does the right wing in the US seem to 
have a better grasp on media techniques 
than the supposed â"liberal elite", on the 
left?

Both sides have about the same level of 
knowledge, but the problem is that even if 
some scriptwriter knows what should happen, 
controlling the egos of politicians isn't always 
easy. The thing with the liberals is that they 



know they can't play the 'obvious' card with 
their constituents because Democrats go to 
university and have good jobs, or they work 
in good factories and their union tells them 
to vote Democrat. Those people aren't stupid. 
You have to be less ‘in your face’ with them. 
On the other hand, for the past 40 years the 
Republican party has systematically reduced 
spending in the education field throughout 
the entire geographic area of the US that 
is dominated by Republican voters (the 
south). They have intentionally bred multiple 
generations of people who do not read, 
watch tons of TV, drive big trucks and eat fast 
food. With these people you don't have to be 
subtle. You can just say something is fact and 
they nod in agreement. "It has to be true if 
an American flag is on the screen, it's in the 
Constitution!"

With the rise of the internet, do individuals 
and sub cultures have more power than 
ever before, or does the endless access 
to information and self-expression breed 
indolence and lethargy?

The internet is like any new technology. 
Everyone worries it is killing us and ruining 
our world but in the end its not TV or rock and 
roll or the internet that is ruining the world, 
its people. Greedy fucking people who don't 
have the time to watch TV or surf Facebook all 
night because they are too busy fucking with 
the lives of millions of people in order to make 

money.
Is Faust an ever more relevant metaphor in 
the modern age?

We are all Faust.

Where is the balance between technique 
and inspiration?

My one complaint about the younger 
contemporary graff scene is the focus on 
technique - ‘can control’, sharp lines, whatever. 
Who gives a fuck how sharp someone's lines 
are? What about the idea, the insanity of the 
act of total vandalism? Sometimes you can say 
more in 30 seconds with a bucket of red house 
paint than you can with hours and sharp lines 
and perfect fades. Writers need to make more 
of a mess, fuck shit up more.

 
How does your creative approach to music 
differ from film and paint?

Most of the work I do in terms of music is 
production of one sort or another. I am there 
to listen. I think listening is something that 
is very hard for people to do when they 
are trying to make music. Each musician is 
listening to themselves and how they sound 
with the other musicians, the engineer is 
thinking "where is that 60khz hum coming 
from??!!", being a producer is about watching 
everything happening and just listening 



to both the music itself and what everyone is 
talking about. I try not to get involved in the 
making aspect of the music at all when I am 
producing. If you start making decisions about 
the actual music being made you become 
involved with it and lose the perspective you 
should have.
I do make music of my own, but rarely and 
mostly for my own amusement, or as the 
soundtrack to a film.
 

Why do archetypes still have such power in 
a world so detached from its own collective 
consciousness?

I am not sure the world is detached from its 
own collective conscious. Whether we like it 
or not we are all irrevocably interconnected. 
Unfortunately the paradigm of modern living 
is one that lets ambiguous concepts like 
"moral right" dictate universal freedoms and 
replaces common sense with rhetoric.
The thing with archetypes is that they play 
an important role as markers within societies 
consensual reality. They provide a framework 
by which people share a common sense 
of existence. A degree by which we may 

measure both ourselves and the others we 
know within society.
At some point I realized that just as there 
are two kinds of galleries so are there 
two types of artists. The first type of artist 
is constantly seeking out new forms of 
expression, experimenting in order to push 
the boundaries of what is known, of what 
expression might truly achieve. The second 
type of artist is a crafts-person, who upon 
seeing the beauty of the work by the first 
type of artist, proceeds to use skill in order to 
recreate this original work. This second type 
of artist may be able to alter the variables of 
the work being copied, but they are rarely if 
ever capable of producing an original idea 
through experimentation.

Almost no one wants to be the second type of 
artist, and yet almost everyone is. Everyone 
attempts to be the first type of artist and yet 
almost everyone fails. In the end it comes 
down to the fact that if you can quit doing it, 
then you weren't for real. It's not a choice; it's a 
way of life.

http://raymondharmon.com/









Rennie Pilgrem

Kicking off a resplendent career in 
thumping, pumping, dancefloor jumping 
style as part of the band Rhythm Section, 
Rennie Pilgrem never looked back as 
he adapted, shaped, electrified and 
metamorposised dance music into 
wave after wave of scorching, bombastic 
innovation. Unleashing rave classic after 
rave classic with Rhythm Section as he 
laid down the sound of the revoloution  to 
hundreds of thousands of blissed out ravers 
as the movement peaked during the early 
90’s, he suddenly found the musical and 
cultural unity around him fragmenting and 
the primal rush of the mid tempo breakbeat 
all but vanished from the musical landscape.  
Resolute in his musical beliefs, as the 
fashions scorned and taunted, he thrust his 
creative energy back into his sound and 
forged an extraordinary renaissance as the 
breakbeat slammed back into the spotlight 
and launched a golden age of dancefloor 
radiance as the beats tore the funk back 
into wider consciousness and the basslines 
unleashed a heady spectrum of musical 
vibrancy. 
Forming the legendary Thursday Club 
record label and christening the nascent 
scene ‘Nu-Skool Breaks’  with his partners 
in crime at the infamous Friction nights in 
London he booted open the floodgates for 
an epic storm of free flow musical mayhem. 
Today, he skips through genres and beats, 
crystallising the original spirit of 70’’s funk 
into a sizzling modern matrix whether as 
himself or as part of Bush Doctors and as 
he opens his scintillating talents to musical 
scores like The Football Factory and beyond, 
we managed to catch up with the man 
himself for a word. And what a top man he 
is....... 

With a jazz trumpeter as a father, how 
much of an insight did you get into the 
music scene growing up

Nothing really if I’m being honest. Obviously 
as a nipper, I did a lot of listening to various 
strains of music, but as far as any knowledge 
of the actual scene goes, it wasn’t until rave 
hit that I really started to get involved. I did 
go to all kinds of gigs, and jumped at any 
opportunity to see any black American artists 
over in the UK playing funk or anything along 
those lines and I’m old enough to remember 



a place called The Goldmine over in Canvey 
Island which I suppose was like the Fabric 
of its day in Jazz Funk terms. So I would go 
down to a few of the clubs playing those kinds 
of grooves and check out bands wherever 
I could, but I knew next to nothing about 
the industry itself until I started releasing 
records, and at that point you’ve got to start 
learning pretty sharpish. Until 1990, I was just 
an amateur and I never had any real musical 
training beyond a tiny bit of classical piano 
and I grew up learning to play both the piano 
and the sax by ear, mostly through listening to 
jazz.

Jazz is obviously based around complex 
harmony and melody, so when that 
repetitive, loop based sound of acid house 
hit, what was that initial impact like.

Well it was amazing because nobody had ever 
heard anything like that before, and going 
down to early warehouse parties in London, 
hearing that sort of stuff rattling the walls was 
just incredible, particularly as it was just when 
people were beginning to use the incoming 
sampling technology to grab bits and pieces 

from all over the place. You’d be hearing this 
real mish mash of stuff all packed together 
onto the same tune, and you weren’t quite 
sure how the guys behind it were doing it. It 
was a real shift, a real cultural movement on 
so many levels, not least in the way that music, 
which had once been the preserve of the 
lavish studio was actively being taken over 
by people in their bedrooms. First thing you 
do on getting hold of a sampler is obviously 
to go sample something, and once that’s in 
and looping, what makes it interesting is if you 
then go and sample something completely 
different and see how the disparate elements 
fit together. So you could have the bones of 
a very up front electronic tune, and by going 
and sampling something from the past or 
something really leftfield, you suddenly bring 
a fresh twist of originality into the mix.

What was the trigger into production for 
you personally

Hearing that sort of stuff combined with the 
fact that you could go out and buy a piece 
of the new technology like a keyboard with 
internal sequencer at a reasonably affordable 



price. That was the real hook – you could be 
making the kind of music that you found so 
exciting with literally just a couple of bits of kit 
– a sampler and a keyboard, and around 1989 
when it really was possible to start getting 
hold of the equipment without totally breaking 
the bank, that was it.....we all started buying it.

How did things evolve for you once you got 
your hands on the technology

Well I was making tunes both on my own 
and with my neighbour, and we came to 
the attention of a DJ called Ellis Dee who 
checked out what we were doing and began 
playing us out back in that period where 
early breakbeat was being mixed with house. 
That was the direction the music had started 
to take, and he was bang on the pulse and 
what with him liking what we were putting 
out and us listening to the kind of sets he was 
playing, Rhythm Section was formed as the 
result which consisted of the three of us and 
my oldest mate who just so happened to have 
a sampler. This was around 1990 and we were 
being steered towards the new wave coming 
out of America where hip hop beats were 
being sped up slightly and fused with house.

How conscious were you of riding a mass 
movement

Totally – and it was an extraordinary feeling. 
I think that back then, Joe Public didn’t know 
anything about the raves, and while they 
were underground, they were also absolutely 
massive. Our second ever gig was at a disused 
airfield to 10 thousand people with no noise 
restrictions, no real police presence, and it 
was pretty much a free for all. Despite the 
sheer weight of numbers involved, it just 
wasn’t mainstream and the tabloid press, 
once they were done with acid house, still 
hadn’t got hold of the rave thing and let fly 
with all the fear and all the hysteria yet. That 
window in time was a deeply special moment 
as rave became as big as the established 
music business with none of the marketing. 
The perfect example was our fourth release, 
the Coming on Strong EP which would have 
been a top 20 record if we’d known anything 
about bar codes. It sold 10,000 copies inside 
a month which would have been enough 
to chart at that kind of position, and that 
was without any money, any promotion, any 
pluggers, any deals for radio airtime – just 
pure underground word of mouth. And that 
was a big, big thing. The market wasn’t 
saturated with releases like it is today and 



in that world they’d only really be about 10 
releases a week, which highlights the other 
aspect – that it was massive on the one hand, 
but there really weren’t that many people 
active behind the scenes.

Do you think that the limited number 
of releases helped set the scene for big 
anthems rather than this new phenomenon 
of playing a tune for 3 weeks then dropping 
it

Yes it did in some ways, but it was more than 
that in the rave days. Yes tunes were based 
around amazing beats and huge basslines, 
but the hooks were critical. In those days, 
for a tune to be big, it had to have a serious 
hook on it, and so while on so many levels 
everything breaking out of the scene was 

deep underground, you could argue that 
what the musicians were doing was following 
almost a pop format. Obviously we didn’t think 
so at the time, we saw it as hard, edgy and 
borderline scary, but if you listen back to it the 
melodic hooks really jump out at you. Today, 
you’ve obviously got loads more music and it 
is very easy to bash out tracks, so there is an 
awful lot more forgettable music out there at 
the moment.

91 was a classic year where there still 
was a house dimension to the music. Why 
do you think the music sped up quite so 
rapidly in the next 3 years.

Quite simply – the drugs. Around that time, 
you had the breweries going mad at the 
government as people stopped drinking 



and they were losing something like 10 
million pounds every weekend as ravers 
drank water with their E’s rather than boozing. 
So on the one hand, the government were 
getting grief from the breweries who were 
outraged at losing out to illegal drugs while 
the government were getting stung on tax 
revenues, and on the other hand, no-one was 
taking cocaine. From what I have understood, 
the IRA controlled most of the cocaine supply 
in the UK, and as their business plummeted, 
they were equally keen to see the ecstasy 
age come to a swift end. Somewhere in the 
middle, the E’s began declining drastically 
in quality and more and more speed based 
pills were saturating the market, and as the 
amphetamines kicked in across the scene, 
people wanted to dance faster and the tempo 
of the music rose alongside that. Every time 
we went to release a record, we would be 
told that it had to be 5 bpm faster, so it kept 
accelerating and when it was in that middle 
ground before drum n bass, it turned a lot of 
people off because 150 bpm is not a good 
speed to dance at. 126 is, and at 170 with the 
drum n bass stuff, you have the half speed 
element, but that no mans land in the middle 
was what really caused a lot of problems.

Well that same period of evolution also saw 
the splintering of genres that were once all 
played under the same roof. Why do you 
think that happened.

It was a bit of a shame, because as you say, 
at a rave, you would hear techno, breakbeat 
flavoured rave, house – all sorts of things. I 
think that the shift in tempo had a lot to do 
with the splits that followed, as once things 
headed past 140 bpm and upwards, it was no 
longer anything to do with house music, and 
DJ’s were forced to choose a genre, because 
they couldn’t drop a house track then a rave 
track if the bpm difference was too much for 
the pitch range on a deck. That’s the thing, 
varying speeds do result in incompatibility, 
just as a drum n bass DJ can’t drop a different 
sort of track (bar a half speed hip hop or 
reggae track) because tempo wise, it’s out on 
its own.  And also, it just got a lot bigger and 
a lot more music was coming out so people 
who had specific tastes suddenly had a whole 
night’s worth of targeted music.



So around this period, where were you at as 
a producer

Well we’d spent all this time building up a 
really good name for ourselves, but when 
the speeds changed, we were suddenly in a 
situation where we weren’t feeling it anymore, 
and at that point, we basically imploded as 
a band. We didn’t want to make music that 
was 145 bpm, so one of the guys left and 
started doing more garagey stuff, while Ellis 
Dee carried on doing what he was doing, but 
struggled to find music he liked, but ultimately 
we disbanded for musical reasons. At that 
point, once we were on our own, I set up TCR – 
Thursday Club Recordings to produce music 
back at the original tempo, but you couldn’t go 
near a breakbeat, as it was now so inherently 
associated with kiddie rave that it was deeply 
uncool. I began releasing stuff that was more 
funk influenced and housey, and then one day 
around 1994, I found myself booked to play in 
Florida, and on turning up there, I discovered 
this huge breakbeat scene – all at the original 
speed, and very much like classic rave, it 
was mixed with electro, acid and all sorts of 
things. It was breaks, it was a house tempo and 
the scene was immense.  So once I got back 
home, I did a track called A Place Called Acid 
that was influenced by what was going on in 
the States, and that not only launched TCR, it 
launched my career as a DJ. I’d actually never 
DJ’d before that point, because all of our live 
performances as Rhythm Section were PA’s, 
and on the strength of A Place Called Acid, 
I was booked for a 2000 person DJ gig in 
Florida, though I somehow forgot to mention 
I’d never done it before to the organisers. That 
tune was massive in the US and in southern 
Spain, where they’d also kept the original 
tempos, so through discovering those scenes 
and starting back down a medium paced 
breakbeat road, I was basically reborn as a 
breaks producer.

Thursday Club is obviously known today 
for generating the nu skool breaks sound, 
but was it initially difficult to re-crack the 
UK

No, because there simply wasn’t a scene 
playing breaks in England because it was a 

dirty word. Saying that though, stuff started 
coming over from America from people like 
Crystal Method and Uberzone which had 
a very fresh, futuristic take on breakbeat, 
and right at that time, big beat hit massively 
with people like the Chemical Brothers and 
Fatboy Slim, where breaks in a different form 
was suddenly everywhere. What we did at 
the label was to morph breaks into a slower 
version of drum n bass and gave it that 
futuristic edge rather than heading retro with 
it.

Does a breakbeat intrinsically lend itself 
to a spectacularly wide range of musical 
styles

Absolutely, because it’s beats made by 
drummers. Whatever happens fashionwise – 
and breaks aren’t fashionable at the moment 
as we know, beats thrown up by drummers, 
whose sole job is to make beats are always 
going to sound good, not least because there 
is the scope for taking liberties with timing 
that is far harder to carve out of a machine. 



Do you use a live drummer rather than 
chopping up beats

Well I use Richard Thair, the drummer from 
Red Snapper both for live shows and in 
a studio capacity recording bits in that I 
will then use on tracks. Mostly though, I’ll 
amalgamate all sorts of breaks and chop, 
dice and mould them into something new, 
and nearly everything I do, including 4 to the 
floor tracks will have some sort of break in 
it somewhere that would have originally be 
created by a live guy. Using a live drummer 
in the studio banging out a fantastic rhythm 
is great, but equally, getting 10 great rhythms 
from 10 different drummers and piecing 
bits of them together into a new hybrid 
beat is equally valid. One of the pitfalls that 
breaks stumbled into was that it started to 
get far more pedestrian , far more simple 
and ultimately, more like other genres, as the 
brilliant beats that had so hooked people 
started to dissolve into very simple, slightly 
plodding frameworks and that is something 
that has to be addressed if the genre is ever to 
peak again.

Breakbeat had a golden age, and then you 
started to move away towards housier stuff. 
What drove that shift

 I’m trying to focus purely on the funk side of 
things, and whether that ends up in the form 
of a 4 to the floor mixed with a break or a 
break on its own is far less important to me 
than trying to pull a really good groove and 
a warm vibe together. I suppose I got sick 
of nasty noises. The whole electro thing that 
made house massive again was great, but a 
few years of the same abrasive noises later, 
and that was enough for me. It may just be 
because I’ve been doing it for ages, but I just 
wanted something nicer and sexier to listen to 
and the capacity to build a live show out of it.

What were your initial forays into the nu 
funk stuff

Because of the way things are now where you 
can’t make a living selling music, if you’re 
going to make music, you may as well do 
something you really like, just as you do when 
you’re first starting out, rather than thinking 
‘who will play this – will it sell’. It boils back 



down to the essentials of making music you 
really want to play. I wasn’t even aware there 
was a nu funk scene – I mean I knew about 
people like Fort Knox Five and Jalepeno and 
what they were doing, but  not about a wider 
genre, and I did instinctively feel more akin to 
that kind of music than to what was passing for 
breaks. Again it is a speed thing in some ways 
– as dubstep became popular, breaks sped up 
to be more compatible with it, so a lot of tunes 
are now around 138, and for me, between 120 
and 130 is where it’s at. And then you realise 
that there is a little scene of people producing 
funk based stuff, though what I’m doing is less 
the booty, full of samples end of things, but 
taking the essence of funk and putting it in a 
modern context.

You mention dubstep....is it dance music

Well it can be because people do dance to it, 
but on a personal level, it’s an odd one. I’ve 
never really got on with the beats, but then 
some tunes that are labelled dubstep sound 
just like a breaks tune to me. I can’t really get 
my head round the rhythm section, and while 
I know it’s all about the bassline, throughout 
my musical life, the beats have been the 
key element and while half speed is cool, it 
doesn’t shout massive club music to me, but 
then a lot of people will say that about drum 
n bass.  I feel much the same about dubstep 
as I do about drum n bass – I’ve got a lot of 
respect for it, but I’ve never had any desire 
to make any music in either of those fields as 
they fall outside the zone that makes me tick.

Do you think that dubstep stole a load of 
good producers from breaks

I actually think that a lot of them went more 
electro. Because it dived so drastically around 
the same time that electro and dubstep 
took off and the scene had splintered after 
staying so close knit for so long, with people 
needing to make a living from music, there 
was an inevitable exodus to wherever the 
current trend happened to be. Wherever 
you have people trying to make a living, 
a large percentage will go wherever the 
money is, whether that be dubstep or electro, 
and they don’t always do that well as they 
are involving themselves in something that 
isn’t necessarily their scene. There’s a lot of 
bandwagon jumping, and yes, breaks has lost 
a lot of producers to other genres, but a lot 
of other producers have had to give up on 
music altogether as the sales side of it makes 
it increasingly unsustainable. There’s a lot 
of people really struggling who deserve so 
much better, but we are in deeply difficult 
times at the moment in terms of being able to 
make a basic living from music.



On that note – now that there is no money 
left in straight sales and producers are 
gigging to stay afloat – do you think that is 
consequently killing off DJing

I think it’s been very hard for a long time now 
to make a living out of DJing alone. If someone 
is putting on a night and they’re looking to 
book someone people have heard of, people 
who have made tracks are far more likely to 
have some name recognition. The only way 
round that was really to do your own nights, 
so it did evolve that way. It’s true that there 
are a lot of people playing out who haven’t 

put in the work to do it properly which then 
does devalue the craft of DJing, because as 
we all know, an amazing DJ can make very 
average records sound incredible, know how 
to structure their sets and make a night really 
come alive, so it is a danger, but nights have 
been more producer led for years.

Tell us a little about Bush Doctors

Well I’d been talking to Jem from Soul of Man 
for years about doing a track together as 
we’d both grown up listening to 70’s funk and 
we lived very close to each other. Finally, we 
decided to start doing things based on funk, 
but not what you might call nu funk. It’s a bit 
more tribal and the starting point for what we 
do together is a shared love of 70’s funk. We’ve 
been working an awful lot recently and we’re 
now looking at a night in London pushing that 
sound and then potentially an album for an 
interested label. We’re deliberately trying to 
avoid that big tune, big breakdown formulaic 
approach and trying to hit a sound that’s a bit 
cooler and a bit more groovy.

What’s your live setup like these days.

Well the live show is more of a traditional 
band setup with the nucleus of the music 



running on Ableton Live, and while I did for 
a while DJ out using Ableton, when a laptop 
went sailing off the stage in Florida into the 
realms of completely fucked, I reverted back 
to CD’s. I try and play a lot of my own stuff, 
and more exclusive tracks, mainly because 
now that I’m playing funk based stuff which 
is often a bit slower, you do have to dig deep 
to find tunes. It’s actually very reminiscent of 
the early days of breaks with a small number 
of people doing it and you can get away with 
playing a slightly older tune mixed with your 
own exclusive version of an old funk tune. 
Exclusives – straight from the studio to the 
club are what a lot of it’s about these days. 

How’s the evolution of the Street Legal 
series going to play out

When Rhythm Section started, we made 
our name doing EP’s with a bit of variety in 
them. Street Legal, is based on funk but it 
goes all over the place, and with albums out 
of the frame for now as there’s no point in 
manufacturing them and people cherry pick 

tunes digitally, I see it as a good halfway house 
between and album and a single where you 
can do 7 or 8 tracks with a couple of bangers 
and then a broader range of music which may 
appeal individually to different people and 
then some people will like all of it. The idea is 
that as a series it can take funk as a loose basis 
and then really go walkabout and it’s a chance 
for me to spread my wings a bit. About 5 of 
the tracks have been picked up by a company 
that works with TV scores, so even though a 
lot of it is quite clubby, I’m trying to do things 
that look beyond the dancefloor and I’ve been 
getting more involved with music for TV and 
film recently.

After years of producing tunes, does 
making music for specific scenes and 
storylines open up a whole new dimension 
of creativity

Massively. If you’re doing a dance track, it’s a 
formula isn’t it. It has to be a certain tempo, a 
certain length, it has to start and end a certain 
way to be a good DJ record and it has to 



have certain peaks and troughs along the way. 
By contrast, what I’m working on now almost 
sounds better with just one note held for 2 
minutes – 1 note of this crazy morphing sound 
with all kinds of sound effects coming in and 
out. It not only has to go with a visual, but may 
have to sit behind someone talking so it can’t 
be overly clever or too busy, but it goes into 
the pot as part of the experience rather than 
trying to take over. When I first started, you 
tend to think about building up the elements 
from the drums up, but that just doesn’t work 
a lot of the time. You’re not thinking about big 
room music, but something subtle and tailored 
and it’s awesome creatively because you’re 
not tied to any style or structure. 

You’ve done an awful lot of time in the club 
world. Is that the direction you’re planning 
to increasingly follow 

I’d like to focus on a range of different 
projects. I’m not going to suddenly stop 
making dance music, but obviously you have 
to be mindful of the fact that no matter how 
good a track you put out, if someone can get 
hold of it without paying for it, they will, so you 
have to be thinking about broadening your 

scope. I’ve done maybe a couple of hundred 
dance tunes and so to now try something 
completely different totally revitalises the 
experience of making music. And we’re back 
in a situation like the early 90’s where people 
could suddenly make tunes in their bedroom, 
only now you can make films using bedroom 
gear that are good enough to be shown. We’re 
talking about another revolution and when you 
start fitting visuals together with music, you’re 
opening up a vast new creative platform of 
ideas and inspiration.
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The Yes Men

Hello, good evening and welcome to the 
subversive, lunacy tinged mischief of the 
Yes Men and their twinkling mission to fix 
the world. We love our inventive activists 
here at LSD and have a massive soft spot 
for complete nutters, and these two anti 
corporate reprobates combine the two 
beautifully.  Having made two films that 
document their extraordinary stunts, they 
set up fake websites purporting to represent 
some of capitalism’s most shameless 
offenders, pursue any offers of the oxygen of 
publicity sent to those ‘organisations’, and 
proceed to reshape their despicable policies 
in the full glare of the public eye, raising not 
only awareness of the issues, but the spectre 
of those companies having to come out 
and deny everything, thus reiterating their 
complete lack of morality to the world.

From announcing 12 billion dollars of 
compensation to the victims of Bhopal live 
on the BBC on behalf of Dow Chemicals, to 
unveiling human corpses as the solution to 
the worlds energy crisis, to a fairer direction 
for the WTO to introducing a new risk 
assesment system that balances suffering 
against profits, to printing and distributing 
fake newspapers, the most absurd aspect 
of all is the lack of irony with which some 
of these announcements are received with. 
Currently being sued by the US Chamber of 
Commerce for crimes against crimminality, 
we caught up with Mike from the Yes Men 
to reflect on some of the issues in play as 
they emerge from a blown cover and start 
instituting activist collaboration networks 
and action training programs. 



Tell us a little about your background in 
political activism and what inspired you to 
start the Yes Men.

Well it all kind of happened by accident. 
We were already working on what you could 
call an anti-corporate corporation and we 
ran a thing called RTmark.com where we 
were trying to put together people with the 
resources they needed to carry out subversive 
projects - match making them with people 
with ideas and sometimes people with money. 
In the course of doing that, Andy started 
making fake websites including one for 
the World Trade Organisation that were so 
satirical, we expected people to look at them 
and laugh. In fact though, some people would 
go to them and having had such a hard time 
contacting say, WTO representatives through 
the real site, on finding the contact button on 
ours, they would email us thinking that we 
were the real thing. We had been dong that for 
a while and received a few invitations before 
we realised that we could follow up on them 
to participate in the conferences they were 
asking us to attend. 

So you get an invite, you RSVP, and what – 
you just swan in

Yeah that’s pretty much it! I mean over the 
years things have grown more elaborate 
but the first time round we fully expected 
to be thrown out, and when we weren’t and 
people were ready to accept the dark satire 
that we were indulging in as gospel, it was 
so surprising and weird that we decided 
to stick with it. We kept on with actions in 
that vein, impersonating the WTO and then 
expanding into many other wrong doers, big 
corporations and governments for the last 
decade now.

How do you judge the line between 
exposing how absurd their policies are 
through an even more absurd satiric 
announcement and being credible enough 
to not get kicked off the stage within the 
first 30 seconds.

Strangely, we started being very careful about 
that and tried to ramp up the talk very slowly 



and not say anything outrageous for a while 
- sort of lulling the audience into it. Thing 
was, before long, we found out that there was 
basically nothing that we couldn’t say in that 
context because people had so much respect 
for us and people do tend to trust authority 
and avoid rocking the boat. They’re in a 
situation where they are supposed to meet 
the most important person in the room and 
get their business card and since we were 
supposedly the most important people in 
the room we were the target for everybody 
to come up, get the business card, meet us 
and shake our hands, so we had licence to 
say anything and people didn’t respond 
negatively. Consequently, as the years passed, 
we really just stopped paying attention to how 
subtle we had to be.

Were you amazed watching the herd 
mentality in action as people just 
swallowed this with very little sense of 
irony?

We were surprised at first, but then we came 
to understand that this was human nature 
and of course it reflects on what’s going on in 
the world. Think about it, how can we accept 
things like climate change and continue with 
business as usual despite the fact that we 
know that it’s going to kill us or if not in our 
lifetime, it’s certainly going to be killing a lot 
of us a few generations down the line. Right 
now it’s just killing “other” people far away - 
300,000 people a year now according to the 
UN. But knowing that it’s destroying us why 
do we keep doing it? I think that this reality 



of people sitting back and not responding is 
related to that and of course it’s been tested 
in laboratory experiments, there’s the famous 
Milgram experiments and a number of 
others concerning human behaviour whether 
it’s about group dynamics or deference to 

authority. People are easily manipulated 
and in many ways, we have what I would call 
‘vulnerabilities to reason’, our reason has 
vulnerabilities where something else kicks in 
and we stop using that kind of reason. 

Why do you think that freedom and 
capitalism are considered one and the 
same, especially in the USA?

Well there is one very specific explanation, 
and that is that a small clutch of ideologically 
driven people who have a lot of money, have 
put a tonne of it into that way of seeing the 
world. That’s one answer, and it’s no accident 
that  these massive lobbying organisations 
like the US Chamber of Commerce who 
lobby hard for no regulation, the interests of 
business and that conception, that idea that 
human freedom is somehow connected or is 
in fact the same thing as economic licence. 
Obviously they’re not, and anybody should 
be able to see that, but that’s of course not the 
way it’s gone. It’s clear whose interest it serves 
- eventually there is an end game to all of this 
and it’s going to have to change, because you 
can’t just keep on having unfettered growth. 
Capitalism is a machine that will destroy itself 
given enough time and given enough rope 
and you’d just hope that it doesn’t destroy us 
all with it. 



Obviously there are lobbying organisations 
and vast corporate wealth pushing these 
agendas but there is this phenomenon 
that even poor people seem to support 
this equation of capitalism and freedom 
especially in the US. In the health care 
debate for example, government having a 
hand in fairer health care was seen as an 
evil bid to enslave the people while leaving 
everything to the insurance companies was 
somehow ‘The American Way’ and a blow 
for freedom. It seems to permeate well 
beyond the rich and vested interest to the 
people that are directly suffering.

Yeah, I passed this beat up rusty old car the 
other day in upstate New York (which is a 
pretty poor area once you get past the New 
York City suburbs) and it had all these anti 
government healthcare stickers all over it and 
a giant handmade sign that says ‘Nobama’.  
I'm looking at this thing and thinking, ‘are 
these people really enjoying not having 
healthcare?’ What’s the story here? How 
did we get to a place where we Americans 
believe that not having healthcare is somehow 
equated to freedom or somehow makes us 
freer that having healthcare. I've lived in the 
UK where I had access to free healthcare and 

I was amazed at how easy it was to deal with 
and how secure you feel in doing something 
like quitting your job because you can’t stand 
it. In the US, if you’ve got kids and you want to 
quit your job you may not be able to because 
you won’t be able to afford even basic medical 
bills for your family. If your company does 
something absolutely horrible or if you know 
that your company is a force for bad in the 
world, that consideration alone may force you 
to keep that job and keep working for a totally 
immoral entity just to make sure that your 
kids don’t end up sick with nowhere to turn.  
So yeah, it’s pretty sick and it’s pretty weird 
and it’s pretty bizarre and it could be that 
the education system has been so degraded 
over the years by a lack of funding. The 
way education is funded here is a problem 
because it’s based on property taxes, and 
although in some ways that should be fine, in a 
lot of ways it doesn’t work because rich areas 
will inevitably have better schools. It’s very 
straight forward - in poor areas you’ve got the 
worst schools because they don’t have the 
money in property taxes and so you end up 
with shitty schools for poor people and good 
schools for rich people. If nothing else, public 
education should at least be fair.



Do you think capitalism is fundamentally 
flawed as a system or do you think that 
there is space within the framework of a 
market based economy to change things if 
people change their consumption habits? 

Well I think there is space to force people 
to change their consumption habits and 
certainly there are ways of running capitalism 
that could create a much longer range future 
for the planet and a much more equitable 
future where there weren’t simply winners 
and losers. That happens as a result of good 
regulations and good government and I think 
that there are lots of things that could be done 
right now to make capitalism substantially 
better. There is still a fundamental flaw in the 
system in that capitalism requires growth - 
it’s a kind of pyramid scheme and the way 
that capitalism creates growth can become 
cannibalistic once you start running out of 
room to grow. There is a very good reason 
why there is all this pressure to privatise 
everything because of course privatisation 
becomes a form of growth - as soon as you 

take something out of the public hands, try 
to make money off of it in the private sector 
and capitalise it, well then you have a kind of 
growth but whether it’s real or purely on paper 
is another question. I would argue that if you 
take something like a library and privatise it, 
you can present it as a form of private sector 
growth, but is it of benefit to anybody when 
services are reduced and there is less access 
to those materials. So overall I think that our 
best hope for saving the planet in the short 
term is better regulated capitalism, and when 
I say saving the planet I mean not having 
to deal with mass migration, starvation and 
upheaval in the next 50 years. In the long run 
though, I think that we are eventually going to 
have to come around to a sustainable system 
that isn’t about growth. But as an intermediary 
step I think that capitalism is our best 
hope - just super well regulated capitalism, 
capitalism that is held to rule and while I don’t 
believe that that’s going to work in the long 
term, it might be the shortest and least violent 
route to stabilise things and then we can look 
at alternate political systems later. 



Obviously the developing world doesn’t 
have a voice to fight, but do you find that 
in the developed world that capitalism 
itself has bred this culture of individualism 
where as long as you are not directly 
affected by anything you simply don’t 
care? 

That’s definitely what’s going on and I think 
in the US there is a major problem of people 
not caring and then there is something else 
going on too which is really hard for me 
to understand which is people caring but 
acting against their own interests. It goes 
back to the healthcare example because 
people haven’t had the experience of good 
government healthcare so they just buy into 
the bullshit that’s telling them that they will 
get a diminshed medical system as a result of 
government involvement. It’s interesting as a 
problem and a psychological study. 

Do you find that satirical comedy and 
holding up a mirror is actually far more 
potent than directly preaching to people 
and telling them what they should be 
doing? 

I think that people in general don’t like to 
be told directly what to think and personally 
when I find that I'm confused by something 
that’s when I become receptive to different 
opinions. It’s a real challenge fighting against 
polarised opinions because so often, once 
people form an view about something,  it’s 
very hard to argue with them. Like most of 
the people who watch Fox news. If you start 
arguing with them about Obama-care, you get 
nowhere, because they just aren’t listening. 
And so sometimes telling a funny story is a 
way of talking to people and opening a line of 
communication instead of yelling your world 
view at them. Nobody wants to be told what 
to think, well there are a few, but most people 
want to be in charge of their own thoughts and 
not be talked down to and the way we work 
always tries to open a conversation and when 
everyone can laugh at something, it becomes 
a way to discuss the issues. We were genuinely 
delighted that for the last film we had a lot 
of conservatives and libertarians saying that 
they really enjoyed the movie but they didn’t 
believe some aspects of what we said. But it 
was already a big deal that they were ready 
to engage in conversation with us rather than 
just hurl invective at us which is the usual form 



of back and forth between the right and left of 
this country. People just scream at each other 
and particularly people on the right scream, 
threaten and say very weird and disturbing 
things. I’ve seen a lot of that, being one of the 
people who is often the recipient of some of 
that invective.

On that note do you find it bizarre how the 
most powerful institutions can somehow 
have a victim complex. Just an example 
is the strong right wing corporate hold 
of a lot of the media and yet it’s always 
the liberal left wing elite that’s somehow 
bullying them. How do you think that these 
guys manage to convince themselves and 
everybody else that they are somehow the 
victim?

There’s this great book called ‘What’s the 
mater with Kansas’ by Thomas Frank where he 
traces how the right was able to successfully 
co-opt the language and position of being 
able to identify with working class values in 
the US. It’s deeply disturbing that they have 
managed to take over the territory previously 
occupied by the left or labour, and identified 
themselves with the needs of the working 
class. Very few people in the US think of 
themselves as working class any more and in 
fact are getting away from this idea of having 
a working class at all -  something that hasn’t 
happened in Europe. In Europe and in the UK, 
people are firmly rooted in a classist vision 
which I think is in some ways empowering 
because rather than everybody thinking of 
themselves as middle class or upper middle 
class, people actually support social and 
economic policies that will genuinely benefit 
them. Unlike in the US where people earning 
$15,000 a year and fall under the lowest tax 
bracket are actively arguing for lower taxes. 
That becomes really weird but yet that’s what’s 
happened.



Do you think it’s because people think that 
they one day will actually be rich enough to 
need tax cuts.

I think that there is something to that. 
Within our culture, that’s now become 
global, we validate our existence through 
the accumulation of stuff and our personal 
wealth. When you honour those things above 
all else and that becomes the goal, then the 
people that achieve it are seen as having right 
on their side and become the figureheads 
everyone else looks up to and aspires to be. 
There’s another good book called ‘Global 
Problems in the Culture of Capitalism’ by an 
anthropologist called Richard Robbins that 
turns the lens of anthropology onto capitalist 
culture which is a relatively new phenomenon 
in terms of the history of human existence. It’s 
very rare to have a system that’s structured 
like this and I think that one of the reasons 
why it’s so hard to solve is because it’s so 
much a part of our culture - we live and breath 
it and to get your head around the idea that 
something else is possible is difficult to start 
out with and that’s one of the things that we’re 
really trying to work against. That’s why we’re 
what I guess you’d call story tellers -  we 
create these media events that are about 
telling stories and we’re making those stories 
increasingly about how we can achieve 
alternatives and about how we don’t have 
to accept the hand that we’ve been dealt by 
capitalism. 

Obviously your cover is well and truly 
blown by now. Have you guys been 
expanding the numbers of Yes Men out 
there?

One of the things that we’re doing right now 
is called the ‘Yes Lab’ where we work with 
non profit organisations to train up different 
groups of people to do Yes Men type actions 
on their own. That’s been really successful 
so far and we’ve had a couple of really great 
actions that came out of it that were done 
autonomously by organisations that were 
working with the brainstormers and the 
trainers. So then the other component is that 
people that sign up for the mailing list side 
of it at http://theyesmen.org/join become 
part of a global network of people who are 
asking to take part in actions so hopefully we 
will be able to build on that and get a lot more 
participation.

We noticed your recent Chevron campaign. 
Did you feel that hitting the streets and 
reclaiming something in the public sphere 
of vision had a resonance that say doing 
something in a board room surrounded by 
targets and a camera didn’t?

Those kinds of actions had always inspired us. 
The campaigns from the Billboard Liberation 
Front and the culture jamming movement 
we heard about and learned about in the 
late 80’s certainly had an impact on us. Now 
of course we want to engage those issues 



and in the case of the Chevron thing it was a 
great chance to ask people to participate in 
something and get behind the campaign. It 
was one of the Yes Lab campaigns developed 
by Rainforest Action Network and Amazon 
Watch with us, and taking it out on the streets 
was super important because we don’t want to 
be just big show activists you know, we don’t 
want to be just signing petitions, we want to 
be out there doing things in public space 
and helping to reclaim some of it. You have 
a problem where all of the communications 
infrastructure is bought and paid for and if 
you let money dictate what kind of speech 
happens in public then you are necessarily 
going to have a lopsided perception of the 

public and I would argue that you can’t have 
decent functioning democracy because 
whoever has the most money will speak 
the loudest. In a system that is increasingly 
leaning toward giving more back to the rich, 
we end up with a disproportionate amount of 
speech on behalf of the rich and on behalf of 
the corporations as opposed to the interests 
of disenfranchised people. It’s not fair and 
it doesn’t work for democracy because 
you need an informed citizenry in order 
to participate in self governance and the 
original idea of a free press was to ensure that 
democracy could function but we don’t really 
have a free press if its freedom is tethered to 
money.



You guys have been doing this for 10 years 
and obviously most of that 10 years has 
been a rampant economic boom, do you 
think we are hitting a time where there is a 
larger ground swell of activism as the cuts 
bite?

I think that it’s going to be really interesting 
because typically at times like this the 
reactionary movements gain strength, just 
look at Germany in the 1930’s. But also 
in times of belt tightening we’ve seen 
progressive movements emerge like the 
1930’s in the US where there was a mass 
mobilisation of people which resulted in 
far more socially beneficial policies in 
government, so it can go either way. Hopefully 
we can turn lemons into lemonade by getting 
a lot more people friendly and environment 
friendly policies out of the really rough time 
that we are going to be going through.

The media seemed to take great pleasure 
in portraying you as victimising the poor. 
How do you respond to that – for example 

the Bhopal action, did you ever feed into 
that, were you ever hurt by that or did you 
immediately recognise it as a tactic?

At first we believed the media - I mean it was 
the BBC for  God’s sake - we had to believe 
them. They were the ones who reported 
initially that there were tears of joy and then 
we had raised false hopes in India. We were 
suckers. We were sort of pathetic lefties who 
had weird paternalistic feelings about victims 
and we know better now because they are 
the only ones who are really in a position to 
understand their tragedy. When we talked 
to actual Bhopal disaster victims about our 
project and about impersonating Dow on the 
BBC and asked whether that was a good thing 
or not thing they looked at us incredulously 
because they couldn’t believe we would ask 
them such a question. They totally understood 
that it was important to get the word out in 
places where Dow shareholders lived like 
the United States and get the word out that 
the Bhopal site had never been cleaned 
up and that they hadn’t been adequately 
compensated. They knew all too well who 



was actually victimising them and the very 
idea that a couple of guys playing pranks was 
causing them pain was comical. We got some 
laughter when we brought it up. So for me 
that was a moment to reflect and really think. 
Beyond the media, huge numbers of people 
wrote in - people who were on our mailing 
lists, people with the best intentions, lefties 
who thought that previous things we had done 
were really positive wrote in to say what a 
horrible thing we’d done. We had to realise 
that we weren’t giving the people affected 
enough credit and autonomy and we’d 
perhaps perceived them as little more than 
victims instead of incredibly sophisticated 
activists who had been fighting for justice for 
25 years and understood better than anybody 
who was working on the issue exactly what 
was of benefit to them in the long run and 
what kind of input their struggle needed. 

You can’t help but think about the people 
behind the press releases who retract all 
the things that you guys have said. Do 
you think that the individuals doing the 
corporate bidding are intrinsically morally 
bankrupt or they are swept up in a system? 

I think that quite a few of them are swept up 
in the system. Most people are like cogs in 
the machine - you end up in a job and many 
of them are ready to revolt or rebel given the 
opportunity, or don’t believe in what they are 
doing. But there are a few who are different 
and who actually have some issues. They know 
full well what’s going on and are culpable but 
I think the challenge is to try to push culture 
in a direction where we privilege other things 
other than simply making a larger income 
and where we are ready to take actions like 
quitting our jobs in order to do the right 
thing. We have to keep pushing to change 
our culture so that it’s not acceptable to just 
go ahead and support an organisation that’s 
doing wrong  through your labour.

And how’s the law suit panning out? 

That’s in a holding pattern. The US chamber 
of Commerce is suing us but we’re waiting to 
hear whether the judge dismisses the case or 
not. A few different motions have been filed 
and to check up on the latest on that you can 
go to the http://www.eff.org/ web site - 
that’s the Electronic Frontier Foundation and 



search for the Yes Men on there. They’re great, 
they’ree our pro bono legal team along with 
a large law firm that’s come on to support it 
and we’ll just have to see what happens. The 
Chamber continues to do horrible, horrible 
things, undermining US environmental laws, 
trying to repeal the Clean Air Act and trying 
to roll back all kinds of progressive legislation 
from the last 30 years. Another thing that they 
have been doing lately since the US changed 
its laws is funding election advertisement 
trying to get more right wing “freaks” into 
office.

And there’s already a fair few.

Yep!. 

Speaking of organisations like that, despite 
the odds being so heavily stacked against 
activism and the voices protesting against 
these waves of money, are you encouraged 
by a landscape where there are so many 
well organised sophisticated funded 
groups who are resolutely taking a stand?

I think it’s amazing and right now any way of 
fighting the system is really important. The 
movement needs big funded organisations 
and it needs small and lovely ones as well. 
It needs different methods of working - we 
need mass movement and we need people 
protesting in the streets and we also need 
people sitting behind desks working on 
changing laws and organising people. It’s a 
critical moment and we need every possible 
angle in which people can participate and use 
whatever skills they have.

How cathartic was it and how much fun was 
it to write that New York Times edition?

That was great, it was really fun to work on 
different aspects of it and I think having it 
out on the streets was something that people 
really had a great time with. There were about 
800 people who volunteered to hand it out 
and seeing the look on people’s faces was just 
priceless.



What are you doing and what’s the plan for 
2011?

Right now, we’re focusing on this Yes 
Lab concept where we are working with 
organisations to intervene at critical moments 
and come up with events and actions that 
serve the needs of their campaigns at critical 
moments. It’s an attempt by us to prove what 
we are doing in the service of groups that 
have like a sustained commitment to a cause 
and to have the capacity to carry through 
an idea and continue to run with it long 
after we’ll be laying there exhausted on the 
sidelines after having worn ourselves down 

on a project. That and growing our mailing list 
which is now not just a mailing list but a list 
of participants. We’re planning on launching 
a social network kind of website for people 
who do this kind of thing. Right now we have 
http://challenge.theyesmen.org/ and 
we’re going to overhaul that to make it more 
functional and more engaging and make it 
easier for people to participate. It hasn’t been 
working out but we didn’t have the adequate 
resources to dedicate to making it work so 
that’s the next thing. 

http://theyesmen.org









Resto

Belgian artist Resto has been taking the 
flatlands by storm with his gargantuan 
dreamscape of lovingly warped, modern 
mythic wonder. Rippling with vibrant 
colour, he dances through styles from 
letters to qusetionably attired giants and 
has become notorious for the sheer scale 
and epic nature of so much of his work - 
often in collaboration with ROA. A wink 
and a comedic nudge infuse so many of his 
characters, yet always tempered with a deep 
compassion that brings his gorillas, his 
giants, and his lunatic living machines into 
the realms of empathic humanity. Steeped in 
the phantasmagoric tradition of the surreal 
from El Greco to the present day, he has 
carved his own identity into the industrial 
landscape of the modernity as his characters 
and his paintings plaster a warm, loving 
smile over all of our faces. We spoke to him.

How long have you been painting walls?

My first spray can works date from around ‘96, 
my first illegal piece must have been 50cm 
by 50cm  hahaha the more serious work came 
about a year later.

Are you formally trained or did you shoot 
from the hip?

I got an education at the Academie of 
Fine Arts in Gent, etchings, linocuts and 
silkscreenprinting was my master.  
Allthough I can’t say that helped me a lot.. 
whether this was my fault or the teachers...
who will say. All I know is that I am far more 
happy now doing my own stuff than back then 

when teachers told me this or that is not art. If 
that’s what you mean.

Scale and colour seem to be your signature, 
when did you decide to paint such large 
colourful pieces?
 
After I got kind of bored of always painting 
five letter pieces of the same height and 
length I guess.





Do you enjoy painting letters as much as 
painting characters?
 
Allthough I kind of got bored doing only 
letterpieces, I can still enjoy it. I’ve always 
liked the typographic part of graffiti, that’s 
what kind of got me into it. But O my god how 
many times can one repeat the same letter 
without getting bored with it. Before I actually 
used to switch names quite often just because 
I got bored with the letters. 
A lot depends on the wall and who I am with 
but in general I enjoy more and more drawing 
on walls  (wherein letters can be involved).
The bottom line is: Tags and simple pieces 
for quick enjoyment, characters and 
muraldrawings for bigger projects and a 
longer effect of enjoyment..

How long does it take to paint those large 
walls?
 
It depends on how big the wall is, so mostly 
the job is done in one day.(What can be a long 
day...)About twelve hours must be the longest 
I’ve worked on one piece, although I can’t wait 
to go bigger.

What or who influences your designs most?

That’s a hard one, so much people do, every 
day new things influence me. I am not a 
person who tends to keep to one style or 
technique, because I usually get bored of it 
very fast. 
But I could say people close to me influence 
me, my daily collaborators, crew members 
and co, and the there are about a million 
artists I look up to, from El Greco, Bosch, 
to Schiele, Paul Klee,... Phillip Guston, Jean 
Spezial are great friends and I think their 
work is amazing, together with lots of todays 
illustrators, some of Gents greatest talents, 
Pointdexter, Bue,...and so much more, not to 
forget Blu, EricaelCane, Honet, Horfé...
Mostly I get my influences from people who 
make illustrative stuff with great detail.   

How do people respond to your work in the 
city?

I must say we kind of built up a good vibe in 
the city towards graffiti/street art approaching 
it from a different angle.
Asking people if you can paint their wall can 
be much more rewarding than just doing some 





quickies and getting caught;)
You get more respect for what you do, Gent is 
a small city and if you ‘ve been living here for 
a while people get to know you, so if you don’t 
want to get the police at your door everytime 
you wanna paint something asking permission 
is not such a bad idea, it also allows you do do 
bigger and better things in plain sight.
We don’t have to get up in the streets here, 
there is no more hardcore graffiti scene and 
you get a lot more positive responses to your 
work the way we do it.
 

Do you enjoy traveling the world painting 
your characters or would you prefer to be 
painting at home?
 
I love it!! If I could only do this for the rest of 
my life! If there’s two things I like, it’s painting 
big walls and travelling around and meeting 
new friends/ artists. I like painting/drawing at 
home but hell the choice is easily made.

In the UK street art graffiti has a short life 
span before someone else paints over it, do 
you have the same challenges in Belgium? As I said before it depends on how you 

approach a wall, if you only do a quickie 
people won’t have half the respect as when 
you put effort in your wall.
Anyway, I don’t seem to feel it like this, 
choosing your wall is essential, if you decide 
to cross out someone on a railroad track, yeah 
sure yours will be crossed out too, look for 
your own walls and people won’t touch them 
so easily.

How important is colour to your work?
 
Colour is a necessity, allthough I like to keep it 
simple. Black and white is for my sketchbook, 
the city needs colour.

Whats the biggest piece you painted to 
date?
 
I think it must be one of my latest characters 
here in Gent; http://www.flickr.com/photos/
resto1981/4557766012/
I worked two afternoons on this one with a 
ladder of about three meters and a stick 





of four meters, counting me in, it must be 
about seven/eight meters high, allthough the 
monkey in Doel and the robot I did with Roa 
will be about the same I guess.
There’s one  bigger character but that was 
a collaboration of the HDA crew and Jean 
Spezial.

Does your government regard the works as 
art or vandalism?

If you’ve got permission it’s art if not it’s 

vandalism...I got caught just starting to 
put latex on a wall, it was vandalism, as a 
punishment I suggested to clean things up by 
painting the whole bridge with some friends, 
now it’s art.
It’s as stupid and hypocritical as everywhere.

We imagine its near impossible to exhibit 
your works in a gallery so do you regard 
the streets as your gallery?
 
More or less yes, I also make drawings, but 
don’t really exhibit them...yet.
My streetwork is much more free, no one tells 
me what to or what not to paint (mostly)
One can not ignore though that galleries pay 
and the street mostly doesn’t...

How important are collaborations between 
artists in your city?
 
It’s fun, you help each other looking for walls. 
It can be nice to do a wall on your own, but I 
‘ve always enjoyed the social aspect of graffiti, 
painting with friends meeting new people, 
and after the painting you go and have some 
beers and make fun.

Do you mind naming some of the other well 
known artists in your city?

Of course I don’t mind I am proud to live in 
a city with so much talent, cool cats like BUE 







thewarrior; http://www.flickr.com/photos/
buethewarrior ROA aka the rising star; http://
www.flickr.com/photos/roagraffiti/
Contempory artist Manor Grunewald is one to 
watch for sure!; www.manorgrunewald.com 
Mad respect for the guys from TOYKYO 
productions www.toykyo.be and not to forget 
my homie crazyass LEPROS; http://www.
flickr.com/photos/leprosa/4027280036/in/
photostream/.....
 
 
Do you choose your locations carefully or 
do you take a random approach to finding 
locations?
 
Wherever there’s a wall I want to paint it. It 
does mather but sometimes the location is 
nicer than the wall othertimes the wall is good 
but the location sucks and once and a while 
you are lucky and paint that one spot you 
wanted to paint for a long time.
As long as I can paint I am happy

Your friend and collaborator ROA is 
making big waves in the UK, do you plan 
on coming anytime soon?
 
My next trips will be Panama and Italy. Later 

there are no concrete plans, but if anyone 
feels the urge to invite me I would be pleased 
to come and fill up some grey walls. I’ve 
never really had the chance to get to know 
the UK very well apart from some quick 
visit to London, which always seems way too 
expensive in the end, that and the idea that 
painting in the UK doesn’t seem to be the 
easiest thing has put me off more than once to 
make the choice to cross the canal.
But as I said give me a wall and I’ll be there ;)

Anything else you’d like to share with LSD 
readers?

Enjoy the things you do and do it in a positive 
way, life’s to short to waste it.
And please respect nature. I ain’t no 
treehugger myself but damned it’s about time 
we realize things have to change!

www.flickr.com/resto1981 

www.fotolog.com/zalimer









Chaz

This is England ’86.  Oh God.  Not again.  Just 
as we have all stupidly fallen for The Sun’s 
editorial and re-elected some kind of Tory-
led regime to govern us.  Up steps Channel 
4 to cheerily remind us of the great fun and 
games we had trying to keep our heads above 
water during the reign of the Arts-baiting 
Totalitarian Margaret Hilda Thatcher.  Thanks 
for that, but lets take a closer examination of 
this re-tailored set of Emperors New Clothes, 
shall we?  See if we can learn how to fight 
back against this latest round of Conservative 
wet dream slashes.

The Director: Shane Meadows, was a ray 
of hope in the mid-nineties when he burst 
onto an unsuspecting film scene with his no-
budget, underground films, namely “24/7” 
and the emblematic “Small Time” (which 
is roughly the template for everything he’s 
done since – dominant male ruling the roost 
and scaring the heroes or heroines).  Some 
of these have been great – “A Room For 
Romeo Brass” and “Dead Man’s Shoes,” but 
too often since and after the original film 
version of “This Is England” (which is by no 
means a Perfect Movie) cracks the size of 
the fiscal deficit have begun to appear and 
this televisual offering of “This is England” 
is the biggest crack of all.  How depressing 
that a movie that originally shone its light 



on the dark days of racist Britain has been 
homogenised into a weak episode of that 
other Channel 4 Teenfuck Fest “SKINS.”  What 
was Shane thinking?  Hiring that writer, who 
has butchered the historical accuracy of 
that period and reduced the characters to 
one-dimensional parodies of who we were 
back then, or even who the characters were 
in the original film?  In the original film we 
followed the character Sean (a character 
apparently based on Shane Meadows and his 
experiences) as he is manipulated into joining 
the National Front.  The writer of Skins has 
taken this character and given him absolution, 
which I will buy, but asking the audience to 
accept overtly racist characters suddenly 
being loveable and charming is a little bit 
hard to swallow.  Surely Mr. Meadows should 
have gone down the route of doing some 
research and opened his fucking eyes to what 
really went on back then.  As well as being 
six years out in the wardrobe department, it 

would’ve been much more interesting to look 
at how politically influenced young people 
were back then (Redskins 1986 anyone?).  As 
opposed to how they are today, little heel-
clicking robots repeatedly pressing the 
LIKE button on Facebook at anything that 
doesn’t have words.  Right now I can hear 
the Producers going “Yes, Chaz and that’s 
exactly what we set out to do – to show how 
today’s youth are callow and, Yes! The 80’s 
are hip again, you only have to jump on a 
bus to Shoreditch to see that, Men in capes 
with Edwardian moustaches - lets throw the 
whole thing together and see who wants to 
advertise!!  But lets actually make it look like 
1980!” (Which is the one successful thing it 
did do.)  

In 1980, Britain was vicious.  In 1981, Britain 
exploded – Handsworth, Toxteth, and Brixton 
all went up in flames as the Youth of Britain 
took to the streets to make a protest. Can you 



really see that happening today?  Even in the 
face of cuts more savage than the Iron Lung 
Lady could manage?  Of course not!  They’ve 
all been mollycoddled with pap, chased for 
their advertising stream to such an extent 
that we’ve bred a complacent, self-important 
generation of divas and dunces far too 
consumed with narcissism to give a fuck about 
the Politics of the day. 

It’s a funny thing, but if we look back at that 
time, the kind of Media and Drama that was 
around was much more truthful than it is 
today.  The BBC produced hard-hitting Drama 
and critical, searching News programmes 
and Documentaries and now there’s only 
Wikileaks, which exists as any kind of real 
forum in the quest for truth.  Now the BBC is 
mainly famous for is the overblown salaries 
of their executives and a couple of children’s 
programmes, one of which is “Doctor Who,” 
which to give them their dues maintains the 
same standard as it did back then.

Consistently making hard-edged Political 
Drama for longer than Meadows has been 
rolling in clover, Ken Loach recently stepped 
to the plate and took a well-aimed slug at 
the piss-taking pay packets self-awarded 
to the Executives at the BBC.  In his speech 
he lambastes the greedy Pyramid of “time-
servers” there who are “killing Creativity” 

and reducing the medium to a “grotesque 
reality game”.  Fuckin ‘ell Ken, you been 
cribbing back issues of LSD??  That’s Chaz-
speak matey!  But no, it’s great that Mr. Loach 
has stuck his head - once more - above the 
parapet and he is at least humble enough 
to acknowledge that he is lucky enough to 
be in a position to do so, recognising that 
today’s film and programme makers are too 
shit scared to say the same thing that is on 
everybody else’s lips anyway, lest they kill 
their ‘Careers’ in an instant. 

Back in 1986, Skins viewers, a Quango was 
a Potato snack, much loved by the people of 
Great Britain plc.  Today it is an all-powerful 
body of well paid, often bogus, Executives 
who sit on a Board and pretend to be doing 
something about something.  Well, guess 
what?  Whilst the latest round of Tory Poor-
Bashing has seen frontline services in Health, 
Education, Law and Order and Housing come 
under the heavy cosh, the only bodies and 
organisations that have survived the merciless 
axe are the Quango’s set up which allow 
Big Business and Investment Houses to coat 
themselves in the reflected glory of a false 
promise of philanthropism whilst actually 



moving large chunks of government funded 
money (donated by YOU!) out of the backdoor 
and into Offshore Accounts that negate the 
need for taxation.  Wow!  It’s another fuckin’ 
Heist Movie!  Quick!  Get thee to HMV!

In my last affectionate look at the Film and 
TV Game in LSD, I talked about the demise of 
that well-known Quango the UK Film Council.  
It now emerges that the former Chief Exec, 
John Woodward handed in his resignation and 
subsequently has become Managing Director 
of Arts Alliance.  The UKFC was responsible 
in the first place for introducing the Digital 
Screen Network, which was meant to 
revolutionise the future of cinema by replacing 
film (you know reel to reel, old skool cinema) 
with digital drives (like those ones you plug 
into your computer to back tings up) through 
Lottery funding, which Arts Alliance put into 
place in a number of UK Cinemas (it also runs 
the LoveFilm online film service and backs 
City Screen).  He has truly feathered his nest 
it would seem by jumping ship to one of the 
UKFC’s affiliates, however the DSN no longer 
gets funding due to the demise of the UKFC, 
so it makes one wonder how good a move 
that was.  Still, everyone with a soon-to-be-
unaffordable Degree seems to be at it so what 
the heck…

The Cuts that will affect YOU, the twenty/
thirty/forty something’s so beloved of TV 
Execs and their ilk, were dreamt of back 
when Maggie ruled the waves with a will of 
iron that earned her nickname, but now as 
the evil old cunt lies dying on her private 
healthcare bed and Andrea Riseborough dusts 
off her old Maggie T cozzie ready for a zillion 
tributes and melodramas, taking that “Long 
Walk to Finchley” again, I wonder if you’ll stop 
looking back through C4 sponsored rose-
tinted spectacles (available with this months 
issue of cHeat Magazine) and start looking 
forward instead.  In these new/old times of 
great struggle: great Art, with strong Political 
motivation and an honest view, can once again 
flourish.  Not only through Graffiti and Images 
on our city walls, but hopefully in our Living 
Rooms and Cineplex’s too.  Maybe one or two 
young people inspired by the likes of Shane 
Meadows and Ken Loach may emerge, with 
something special and defining to say about 
Britain and the experience of these hard times 
that lay ahead.  God, I hope so, otherwise 
in five years time we’ll be glued to our sets, 
getting falsely nostalgic about THIS WAS 
FACEBOOK 2010.

To quote Ken Loach “Stay Hopeful, Stay 
Angry”









Neurodriver

Clear out the lightweights and the tourists, 
throw open your neural networks, turn 
the amps up to 11 and let the sparkling 
psychedelic ride into the 23 dimensional 
sonic vortex that is Neurodriver take control. 
We always have the utmost respect here at 
LSD for anyone that slashes their way out 
of the safety net of established success to 
dance through the risk frontier into their 
own creative calling, and in leaving the 
safety of breaks outfit Far Too Loud to strike 
out in his own DNA dictated direction, Dom 
Smart has done just that. He has gone from 
strength to strength in the last couple of 
years, honing his own layered, impossibly 
multi sensory, meticulously sculpted sound 
and unleashed the scintillating label, 
Broken Robot onto an unsuspecting deck 

near you. Swerving past the ADHD like 
need for the endless cycle of breakdowns 
and drops that was nearly taken as the new 
gospel of the dancefloor, he has credited 
people with a deeper understanding of the 
penetrative power of alchemical subtlety 
and created a coruscatingly designed hybrid 
of trance, techno, breaks and a unique 
twist that sounds something like a robotic 
cyborg turning up halfway through the 70’s, 
dropping some acid and living the funk 
years through his digital cornea. Like a nano 
precision diamond drill to the frontal cortex, 
his runic frequency shapes sparkle with the 
geometry of euphoria and twinkle across the 
blurred lines that unify science and art as 
the basslines envelop mind and body alike. 
We caught up with Dom for a word. 



Can you tell us about your early 
experiences of music and the wider scene

I come from a very musical family: both of 
my parents are classical musicians and I was 
surrounded by music from an early age. They 
were keen to give me a musical education, 
and I started to learn the ‘cello from age 8, 
later learning the drums and dabbling with 
the piano. In parallel to all this, I developed a 
keen interest in making music electronically: 
as soon as I got my hands on a computer at the 
age of 11, I started experimenting with sample 
trackers and was hooked. As a teenager in 
the 90s, I grew up with dance music and the 
diverse range of genres emerging at the time 
such as House, Jungle/Drum & Bass, Trance, 
Techno, and later Big Beat and Breaks. I found 
this new branch of music really inspiring and 
was listening to it long before I ever went to a 
club, however in 1997 at the age of 16 I went to 
my first Glastonbury festival and around about 
the same time started blagging my way into 
local clubs and events which is when I really 
found out what it was all about.

What was your drive into production

I’ve always been drawn to the creative 
possibilities offered by music technology. 

I grew up thinking of music as something 
that was performed by a group of skilled 
musicians, so the idea that one person could 
control the entire process of creating a record 
from songwriting through to mixdown was an 
incredibly liberating one. I’m also very much 
drawn towards electronic music aesthetically: 
I like the creative freedom that comes with 
music not having to sound like a “real” 
ensemble, where sound design and sound 
engineering become part of the songwriting 
process, and I’m very much into the art of 
using technology to create sound.

How did Far Too Loud initially come about

I went to university at Surrey to study music 
and sound recording on the renowned 
Tonmeister course, and it was there that I 
met Oli Cash. Through our mutual interests 
in music, partying and music production and 
inspired by outings to clubs such as Fabric, 
we decided to start writing music together, 
and formed Far Too Loud in 2003. A couple 
of years went by where we DJed at a lot of 
underground parties, experimented with 
making tracks and did a bi-weekly show on 
Breaks FM before in 2005 a couple of labels 
(Broke and 777) picked up on our tracks and 
we had our first vinyl releases.



How difficult a decision was it to leave the 
safety of an established name and strike 
out on your own

It was pretty tough, but at the time it seemed 
as though I had reached a dead end which 
had really impacted my creativity, and 
something had to give. Starting out again 
with a new name has been difficult, and I’d be 
lying if I didn’t say that I feel it’s set me back 
a bit, but at the same time I’m very happy to 
have my creative freedom back and I’m also 
happy to say that I’ve continued to enjoy the 
support of people in the scene who are into 
the sounds that I create as opposed to those 
who are simply after an established brand to 
work with, so I have no regrets. The principle 
downside is the financial one, but music has 
never been about money for me and I’m 
happy to say that I’m able to make a good 
living doing other things (my principle earner 
is freelance sound design work for games 
companies) so it’s not a big issue.

How did your music evolve within Far Too 
Loud to the point that you felt you had to 
take a different direction

I don’t think I ever consciously decided to 
take a different direction. Oli and I always 
had a different set of influences and different 
styles of writing, and whilst we were able 
to effectively collaborate for many years, 
in the end our tastes had diverged to the 
point where it had become difficult to work 
together. A turning point was the phenomenal 
success of Oli’s track “Play It Loud” after which 
his style decided to lean strongly towards big 
room electro house, which whilst undoubtedly 
popular, wasn’t really to my taste. Of course 
it’s very difficult to argue with the massive 
success that that track and FTL’s subsequent 
electro outings enjoyed, and after a while I 
found that Funkatech Records (with whom 
FTL have an exclusive agreement) no longer 
seemed to be interested in what I had to 
offer. Whilst my productions still featured 
extensively in FTL live sets and our remixes, 
this situation was doing nothing for my 
creativity, so my only remaining option was to 
go it alone.

How does the structure and musical 
concept behind psy breaks differ from a 
traditional break beat track

Firstly the soundscape – psychedelic music 
in general sets out to sound somewhat “other 
worldly”. In electronic styles like psy-breaks 
and psy-trance this tends to mean the use 
of expansive soundscapes containing many 
obviously synthetic elements, heavily layered 
textures, and the liberal use of effects. This 
is in contrast to a lot of breaks music which 
sounds quite “real” – employing fewer, less-
effected elements with a more “upfront” 
sound. Also, there are a lot of people who 
believe that for music to be psychedelic 
it needs to be hypnotic, and this means 
eschewing clattering syncopated breakbeats, 
big “drops” and disjointed edits in favour 
of more regular rhythms and evolving 
progressions.



Do you feel that music should be looking 
to greater levels of complexity rather than 
delivering straight up bangers

Not necessarily, variety is the spice of life! Not 
every track has (or needs) to be complicated, 
and indeed some of the best tunes are those 
that deliver an idea effectively with the 
minimum of fuss.

When so much of today’s dance music is 
all about the massive drop, did you have 
confidence that the seductive, layered 
build of psy breaks would be able to carve 
a niche

Absolutely. I’ve been really inspired by the 
recent renaissance in techno music which I 
think has shown us precisely that. For years, 
dance music was marching relentlessly 
towards harder, faster more aggressive tracks, 
and it’s been really refreshing to see a return 
to more progressive music. These kind of 
sounds work wonders in the right setting, and 
as long as there are events to support it I think 
there’s always going to be a place for this kind 
of vibe in dance music.

Do you feel that the music you are making 
now speaks as much to the mind as the 
body

I’ll let the fans be the judge of that, but it’s 
always been my aim so I would hope so!

Where is the balance for you between 
technical expertise and pure inspiration

To produce electronic music, one needs a 
balance of both (or to work with somebody 
who has complimentary skills). Inspiration 
is always paramount, but that inspiration can 
quickly dry up if one doesn’t have the means 
to turn it into results. There’s nothing worse 
than having a great idea, then spending 
ages at the computer trying to create the 
right sound only to forget the original idea. 
Inspiration is the spark, but the technical skill 
is the kindling that enables it to take flame.



How do you define that intangible quality 
that gives music soul or does trying to 
define it miss the point

I see music as a language for expressing the 
abstract world of human emotion. It has the 
power to resonate with aspects of the listeners 
psyche, and I think that when we feel this 
resonance we feel that the music has soul, 
because that is when it touches us emotionally. 
It is this that makes our perception of music 
something which is very personal, and may 
well be why so many people choose to 
communicate their tastes in music as a means 
of expressing their personal identity. By 
telling people what kind of music speaks to 
us, we are giving them an insight into our own 
mind.

How do you approach the studio – do you 
build sounds to bring an idea to life, or do 
you design sounds that then crystallise into 
the idea behind the track

A bit of both. When I don’t have a clear idea 
for a track in mind I’ll often spend time 
building a foundation for a track by creating a 
good-sounding loop with a bass/drum groove 

and perhaps a few noises. I usually have a few 
of these ready to go at any one time, so that 
when the inspiration strikes to write a tune 
in earnest I can load one of them and get to 
work right away modifying it to suit, rather 
than getting bogged down in selecting drum 
samples and creating bass patches. I find it 
important to write a track around a good, solid 
groove as it helps me get the right vibe right 
away, so I find this approach usually works 
best.

Was it a logical progression to set up 
Broken Robot when you changed direction

Not really, as I never really felt like I suddenly 
changed direction. I set up Broken Robot 
because at the time it seemed to me that 
nobody was really representing the sounds 
or artists I was most interested in. Sinister 
Records was the focal point for that area of 
the breaks scene, but it seemed as though 
they were in difficulty (and indeed they 
folded around that time) so I decided to try 
to give something back to the scene which 
had supported me, and create a platform to 
promote the music which I love. The initial 
motivation behind it wasn’t really to promote 



my own music, but more to bolster the area of 
the scene which excited me the most, however 
as things progressed releasing my own music 
was the logical step.

How important is it for a label to have a 
strong identity and ethos over and above 
simply releasing music

The most successful labels in dance music 
have always been consistent, and I think that’s 
something that is as relevant now as it ever 
was. These days there are hundreds of new 
tracks being released in every genre every 
week, and the cast majority of consumers 
simply do not have the time or the energy to 
listen to all of them (I’ve tried listening to all 
the new releases on Beatport in the genres 
I’m interested in for just one week, and it’s a 
painful process believe me!) I think therefore 
that people look for brands to follow which are 
consistent: be they labels, artists, collectives 
or DJs.

Tell us a bit about the other artists on 
Broken Robot and how you built that team

Almost everybody on Broken Robot is 
somebody I know personally or have met 
through the scene. The first artist onboard 
was Steve Young aka Hedflux, who writes for 
this very magazine. It was a conversation I 
had with him a couple of years ago, where he 
told me that he was having difficulty finding 
a label to represent his music, that made me 
realise that there was a giant Broken-Robot-
shaped hole in the breaks scene!
The label also releases my own material 
under the alias of Neurodriver, and aside from 
that a lot of music from talented people that 
I know personally or have connected with 
via the scene. In terms of full-time signings, 
there are some artists coming onboard in 
2011 who I am really excited about, but I can’t 
talk about them just yet. What I can tell you is 
that Hedflux and I are currently compiling an 
album to be released in the summer of 2011 
which will really showcase the psy-breaks 
sound and introduce a lot of new talent. Watch 
this space!



Do you feel that the digital age has 
democratised music or saturated it

Both, definitely. Thanks to the internet, it’s 
possible for anybody with a PC to produce a 
track, master it, set up their own internet label 
and potentially release it all form the comfort 
of their bedroom. On the one hand this is 
great, because it means that anybody can 
have a go, and in theory be successful.
Predictably however, this means that there 
are an awful lot more people releasing music 
these days. Because there’s zero investment 
required in releasing a record, there’s also a 
lot less of a requirement for quality control on 
the part of the label, and the onus has shifted 
to the consumer. I don’t have any solid figures, 
but I’d guess that the amount of music being 
released every week has increased at least 
tenfold since the days of vinyl, and the result 
is that it’s just not possible for the average 
consumer to listen to everything that’s being 
released anymore (go to Beatport right now 
and listen to all the new releases this week, I 
dare you!)
It’s not surprising therefore that most 
consumers of dance music only listen to the 
charts. The most successful tracks are very 
often those that pander to one of the Beatport 
genre top 10s, and so in my opinion this so-

called democratisation of music has actually 
made the problem of pigeon-holing much 
worse now than it ever was! Often the most 
interesting new music is that which occurs 
at the fringes of genres, but such music 
frequently passes under the radar as it never 
makes the top 10.

Do you feel that sometimes music is 
skewed to show off the possibilities of 
technology rather than the technology 
being manipulated to produce the best 
music

Yes absolutely, there are a lot of tracks 
written which are simply about pushing 
new production techniques and exploring 
what new technology is capable of. I don’t 
necessarily think this is a bad thing per-se, 
but it’s important to remember that while 
a good musical idea has the potential to 
be timeless, the latest technical wizardry 
will inevitably sound dated eventually. It’s 
analogous to the use of CGI in feature films: 
they may dazzle people at the time of release, 
but will invariably look dated in years to 
come. For a film to become a classic it must 
have substance and plot!



Are you more in your element in the studio 
or in front of a crowd

I enjoy both, and while I’ve been producing 
tracks a lot longer than I’ve been DJing, I’m 
just as happy rocking a club as knocking out 
beats in the studio these days.

What’s your take on remix culture where 
EP’s have endless remixes rather than 3 
original tracks and one remix

I’m not a fan personally, I think putting too 
many tracks on a release devalues the music, 
and doesn’t seem like a very good deal for 
the remixers when there are so many of them 
jostling for space!

How has running Broken Robot impacted 
on your personal creativity

Generally I’d say it’s a good thing, as I now 
feel like there’s a potential outlet for anything 
I write without having to worry about 
appeasing anyone. On the flipside though, 
sometimes it is nice to be able to hand over 
promotion of your music to somebody else, 
and I do miss that!

How do you feel about the current direction 
of the breaks scene

I get a bit confused about what the “breaks 
scene” actually is these days. As far as 
the club scene in the UK is concerned, it’s 
contracted a lot in recent years to the point 
where it’s difficult to promote specialist nights 
these days, especially with a niche genre such 
as breaks, and you’d be hard pressed to find 
many dedicated breaks nights left now. The 
nights which are flourishing in my view have 
a broader music policy, and this is all good 



in my opinion. It’s where the most interesting 
cross-pollination between genres happens, 
and clubbers tend to be pretty open-minded 
when it comes to what they hear on the 
dancefloor. In terms of the music, breaks 
is continuing to evolve and assimilate new 
influences, so there are still plenty of fresh-
sounding tracks coming out.

Is dubstep dance music

Yeah, but a different sort of dance! 

How important is it as a producer to get out 
on the dancefloor

I don’t think you can fully appreciate dance 
music without getting on the dance floor once 
in a while, and I think it’d important to do so 
at least once in a while. Personally, when I sit 
down to write a track I always try to imagine 
myself back in front of the sound system at an 
event I’ve been to recently that has inspired 
me.

What does the next few months hold for you

I’ve just had two singles out: Snake Charmer 
on Broken Robot and Church of the Plasma 
Christ out on Flying Rhino digital, so my next 
release will be in the spring on Broken Robot. 
I’m going to be devoting some time to Broken 
Robot over the winter period putting the 
foundations in place for next year, and also 
getting in the studio and working on some 
new material. I have a lot of ideas, and you’re 
going to be hearing some quite different 
sounds from me next year!

Ultimately – what is the dream
It’s often said that life’s about the journey, not 
the destination, so my dream is to live it and 
enjoy the ride!

   http://www.myspace.com/
neurodriveruk

http://broken-robot-records.com/









Lokey

Fat as fuck, heaving with vibrant, electric, 
throbbing life, bursting with colour, form 
and dimensionality, and fluctuating between 
the awesomely futuristic and a cheeky 
wink, Bristol writer Lokey’s mesmerising 
industrial symphonies of spray are an object 
lesson in the perspectives of imagination.
Lighting up the streets as his tags burst 
clean off the walls and rampage through the 
cityscape before rocketing back into the wall 
and tearing it a depth it never dreamed of, 
he’s been bombing the game 16 shades to 
twilight for 20 years now. Honing a unique 
3D style that dances the line between the 
legible and the abstract beautifully and 
forges soaring letters together in the fire 
of a metallic alchemy,  you almost want 
to hop aboard his pieces, go exploring in 
a radiation suit, dive through the cracks 
and then slide down the impossibly clean 
surfaces back down into reality. As the 
cartoon elements rifle the pockets of steely 
shadows,  we caught up with him for a quick 
chat and instantly found him to be a top 
bloke.......

How did you initially start out writing

Well I was only about nine years old, and a 
family of kids that I was pretty good mates 
with had gone off to America on their summer 
holidays to visit their relatives and when they 
came back, they were loaded with all these 
photos of the graff in the Bronx and a sackful 
of mix tapes. Now at the time, we were all 
hanging out in this park up the road from 
my house, and we had lino down, trying with 
limited success to breakdance, so the mix 
tapes were the instant draw from their haul, 
but when I came across the graff photos, I was 
just like ‘what the hell is this?’. And that was 
it – I was totally hooked from that moment 
on, although I didn’t do my first proper piece 
until I was about 11. It was only a small piece 
– about 4 foot long and 2 foot high, round the 
back of a petrol station in Kingswood, where I 
used to live, but once I was up and running, I 
never looked back.





Did you come up from that kind of age with 
a group of mates who were all bang on the 
same tip or were you on your own with it

When I initially got into it at around 9, I was 
in junior school, and it was that much more 
difficult to find other kids into graff around me, 
but by the time I hit senior school at 11, right 
when I was actually starting to paint instead 
of just dreaming and sketching, there were 4 
or 5 other kids in my year alone who were at 
the same sort of stage – just picking it up and 
starting to pull bits and pieces together. So 
like minds and all, we gravitated towards each 
other and started hanging about together, 
swapping photos, sharing the odd magazine 
that came along, and getting stuck into books 
like Spraycan Art – don’t forget, this is all pre 
internet, so books, photos and magazines 
were like gold dust, and by bouncing ideas 
and pooling our resources, we all got deeper 
into it.

Now when did the name Lokey come 
along, and was it a conscious decision to 
step away from this idea of the big brash 
tag into something more understated and, 
well, low key!

I’ve been Lokey since about ’91. Up until then, 
I’d toyed with a few other tags which usually 
weren’t words at all but just letters I liked and 
combinations of them – it was more about the 
visuals of it than a specific meaning I think. 
Then, round 1991, I was over at a girlfriends 
house with a few tunes playing when this 
new jack swing band called Lo-Key came 
on and I instantly locked onto the name. The 
next day, I gave it a thorough test drive from 
the dictionary to the black book, and all the 
meanings and connotations seemed to tie in 
perfectly while I felt I could really work with 
the letters, and it just stuck from there on.

How did it feel coming up in an intensely 
vibrant Bristol scene where there was just 
so much stuff going on

When you’re young, you see things in a 
totally different way. There were already a lot 
of crews around at that time – and the likes 
of Cheo, Teaoh, Inkie, Chaos, Shab, Turroe, 
Sp27 and a few others were already painting 
and they all ended up forming one big crew 
called TUB – The United Bombers, and a 
few of them used to knock about up at the 
shopping precinct in Kingswood which was 





all of 5 minute’s walk from my house. So I’d 
be up there too, sort of loitering with intent 
around all the older kids. I’d also get the bus 
down to dug out , so not only was there this 
thrill of watching a big crew in action, but I 
was learning off them as I went. Obviously 
as far as they were concerned, I was the 
annoying young lad, but their girlfriends 
would always step up with an ‘Ahhh – ain’t 
he cute’ which probably both wound the 
kids up and allowed me to stay around at 
the same time! Cheo used to live one road 
up from me, and my mum thought he was a 
right lovely lad so she was more than happy 
for me to stay round his. Bearing in mind he 
was about 3 years older than me. The playing 
field was suddenly completely different . Now 
that meant that I could get out and have free 
wanders whenever I fancied them and be able 

to hang out with the older kids, go to all the 
parties and go out tagging with them, so it was 
seriously exciting for a lad in my position to 
have access to that world and be able to be so 
free with it. 

How did your style develop and hit its 
groove through the ‘90’s

I did start off with reasonably simple double 
letters, trying to take them more intricate, 
and then me and Soker spent ages sat around 
smoking vast quantities of puff and working 
up outlines which did kind of result in our 
styles being very bloody similar. We’d been 
working on the same kind of arrows, loops, 
little bars going over and bits dropping off, 
and so being aware that we may have to 
diverge at some point soon, when I started 
to see some of the newer German stuff, and 
people like DAIM who were pushing the 
3D angles, it seemed to me like the next 
progression and I loved the idea of pieces 
bursting off the wall rather than being set 
into it, so that path very naturally opened up 
in front of me and I started practicing the 3D 
elements until it started to come alive off the 
can.

Was it difficult to start thinking and 
visualising in 3D or did it come fairly 
organically

The first step came pretty naturally – basically 





just transforming a flat rectangle into a 3D bar, 
but then getting letters to actually sit together 
in a piece without them being abstract and 
completely illegible was a totally different 
story. I’ve got stacks of black books still lying 
around that chart the progression through 
Lokey – the L, then the LO, then a K working 
its way in and so on. Again and again I’d find 
myself getting to the K or the E, realising that 
this was never going to work and having to 
start again from scratch, so an awful lot of work 
did go into getting me to the stage I am now 
where I can write in 3D without really having 
to think about it.

A lot of your 3D stuff has this mad 
industrial feel about it. How did that start to 
take shape

Well I love my spaceships, and I do love those 
hard, heavy, industrial elements, and when 
you’ve got that influence in the background 
and you’re scheming up different ways to join 
letters and throw new angles on how a tag 
unfolds as a whole image, you start looking 
at things like hinges and bolts to forge letters 
together and that does bring an interesting, 
textured feel into the mix. I’ve got sketches 
with welding worked into letters built out 
of girders, and it is something that I do like 
bringing into my pieces.

With a big complex 3D piece – how much 
is pre planned and pre sketched and how 
much room is there for improvisation

It used to be that I would literally sit down and 
come up with a detailed drawing, down to the 
colours of how I wanted to see the piece on 
the wall. Nowadays when I go out painting, 
I’m armed with a very basic structure like a 
piece of paper with an L on it, and another 
bit with the K and the E joined together, and 
that’s about it. No colour scheme and nothing 
more specific than that so I can let it mutate 
and evolve on the wall in front of me and that 
opens you up to a far more natural flow than 
trying to rigidly copy a drawing, and the 
letters actually end up unifying far better that 
way strangely enough. I enjoy painting far 
more when it happens like that, and I always 
get intensely frustrated if I’ve done a detailed 
prelim drawing and the finished piece doesn’t 
look exactly like it does on the page which is 
sort of like self imposing a creative restriction, 
whereas when it does just kind of paint itself 
around a loose framework, how it ends up is 
how it was meant to be.

How was Candroid born

I’d actually been watching Star Wars – the 
first one where the 2 droids crash land into 
the desert in that little capsule, and looking at 





old R2D2, he couldn’t help but remind me of 
a spray can. So I got the black book out and 
my first sketch was a little candroid which 
looked just like R2 and a C3PO stood next to 
him in a desert landscape with a spray can 
as a capsule. I did a couple more quick ones 
and got good feedback on them straight away 
and then when we were doing the Crimes of 
Passion show at the RWA last year, I painted a 
load of little ones climbing all over my piece 
and hoisting it into position, and that was great 
fun. A week later, I popped up there again in 
the middle of a school field trip, and a good 
10 or so kids were earnestly sat in front of my 
piece with bits of paper out trying to copy the 
candroids. It seems to connect with a pretty 
broad range of people, and it is a right laugh 
having a little character like that to play with 
and send out on little adventures.

Do you get a lot of interest from kids 
around the area

Definitely. Just this week I was doing some 
live drawing with paint pens at a breaking 
convention and most of the people who came 
up to me to say hi were between the ages of 
maybe 10 and 13. They’d say they were into 
it or whatever, then you’d notice them step 
back and watch you really intently, paying 
genuine attention to some of the techniques. 
I was chatting to a few young’uns from my 
area the other day, and they basically all meet 
up round their mate’s houses and get their 
sketches ready, much the same as we used to 
and then when they’re happy on the sketch 
front,  go out and find quiet, tucked away 
spots, well away from the more established 
writers to practise. So it is great to see  the 
next generation coming up and putting their 
energy into the paint and the ideas rather than 
just standing on street corners waiting on an 
ASBO – though we do have some right little 
shits down here mind!

Tell us a little about Weapon of Choice and 
the concept behind it

It all started off as a live drawing night, pairing 
up people who wouldn’t ordinarily paint 
together in the live setting of a club, with hip 
hop or dubstep or whatever banging out and 
everyone having a laugh. I would help out 





a bit with the nights and paint sometimes, 
but Cheba, the main person behind it & Sam 
have taken it to the next level of opening 
the gallery and a magazine which is all 
done for free like you guys so as you know, 
it can be bloody hard work for them. The 
idea is to really do something for Bristol as 
well as giving artists an outlet, whether it 
be showcasing their talents through the live 
drawing or through canvas work in the gallery. 
There are a couple of other gallery spaces in 
town, but none of them have the same level of 
respect or following as Cheba gets because 
it’s artist run. In Stoke’s Croft there’s a group 
of people who are jumping on the area and 
running a gallery type thing, but the bloke at 
the head of it is unfortunately, a total cock who 
has nothing to do with graffiti trying to make 
a name for himself. There’s a few other guys 
who run events who aren’t artists, though they 
sincerely love the art, but you can always tell 

the difference between something that is artist 
run from the ground up.

Does having a bassline at your back on 
the live nights while painting make you 
rush and impact the way in which you’re 
painting

Yes! I do really enjoy it. The problem comes 
with not really being able to live the party 
because you’re busy painting. In September, 
Weapon of Choice had KRS-1 over to play and 
I was stuck out in the beer garden with Cheo 
and Jody and I think we got to see all of half 
an hour of the night’s music because we were 
out the bloody back painting. A really good 
night does influence how the pictures turn out 
and the art unquestionably does feed off the 
atmosphere surrounding it and you’re freer 
with your movements and your lines, and the 
fact that it’s not all eyes are on you – there’s so 
much other stuff going on relieves some of the 
pressure of painting live and lets you just ride 
with it.





How do you feel about the way graff and 
street art have become ultra trendy in the 
last few years

It’s a double edged sword. There is a very 
positive side with more events, and more 
attention drawn to it as an art form, but 
equally, you’ve now got this scenario where 
every student who’s done a design or 
illustration course thinks they can go out and 
spray over a stencil – and suddenly they’re 
a street artist. Takes a hell of a lot more than 
that, and the dead giveaway is can control. 
They can spend months pulling a really 
detailed stencil together, but if you put a can 

in the hands of someone who’s not long been 
in the game, they can’t even write their own 
name. It ends up all fat, fluffy and messy, while 
someone who’s been doing it for years can 
write their tag with their eyes closed, and you 
literally can tell from a mile away how long 
someone’s been at it – stencil or no stencil.





You’ve just done your first solo show. When 
did you start trying your hand at canvasses

Only a couple of years ago. The guy who ran 
Guerrilla Galleries asked me if I had anything 
that he’d be able to add to a group show. I 
was a bit dubious, especially about the small 
sizes they would have to be, but I gave it a go. I 
always preferred the scale of a wall, but when 
Weapon of Choice started up, I began adding 
bits and pieces to group shows and as the 
months passed, more and more people were 
getting on my case about doing my own show. 
I deflected it for a while with some ‘maybes’ 
and a few ‘soons’, but after a year I started to 
slowly come round to the idea and tentatively 
agreed. Thing is though, once you’re in the 
diary, that’s it – you’re committed.

So you’re on the spot for a shitload of 
canvasses. Was that liberating, having the 
hanging space to try new ideas or did it 
just feel like pressure

I definitely felt the pressure and did 
systematically worry about whether I’d be 
able to fill the space. I didn’t really step out 
of my comfort zone – did a few candroids, 
some 3D pieces, some 2D pieces but I didn’t 
try abstraction or portraits or anything down 
the photo realist road. I also made a conscious 
decision to keep everything reasonably 
small so that the prices would stay affordable, 
because as far as I’m concerned, there’s no 
point exhibiting a load of massive canvasses 
that cost a fucking fortune. I wanted people 
to have the freedom to like something, then 
realise that it was only 50 quid, so they could 
afford to take it home with them. And that was 
critical for me if I am going to sell my work – 
that it be inclusive. I think that now this one’s 
gone well and I’ve got it out the way, I may 

well look at changing up the styles for a future 
show, because a lot of the photo realism stuff 
is very similar in concept to the 3D graff work 
where you’re not outlining stuff, but playing 
with shapes, shades, contours and light.

Speaking of money, do you find that people 
– usually not artists themselves - think 
that all graff should be free full stop, and 
are very resistant to the idea that after 20 
years in the game, you may actually need 
to make some money somewhere as kids 
come into the equation and bills start to 
mount

Some people in the community certainly 
take the attitude that all graffiti and street art 
should be on the streets and free, while others 
see something, love it, and would actually 
really appreciate the opportunity to take it 
home and put it on their wall. It can’t stay free 
forever, and when you’ve put your graft in, 
there is absolutely nothing wrong with trying 
to earn some sort of living off what you love as 
long as you don’t compromise your principles. 
It’s a bit like giving a solid proportion of any 
income to charity – the stuff on the street 
is free and there for everyone, anyone and 
the wider community, but if you want to own 
something  – well that’s going to cost you.

There’s that Don’t Bank on the System 
piece in the show. Is doing something so 
overtly political a departure for you

When I’m sketching in my books at home, 
I do usually have the news channel on in 
the background which kind of infiltrates my 
headspace, and I have got a fair few sketches 
like that and the other one with a kid sat on 
a child’s ride that isn’t plugged in – which 



goes to this idea about everybody wanting a 
free ride. I put those up to help balance the 
show out and take it beyond pure graff. Back 
at the end of the 90’s, I did get approached 
by a few anarchist groups who wanted me to  
get political, attack billboards and slate Tony 
Blair. Thing is, I’m a graffiti writer and I’m not 
sure to what extent that should cross over into 
politics or football or anything that uses graff 
as a medium to push something else. There 
is potentially scope for my doing more along 
those lines in the future, but we’ll just have to 
see.

A lot of external promo stuff we’ve seen 
about you mentions your collaborations 
with Banksy -  do you want to go down that 
road in this interview or leave it alone.

I don’t make much of it I must say, though 
everybody else does. Yes I painted with him 
a little bit between the mid and the late 90’s – 
yes he’s from Bristol and we were in the same 

crew, but that’s as far as it goes. He’s doing his 
thing and doing it well, and I’m doing mine.

Well that’s a nice lo key answer – respect. 
What does 2011 hold for you

Getting a studio and a base together, because 
at the moment, I’m covering my girlfriend 
Kenny’s house with spray cans, markers and 
sketchbooks, so I need to relocate all the graff 
stuff to a separate base. I definitely want to do 
a bit of touring and get away from painting the 
same old wall, and I’ve had invites to France 
and Spain as well as in the UK, so it would be 
great to get out and about, do some travelling 
and have some fun. Long term – I just want to 
carry on painting walls, have a right old laugh 
and steer well clear of getting tied down to a 
9-5 job

www.lokeygraffiti.co.uk
 







I’m honoured to be asked to write for LSD.  
 
In this age of contrived and controlled 
‘Urban/New Contemporary Art’ and only 
slightly less contrived and controlled 
‘Reality TV’ we find free expression  so 
dumbed down that hard won skill,  infused 
contemplation and virtuosity can be 
deemed irrelevant, while reflected glory, 
vain posturing, cronyism, manipulation, 
reappropriation, self aggrandisement, 
and hype are the highly prized and lauded 
attributes of the big go-getters; the result?  
 
Intuitive insight is all but forgotten behind 
a facade of carefully PRed ‘anti-heroes’, 
insipid illustration, vacuous idiosyncrasy, 
cloying sentimentality and rebranded pop 
tack. This leaves only one possible choice 
for my first contribution to this magazine; 
a strong antidote to the poisonous vanity 
and empowered inadequacy that has 
dumbed down art thus; a reminder of the 
ever-present timeless in a sea of 
transience, a heroic odyssey back to the 
dawn of life, to infinity and beyond into 
that everlasting present that is the ‘Other 
World’. 
 
“...nature has endowed man with "three 
brains", which despite their completely 
different structures have to function 
together and maintain contact. According 
to this view, the oldest of our brains is 
reptilian, the second was inherited from the  

 
lower mammals, and the third is the 
achievement of the higher mammals. This 
is the one that turned the living creature 
into man. So, figuratively speaking, when a 
doctor invites his patient to lie down on a 
couch, he is dealing simultaneously with a 
human being, a horse and a crocodile.” 
Dialectical Materialism (A. Spirkin){4} 
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Deep beneath the layers of consciousness we 
have evolved over millennia to navigate 
civilisation, society and identity; we have 
access to a timeless, astonishingly beautiful 
realm of jewelled splendour, comprised of 
geometric patterns, fantastic luminous 
objects and landscapes shining with 
supernatural light. A biogenetic archive of 
things that continually change into ever more 
beautiful things; the “landscape of such 
surpassing beauty that words cannot 
describe it”, recalled by Aldous Huxley “The 
D.N.A memory coiling back to the dawn of 
life” described by Robert Anton Wilson, the 
“Akashic Records” of  Occult lore, and the 
“Non-local Frequency Domain” of Quantum 
Physics. 
 
Such states of consciousness have been 
experienced worldwide throughout history, 
are described in the religious texts of every 

faith, and appear to have been involved in 
the birth and development of virtually every 
belief system. They have been experienced 
by people of every age, race and 
background and are consequently described 
in innumerable ways. 
 
Many who tell of such experiences, speak of 
a profound empathy with, and understanding 
of, the Universe; this accompanies the 
dissolution of the personal identity; ego 
death.   Dramatic shifts occur in perception of 
space and time, both often ceasing to exist. 
Experience is no longer ‘separated’ by the 
five senses, a phenomenon known as 
synaesthesia. “One sees the old and familiar 
in a new and strange way…” writes Dr R.D. 
Laing, “…often as though for the first time. 
Ones old moorings are lost. One goes back 
in time. One is embarked on the oldest 
voyage in the world.”{6} 
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It is widely accepted that such states not only 
allow waking access to the unconscious mind, 
but also to the ‘collective unconscious’ or 
group mind “a second psychic system of a 
collective, universal, and impersonal nature 
which is identical in all individuals. This 
collective unconscious does not develop 
individually but is inherited. It consists of pre-
existent forms, the archetypes, which can only 
become conscious secondarily and which give 
definite form to certain psychic contents” 
C.G. Jung{8} 
 
Certain schools of thought believe, and 
empirical data would suggest, that this 
awareness extends beyond the archetypes  
into the universe itself, unlocking all 
experience, animal, vegetable, mineral and 
cosmic, even mythical; all life in fact, all the 
way from the consciousness of a single atom, 
to the consciousness of the whole of creation. 
Subjects sometimes produce otherwise 
unknowable and checkable information 
under laboratory conditions; the ultimate 
‘information superhighway’. 
 
The discovery of DNA and its double-helix 
architecture by Crick while he was tripping 
on LSD is probably the most famous example 
of this. He later won a Nobel prize for his 
insight. This is but one way of initiating the 

state; there are countless others. 
 
Throughout history, those reporting 
experience of such states have been treated 
in a variety of ways, from being tortured then 
burned alive by the ‘Holy Inquisition’, 
worshipped as prophets and saints, locked 
away as dangerous criminals or madmen, or 
more recently (always overlooking such 
deviations), regarded as the greatest writers, 
scientists and recording artists and being 
awarded O.B.E s and other such baubles of 
establishment approval. 
 
So then, in our current climate of ‘scientific 
understanding’, in which so much can be 
verified and quantified, such important 
states, which defy many such attempts by 
their very nature, are overlooked and 
ignored by those who could gain most from 
the understanding that can be gained from 
their experience. 
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For millennia early man roamed the earth, 
nature his unchallenged master, all that met 
the eye its’ savage state, he had little 
personal control over that which met his gaze 
and none over the dramatic vista and 
elemental fury from which he scratched his 
survival. Thus, the first art was an act of 
taking possession, to lessen the huge gap 
separating him and nature and the according 
terror that confronted him.  
 
He placed thereon his mark in two main 
ways, the scratching or daubing of shapes 
onto a surface or the reappropriation of 
‘found objects’ such as shells, bones, 
evocatively shaped sticks or stones that 
would have been taken from their place of 
discovery and given new context in a shelter 
or favoured space, thus giving him some 
small symbolic semblance of control over 
nature. 
 
(Marcel Duchamp’s ‘Ready-mades’; the found 
manufactured objects he showed as art, were, 

I believe, ‘discovered’ and exhibited in the 
same spirit during that age of the first 
industrial scale atrocity, the first World War. 
He did exactly the same as the caveman, 
finding interesting but banal objects, such as 
the ‘bottle rack’, and altering their context by 
putting them in a gallery. A similar small 
symbolic act of ‘control’ from someone 
helpless, this time against the new and 
uncontrollable ‘Age of Industry’, and its’ 
sickening consequences as the people of 
Europe were churned into mud by machines.) 

 
The primary inspiration for early man’s 
abstract graffiti came when input was 
removed from consciousness; sensory 
deprivation, or ‘perceptual isolation’, 
ensues, such as when in an area devoid of 
any light. We would see the moving 
geometric patterns of colour that 
characterise the aforementioned ‘visionary 
experience’. These ‘stepping stones to the 
unconscious mind’ would have been all too 
clear to our ancestors huddled, terrified and 
malnourished  in the darkness of caves and 
woods and chasms. 

Bottle Rack-  Marcel Duchamp 1914 
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They were so fascinated by these strange 
images that they began to mimic the designs 
in graffiti, isolating and replicating the most 
prevalent shapes in these hallucinations, 
‘form constants’. 
 
Scratching them into the walls of their caves 
served to imbue the physical world with this 
magical inner reality, and in extending these 
patterns onto articles of clothing, masks and 
pots, serve as reminders of this ever present 
eternity, visual cues within the waking world 
to point the mind toward the magical one. 
These shapes are also known both as 
‘entoptic phenomenon’ and  ‘phosphenes’  
and are the gateway to that ‘Other World’. 
“The theory of entoptic phenomena is simple 
enough: phosphenes, form constants (or 

entoptics) are generated in the neural system, 
and anyone can see them; these visions are 
enhanced by the taking of hallucinogenic 
drugs; these drugs may have been taken as 
part of a shamanistic ritual and the images 
'seen' were then drawn by the visionary”.{16} 
 
Considering the patterns produced by 
‘primitive people’ from all continents in the 
light of this experience that unites so many, 
the murky causality of certain stylistic 
attitudes and emblems becomes clear. 
Certain characteristic features and patterns 
prevail globally from the earliest times, 
acknowledged at last by some 
anthropologists to represent ‘maps’ of the 
still unchartered unconscious mind.  
 
These can manifest in many ways, from 
“psychoactive drugs, sensory deprivation, 
fatigue, intense concentration, migraine, 
hyperventilation, rhythmic movement, 
schizophrenia, brain damage, intense 
emotion, stress, food and water deprivation, 
withdrawal from alcohol, advanced syphilis, 
crystal gazing, fever etc.”{17} 
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In the first and 'lightest' stage people may 
experience geometric visual percepts that 

include dots, grids, zigzags, nested catenary 
curves, and meandering lines. Because these 
percepts are 'wired’ into the human nervous 
system, all people, no matter what their 
cultural background, have the potential to 
experience them. 

They flicker, scintillate, expand, contract, and 
combine with one another; the types are less 
rigid than this list suggests. 

“Importantly, they are independent of an 
exterior light source. They can be 
experienced with the eyes closed or open;  

with open eyes, they are projected onto and 
partly obliterate visual perceptions of the 
environment”.{24} 
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“with open eyes, they are projected onto and partly obliterate visual perceptions 
of the environment.”{24} 

Elate 2004 – Oil on Canvas 
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ordinary states of consciousness, I am now 
convinced that our individual 
consciousnesses connect us not only with 
our immediate environment and with 
various periods of our own past, but also 
with events that are far beyond the reach 
of our physical senses, extending into 
other historical times, into nature, and into 
the cosmos. I can no longer deny the 
evidence that we have the capacity to 
relive the emotions and physical 
sensations we had during our passage 
through the birth canal and that we can  
re-experience episodes that took place 
when we were foetuses in our mothers’ 
wombs. In non-ordinary states of 
consciousness, our psyches can 
reproduce these situations in vivid detail.  
 
On occasion, we can reach far back in 
time and witness sequences from the lives 
of our human and animal ancestors, as 
well as events that involved people from 
other historical periods and cultures with 
whom we have no genetic connection 
whatsoever. Through our 
consciousnesses, we can transcend time 
and space, cross boundaries separating 
us from various animal species, 
experience processes in the botanical 
kingdom and in the inorganic world, and 
even explore mythological and other 
realities that we previously did not know 
existed. We might discover that 
experiences of this kind will profoundly 
influence our life philosophy and world 
view. We will likely find it increasingly 
difficult to share the belief system 
dominating the industrial cultures and the 
philosophical assumptions of traditional 
Western science. 
 
Having started this research as a 
convinced materialist and atheist, I had to 
open myself to the fact that the spiritual 
dimension is a key factor in the human 
psyche and in the universal scheme of 
things. I feel strongly that becoming 
aware of this dimension in our lives and 
cultivating it as an essential and desirable 
part of our existence; it might even be a 
critical factor in our survival on this 
planet.”{31} 

 
At this point I’ll let the wisdom of 
Stanislav Grof MD take over for a page. 
While I am a self taught artist and 
amateur writer, Grof, “received his 
doctorate in medicine from the Charles 
University School of Medicine in Prague 
and his doctorate in the philosophy of 
medicine from the Czechoslovakian 
Academy of Sciences..... has served as a 
research fellow at John Hopkins University 
and chief of psychiatric research at the 
Maryland Psychiatric Center. He currently 
teaches psychology at the California 
Institute of Integral Studies. Stanislav Grof 
is the founding president of the 
International Transpersonal Association. 
He is the author of 11 books”{29} “..and a 
pioneering researcher into the use of non-
ordinary states of consciousness for 
purposes of analysing, healing, and 
obtaining growth and insight into the 
human psyche”.{30} 
 
“As a result of observing literally 
thousands of people experiencing non-
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(The input crossover, where the earlier  stages 
of the experience take place is represented by 
the above diagram.) 

As early man populated the planet, nascent 
societies saw the most ’turned on’ individuals 
taking Shaman roles, and the community 
participating in visionary experience. Masks, 
costumes and carvings saw roles as sensual 
stimuli, carefully engineered to elicit 
maximum effect during fire-lit rituals. 

These societies therefore still experienced 
religion as a direct personal revelation, 
transcendence and communion with the 
‘divine’ and existed in groups who differed 

in local social patterning but shared the 
perception of their natural world as a self 
regenerating magical whole, and, if we 
understand Grof, were seasoned travellers of 
the multidimensional ‘Other World’. 
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Their perception, and intense scrutiny of the 
characteristics of other animals meant a 
healthy respect, and they most certainly saw 
them as equals. They admired skills of 
certain species in the field and were 
intensely aware of their dependence on such 
creatures which, whilst hunted, were 
respected and even worshipped. 

The obvious anxieties encountered in living 
in this unintelligible world, and lack of 
rational understanding of the natural  
phenomenon combined with what I believe 
to be the virtually limitless psychic scope of 
the visionary experience, gave issue to the 
belief in elemental deities, demons and 
magic. 
 
“For most of human prehistory, psychedelics 
were associated with nomadic hunter-gatherer 
societies, where male hunters used 
psychedelics in shamanistic religious rituals to 
divine the future and the location of the 
animals they hunted. In shamanic cultures, 
there are no salvational goals to achieve by 
using psychedelics, and the chief focus is on 
power and its exercise by religious 
practitioners who seek out and often achieve 
ecstatic states of consciousness. One finds a 
multiplicity of spirit forces, often named and 
mythic, rather than any concept of a high or 
solitary god.”{36} 
 
The visual representation of such spirits, 
especially of the animals they lived and died 
alongside, grew into complete pantheons of 
gods, and would certainly have contributed 
to ones beliefs regarding visionary/
shamanic journeying, and would have 
populated such parts of the experience 
influenced by such local tribal programs 

which lent themselves into representational 
art. 
 
“When our distant ancestors began to place 
these designs on objects, it was the first 
instance of art and has carried itself 
completely through the millenia into the 
contemporary art which is produced today. 
Think 'Op-Art',(so entrenched in our minds 
with the hippie era and hallucinogens such as 
LSD) Celtic art and Islamic art with it's 
complicated patterns. If you look at the 
symbols commonly used by corporations, you 
are able to easily make connections to the 
entoptic phenomena. The amazing thing is 
when you realize that we are just beginning to 
be aware of those connections. We are not so 
far separated from those early visionaries, 
since we see entoptic designs in everything 
around us. Wallpaper, furniture 'filligree', the 
Chrysler, BMW or Mercedes logos. When 
artist are inclined to create something which 
does not exist in reality, they invariable fall 
upon those images perceived by the 'mind's 
eye’.”{38} 
 
Due to the universality of these experiences 
it is difficult to find great art that has not been 
influenced thus, Tibetan mandalas.... 
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 Art Nouveau                                                        {40} 

Subway Graffiti                                                    {45} Gothic  Art                                                           

Surrealism                                                            {44} Futurism                                                              {41} 

Cubism                                                                  {43} 
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Many such movements which have 
challenged conventional three dimensional 
perceptions of space so dramatically can be 
seen as inspired leaps of intuitive insight. To 
know or suspect that the depicted ‘states’ 
they express exist outside everyday 
experience, sometimes without empirical 
observation, requires confidence in intellect 
and instinct. 
 
Many from the paleolithic era would have 
recognised the content of such works 
instantly from his visionary voyages. He 
would also have recognised the patterns 
characteristic of his visionary journeying in 
his everyday life, in skies, sunsets and fires. 
The world around him became an ever 
present cue to the eternal, the clouds, 
billowing, bursting, streaming in shards of 
flame like vapour, the sinuous melding 
stretching through wood, the organic 
crackling of marble and rock, the radiating 
random in glowing embers suffusing swirls 
of smoke that drag, dance and disappear. He 
was witness, for all his hardship, to such 
forces as betray the very secrets of life itself 
for these are the mechanics that govern the 
birth and death of stars. 
 
Nature in its savage state is bristling with 
these clues and cues to the eternal, even 
those which do not appear immediately do 
so when viewed either up close or from afar, 
as Huxley states in ‘Heaven and Hell’: 
 
“A Sung painting of faraway mountains, clouds 
and torrents is transporting; but so are the 

close ups of tropical leaves in Douanier 
Rousseau’s jungles, when I look at the Sung 
landscape I…(or one of my ‘not Is’ is 
reminded) of the crags, the boundless 
expanses of plain, the luminous skies and seas 
of the minds antipodes…in leaves with their 
architecture of veins, their stripes and 
mottlings permeate the depth of their 
interlacing greenery, and something in me is 
reminded of those living patterns of the 
visionary world”.{48} 
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Magnified examples of microscopic life 
forms, in fact close ups of any of natures 
building blocks, the systems, shapes and 
dimensions she finds success in, are in fact  
exactly the same species of systems, shapes 
and dimensions that comprise the flora and 
fauna of the ‘Other World’. These moments, 
described by countless visionaries enable a 
short cut direct to the heart of nature’s 
essence, flickering through infinite ghosts of 
bio-genetic diversity, appearing objectively 
and fused with subjective phantoms. 
 
For millennia these were described in many 
ways without the necessary technical 
nomenclature to serve and denote more 
similar comparisons with micro organisms, 
star clusters, and nebulae. They used instead 
the only similes they knew, the only objects 
whose properties mimicked hallucinogenic 
perfection, those endless births and 
proliferations of geometric forms, that turn 
into ever more  beautiful visions. 
 
“The topaz and the diamond, the beryl, the 
onyx and the jasper, the sapphire, the emerald 
and the carbuncle and gold”{50} is the Old 
Testament prophet Ezekiel’s description of 
his vision of that which he calls the “Garden 
of Eden”. The Hindu ‘Other World’ is 
Utterakuru and is “watered by lakes of golden 
lotuses. There are rivers by thousands full of 
leaves…of sapphire and lapis lazuli… the 
lakes resplendent like the morning sun are 
adorned by golden beds of red lotus”.{51} 

 
The ancient Pagan Welsh ‘paradise’ was 
Ynisvitrin, the Celtic ‘Isle of Glass’. The 
Buddhists paradises comprise of ‘Stones of 
Fire’. 

Socrates writes in Phaedo “In this other earth 
the colours are much purer and much more 
brilliant than they are down here....The  
very mountains, the very stones have a richer 
gloss, a lovelier transparency and intensity of 
hue. The precious stones of this lower world, 
our highly prized cornelians, jaspers, 
emeralds and all the rest, are but tiny 
fragments of these stones above. In the other 
earth there is no stone but is precious and 
exceeds in beauty every gem of ours.”{52} 

These methods of description are the best 
that people at this point in history could find 
in an attempt to relate the unrelatable, that 
which populates the visionary ‘Other World’, 
and leads all the way through the bio-genetic 
archive of all memory, to that ‘Unity 
Consciousness’. 
 
Now, that the Hubble Telescope and electron 
microscopes, and fractal mathematics are 
showing us the likes of which visionaries 
have been experiencing first hand for 
thousands of years, it seems astonishing, at 
first, that so little in the way of definite  
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conclusion or correlation has been declared. 
But with further thought the two worlds, those 
of inner enlightenment and that of objective 
technological observation, are by their very 
nature divided so profoundly. 
 

Dramatic scientific breakthroughs however 
would appear to justify the considered study 
of such phenomenon and include the ‘Chaos 
Theory’, a visual manifestation of which, 
fractal geometry, demonstrate strong 
characteristics of the visionary ‘Other World’ 
in its’ organic perfection; thus substantiating 
certain “flora and fauna of the minds 
antipodes” by mathematics. 
 
Natures laws governing apparently random 
phenomenon are now known to reach into 
areas we never dared imagine. The subject 
of infinity and a hidden implicate order, the 
whole of reality being contained in each part, 
have long been the subject of prophecy and 
prose; here from William Blake: 
 
“To see a world in a grain of sand, and heaven 
in a wild flower, hold eternity in the palm of 
your hand”{56} and... 
 
“As above so below”{57} Hermes Trismegistus. 
 
 

In the 1960’s Karl Pribram began to do some 
experiments. He found that a massive 
reduction in the brain did not mean a directly 
proportional loss of vision or memory, and in 
fact the nerve endings in the brain which 
look like small trees, and when activated by 
a stimulus, created a wave pattern of 
electrical discharge, that is then decoded by 
the observer into perceptions of the outside 

world. These led him to believe that vision 
and memory are both ‘holographic’, largely 
non-local, within the brain. 
 
“In 1982 ....a research team led by physicist 
Alain Aspect ....discovered that under certain 
circumstances subatomic particles such as 
electrons are able to instantaneously 
communicate with each other regardless of the 
distance separating them. It doesn't matter 
whether they are 10 feet or 10 billion miles 
apart.  Somehow each particle always seems 
to know what the other is doing. The problem 
with this feat is that it violates Einstein's long-
held tenet that no communication can travel 
faster than the speed of light. Since travelling 
faster than the speed of light is tantamount to 
breaking the time barrier, this daunting 
prospect has caused some physicists to try to 
come up with elaborate ways to explain away 
Aspect's findings. But it has inspired others to 
offer even more radical explanations.” 

“University of London physicist David Bohm, 
for example, believes Aspect's findings imply 
that objective reality does not exist, that 
despite its apparent solidity the universe is at 
heart a phantasm, a gigantic and splendidly 
detailed hologram.   
 
According to Bohm, the apparent faster-than-
light connection between subatomic particles 
is really telling us that there is a deeper level 
of reality we are not privy to, a more complex 
dimension beyond our own ....... And, he adds, 
we view objects such as subatomic particles as 
separate from one another because we are 
seeing only a portion of their reality. 
 
Such particles are not separate ‘parts’, but 
facets of a deeper and more underlying 
unity ........ And since everything in physical 
reality is comprised of these "eidolons", the 
universe is itself a projection, a hologram. 
In addition to its phantomlike nature, such a 
universe would possess other rather startling 
features. If the apparent separateness of 
subatomic particles is illusory, it means that at 
a deeper level of reality all things in the 
universe are infinitely interconnected. 
The electrons in a carbon atom in the human 
brain are connected to the subatomic particles 
that comprise every salmon that swims, every  
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heart that beats, and every star that shimmers 
in the sky.”{58} 

To understand this it helps to know how a 
hologram is made. “To make a hologram, the 
object to be photographed is first bathed in 
the light of a laser beam. Then a second laser 
beam is bounced off the reflected light of the 
first and the resulting interference pattern (the 
area where the two laser beams commingle) is 
captured on film.{59} 

When the photographic plate containing the 
information is later lit up with a laser of the 
same frequency as the one used to make the 
image, the 3 dimensional image ‘pops out’ in 
front of the plate.  (This applies to a 
‘transmission’ hologram, not a daylight one, 
such as is seen on credit cards.) 
 
The photographic plate which holds the 
image, when visible under normal light and 
not illuminated by a beam of the frequency 
that made the image, looks something this, 
(above right). 
 
It’s a series of wave patterns, or interference, 
much like would have been created had you 
thrown a handful of pebbles in a lake. 

Herein lies the ‘ implicate order’ of the 
hologram; the ‘explicate order’ is the 3D 
image itself. 
 
Now here is the interesting bit, if you were to 
take the glass photographic plate and smash 
it into smithereens, every splinter, every 
shard of glass would contain enough 
information, to make the whole image, albeit 
faintly! The whole is thus contained in every 
part. 
 
If the mind and the universe work along 
similar lines then it is by extension of logic 
that we can grasp their significance. 
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An early finding of quantum physics is that 
“the only time quanta ever manifest as 
particles is when we are looking at them. For 
instance, when an electron...” (the particles 
that make all matter) “...isn’t being looked at, 
experimental findings suggest that it is always 
a wave”{66}. This is one of the main 
discoveries that substantiates the holo-
graphic model. In fact, evidence indicates 
that ‘the observer’, your own personal 
consciousness, is active  in the construction 
of physical matter in exactly the same way as 
a laser beam is to the reconstruction of a 
hologram (see above diagram). 
 
“Physicist Nick Herbert, a supporter of this 
interpretation, says this has sometimes caused 
him to imagine that behind his back the world 
is always “a radically ambiguous and 
ceaselessly flowing quantum soup”. But 
whenever he turns around and tries to see the 
soup, his glance instantly freezes it and turns it 
back into ordinary reality. He believes this 
makes us all a little like Midas, the legendary 
king who never knew the feel of silk or the 
caress of a human hand because everything he 
touched turned to gold. “Likewise humans can 
never experience the true texture of quantum 
reality,” says Herbert, “because everything we 
touch turns to matter”.{67} 

Or perhaps we can... 
 
I personally believe the patterned altered 
states I have discussed in this piece do 
actually allow us to see this “true texture of 
quantum reality” and have done since the 
dawn of time and are in fact nature’s default 
setting; the operating system, with no 
programs running, the universal state, and 
are commonly accessible to every life form 
under the right conditions. 
 
A glimpse into the biogenetic archive is a 
glimpse into ‘the field’, at the expense of a 
breakdown of reconstructed ‘reality’ and thus 
from the explicate ‘local’ order of the world 
of tables and chairs and matter with weight 
and distance and past and present into the 
‘implicate order’, the enfolded nonlocal 
reality, quite literally a look through the 
other side of the hologram, to where all 
matter, all time even, is everywhere all at 
once, in the astonishingly beautiful ‘implicate 
order’ of wave patterns and vibrations. 

We accordingly, as ‘splinters’ or ’shards’ of 
this giant hologram, the universe, contain all 
the information of the whole, hence our ability 
to access it under the right conditions. 
 
While I have no hard  evidence  to back 
these final conclusions, it seems the natural 
extension of logic; all the circumstantial and 
empirical evidence leads this way and it 
‘feels right’, a hunch. That's what I do, I’m an 
artist, not a scientist, so I make no apology 
for being creative. 
 
This piece is meant as an introduction to 
these ideas. I would recommend that anyone  
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who has an interest in history, anthropology, 
physics, philosophy, psychology, religion, 
the supernatural, the substantial furtherance 
of great art, or even those who view these 
ideas with scorn and disbelief should read 
something by the experts, who will be able 
to substantiate much of this piece with 
quantifiable evidence gained under 
laboratory conditions and based on 
academic research. 
 
A select bibliography & full 
acknowledgements begin overleaf.  
 
Reality is not always as it is percieved. In fact 
its’ very nature means we are beset on all 
sides by ‘Maya’, illusion; often only after 
measured insight can the real and proper 
order come plainly into focus. 
 
Elate- December 2010 
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Dhear One

It is our absolute proud pleasure to introduce 
Spanish artist Dhear One to the pages of 
LSD. A graffiti writer by roots and by passion, 
he has taken his creativity on a wild ride 
through piercing imagination, developing 
a gloriously surreal subconscious world of 
metamorphosised nature and tantalizingly 
bizarre characters infused with a self 
perpetuating lifeforce. Flowing through 
various painted mediums with an all 
embracing projection of his mind’s eye, he 
is also a dedicated sculptor and is constantly 
re-inventing the perceptions and expressions 
of his haunting psychedelic visions. Colour 
and form, abstraction and visceral reaction 
flood out through his work, creating a 
spectacular landscape of the sublime, the 
tender, the decaying and the primal. as he 

transports us  through the eye of the needle 
and out into a truly unique explosion of 
sizzlingly potent metaphor and visualisation. 
We managed to catch up with him in Spain 
for a quick word.

Tell us a little about your background
 
I am now 25 years of age and I began doing 
graffiti when I was thirteen years old which 
then led me into wider forms of painting and I 
have continued pursuing both ever since 
 
 
How did you start painting 
 
I started painting under the influence of the 





streets, as my neighbourhood had a lot of 
graffiti that helped inspire me, although my 
initial spark of interest in art and illustration 
during my childhood came thanks to the film 
Alien by Ridley Scott and I later learned that 
HR Giger was the character designer who 
had filled my mind with such breathtaking 
imagery. 
 

When did you feel that you wanted to move 
past straight up graffiti lettering into more 
abstract imagery
 
I always have and always will continue do pure 
graffiti, and it is something I will never leave 
behind because my letters graffiti inspired my 
characters. I feel that both aspects of what I do 
complement each other beautifully rather than 
stand mutually exclusive. 
 





Eyes are a constant symbol in your work. 
Can you give us some insight into that
 
I try to paint a kind of suction cup that also 
looks like eyes. It’s implied rather than explicit 
because I want my characters to represent and 
convey emotions without having specifically 
identifiable features like eyes, noses or 
mouths. 
 
 
Do you have a clear idea of your characters 
before you start painting or do they evolve 
themselves 
 
It’s an organic evolution that develops 
according to its own rhythm and often purely 
by chance although I do make sure that I 
research plants, mushrooms and animals for 
inspiration and visual reference points.
 
 
How does your creative approach to 
sculpture differ from your approach to 
spray paint 
 
No matter what the idea or the work happens 
to be, I try to adapt the creative process to 

both the limitations and the possibilities of 
whatever medium I am using at the time, so 
that their is again a natural process of growth 
guided by the materials I am using.  





What techniques do you use in your 
sculpture 
 
Epoxy clay 
 

What does the mushroom symbolise for 
you
 
Mushrooms and all forms of fungus are a 
fascinating metaphor for so much in this 
world. They feed on the death and the 
decay of other living organisms and are an 
intrinsically beautiful entity that survives by 
sucking the life out of other beautiful things 
 
 
How do you use colour to shape your 
visions
 
For me colour is about movement, energy and 
vibrations, and in harnessing that essence, 
creates and transmits emotions in the mind of 
the viewer.  

 
Your strange characters all have individual 
personalities. How do you infuse essence 
into an abstract physical being

I love the fact that my characters are cold, and 
on the surface, as motionless as an ancient 
tree, but inside are full of life 
 

Skeletons are a recurring theme in your 
work. Can you tell us what they represent 
to you
 
 
They are the basis of so many organisms on 
this planet, and without  these pillars, those 
organisms would collapse 

 
Where are the limits of control 
 
Sometime we tend to lose control, and we 
convince ourselves that we have limits but 
those limits are only self imposed  mental 
barriers that only once we break through are 
we truly free.

 
How do you feel about galleries 
 
Well they are just another place to show my 
work and express myself, but I have always 
loved the street 





What can humanity learn from sacred 
plants
 
That without them, we could neither live nor 
breathe in the wonderful, happy way that we 
do. They are the invisible pillars that hold up 
our world 
 
 
Where is the line between the subconscious 
and conscious 
 
Still haven’t  found it 
 
 
Where do the edges of reality start to break 
down
 
When you see something your mind can not 
comprehend 

Can you see a future for your sculpture as a 
form of street art 
 
YESSSSSSSS
 

What is the dream 
 
Travel around the world 
Have gills 
Make an animated film 
Die happy because I did what I wanted to do 
in this life

www.flickr.com/photos/dhear/
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Allo Allo, lessen wery clowslay , ey shill zayee 
dies on lee WANCE!!!! 

Certainly got into a bit of that recently in what 
looks more and more like Sarko occupied 
France; twas only 2 weeks ago, myself and 
my counterpart 69db were shored up inside 
the fast food restaurant next to Dijon station, 
awaiting the train that never comes, fearful 
to venture into the streets for another bottle 
of wine due to the spectacle that greeted our 
window. I didn't think that the slashing of hard 
earned pension plans would strike much of 
a chord with your average 15 to 20 year old 
from the estate, yet here they were in their 
droves, hoods up, caps down, intifada scarves 
tied around their faces letting a peep of 
vision through to be obscured by sunglasses, 
bricks and bottles in hand, doing battle with 
about 300 Robocop clones upon the station 
forecourt. What is it about French cops that 
they have to grow a handlebar moustache 
once they hit 40 odd? And then makes them 
get on a Harley? Uphold the law, then play at 
'Easy Rider'? One minute you're Dixon of Dock 
Green, the next you're Dennis frikkin Hopper? 
Ah the irony…the sweet sweet irony………

You talk to any Berlin punk about what’s 
going on here in France and they're all like "I 
think it’s a great idea, hundreds of thousands 
of people getting off their arses and doing 
something about it, marching on the streets 
and speaking their mind, that would never 
happen here anymore.." WHAAAT? There's 
some sort of demo on Alexanderplatz almost 
daily, " but that’s just a bunch of kids shouting 
about the same old 'gegen nazis' routine 
which round here, is about all most people 
can agree on really - any 'Issues' are avoided 
like the plague…"etc etc. Well It all 'Looks' 

good spouting through a TV set at news 
time, but when you leave your house to find 
200, 000 odd people traipsing through your 
street yelling incoherently at the top of their 
voices , who by the time the 6pm bulletin is 
on are safely tucked up in their mortgaged 
homes with their TV dinners all trying to 
see if the camera picked them up for even a 
split second ( placards reading 'reunissons, 
reagissons, salut maman' spring to mind), it’s 
hardly the stuff of all night sit ins, hijacking 
the Renault factory, tearing up the street 
in front of the Sorbonne in the name of self 
defense, storming the Bastille, even frolicking 
in the fountains in front of l'Elysee is it? 



Even the striking train companies employed 
willing SCAB's just to stamp your ticket to 
prevent refunds being incurred due to delays 
and cancellations leaving the whole thing 
in my mind petty and irrelevant. Tell each 
and every one of these so called 'modern 
revolutionaries' that their job was secure for 
life , their pensions were intact, then switch 
off the electricity for a year in the name of 
environmentalism, they would happily and 
willingly draw water from a well, grow their 
own food, and cycle to work if you so wished 
them to (at least until the offices at the 'powers 
that be' demanded the air conditioning to 
function again!!!)

Marseille the capital of culture in 2013? DON'T 
MAKE ME LAUGH!!!!! What 'culture' that 
remains there is being surgically removed by 
way of the "Euromediteranee" modernisation 
campaign: Gone will be the days of yore when 
your average 'gangster story' American tourist 
can retrace the steps of Gene Hackman in 
'French Connection II', the very Immigrant 
population that made these 'quartiers ' of 

Marseille so ominous yet inviting (dare u to 
walk down there, up to that geezer , and try n 
score a draw) are now being commissioned 
as a cheap and tax diddling labour workforce, 
employed to rip out the innards of these 'olde 
worlde' buildings, put in some split lounge 
kitchen breakfast bar affairs, slap a bit of 
daube on the sides, sandblast the street facing 
facades, and generally give the whole place 
the 'Yuppie' touch, only to find themselves 
completely priced out of the market, no legal 
rights to fall back on as such, and forced to let 
the housing commission tear their families in 
half , and cart them off to who knows where 
block of flats 6 ring roads away from the 
nearest big town!!! All that so that when this 
'evenment ciel' comes along, the "culture" side 
of it will be all about "how to eat a chorizo 
omlette, Bulgarian dance troupes do it in silly 
hats, and Belgians have cheese with beer not 
wine!!” 

Still, at least we’ll get some decent beer in for 
a change eh!! ( might even get the Germans 
away from Nice as their port of choice, GOD 
we could do with a low-cost Marseille - Berlin, 
we really could…)

But seriously, it’s hard to imagine this ‘bright 
future’ for the oldest settlement in France 
when due to industrial action ( what they call 
movements social) the streets are flowing 
with shit and domestic waste - the army 
were drafted in to clean up a bit, they gave 
up eventually - I mean, I guess it happens 
every day but I only took notice last night: 



rather than try not to be so wasteful and hold 
it down till the city started to work again, 
most people took this crisis as a guilt free 
opportunity to rid themselves of half their 
house in order to make space for even more 
credit purchased shit! Last night I saw a 
rubbish truck eat 3 fridges, a shower door, 6 
sets of window shutters, 2 kingsize mattresses, 
and a chesterfield sofa before moving onto an 
equally generous pile a few doors down!!!!! 
Shame there’s still a minefield of broken glass 
to get through on your way from A to B ( kids 
get those skate knee pads on) I’m just happy 
they made a start on it before the “mistral” hits 
us full bore in the balls. rubbish tornadoes: not 
exactly the enticing image of the ‘Cote d’Azur’ 
now IS IT???!!

By the way, none of the above is anything to do 
with the subject of this article, just thought I’d 
get it off my chest before tonight’s gig eroded 
my cares away; being Halloween and all that, 
‘tis my duty to myself and all concerned that 
the next 48 hours are about getting some 
good tunes on, dancing like crazy, and getting 
mashed up to the eyeballs on the spirit of 
the modern age, no matter what size ziploc 
baggie it comes in (12 euros the can of red 
bull at Batofar is a bit steep though, even for 
someone like Dizee Rascal!)

This also means I’d better get the theme of 
this item written down before I do even a 

smidgin of the above. So here it is, I’m here to 
rant on about, and unjustly pick holes in the 
approaching phenomenon currently hiding 
under the tag of “Singularity.” Yes, that’s right, 
the bit in our future where the technology is 
not only self aware, but able to contain the 
entire mind and soul of our brightest and 
best, enabling them to live forever as an AI 
construct, concentrating purely upon the 
thought process ,and the advancements they 
can provide for mankind without the need 
of such mundanities as ‘food’, ‘sustenance’, 
‘pleasure’….??????? yeah….that’s where I 
got off and thought, “Sheldon from ‘big bang 
theory, you’re funny. Ray Kurzweil, however, 
You Sooooooooooo AINT!!!”

Get your head round this: Wired magazine 
recently hailed him as yet another of these 
‘future visionaries’ that have got their heads 
screwed on. Personally I think despite 
his various achievements in the world 
of science, of which one is the “V.A.S.T” 
technology employed by the synth-sampling 
workstations that share his name, ( the first 
commercial use of ‘convolution’ algorithms 
in sound production which led on to an era 
of physically modeled instruments), anyone 
who employs a dietician at 35,000 dollars a 
month to prescribe them with an 85 pill a day 
food regime that limits the ingestion of the 
most hippyest of tea infusions to one a week, 
a rigorous body training routine that allows 



the breathing of what you and I would call 
‘real outdoor air’, as sporadically as possible 
for fear of contracting bacteria, all to attempt 
a life expectancy of 140 years old ( he’s in 
his 60’s now) so that he may transfer his 
entire psyche to dwell upon the information 
superhighway definitely has a view of the 
world at large, and life in general , from a 
standpoint where the phrase ‘slightly askew’ 
would be the understatement of our times.

And SO WHAT if it could happen? What’s to 
say that after successfully making the “silicon 
valley transfer”, that fundamentalists , or even 
pro lifer’s wouldn’t come along and simply 
pull the plug? ‘Broigel and Mahler’ , the two 
thugs from ‘Max Headroom’ who regularly 
created accidents, scraped the victims off the 
tarmac, and sold them for spare parts at the 
bodybank seemed to revel in the idea that ‘all 
their politicians would be in little boxes….
handy’ should such an occurrence arise. Suits 
that simply wouldn’t fit because your singular 
digitized twin you’ve now given free run over 
managing your household not only refuses 

to accept, but cannot afford the pixel space 
that allows you any sort of middle aged gut 
in meatspace, and would then go on to resent 
your presence due to its immature evolvement 
of sensory circuits, finishing by amusing itself 
with provoking a hundred and one accidents 
in the home just to wipe you out and wash its 
digital hands of you ( unless you’re female, 
30 something, home alone, bored, partial 
to vibratory stimulation, and easily taken in 
by the AI that runs your hot bath and makes 
your coffee ‘the WAY you LIKE it!!!!’ demon 
seed anybody? I mean, what happens if that 
ends up being your late husband in that 
computer???)

The bit that scares me the most, is US!! Here 
we are, on the brink of a new gaming gizmo 
that will change the way we interact with our 
modern surroundings forever: Microsoft’s 
“Kinect”. Designed to sit on top of your X 
box, it looks like a school disco traffic light, 
but houses the ability to scan and react to 
your every movement and speech, mainly 
replacing the game controller with you the 



player ( once again the lack of joystick means 
it will go down well with the ever increasing 
female gaming population, most of whom 
can’t be bothered zapping zombies and 
eating aliens, favoring singing their hearts 
out to their favorite hits, puppy grooming, 
and shaking that booty in time to the tune 
to win points over their adversaries.) It gets 
beyond the joke once you invite your mates 
home, crack the tinnies open, turn to your 
screen and say “X box, play Sonic Youth folder, 
shuffle mode”, use a wave of your hand to turn 
the volume up, another to change the room’s 
ambient lighting, and a click of your fingers 
to order pizza online. Here it is, the Human, 
User, Interface: Lets grab a whole bunch of 
people that don’t care how it works , call 
anything remotely modern a “thingamajig”, 
and completely reprogram their whole way 
of life by way of a few bits of easy to cotton on 
to terminology, ( emoticons, sms speak, ebay? 
etc?????)

We are not only pouring millions of tons 
of waste into the ground and ocean daily, 
we’re feeding the ubiquitous ‘web’ with our 
thoughts, experiences, photos, sounds, videos, 
any kind of media connected to those stolen 
moments in time that used to belong to ‘us’. 
Our privacy has been erased in the name of 
security, video capable smartphones are set 

to wreck more marriages than ever before 
simply because of how easy their locations 
are to track by anyone suspicious enough, 
thus eradicating those little white lies that 
hold society together for better or worse, 
fame and talent are 2 islands on other sides 
of a sea of obscurity, pushed apart by all 
concerned whether they be the reason for, 
middle management, or the very public that 
swallow this shit! The human race, now it has 
decimated its environment and mastered its 
denizens from the animal and plant kingdoms 
by setting itself firmly apart from all that is 
‘the natural order of things’, has chosen to 
de-humanize itself further by way of letting 
the omnipresence of the social network 
decide in their stead. This is the reality of 
what singularity will mean for us, by the 
time the utopia mr ‘kurzweil’ is aiming for is 
within his grasp, the difference between a 
memory endowed computer driven network 
containing the recorded highlights of our past 
and present that becomes ‘ self aware’, and 
the hordes of flesh dwelling zombies chained 
to its screens swimming blindly through 
a haze of shared youtube clips constantly 
reminding each other of a time when we all 
used to get off our arses , go outside and DO 
things with our lives, will be negligible; the 
gap is closing, the frankensteins monster 
that is modern wired society will eat us all 



in the end, fueled by the waste products we 
are less and less in a position to deal with as 
natural resources dry up, and our air supply 
becomes usuable only to those who sweat 
mountain dew from the top of their beenies, 
say ‘ awesome!’ a hell of a lot, and have no 
qualms about skateboarding across a half 
pipe fashioned from the collapsed remains 
of the Chernobyl reactor chimney with a 
radioactive grass joint hanging out the corner 
of their mouths….

Life Jim, but not as we know it. I don’t reckon 
it’s so bad after all, 1 million years and 
counting we got out of this universe, spent 
the whole time since day one trying to wipe 
each other out, only to find at the end that 
when the general consensus moved towards 
preservation no matter the cost, we were too 
late, and were gonna get out evolved by a few 
split atoms, some oil slicks, bad weather, and 
a whole bunch of leaky landfill. Fair play to 
anyone who still thinks we can save the world 
by recycling beer bottles, keep banging the 
rocks together. I even think the data mountain 
buried in the heart of the eiger mountains is 
a good idea: some sort of ‘time capsule’ for 
aliens to discover millions of years from now 
when nobody is gonna give two shits about 
this place, couple that with the seed bank in a 
similar looking location near the arctic circle, 
it may be all about re-colonization many aeons 

from now. Lets face it: we were put out to 
pasture on the unfashionable end of the milky 
way galaxy for a reason you know, it was the 
best way for the residents around Barnards 
star to get good reception for their bi-millenial 
dose of “Corrie”!!!! while keeping us firmly 
quarantined from interaction with the majority 
of our universe’s population that teleport, time 
travel, commute distances at many times that 
of lightspeed, and telepathically communicate 
with ease, unaffected by the constraints of 
family, religion, politics, and wanton violence!

Right, ending on that note, I’m off to check 
my Soundcloud page, make sure the radio 
is still ticking over, check my emails, scour 
Facebook for any signs of future nookie, and 
check in at this bar using foursquare just to set 
the scene! Until next time, live today, promise 
to pay tomorrow, and get away with as much 
as you can. Humanity is as humanity does. 
Byeeeeeeeeeeee.

51
PS -  Do NOT miss this.

soundcloud.com/lab51rat 
and check out the live jam from Crystal 

Distortion and Subhead, seriously WRONG 
tekno improvisations….







UMEK

Creative pioneers are rarely gifted a silver 
spoon that rustles up effortless success, 
but Umek’s story truly encapsulates the 
passion, the drive, the energy, the talent 
and the sheer determination needed to 
realise a dream. From his beginnings 
in Slovenia - then a northern corner of 
Communist Yugoslavia, he has blazed a 
trail through every impediment in his path, 
from closed political systems, to the dearth 
of inspirational material worming its way 
through the state and cultural filters, to 
the insular nature of the Western European 
scene and he has kept on striving to bring 
alive his dream of production, DJ’ing and a 
thriving rave scene within his home country. 

Today he stands almost unrivalled as one of 
the giants of the international dance music 
scene, whether from behind the decks, 
locked in the studio, or raising up fresh 
talent to take their rightful place on sound 
systems worldwide. Wildly prolific and 
almost infallibly perched on top of the charts 
at any given time, he has brought a unique 
spin to underground techno and unleashed 
a fresh understanding of the sound across 
an ever expanding audience. From the 
deep, pumping and thunderously rolling 
to the scintillatingly funky and gorgeously 
eclectic manipulation of the 4 beat, both his 
awesome production and his infamously 
hypnotic DJ sets have made him a sparkling 
figure of inspiration within the global scene. 

Never losing sight of his roots, he uses 
his extraordinary status not only as an 
ambassador for Slovenia, but within the 
country itself to help generate creativity, 
action and positivity amongst the country’s 
youth and is always there to lend his energy 

to a worthwhile cause. He is one of the 
handful of incredibly special people across 
the creative arts who have managed to 
make their field more accessible and lay an 
underground world open to those who may 
not otherwise have penetrated it without 
shifting focus or selling out in any way 
whatsoever. 

We contacted Umek for a chat, and the resul-
ting interview is wonderfully insightful, re-
vealing, up front, and honest and we tip our 
proverbial hat to the techno maestro himself.



How much did communism impact wider 
creativity in Slovenia

It did, especially through the way that we 
had to be more inventive as we were always 
working with limited resources. Of all the 
communist countries, Slovenia, the northern 
part of ex-Yugoslavia, was the most open 
to the West, but this was still a communist 
country. I remember the time in the 80’s 
when the oil crisis hit us and there was a 
rule that only cars with odd numbers on the 
registration plates could be on the roads on a 
certain day, and the ones with even numbers 
on the plates the next day; the range of goods 
in the shops was restricted in that we could 
choose only among very limited number 
of mostly domestic brands of chocolate, 
yoghurt, detergent, soap … We lived in a one 
party system so there was no real freedom 
of speech. It wasn’t as extreme as in Orwell’s 
1984 but you could be legally prosecuted 
and go to jail for expressing your thoughts 
publicly and your whole family could have 
problems because of that. 

There was censorship in the politically 
controlled daily media as well as in literature, 
music and the wider arts scene. We did have 
pop culture but it was a different one, and 

even though hippy, punk and other alternative 
movements were seen as alien obstacles in 
Yugoslavia, they did influence the art, which 
was dominated by realistic themes and 
expressions. As in the west the electronic 
dance scene evolved out of punk and new 
wave of the 80’s and these artists who were 
mostly anti-establishment were also in the 
vanguard of adapting new instruments and 
artistic  / pop culture mediums. But everything 
happened with a few years of delay and still 
most of the things happen with a bit of delay 
in Slovenia, though the period is now much 
shorter. 

I got involved in the music scene in the early 
90’s, as a teenager, soon after the Yugoslav 
state disintegrated and Slovenia gained 
independency and I can state that I and the 
whole Electronic Dance Music scene was 
determined by the communist past in that 
there was no infrastructure, no party culture, 
no record shops, no shops with modern studio 
equipment, no EDM oriented radio … so 
we had to build the scene from scratch and 
learned to produce music on our own. We 
made all the mistakes as we could not learn 
from others, but that made us a bit unique 
as we developed our own sound on those 
mistakes.



To what extent was there any form of 
underground when you were growing up

In the 60’s and 70’s big bands with these 
great evergreen singers dominated the 
scene and that influence is still present in 
modern Slovenian pop music today, though 
to a lesser extent. In the late 60’s the beat and 
progressive rock became very popular among 
the student population. This was a kind of 
youth culture of that era but was considered 
as an alternative opposition to state promoted 
culture and the establishment broke many 
bands by sending one member after another 
to the army and some bands were also 
monitored by the police and state security 
agents. 

In the late 70’s and 80’s the underground 
scene turned to punk and as this was not only 
art but also an anti-establishment movement, 
it was locked in a permanent clash with the 
police. The oppression became even harder 
and most of the leaders of the scene have 
experienced it in the form of being unable 
to study, work and perform, and many were 
interrogated and prosecuted as enemies 
of the state and so on. Laibach is the most 

recognized group/art collective from this era 
and it still evolves and performs as one of the 
world’s greatest alternative attractions. I grew 
up in their studio as a musician and learned 
the art of production from their producer, 
Iztok Turk who was also main man behind the 
band called Videosex in the 80’s – one of our 
first electronic oriented pop groups but really 
quite alternative - imagine sweet 80’s synth 
pop clashing with Joy Division. 

Aldo Ivancic, the main man behind the 
Borghesia project, which pioneered the 
electronic dance sound in Slovenia was 
the person who gave me my big break 
as a DJ. Aldo let me warm up for his gigs 
in the Ljubljana based student club K4, 
which was the main cradle of Slovenian 
alternative culture at the time. That and 
my weekly performances at another small 
club in Ljubljana called Palma were where 
I started my career and got in touch with 
all these alternative DJ’s and producers. 
Music-wise I am kind of the offspring of the 
Slovenian alternative music scene of the 
80’s, championed by the bands like Laibach, 
Videosex and Borghesia even though I 
didn’t really listen to that kind of music at 



the time when it was produced. But I did an 
extensive course in it couple of years ago. 
So, I am a carrier of that heritage, at least in a 
way, though I’ve never been part of the anti-
establishment movement or suffered state 
oppression as I’m living and working in the 
new, democratic environment.

How did the music and club scenes evolve 
though the end of the 80’s into the early 90’s

In the 80’s our mainstream was dominated 
by pop and rock bands that tried to imitate 
western trends but were generally very 
unsophisticated in their expression. The main 
underground club in Ljubljana at that time 
was the FV, run by the student union. It was 
there where the Slovenian gay movement got 
organized, where Borgesia filmed their first 
music video, and the whole alternative crowd, 
from punk to pioneers of electronic music, 
got together at the FV at the time. In the 1990 
the crowd moved into the city center where 
the student union opened their new club K4, 
which is still the best place for alternative 
EDM in Slovenia. In the 90’s the borders fell 
and we’ve seen a rise of the commercial 
dance scene, from smaller clubs to some great 
venues for a couple of thousand people and 

Italo-dance / euro-dance oriented indoor 
and outdoor events for even bigger crowds. 
Parallel to that we’ve built our own party 
scene. 

The beginnings were really tough as we 
did not have the proper infrastructure, 
knowledge and channels to promote the 
whole rave culture. But in a couple of years, 
especially after the opening of Ambasada 
Gavioli, 2.5000 capacity underground club 
at the Slovenian coast near Italy which still 
operates, we managed to create some hype 
and we produced some really great indoor 
and outdoor events every year, hosted in expo 
centers, sport halls and fields. In the late 90’s 
the scene, dominated by the techno sound 
and developed by handful of really good 
promoters, grew so big that we could afford to 
book some major international stars.

Can you describe the effect on you of your 
first real rave?

Oh, sure, I still remember that one. I was 
around 17 years old and I didn’t have a 
driver’s license (which I still don’t have) 
but luckily my girlfriend was a year older.  
Our knowledge of rave music at the time 



was very poor, limited to the occasional 
CD or pirate tape cassette that we got hold 
of. And, so one day, we decided to go to a 
rave in Munich. We invited couple of our 
friends along and drove to this party called 
Technomania, 500 kilometers away from our 
home. We had already gone to the industry 
halls the party was being held in at about 
6 pm, and were totally mindblown even 
before the party really started, as we were so 
overwhelmed with the whole scenery. We’d 
never seen something like that before. There 
were 15.000 people and dozens of stages with 
different styles of electronic dance music. 
That was a huge shock. At that time, the best 
thing we’d experienced in Slovenia was a 
big club called DC3-Dakota with a more 
commercially oriented sound, and even that 
venue was considered heavily in the vanguard 
for the Slovenian scene at the time. By 9 pm 
in the evening I was already so exhausted 
from dancing that I took a two hour break and 
slept a bit in the chill out area, so I could party 
some more, later in the night. We were there 
and we really enjoyed the whole thing and my 
friends didn’t event know any of the acts. But I 
recognized Westbam and DJ Hell and it meant 
so much to me.

Did that open up new dimensions to you 
beyond just the music itself?

Yeah, sure! That was our first real contact 
with the rave culture of the early 90s that was 
already a really huge movement in Germany. 
We’d heard about it and we did get some 
information about it now and then, but we 
wondered about what being at a rave might 
actually be like rather than really knowing 
what to expect. After that event in Munich we 
really got it that rave isn’t just about the music 
and partying but the whole movement that 
really took off amongst German youth that 
embraced the philosophy of non-violence, 
friendship, free spirit and this hippy-like 
mentality. And it got me, too. I felt that I wanted 
to be part of this movement in every possible 
way, as a raver, DJ, artist, promoter, label 
owner … I decided to introduce this culture to 
the Slovenian audience and within a few years 
time we had already struck great success. 

Can you describe the rush of pioneering 
a scene in Slovenia with no money, hardly 
any equipment but total belief?

Well, imagine how it feels being a total weirdo. 
I was the only guy in the whole school that was 
into pop & rock music that had been listening 
to this weird electronic music. At that time I 
was pretty active as a basketball player and 
every time we went to some tournament or a 
camp outside Slovenia, I saved my money to 
be able to go to my pirate tape cassette dealer 
for some fresh music. It was an obsession and 
we were so passionately dedicated to building 
the scene. We did this raves in the countryside 
out of Ljubljana that were total improvisation 
but pulled together so many of our passionate 
followers.

Maybe you’ve already read somewhere of a 
rave we did that was stopped by the police 
after the complaint of some local politician 
who claimed that his cows didn’t lactate 
because of the loud music – and a national 
daily newspaper wrote about it! Once we 
hosted a stage at the national beer festival 



Pivo & cvetje in Lasko. We had lasers and 
everything and attracted more than 1.500 
people which was our greatest rave ‘till date 
– but the most interesting thing was seeing all 
these confused people, mostly into pop-rock 
and alpine-style folk music who really didn’t 
expect something like this at the beer festival. 
At that time we just needed a truck with diesel 
aggregate for the electricity, a few lamps and 
boxes and a clearing in the woods and we had 
an amazing party. People were really into it 
purely because it was something really new 
and exciting. 

My first steps into music production and 
record industry were also very exiting. We 
knew nothing about how the business works 
but we were determined and found our way 
to the right people. Imagine, this was a time 
before decent computers and years before the 
Internet really took off. If I could put all this 
experience in one word I’d describe it as a 
passion. You have to imagine that we threw our 
first rave in a fireman’s hall in Ljubljana, and as 
it was Christmas night, the local police chief 
let us have our party even for a couple of hour 
longer that it was allowed. We managed to get 
some 150 people, broke even and didn’t even 
earn enough money to pay for the cleaning of 
the place, so we had to do it on our own. Doing 
something like that is all about passion. 

How much did illegality feature in the 
early Slovenian scene

We didn’t have the illegal rave scene as in the 
UK and some other territories. Mostly because 
our scene was and still is relatively small 
and you could not gather many people just 
on word of mouth in a day or two and expect 
them to drive to some woods outside Ljubljana 
looking for parties. At that time we were 
happy if we could assemble a hundred people 
at some legal party in the city center after 
weeks of promotion. We didn’t have pirate 
radio stations to support the scene – though I’d 
been listening to Carl Cox on Dance Nation, 
and the Green Apple satellite channel from 
back in ’91 or 92. Building a rave scene in 
Slovenia was totally different to building the 
scene in the UK. You did it as an alternative to 
commercial clubs. We did it as an alternative 
to doing nothing. In London you could buy 
records in the same street as you were living 
in – we had to drive 500 kilometers to Munich 
to buy our vinyl. We were harassing all our 
friends who were travelling to Italy, Germany 
and the UK to bring us back some CDs 
and tapes with fresh music. And as we are 
already talking about the illegality: that whole 
generation of ravers were raised on pirate 
cassette-tapes. As we didn’t have decent 
music shops, and satellite TV and radio was 



scarce in the early 90’s and the copyright laws 
were still very loose, the pirated music was 
the only way to get our hands on fresh stuff. 
Going to your local music pirate was just like 
visiting your dealer: we were waiting for the 
new batch of tape cassettes as junkies do for 
their hit. 

Can you tell us a little about your early 
hardware?

I didn’t know anything about the music 
production when I decided to start creating 
my own music. I knew that electronic music 
should be done with computers and later I 
discovered there were actually some special 
machines for that specific purpose. I met 
Uros and Vid at the K4 club and we later 
performed together as an electronic live act 
called Mouse Trap and even released one 
or two tracks. They introduced me to Jure 
Havlicek (techno projects Anna Lies, Moob, 
Freeze; as Sare Havlicek he’s just released 
great nu-disco album on Nang Records), 
who invited me to his studio and introduced 
me to the equipment. 18 years ago I started 
producing music on a four mono channel 
piece of  software called Screen Tracker. My 
first proper music machine was the Akai S900 
sampler, which I bought from my colleagues 
Random Logic and I made the money for it 
by selling pirate cassettes at the flea market 
for some guy I knew. One guy from a local 
rock band lent us his mixer and soon after 

that we got our hands on some Yamaha FM 
synths. After I started earning a bit of money 
with the releases and through gigs, I bought 
everything I could afford: couple of Roland 
909, 303 and 808’s, Waldorf’s Pulse (still my 
favorite hard-synth), SE-1, ATC-1 and Omega 
2 from Studio Electronics (I loved working 
with machines from that company), Yamaha’s 
TX81Z, some Moogs … All this hardware was 
very inspiring to me, I loved working with it, 
I did make a lot of great music with all this 
equipment, but couple of years ago I shifted 
to a totally digital platform and sold 90% of 
that stuff. I still keep few pieces in the closet 
though, but to me they are only of sentimental 
value as digital technology is already at least 
as good as analogue, and all those machines 
are so overused that I can’t do anything really 
fresh with them.

How did you begin to develop from the 
style of the records you were playing into 
your own style?

When I started producing music I wanted to 
create a similar sound to the one I played. I’ve 
never seen myself as a very talented music 
producer but I do have stamina, dedication 
and a strong work ethic. After 16 years in a 
studio, learning from my own mistakes, I can 
say I can create good music even though 
I may not be as talented as some of my 
colleagues. For me producing music is very 
rational thing as I am focused on the energy. 



It has more to do with following order and 
principles of mathematics than creating art in 
terms of suffering to express my true feelings 
and emotions. I understand how sound acts 
if you apply different techniques and tools, I 
understand the process of music production, 
and I try to re-create the energy I feel in the 
clubs and festivals with my compositions as 
I produce music for the dance floor. In the 
early days of my career I was really into the 
Birmingham sound, artists such as Surgeon. 
As a techno purist I really liked their heavy, 
dark techno groove. But I am developing 
constantly as a DJ as well as a producer. 
Nowadays my sound is much more eclectic, 
I am still a techno artist but I’m not afraid of 
incorporating elements from other forms 
of electronic dance music and even non-
electronic genres into my own sound.

Techno is all about subtleties. How much 
did the rise of sophisticated sequencing 
and the enormous impact of digital 
software open up your creativity

We have to go back to my early producing 
days. Back then I didn’t use computers at all. 

I had an Akai MPC 6O and programmed the 
patterns on the rhythm machine. I also used 
two or three hard-synths. I had to program 
and record everything in one take. Sometimes 
I had to coordinate so many machines that I 
needed the help of my friends to push some 
buttons and knobs. At that time arrangement 
in techno music wasn’t as important as it is 
today, our music was used more as a DJ-tool. 
We created sounds, loops, rhythms and it was 
up to the DJ to create the complete story out 
of certain records and their combinations. 
Nowadays arrangement plays a much 
bigger role, audio editing has become more 
sophisticated, to the point that you can do 
things with a sound that was science fiction 
even ten years ago. Or you can do things 
that you used to engineer with ten machines 
combined together with a press of one key on 
your computer. 

Is all dance music ultimately about 
ingeniously recycling loops?

It depends on the artist. I do everything in 
cycles. I have periods when I do everything 
with machines followed by a period where 



I use only samples, I also shift between 
“darker” and “happier” sounds and this also 
goes for sampling. With Valentino we ran the 
label Recycled Loops, which was dedicated to 
productions based on samples and loops, but 
in the last few years I abandoned sampling 
completely, and have only recently found my 
passion for sampling again and so my current 
production is full of samples.

How critical is technique to the music?

In music and art in general everything starts 
with a good idea. But it is your knowledge, 
skills and the equipment that define the way 
you’ll express and materialize this idea. I 
am a good sound junkie, which means that 
I notice a track that is built on a good idea 
but if it’s not technically good I’ll only play 
it once or twice in my set or not even once. 
After all, what comes out of the speakers is 
the reflection of my work, it has my signature 
on it and I have to maintain some content and 
technical standards as the respected selector. 
The better the sound is, the greater energy 
you can build with the sound system and 
consequently there’s more emotion on the 
dance floor.

Can you give us some insight into the 
concept behind 1605?

The label 1605 - Sixteenofive is just one 
segment of 1605 Music Therapy, which is a 
unique electronic dance culture incubator. 
This project includes club events, festivals, 
design exhibitions, production challenges, 
visual and performing arts, ecology and good 
cause initiatives. It serves as a networking 
platform and a tool to promote creativity … 
The label is just a part of it. But in the last 
year or two we did take a big step forward 
with the label too. We are getting close to 
our 50th release in couple of weeks, we have 
wide range of artists producing music for 
us as well as supporting our releases in the 
field. I get the biggest kick from working with 
new names as they introduce fresh ideas into 
the music. I’m supporting them by playing 
and charting their tracks, remixing their 
releases as well as signing and releasing their 
music through my label 1605. My label is not 
bringing me any extra money, I’m glad if the 
venture covers its expenses and self finances, 
but I really enjoy running it as I can support 
young talents, musicians as well as visual 
and performing artists, by running it. My 
involvement assures them some exposure and 
gives them the opportunity that other major 



artists might also notice them. I take the role 
of an editor: I am exposed to a lot of music and 
I pick out some gems. 1605 is not a business 
model. It’s not a collective or organization. 
It’s a statement. It’s the expression of my state 
of mind, and the mind of the artists around 
me. I’m very personally involved in it and 
the interactions between everyone involved 
are also very personal. It’s not just how 
music sounds. It’s also how it’s done, how it 
should be performed, promoted, consumed. 
Our main goal is to promote fresh ideas, 
expose unknown artists and their music and 
develop electronic dance music as a culture 
including all its expressions: music, dance, 
the visual arts … Everybody can be evolved 

but on this platform, John Smith is equal to 
me, Sven, Richie or Carl. We also try to spur 
the audience on to taking a more active role 
in absorbing and channeling music. Music, 
the world, clubbing, my artistic output … 
everything has changed a lot in the past 
few years and 1605 reflects this as a unique 
project.

Where is the balance between underground 
and commercial for you?

This line is very thin. Take Mark Knight as an 
example: the pop audience doesn’t really 
know who he is - for them Mark Knight is 
totally underground artist, but people from 
the club scene see him as a major commercial 
house DJ and music producer. I’ve never liked 
this separation because it doesn’t speak much 
to the quality of the music or a DJ’s work. I 
can literally move masses in Slovenia when I 
get involved in some good cause campaigns, 
but I consider myself an alternative musician 
in opposition to mainstream radio pop 
music. But again, because I’m so big artist 
in my homeland, it’s no surprise if some of 
my records are being played on the big 
mainstream radio stations in the prime time 
slots. It’s all about the perspective.
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You managed to become a massive 
commercial star without adapting or 
compromising your style – is that the 
definition of success?

Honestly, I really don’t see myself as a 
commercial star. I believe I am good at what 
I do because I’m working hard, my output us 
constantly good and I really enjoy what I do. 
Think about Luciano: he grew big because 
of his consistent quality, not because he acts 
like a pop star as some EDM artists do. Or 
Sven and Ritchie. They are big stars because 
of their work, output, vanguard projects, 
influence on the EDM music, though the music 
they release and play can’t be described as a 
commercial sound. But yes, I agree, if you want 
to be successful on a long term basis, you 
have to be honest to yourself and it usually 
pays off if you stick to what you believe is the 
right thing to do. I’m not saying it’s not hard 
but if you are good enough and persuasive 
enough, you’ll get a chance and then it’s all 
about what you’ll make out of it. And you have 
to be very focused as you don’t get many 
chances in this business and the competition 
is really tough.

Do you feel that the digitalization of music 
has made it more disposable compared to 
something you can physically touch like 
vinyl?

I like vinyl, the smell, the touch. I have a huge 
collection and I still like to play and listen 
to those records occasionally at home. But 
the sound manipulation on digital platforms 
has gone so far that you have to follow it. I 
am always focused on the future as a person 
and an artist so it became unavoidable to 
shift decks aside for computers. I totally 
understand my colleagues who played vinyl 
for 20 years and don’t want to abandon 
that format. But I’ve found so many new 
possibilities of sonic manipulation and 
inspiration after shifting to the digital platform 
that I can say it was worth it. Not only worth 
it – it was the only real choice. And yes, MP3 
really made music more disposable. I used to 
remember my records by the sleeves and tiny 
marks I put on my whites and I treasured them. 
If I lost or scratched the vinyl that often meant 
I don’t have that track any more. Nowadays if I 
lose my whole MP3 library it’s no problem to 
buy new copies. The only really bad thing is 
that I’d need so much time to organize all the 
music again. 

What is your take on piracy?

It’s no use complaining and whining over it. 
It’s much more productive to focus on how we 
could overcome this problem. We have to find 
new ways of music promotion and marketing. 
There will always be channels to serve music 



to the people. Though I don’t know if they will 
have to pay for it or not in the future. My view 
on copyrights is very specific. As an artist and 
publisher I’d be totally satisfied with a period 
of few months in which the professionals 
and those people who really want to have 
fresh music right after it is released, would 
have to buy it and people who just want it for 
their personal use could download it for free 
after let’s say 6 months. So actually business 
professionals would pay for the exclusive use 
of the track more than for the music itself. 
But on the other hand if everything is totally 
free it doesn’t attract attention. And what’s 
the point of producing music if no one is 
listening it? From this perspective vinyl was 
a great format as industry standard because 
the expense of releasing music on it did force 
artists and labels to do some selection and 
filter the production and there was less crap 
on the market. Today the expense of running 
a label and distribution is so low that there’s 
no real need to do any selection, everything 
gets released, regardless of the technical and 
creative quality of music.

Is dance music purely about hedonism or 
does it have a deeper identity?

I don’t consider myself to be an artist, at least 

not in the way most people understand the 
terms art or artists. I do what I really enjoy 
doing and I make a living out of something 
that started as a hobby and became my true 
calling as early as my teens. I’m not sure 
most young people nowadays see EDM as 
anything more than just a soundtrack for 
their hedonistic experience but there still is a 
group of people who believe in a thing called 
club culture. It’s about getting to know music, 
artists, the scene and embracing creativity 
as part of your own lifestyle – as a consumer, 
supporter, active participant or even some 
sort of a creative person involved in club art 
and industry. It’s about the visual artwork 
of records, VJs, MCs, dancers, decoration of 
clubs, bouncers acting at the door as hosts 
not as mercenaries and all those different 
elements.

Are slamming basslines an international 
language of unity?

Sure! At least in tclubland. Heavy basSlines 
are what attract us and bring us together in 
the clubs and festivals all over the World. If 
you don’t like a big fat bassline you can’t be 
part of our tribe. 



You are extraordinarily prolific – both in 
the studio and playing out – how do you 
manage to use that Monday – Thursday 
studio window so effectively when you 
must be exhausted from the weekend?

The good thing after all these years of 
weekend travelling is that I need just one 
night of normal 8 hours sleep and I’m in back 
in shape, at least when I don’t shift more 
than two time zones. I don’t need Monday to 
get back in the groove. I’m already up and 
running. I get up early, do my morning routine 
and go to the studio. That’s no problem. I’m 
still so obsessed with creating music that I 
try to use every possible moment to do it. I 
produce my music on planes, in the airport 
terminals, in the car on the way to and from 
the hotel and I come back to my home studio 
full of fresh ideas from each and every gig. 
This summer I was so busy touring for the 
first time that I temporarily outsourced the 
final mixdown and mastering of the tracks 
to my colleague Tony DeClerque. I did all 
the creative work on my own but he helped 

me with the final touch as I was all over the 
Europe for three months and was limited to 
producing music mostly on my laptop and 
with headphones. Now that I’m back to the 
weekend-week routine I do everything on 
my own again. I’m not ashamed to admit 
that I sought some help. I don’t plan to stop 
producing music just because I have such a 
hectic DJ-schedule that I can’t spend time in 
my studio. Those are complementing halves 
of my career so I can’t do one without the 
other. I’d rather play one or two gigs less and 
remain able to produce music than abandon it 
completely because of the tight DJ-schedule. 
Because nothing can be compared to the 
feeling when I play my new production for my 
crowd for the first time.

Does the hypnotic quality of techno make it 
stylistically unique?

Sure, a repetitive sound is part of the techno 
blueprint and the energy of the techno dance 
floor is built on that characteristic. But it’s 



not only that. As a “bastard of EDM”, the 
one genre that remains and evolves in the 
underground, techno also acts as a fountain of 
fresh ideas for other EDM genres. It’s a R&D 
department of the EDM scene. Everything 
really new in EDM, from editing to the 
sound, evolves from techno, as it’s all about 
experimenting and taking things further. To 
make it short and simple, techno still has balls.

How much scope do you have for playing 
other styles when people have come to the 
club expecting a ‘Umek techno set’?

That’s quite simple. I build my sets on my 
own production and edits, stuff I do for other 
artists and labels and the output of artists that 
are involved in the 1605 project. I basically 
play techno of all colors, shapes and sizes 
but I’m very eclectic so it’s quite normal to 
hear some records from other EDM genres 
and even non-electronic sounds in my sets. 
The best preparation for my set is to listen to 
the last few DJ-mixes that are available at my 
homepage.

We spoke to Carl Cox in the last issue and 

he was really buzzing about having you at 
Space this year. How did the residency go 
and how do you feel about Ibiza?

The residency was awesome. I played four 
sets and each time it was magical. This was 
the peak of my summer season. Though I 
have to acknowledge that the whole year was 
amazing and there was not even one gig that I 
didn’t really have a great time. But performing 
alongside Carl Cox, who was my teenage 
music hero, in front of his crowd is something 
really special for me. Especially when I see 
that people on the dance floor were really 
enjoying my set. It’s always a big honour and 
responsibility to play for Carl.

Do you feel that the Beatport chart system 
puts people off from going through the 
long lists of new releases resulting in some 
amazing tunes never really getting the play 
they deserve?

No. This system works. The chart is dominated 
by good tracks and artists that have earned 
their positions by quality output over the 
long term. Personally, I check each and every 
single techno release on the Beatport as I am 



always looking for hidden gems. As a DJ I 
have a responsibility to do that. I do not allow 
myself to overlook any good tracks. That is 
something really important, something that 
every professional DJ should do. I spend a lot 
of time just checking new releases on Beatport 
and promo pools, at least one whole day in 
maybe four of my studio routine. But there are 
not only DJs who are checking and buying 
music on Beatport. For those people it’s good 
to have charts so they can focus on the hottest 
tracks.

How do you sift through the piles of music 
that get sent to you?

Blood, sweat and tears! I listen to every promo 
I get. Naturally, if I didn’t like stuff from a 
certain label for the first five times I don’t 
listen to the sixth track they send me. But 
after a while I check their production again, 
to see if they’ve evolved. This is an important 
message for label managers: they have to 
keep some level of quality or their clients will 
suffer and we can overlook something really 
good on account of a series of weak releases. 
Promo agencies are an additional filter. If I 
get something from Press & Play, Exclusive 
and agencies like that, I listen to everything 
they send me as they keep the level of quality 

regardless of label they are working with. 
When it comes to digital music shops I trust 
Beatport the most as it the worlds best and 
biggest shop for DJs.

With most single releases bought by DJ’s 
– is giving away free mixes a key part of 
keeping in touch with your dancefloor 
audience?

It’s that and a promotional tool to support fresh 
artists. When you are new on the scene and 
try to break through, having your production 
played by popular DJ’s in a live or radio set 
helps you to build your profile and that also 
means that other big DJs can spot you. So 
most of the artists see this as a support and 
they send me messages to thank me. Till now 
nobody complained about including his or 
her track in my promo mix.

How often do you get onto the dancefloor 
these days?

Rarely. In the last two years that has become 
really rare. I try to come to the club one hour 
earlier or stay there for an hour or two after 
my set if there’s someone who I’d really like 
to hear. Recently I was in Tokyo, where I met 



Takkyu Ishino after a couple of years, so I took 
the time to listen to his set. 

Can you ever see yourself getting tired of 
dropping rolling basslines to a crowd that’s 
going wild?

I could get tired of travelling, especially as 
I don’t like flying, but right now it’s hard to 
imagine I won’t like to play music anymore. 
I am 34 years old, I’m on my career peak, I 
really enjoy what I do, so I can’t really see how 
I could get tired of producing and playing 
music. But things change and you never know 
what the future might bring. But right now I 
have a feeling that I have so much more to 
tell, show and produce that I’ll need at least 
another 15 years to do it.

 
How is the scene in Slovenia today?

Our scene was and still is run by domestic 
promoters, and as we live in Slovenia, a 
country with two million residents, everything 
is still very small and boutique, compared to 
most of Europe. But the variety of events and 
artists performing in Slovenia is amazing and 
we have a lot of very good domestic artists, 
too. We get all the best fresh artists as well 
as superstar DJs performing here, but we 
always try to push through some local talents 
from Slovenia and the wider region. We like 
to put some local spice in everything we do. 
People always talk how the scene in Eastern 
Europe is very young and fresh but we’ve 
lived with this culture for almost two decades 
now and electronic music isn’t really new 
to us. We’re more used to it than people in 
some other parts of Western Europe and the 
rest of the western world. What’s making the 
scene special, at least in southeast Europe are 
Slavic roots and Balkan temperament. Some 
of the countries are part of European Union 
and the rest are trying to follow them as soon 
as possible, so they are implementing the 
same standards and rules. The progress is 
seen everywhere, including club and festival 
infrastructure, but at the same time we are 
losing our uniqueness. For example, Slovenia 
was always the land of techno, but lately not 
only has commercial house grown bigger, but 

last year especially we’ve been “attacked” by 
trance which is still a very small scene with 
less than a thousand dedicated followers and 
only two established local artists, Beltek and 
Elyksir, who is not even a producer but he is 
a dedicated promoter. In Slovenia the scene 
is still controlled more or less by domestic 
promoters, as we are very small market 
and were not so interesting for big western 
promoters untill recently. Most of the scenes 
in the ex-Yugoslavia countries and the rest 
of Eastern Europe are controlled or at least 
heavily dictated by Dutch, British and German 
promoters and the big Dutch, British, German, 
American and French DJs are considered the 
real stars of the scene. And they really support 
me too, as the most established artist from the 
region and one of the pioneers of the scene.

Where do you go from here?

I have to be on a plane on Friday for the next 
gig. I don’t plan big changes right now. I’m 
very busy but I have a great crew supporting 
me, so everything runs smoothly. Most of the 
time I spend on the road and in the studio and 
I try to get the best from life  

 www.umek.si





www.beatport.com/en-US/html/content/label/
detail/1247/lot49





Karma

At first sight, much of Irish artist Karma’s 
work seems overtly political. And then 
you take a closer look - and you realise 
the depth of the politics in play - radiant, 
shining, positivity. Woven into his critiques 
of capitalism and his irreverent take on 
some of he absurdities of modern life are 
a series of  unequivocally life affirming 
pieces that step away from the visuals of 
witty subversion and into a celebration of 
the empathic elements within the human 
spirit. As Ireland tumbles into the bankrupt 
abyss, his art, his vision, his public service 
and his ideas are more critical than ever as 
they hold a mirror to the excesses of the now 
derelict dream. Banksyesque or not - who 
fucking cares... We spoke to him

How long you been painting walls?

I was thinking about it for years before I hit 
the streets.A combination of factors in my life 
all happened at once,freeing me and my mind 
to go and pursue happiness.That journey led 
me onto the streets to paint. I practiced at 
home first making small stencils turning them 
into artwork for my walls .When I felt the time 
was right to go paint the streets I went for it 
and have never looked back.It's a way of life.

What made you choose the stencil format?

Because it allows me to produce the amount 
of detail I'm trying to achieve, being able 
to spray quickly on the streets is essential if 
your not into getting caught.I was also drawn 
towards the dedication and determination you 
need for such a craft.I love the whole process 
from start to finish.





Do you think stencil art gets the credit it 
deserves from the wider community?

I really think it does.

How responsive are Iocal people to your 
art?

Local people have been great. Ireland is 
bursting with creatives who appreciate street 
art for what it is,art.

Have you been arrested on the job?

No,I've never been arrested on the job but I've 
had some really close calls.So,I hope I'm not 
tempting fate by answering this one.I've been 
very lucky so far.

Art school or self taught?

I'm self taught but to be honest I'm always 
learning.I don't think you can ever stop 
learning. I have to say though, it's easy 
teaching yourself something you love.

We noticed your getting attention from the 
Irish media, does this bother you or you 
happy to have your face in lights?

This is not a fame game for me . If the media is 
writing about street art in a positive way ,then 
great but I have no interest in having my face 
in the lights

Do you do many collaborations or prefer 
working alone?

I haven't done any collaborations yet but  I 
plan on working with two of Ireland's best 
stencil artists,ADW and Vango.





I started this whole journey on my own which I 
really enjoy.I'm very happy working alone and 
I think most stencil artists would agree.
It's a very solitary process making and cutting 
stencils.If you don't like being on your own for 
hour on end then this ain't for you.

How popular is street art today in Ireland?

Their has been a hardcore of old school 
Graff writers going since the early 90's in 
Ireland,some of which are still going strong 
today.
But with the likes of ADW, Vango,Will 
St.Ledger,FINK,Maser, Solus and a load more 
staying active around the country, in turn 
keeping the scene alive,well and very healthy.

Is there any tension between graffiti 
writers and street artists in the big city 
or does everyone get along just fine and 
Dandy?

I'm a street art Nomad but their seems to be 
a very healthy respect for each others skills.
Sure, at the end of the day we're all artists, 
going out , doing our thing and taking the 
same risks.

Do you have any mentors you care to 
mention?

No mentors but as I said before I'm always 
learning. Their is nothing more satisfying then 
teaching yourself how do something you love.
It's a very rewarding process.

How important is location to your 
placements?

Location is a very personal choice for 
me.So,it's very important.

Some say this is vandalism whats your 
response?

I say " FUCK THAT ,YOU ONLY LIVE 
ONCE……SO  STOP COMPLAINING "  !

Are many artists creating meaningful 
stencils in Ireland?

Their are two very talented stencil artists 
producing great work for the streets of Ireland 
at the moment .ADW and Vango are two of 
Irelands best and most creative street artists .
I have a lot of respect for both of these guys 
and look forward to working with each of them 
in the future.





How often do you go out painting walls?

If I had it my way, It would be everyday but 
that's in a perfect world.Last year I was getting 
out one or two times a month which was great, 
until I really fucked up my hand putting me 
out of the game for months.

What fires your creativity the most?

Headspace and freedom would be the key to 
my creativity.I love walking around cities.It 
makes my mind race with ideas.

Tell us a little about your Thug Life 
concept…

I chose this site due to the fact that it's down in 
the Irish financial center. It was at the height 
of the recession.Media coverage of corrupt 
bankers taking unjustified bonus packages 
was all over the place .Good people were 
getting fucked over and no one was paying for 
it. Well, fuck that.Name and shame I thought, 

act like a thug, get labeled a thug.That blatant 
disregard for your average Joe soap was 
the Catalyst,spurring me onto the streets of 
Dublin by creating my first piece " THUG LIFE 
".…!

Do you think the internet has helped push 
street art in Ireland or do you think its 
more of a hindrance?

I think it's definitely helped not only Irish 
street art but street art in general.I can't see it 
being a hinderense to either artist or street art 
lover.

Are councils buffing walls on a regular 
basis in Ireland?

Of course.In Dublin their seems to be a few 
no go zones because within hours of the paint 
drying it will be gone….





How long do you expect a Karma piece to 
stay on a city wall?

As long as it's welcome. 

How much commission work do you take 
on?

I've done a couple of pieces for my friends but 
that's about the height of my commission work.

Should we expect to see your work on UK 
walls anytime soon?

I would love to come over and paint there ..!

Do you show at galleries? 

No.The most Important thing for me is getting 
stuff out onto the streets.That concept is so far 
from reality but I'm flattered you think people 
might want to see my stuff in a gallery.

Are you a full time artist or do you have a 
bread n butter job?

Isn't everybody's dream to do something they 

love and have a passion for…Unfortunately, 
I'm not a full time artist .I scrape by but I'm 
happy !

Anything else you'd like to share with LSD 
readers?

You only live once , enjoy yourself, embrace 
the creativity that lies within us all.It's up 
to you how to channel that energy but it's 
there…!

Lots of love and respect.

K A R M A.

www.karmastreetart.com









Andrew Tiernan

You may know the face, but not the name.  
He’s one of those actors whose been around 
for many years and has played many varied 
roles throughout television and cinema.  
Though staying out of the mainstream 
media and choosing not to court the press 
as so many actors have, he still manages 
to appear in some of the biggest grossing 
movies over the last few years, in memorable 
performances in such films as Roman 
Polanski’s The Pianist, and more recently in 
the bloodthirsty symbolism laden Hollywood 
blockbuster; 300 where he played the 
traitorous hunchback; Ephialtes (Eff-e-al-
tees) completely unrecognisable under full 
body prosthetics.  So how does someone like 
Tiernan manage to sustain a career without 
being recognised?  I’ve decided to find out 
more about him.  Luckily I’ve know him for 
well over 20 years and I’ve often seen him 
around the scene, so I thought it was about 
time I did an interview with him.

WA:  When was it we first met again?

Erm, I met you round the Mellow Mix, the 
rehearsal studio off Stoke Newington Road, for 
those that don’t know.

That’s right. Hackney has always been 
a hotbed of creative talent and a host of 
current TV / film stars were squatting 
in the Borough during the 1980’s. What 
brought you to the Borough?

The 22 Bus. 

WA: But you were squatting too, right?

Yes, those were the days!  I’d met John Lydon 
(Johnny Rotten) after a PiL gig and he told me 
to move to London.  I’d read about squatting 
during the Punk era and I knew bands like 
The Clash and the Pistols had all squatted, so 
it wasn’t such a taboo as it is now.  When I was 
at Drama Centre things got pretty tight and I 
ended up homeless, so a few of us found this 
house in Hackney, it was a run down Council 
property and had a sitting tenant, this old 
Jamaican lady called Mrs. Stewart and she 
let us in and it went on from there, I thought 





I was only going to be in there a couple of 
weeks, but I ended up squatting there from 
the 80’s right through into the late 90’s it saw 
me through the rest of Drama school and 
also enabled me to make a lot of choices in 
my work, I turned down some great stuff, 
but money wasn’t the objective, I was happy 
where I was and we were all doing our own 
thing.  

I should write a book about it one day, the 
tales that house could tell about the people 
who frequented it along the years.  People 
would turn up out of the blue and it had a 
number of movie star visitors stay there.  It 
was also a place where Actors who had just 
broken up with girl/boyfriends would turn up 
to stay and tell us all their woes.  Sometimes it 
was a bit like “Withnail and I.”  It’s crazy how 
the area has changed so much since then, but I 
think the creativity still lives on. 

The thing about where I lived, was because 
I was there for such a long period of time, 
it wasn’t what you’d imagine a squat to look 
like, we were homeless and it became a 
home and we kept everything in good repair.  
Unfortunately, it all came to an end when 
one of the later residents decided to get 

greedy and do a deal with the council and got 
developers to buy it, so they could all make 
some money.  Such is life eh?

WA: You were brought up on a council 
estate in a tough part of the world, what 
made you choose acting?

I think when you live in those kinds of areas 
you learn how to act, because you can turn 
a corner on an estate at any given time and 
bump into one of the many local bullies and 
if you can’t fight, you have to be able to get 
yourself out of that situation and that’s when 
the acting comes into play.  (If you want to use 
that analogy)   But everyone has an action to 
play in everyday life to get what they want. 
 
WA: You’ve played a hard man in many 
movies, how did playing Ephialtes in the 
film 300 feel for you as a character? 

I have never actually played a hard man, 
even though people think that those are the 
characters I play.  I play interesting people 
with strange traits and faults.  I have played 
people with mental problems and sometimes 
my employers and fellow cast members 
think I’m like that for real.  I was even given 





a Disabled person’s suite at a hotel I was 
staying in once because they’d heard I was the 
Hunchback in 300.  Ephialtes was probably the 
hardest person I’ve ever played, if you want to 
use that tag.  A lot of people with disabilities 
are really “hard”, much harder in fact than a 
lot of these movie gangsters, because they 
really have something to fight for.

The thing about being a character actor is 
that people recognize you for the roles that 
they remember most, such as the stuttering 
psychopath in Cracker, but because you’re 
not the hero a lot of the time they don’t know 
your actual name, so they see you in the street 
and don’t quite know where they’ve seen 
you before.  Or if you’re a copper, you seem 
to think that I was on your wanted list that 
morning, believe me that has happened on 
more than one occasion.

WA: What they’ve nicked you?

I haven’t been actually taken into the cells, but 
mistaken identity certainly has happened and 
I’ve been wrestled to the ground a few times 
and guns pointed at me by the force, which 
isn’t very nice in today’s climate.  I always 
give it up, though I know now to point them 
to the pocket, which contains my ID rather 
than going to get it myself, made that mistake 
before. 

WA: What they give it to you?

Allegedly. (Laughs)

WA: So you’re not fighting off all the girls 
then, like Robert Pattinson?

Not nowadays no, when I first started out I 
did a couple of Romantic leads, but being 
the kid I was, I tried to make those characters 
grotesque, just to put a different slant on 
it.  That’s what I do nowadays.  I’m more 
attracted to character work, and recently I 
got some feedback on a role I did where I’d 
blacked out some of my teeth with some tooth 
enamel colouring, and it must have been too 
convincing, as people thought I’d really let 
myself go!  And I don’t tend to play Romantic 
leads now. (Laughs)

WA: In recent months we’ve watched you 
on hit shows Luther (BBC) and Whitechapel 
(ITV), do you enjoy TV roles as much as 
film roles or even theatre for that matter?

Working with Idris Elba on “Luther” was a 
joy, I loved his performance in The Wire as 
Stringer Bell, so I was very excited to get to 
work with him.  Generally every job’s the 
same really in terms of performance, it’s nice 
when you are doing Theatre, because you get 
to do the performance again and improve it 
(hopefully) over time.  I love working with the 
Director; Wilson Milam, so most of my theatre 
jobs have been with him.  I’ve gotten very 
used to working with him and it makes it hard 
to work with other theatre directors as his 
technique is so specific to him and me.  But 
I will work with anyone, I always give Young 
Filmmakers a chance, sometimes it’s hell and 
other times it’s great.  It all depends on the 





writing of course, and if it’s not good then 
there is very little you can improve on that.  

WA: Lots of actors have jumped ship 
moving to L.A, should we expect to see you 
on CSI Miami anytime soon? 

What ship? It’s like the “Raft of the Medusa”. 
(Laughs) I don’t blame them this country is 
in a state of flux at the moment, so you’ve 
got to go where the work is, I’ve lived there 
a few times.  I did a movie for Disney with 
the director of the “Cracker” I was in; Andy 
Wilson. He brought me over to Hollywood.  He 
had got the job after the Producers had seen 
the programme and also my performance 
in it.  The film was called “Playing God” and 
starred some great people.  I remember 
getting a call from Chris Bauer (The Wire) and 
I told him who I was working with and he said; 
“Man, you’re in the shit, it’s like y’know, that’s 
as deep as you can get!”.  I was partying with 
the Hollywood Elite, so I just hung out and 
watched everything that was happening, it was 
like being in a goldfish bowl, but I was never 
able to touch outside the rim.  I was working 
and hanging out with Angelina Jolie (before 
she was UN Ambassador and International 
Superstar), David Duchovny and Tim Hutton.  
I was doing most of my scenes with Gary 

Dourdan, who went on to do CSI (the original 
series).  It’s a funny one because when you’re 
out there you miss London and when you’re in 
the UK you miss back there too.  

WA: At what stage did you decide to make 
and direct your own film projects?

I’ve always tried to, right from a young age.  
I starting off by shooting little stories set on 
the Estates where I grew up using Super8 
film and then I really saw the light after being 
introduced to Derek Jarman who I met on a 
film called ‘Dead Cat’ which was directed by 
a guy called Dave Lewis who used to shoot 
Super8 for Derek’s movies.  And then seeing 
what they did with The Smiths videos, so I’ve 
been down that route mostly and ended up 
directing video backdrops for the band Suede 
for their tour.  I ended up being cast in one of 
Derek’s films “Edward II” and that was an eye-
opening experience for sure.  

Directing was what I always wanted to do, 
even before acting.  The acting was supposed 
to be a route to get me there, but years ago 
you needed a lot of money to get in the film 
game as a Director and to finance a project. 
It was lot of heartache, a lot of let downs and 
backstabbing, so I ended up sticking with 





being an Actor.  Now the technology has 
moved on in leaps and bounds and gotten 
so much cheaper and more accessible, that 
it’s possible to achieve those ambitions, so 
that’s why I’ve gone back to my dream (or my 
nightmare).  I’m just finalizing post-production 
on my first feature; “Break Clause” which was 
shot on Digital, and I’m looking forward to my 
next projects which I want to get on as soon as 
I can really.

WA: You’ve appeared in various British 
gangster films, how strong is this 
particular genre in the UK?

If it were about quantity then you’d have to 
say it was in good health, but it’s not, it’s about 
quality and in that respect I would have to say 
the genre is dead on its knees.  It’s had its day 
and the genre has definitely gone into overkill. 
There just doesn’t seem to be any original 
stories.  It’s just wisecracking and one-liners 
and trying to look cool in a suit that cost half 
the costume budget.  I like a good storyline in 
the movies I watch, personally, but that’s my 
opinion.

WA: Did you have any mentors when you 
first entered the business?

I had some great mentors; the first was my 
English teacher at school, Mrs. Morris, who 
encouraged me to join Youth Theatre and 
eventually I won a place at the Drama Centre 
in London and I was lucky enough to be 
taught by some of the best in the business, 
Christopher Fettes, Yat Malmgren, Rueven 
Adiv and Doreen Cannon to name a few.  I 
realise now how important my school and 
education was.  It’s unfortunate that in today’s 
climate a kid from a similar background to 
mine may not get the support that I did back 
then, so I do feel very fortunate. 

WA: How does shooting in green screen 
compare to acting the old way? 

What the yellowy, curled-up at the edges way? 
(laughs)

WA: Ha! No is there a difference?

Yeah about sixty million dollars!  I prefer the 



good old-fashioned way of filmmaking.  Give 
me John Ford over Harry Potter any day.

WA: You do lots of work within the 
community; tell us about those film 
projects…

Well, I’m not exactly tending to the sick and 
elderly, but you do what you can.  As an Artist 
I believe it is a given responsibility to be 
actively connected to the community you 
live and work in.  I’ve recently been very 
involved with a group of young filmmakers 
from Highlands School and the Ghetto Youth 
Theatre in Enfield in Producing and Acting in 
“Rough Cut” a film made in response to the 
problems associated with Knife Crime and 
Gang Culture that have blighted communities 
not only in my neighbourhood, but also up 
and down the country.  Ironically it is the 
culture spawned by the casual glamourisation 
of violence in movies and video games.  But 
the project was initiated in response to that 
particular problem.  I feel close to this subject 
as I lost a number of friends when I was 
younger to knife crime, and more recently 
around Hackney the number of murders, you 
can’t not be affected.  A few of the victims I 

knew from around the area and one of the 
young lads was actually killed outside where I 
lived.  The issue is that now with Government 
Cuts, we may not even be able to complete 
the film as our initial source of funding has 
been slashed.  So Peter McNamara and 
Jamie Martin, the heads of the production, 
are working hard to see that they film gets 
finished and that kids can see it, and if it 
prevents one kid getting killed, then that’s a 
really good thing, but we hope it will prevent 
many more than that and make them think it 
doesn’t have to be this way.

WA: How did you get involved in the new 
drug smuggling film Mr. Nice?

I found the script hidden in the door panels of 
a hire car!  Bernard Rose had placed it there 
under instruction from Howard Marks.  I had 
to learn my part, then go to Wales and act with 
Rhys Ifans and David Thewlis in the snow.  I 
also had to drive an old Land Rover that had 
faulty brakes, I had my foot right down on the 
pedal and it wasn’t stopping; both Rhys and 
I thought we were going to die as we went 
hurtling down a hill, but luckily we survived.



WA: Some movies look fun to make, but 
as an actor that stays on set for fourteen 
hours a day, we imagine fun comes in 
small nuggets. Got a funny tale to tell?

Well, it’s not as glamourous a business as 
people think, you’re sitting around for 14 
hours a day or more.  You get close to people 
very quickly, sometimes closer than you’d 
like, when actors turn up in your room just to 
use your loo and stink the place out, then go 
back to their own room!  Also, when you have 
to share a trailer with actors who prefer to sit 
in there to eat their lunch rather than eat with 
everyone else in the dining bus, making the 
space and your clothes reek of food, and then 
leave the dirty plates behind for the ‘facilities 
guy’ to clear up.  I used to clear it up myself, 
but now I just put the dirty plates and leftover 
food in the culprits’ bags!  But there is nothing 
worse than a blocked portaloo.

WA: Have you ever played a role and 
wished you were that actual character?

No, I can’t say I have.  Maybe a millionaire guy 
I played, I got to drive a Lamborghini and live 
in a big house, but then it all just seemed very 
shallow and empty and I wasn’t happy really. 
(Laughs)

WA: Tell us a little about your graphic 
novel project. 

I’ve been working with a fantastic Artist called 
Kenshiro Suzuki and we’ve been developing 
a script idea into Graphic form.  I’ve always 
loved the genre of the Comic, and its always 
been an ambition of mine to write one, so it’s 
quite a pleasure for me, as my imagination 
can run riot without the worry of budget 
constraints and Kenny’s own imagination 
continues to delight and surprise me.  There’s 
going to be a lot of Street Art around this 
project because it’s going to be very Urban, 
but mythological as well.  I’ve been very 
influenced by Bernard Rose’s Candyman, 
which used Street Art as a kind of Urban 
Legend representation.  My brother’s a street 
artist and had his own little crew back in the 
day and they did a lot of pieces around town, 
I won’t give their names for obvious reasons, 
as I haven’t had the chance to ask him.   But 
I really want it to represent the young blood 
out there, so I will certainly be looking for 
someone to do that, so if you’ve got any 
suggestions Wayne, please let me know.  I 
want it to be a really exciting project.  It won’t 
be Street Dance: Part 2 Electric Boogaloo, I 
can assure you of that. (Laughs)

www.andrewtiernan.com









A DIRTY LITTLE WEEKEND 
IN NYC.....

K - Guy

DAY 1: 6.00am - They say you have to go 
on a journey when you do art, fuck me the 
journey from my place to Heathrow is like a 
slow painful death. I’m on my way to NYC for 
the preview of the ‘Dirty Little Secret’ show at 
Indica on 11th..... Brixton, Stockwell, Vauxhall, 
Pimlico, Victoria - Sloane Square, South Ken, 
Earls Court - Barons Court, Hammersmith, 
Turnham Green, Acton Town, South Ealing, 
Northfields, Boston Manor, Osterley, Hounslow 
East, Hounslow Central, Hounslow West, Hatton 
Cross, Heathrow Terminal 4 and finally… 
Heathrow Terminal 1, 2 & 3. Two hours, fifteen 
minutes, door to terminal, what a total joy. I 
was going have a little rant here about why 
there’s not a direct link from Clapham Junction 
to service the folk living in South London (it’s 
only 12.82 miles by the way) but have decided 
against it due to north Londoners and anyone 

with any clout who probably live in north 
London not giving a shit.
  
8.30am. Apart from the now standard shoes 
off, belts off and just about everything else 
off apart from your undies, everything goes 
smoothly and flight UA356 leaves pretty much 
on time. I rather fancied bunging on Sex in 
the City 2 as a precursor to my arrival but 
my manhood stood firm.... guess I should 
rephrase that but you know what I mean.

 
6.30pm or 2.30pm (NYC time). Arrive New 
York and the day is young, feeling good, NJ 
Transit to Penn Station - 30 mins, terminal to 
door, I won’t say a word. Anyway I stagger 
off up 34th with my suitcase mainly full of the 
usual street art necessities (minus the spray 
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paint) and a large tube of potential paste 
ups to my abode for the duration. I’ve got to 
admit here that the only reason I was able to 
afford the jaunt was the fact that an old art 
school mate, who has a real job, was by sheer 
chance working in Manhattan at the exact 
time I needed to be there. It was a bizarre and 
fortunate coincidence but I ended up having 
the run of a very swish 2 bed apartment on 
East 34th overlooking The Empire State on one 
side and the beautiful Chrysler on the other. 
Not too shabby.

7.30pm - After a much needed shower 
and blokey makeover I headed over to the 
gallery… unless you’ve got Rhino skin it’s 
always a bit nervy turning up at your own 
preview (not that I’ve done that many). Double 
whammied with the fact that I hadn’t met 
the gallery owner and had no idea what the 
gallery even looked like, I’m on my Jack Jones 
and I didn’t know anyone. In retrospect this 
was a blessing as I was able to sneak in, grab 
a cold one and sidle up to where my work was. 
The fears and anxiety slid away when I spied 
little red dots sitting next to my four pieces 
and........ relax

After a sigh of relief and a satisfying slurp I 
kind of looked around the gallery, It’s a huge 
space, big white walls with some serious 
grown-up paintings. The place is rammed 
and you can tell it’s not your usual Shoreditch 
gallery liggers, out for a free beer up (I have 
to include myself here). Appartently there’s 
quite a few high flyers in attendance but I’m 
none the wiser. Talk about comfort zone, I 
was well out of mine, how did all this happen, 
after all I’m just this bloke who lives in the 
least trendy part of South London who’s lucky 
enough to make a living from selling a bit of 
art here and there.
 
11.30pm - After downing a few stiffeners and 
doing my best impression of a socialite, we 
headed off to the after party. We grab some 
dumplings from a little Chinese that you’d 
definitely side step if you weren’t with people 
that know. No fortune cookie, but It’s certainly 
not an unlucky day.

4.00am New York time, a man can only take 
so many verbal pats on the back and also I’m 
starting to suffer - sleep deprivation and vast 
quantities of alcohol causes havoc with your 
brain to mouth co-ordination. It was a stonking 
25 hour day but this guy went to bed happy.



DAY 2: 10.30am - You can’t fly all that way and 
not hit the street. Today was all about getting 
some supplies and trying to organise some 

locations; took the 6 line downtown to find the 
‘Scrap Yard’, 300 West Broadway (between 
Canal St & Grand St)... a cool little shop, not 
a great variety of aerosols but I only needed 
some red and black. Montana Gold, Brick Red 
and Belton, Signal Black in the bag, all sorted. 
Next stop was a fly by to Indica on 11th to say 
a proper hello to Alex the gallery owner and 
her bloke Zak. I tried to pick their brains for 
some good spots and they recommended the 
shutters close by to the gallery but unless 
you’re Ben Eine they’re always tricky to work 
on because of the ridges etc. On my way back 
to base for a quick brush up, I trudged the 
other smaller galleries in the area, there are 
literally about a dozen or so. I was happy to 
get a close up look at the latest Faile offering, 
top stuff from the boys, same old images but 
top marks for execution, I’ve been a big fan 
for some years now.
 
7.00pm -  OK, evening entertainment... off to 
the HUSH preview, more free beer and I had 
arranged to hook up with the guys from (BSA) 
Brooklyn Street Art blog to get some insider 
info. Worked out great and apart from being 



really nice guys they said I could head over 
to Brooklyn and paint on a roof top the next 
morning.

DAY 3: 9.00am - Up early and off with bag 
and tube in hand, 6 line down to Union Street 
and then the L across to Brooklyn getting off 
at Bedford Avenue, I met up with Jaime and 
Steve who had kindly managed to bring some 
steps and off we went. First up, was a couple 
of Primate pastes and then onto the roof top, 
great views across to lower Manhattan and a 
perfect spot. The trouble was that although it 
was sunny, it was also really windy especially 
as we were up high and it was difficult to work. 
I cracked on regardless but the shirt graphic 
of my ‘No Blood’ piece was a 9ft x 6ft paste and 
it was starting to get windier. Then the time of 
truth, glue and lots of it followed by 3 people 
clinging on for dear life as the wind decided 
at that very moment to blow hurricane style. 
Whooosh, off it came and took off like a mutant 
paraglider leaving us flattened in a heap. 
Wind 1, artist 0.
 
12.30pm - Rescued by a strong coffee and 
a warm up, I move my efforts to the shutters 
on 11th, I’ve only got one shirt graphic left 
so it’s shit or bust and time is against me. 
The problem with this location is that it’s a 
major road, lots of traffic and it isn’t exactly 



with permission. Having said that, I figured it 
was close enough to the gallery to be able to 
talk my way out of it if needed but it all went 
without a hitch. I was happy with the finished 
result and the bloody hand print stencil 
worked a treat as I sponged it on and then 
finished it off with some splats.
 
5.30pm - Back to base for a much needed 
shower before heading over to see Rae at 
the Brooklynite Gallery for another preview 

night - with free beer of course. I’d been 
standing pretty much all day and my feet 
were pounding like a good ‘un. I know it’s 
going to sound like I should put my efforts 
into transport consultation but the NY Subway 
has a major flaw in their system too. The trains 
only go up and down so if you want to get 
across town you either have to walk or get a 
cab. I foolishly plumped to make it back on 
foot, thankfully my bag was a tad lighter but it 
was a slow, ponderous, curse-filled effort.
 
7.30pm -  It’s ground hog night (in a good 
way) hanging at the Brooklynite, recounting 
our rooftop efforts with the BSA boys, drinking 
more free beer and general art chit-chat, a top 
combo in my opinion.
I curtailed my usual thirst in deference to a 
5.00 am departure back to London the next 
morning.
 
DAY 4: Back to London late and yes 
the journey from Heathrow was just as 
excruciating - I won’t bore you with the details 
again . The funny thing is that whenever I 
leave London I’m chomping at the bit to get 
back but If there’s one other city I could hang 
my hat, it would definitely be NYC, great 
place, great people.

www.k-guy.co.uk









Bubbles from 
Atlantis

Knowing little here at LSD about New 
Orleans itself or the social, emotional and 
physical  ravages of Hurricane Katrina 
beyond the masterful, racially tinged 
inactivity of the government’s response, 
when we came across Richard Webster’s 
debut book, Bubbles from Atlantis, we knew 
instantly that a window had opened onto the 
deluge of loss, psychosis and the beating 
heart of the Big Easy itself. A journalist by 
day and apparently an unhinged, tormented 
nutcase by night, Richard has woven the 
bitterly real dreamscape of New Orleans 
in all it’s rusty, desolate, scarred beauty 
into a gloriously visceral and intensely 
schizophrenic introspection. The book 
fluctuates wildly between the borderline 
sane accounts of marauding gangs of 
transvestites or murder-happy babies 
strapped with AK-47s and the limping 
whirlwhind of mental breakdown that 
eventually finds him prostrate in the centre 
of a private tomb fashioned by the fraying 
edges of paranoia out of beer bottles and 
rage. 
One simply cannot help but ride the 
twitching flows of dark hearted urban poetry 
into the twisted consciousness of the city 
itself and through the mental labyrinth of 
the tragedy’s microcosm in his own mind 
and away into a jagged redemption. A 
magnificent work of art for those whose 
synapses can handle the raw assault and 
hold on through all the deranged lunacy, 
the imagery, the soul, the black satire, the 
vivid insight into humanity, tragedy and 
the unique crucible of struggle within the 
ragged, glowing, Bacchalian spirit that is 
New Orleans, it is an unforgettable literary 
experience. Richard gave us this extract - the 

epilogue and it is peppered with original 
illustrations by Sean Dietrich that close the 
circle of rampant imagination within the 
book itself.

September 12, 2006

Naw maw, I ain’t leavin’ the city or callin’ it 
quits with bits o’ buckshot to the head.
But with the summer comin’ on down to a 
close and ex-sportscasters dressing like bums
and shootin’ their wifeys in the nose, I figure it 
best to retreat into the shadows.

There were 14 shootings over Labor Day 
weekend. One guy shot the same victim



just a week earlier. He turned himself in, the 
judge set bond at $30,000, the alleged shooter  
posted bail, hit the streets, found the mark he 
failed to kill and shot him again.
Police arrested him a second time for the 
same crime against the same guy. The judge 
set the bond for over $100,000 and back in jail 
the would-be assassin rots.
I imagine he’ll be out in 60 days for a third try.
As the days streak by and the mobile, 
gangbang-units gather momentum, there’s not
much you can do but fear your time is nigh.
At hand.
So collect what dust you got and head for the 
darkness.
Not out of fear. 
Honestly, it’s a mix of self-preservation and 
what I like to believe is good public policy.
It’s exile time for me, down deep into 
seclusion.
I’m no longer fit for mass consumption.
For them out there.
High arcing beer bottles smash on the 
pavement with low-crashing joy every time I 
leave or enter a bar.
A weird coincidence.
At first, my paranoia led me to believe I was 
under attack by some holy-rolling manic
street preacher. But I fear this unusual 
occurrence may be the product of my own 

hand, a tic developed over these past several 
months of concerted fire-breathing alcoholism
during which time a web of hostility, rage and 
depression has given me a fishnet-stocking
veneer.
I’m to blame.
I’m the fucking drunk throwing beer bottles in 
the air. 
I like to hear the smashy-smash of the glass 
in the middle of the street where cops and 
creeps abound. 
I don’t know why.
I’m a polar bear with a beach ball.
I think something broke in my brain some 
time ago.
I’ve also grown a fondness for punching 
inanimate objects and often times my own 
face, sometimes with scissors for the ultimate 
impact.
So I’m thinking it may be time to drift into the 
shadows. A little obscurity for a little
peace of mind. 
Not a bad trade-off. 
For myself.
And them out there.
But no worries, for the sad times and mad 
times have not come to an end.



Please be kind enough to assure your families 
that New Orleans is not back to its old
ways. But also be cruel enough to reassure 
them we’ve found new ways, filed by bone 
knife to heighten the pleasure and panic.
Alas, it’s all the same when you come down to 
it.
Gentilly, eastern New Orleans, Lakeview, the 
lower Ninth Ward, Chalmette, Slidell……
it’s all fucked, fucked enough that a delegation 
of community activists traveled to Thailand 
to get tips on rebuilding from third world 
fishermen who suffered through the 2004 
tsunami.
And when villagers from the tsunami-ravaged 
region toured New Orleans in June, they
couldn’t believe their eyes, said Brad Paul, 
executive director of National Policy and
Advocacy Council on Homelessness in the 
Lower Garden District.
“They were shocked. They couldn’t believe a 
country with so much money wouldn’t
have rebuilt the city,” Paul said. “They were 
stunned by the level of devastation.”
So if they’re shocked, imagine how we feel, the 
dumb animals who have lived in this shit
for the past year.
And this is what it has come down to, the 

people of New Orleans being openly mocked
by Thai villagers, the great behemoth known 
as the United States held up for ridicule by
third world fish-mongers.
So it has been, so it is and so it shall always be.
But we here in New Orleans don’t mind 
absorbing a shot or two by the talented 
net-hurlers of Indonesia. Hell, we’ve always 
considered ourselves a third world country, 
if not as a source of pride than as a way to 
reinforce our belief that we are something 
apart from the rest of the country.
Only now our third world status is being 
forced upon us by the inaction of the federal,
state and local governments.
Ahhhh, but an epilogue is no place for such 
recriminations.

I mean to go out on a completely deranged 
slant to make up for the past several entries
drenched in abject despondency.
Let’s not play footsies under the coffin with the 
demons that have forced their horns into
our backsides ever since Katrina, by way of 
gross federal incompetence, laid waste to our
taverns and tombs.
Let’s not point fingers or finger the angels yet 



to come to our rescue.
Let’s suck down the last remnants of this past 
year and look forward to something, if not
better, than as emotionally charged as these 
past 12 months.
Down here, in the brutal south, we like to feel 
something before we let it all go numb.

For all the car-devouring houses that came to 
life in the Ninth Ward last August 29,
For all the waterline fairies who painted high 
brown streaks on our homes,
For all the rumors of murder and mayhem
And the facts and evidence that spoke
Truth to power,
For all the apologies laid forth by the Corps of 
Engineers,
For our guitar-playing Nero cowboy president
With his flyover promises of hope,
For the baby-talking rap of our Governor and
The idiotic brilliance of our scat-man mayor,
We thank whatever gods may be for our 
unconquerable souls.
Despite our madness and sadness and
Inability to hold steady hands
As the booze and chemically-enhanced
Never-ending weeks dance through the 
slipstream of our blood, We stay true to the prayer of New Orleans.

From my balcony perch I see the lights of the 
Crescent City Connection where the Gretna
Police Department held back hundreds of 
New Orleans evacuees from crossing into 
Jefferson Parish, to safety, going so far as to 
fire guns in the air to turn them around. And
then they turned their smoking barrels on the 
wheelchair-bound, the crying, starving
children.
One year later and what happened during 
those days after Katrina rules our lives. 
Nothing resolved. Rage and anger drips thick 
from our skin.
And as I type this, outside my window, a block 
down the street, three police cars have
stopped traffic after pulling over two cars 
driven by two young black men wearing low-
slung jeans and white muscle shirts.
I ain’t saying it’s racial.
I ain’t saying these four beefy white NOPD 
cops have a thing against young black men
in white muscle t-shirts. And I ain’t saying that 
these young black men are two of God’s
sweet, candy-coated angels looking to spread 
candy-cane wishes to the good children of



the Crescent City.
I’ve had four 16-ounce Budweisers so my 
judgment may not be at its best.
This is what it is.
This is how it is, how it has always been and 
how it will always be.
Not much has changed from how it worked 
before the storm, even though 80 percent of
our city is a goddamn ghost town.
The only thing that has changed is that 90 
percent of the action and crime now takes 
place within a few blocks of the remaining 
fools who occupy the last livable 20 percent of 
the city.
We are all witnesses now.
An entire city that at any time can be called to 
court to provide firsthand accounts of the
terror for the benefit of the terrorized, 
whoever they may be, whichever side they 
may claim.
Foolish me, I’ve allowed my memories to take 
me away from my original intent--crafting
a fitting epilogue for this the first year of our 
new dementia, so different from the last,
pure and unyielding.
Stop it.

Drink more.
I want to hear the smashy-smashy.

A Lullaby for the Lush

Oh Ma, the sights and sounds, they do creep 
deep under our crawling skin.
I know you wish to visit and see what exactly 
drew us to this mad town where your sons
and daughters have lived for the past few 
years, to understand what keeps us tied so 
tight,
like we once were to you and dear old Paw.
But now ain’t the time.
Trust me on this one Ma.
You just ain’t prepared to act as witness to 
sodomites swarming Sister Sally in the shadow 
of the St. Louis Cathedral as the junkies and 
gutterpunkies in Jackson Square root for one 
or the other to do something unnatural for the 
benefit of the trembling tourists clutching the 
black wrought iron fence, their white knuckles 
wrapped with cracked rosary beads that just 
don’t seem to be doin’ the trick.
“Oh God Charles, you bastard….why did you 



insist on coming to New Orleans?”
“Shut up Martha. Don’t draw any attention to 
us. These people, they hear everything.
They can smell our Midwestern values. It’s like 
blood to hammerhead sharks.”
“Whatever happens, just don’t let them get 
Wendy….wait, where’s Wendy? Charles you
bastard! Where’s Wendy?”
“She’s gone. I had to give her up. A small pack 
of these swamp freaks came at me with
what looked like whips made out of toe bones. 
Jesus Christ Martha, toe bones! It was her
or me!”

Yeah Ma, you ain’t ready to experience our 
wretchedly wrecked new world.
But as I said, I’m slipping back into the 
shadows for good measure.
It’s exile time for your Irish son.
I gots to keep my cards clutched tight to my 
chest or else things might turn nasty, into
sincere misery, damned to the House of the 
Rising Sun.
The myths abound but what is true is that upon 
Bienville settling this swamp, the French
government unloaded thousands of hookers 
and criminals onto our shores for the sake of

out-populating the gators and snakes and rats 
and beasts deep in the weeds.
It was an economic con job.
And when our reputation for sin spread, they 
sent the nuns. But them nuns had no shot,
no chance of quenching my forefather’s 
prehistoric taste for flesh. And soon the nuns
were selling jimson weed to the Injuns for a 
taste of the lash.
Sisterly bonnets bobbing under skimpy 
Buffalo-skin tunics.
It ain’t pretty but don’t think we ain’t proud of 
this heritage.
But maybe I shouldn’t speak for the entire 
population or even the drunks or fiends or my
friends and former lovers.
Maybe I’m just speaking for myself.
Yeah. That’s all I’ve been doing. These 
thoughts, though written as if universally 
accepted by the populace of New Orleans, 
they’ve been nothin’ but crude renderings of 
my fragmented and damaged brain.
Maybe this ain’t a public psychosis; it may just 
be a private descent into the mind of a
masochist.
Maybe I’m the only one.
Maybe no one feels as I do.



Presumptuous drunken fuck that I am.
Maybe I’ve offended everyone and defended 
no one.
Maybe my insights are so far off the mark as to 
be seen as the single reason why the outside 
world would just as soon see another Katrina 
comes down the pike and finish us off.
That could be.
And if for some reason these lettered 
abdications of humanity make their way to a 
wider
audience, maybe I will finally be forced from 
the place I have called home for going on
nine years.
Maybe this is finally my ticket out of town.
And don’t think I haven’t tried to leave before.

In the summer of 1999 I fled to Costa Rica. 
After 20 months in New Orleans my addictions 
were getting the best of me. One morning 
I came to, splayed out on the hood of a taxi 
with the hands of the enraged cab driver 
wrapped around my throat. He was screaming 
something about my trying to stiff him on the 
fare.
Fare? I coughed as his hands loosened their 
grip. Fare? I just woke the fuck up with your

greasy paws around my throat. Is that fair?
He tossed me onto the lawn in front of 
the house I shared with my girlfriend and 
roommate.
“Give me my goddamn money!”
I thought we were talking about what’s fair? 
Now you’re howling about money? What’s
fair about that?
“You owe me $22!”
For what? The pleasure of your personally 
meted out auto-erotic asphyxiation? That
doesn’t seem fair to me.
It was a Sunday and all of my neighbors were 
on their porches enjoying the beautiful,
holy day of the Sabbath. And then this, the 
only white boy on the block laid out in the
grass, getting a proper beat-down at the 
hands of a Middle Eastern hack.
As I rolled over onto my stomach I looked to 
my neighbor’s porch. That’s where my
friend the cop lived. He was a kind man, a 
pathetic case who gave more than 30 years to
the force but never rose above the level of 
dispatch officer. He was the first to invite me
over for beers and crawfish. We had a weird 
bond—him, the underperforming family
man and me, the over-performing lost cause. 



I didn’t want him to see me like this and
was relieved to see that he was not part of the 
growing audience relishing in my glorious
dawn thrashing.
Jesus. What happened? How did I end up in 
this position?
Not that it was an unusual place for me to be.
Everything I experienced in the previous 19 
months led to that point, at the mercy of the
dirty boot-heel of a Turkish madman 
screaming obscenities and wailing on my 
kidneys.
Why not?
I deserved it.
I had no respect for anything or anyone.
Fuck all y’all.
That was my motto.
Young, dumb and full of evil ego.
I didn’t appreciate New Orleans, not then, not 
the way I do now. It was nothing more
than a playground for me to test every limit 
set before me, be it physical or moral.
Fuck all y’all.
But as I lay there in the dew-wet grass, 
receiving my beating, the taste of blood thick 
in
my jowls, I figured it was time for a change of 
scenery, out of New Orleans, away from
America.

Yeah.
This doesn’t seem to be working out for me.
I woke up a day later covered in blood in my 
bedroom.
“I’m going out,” I heard my girlfriend say.
I twisted onto my side to the crackling chorus 
of my broken ribs. She looked beautiful,
all dressed up, but her eyes were sad, 
disappointed, resigned to whatever it is that I 
was.
“Ok,” I said. “Yeah. Have fun. You go out. I may 
do the same. Maybe it’s time for me to
get out as well.”
A month later, I was in Costa Rica, luxuriating 
in the Pacific Ocean with margarita in
hand, surrounded by green-lush mountains 
and mono-titis and howler monkeys and fat
iguanas making twisting love on the sun-oven 
rocks.
The perfect escape, I thought, away from all 
the evil influences of New Orleans. Little
did I suspect that in Costa Rica everything 
available in New Orleans was available at a
cheaper price, just a few stools down, every 
day and night, all for the taking.
And I took it all until it all came full circle.



One morning I found myself in the back of a 
cab, fat calloused hands smacking me in the 
face.
“Wake up! Wake up!”
What? Christ! What’s your problem?
“You fell asleep,” the Tico taxi man said. “You 
owe me money.”
No escape. Not from myself.
Ok. Ok, I said.
I opened my wallet but it was empty.
I have to go inside my house to get some cash. 
Wait here.
As a sign of faith, a gesture to prove that I 
wasn’t trying to stiff him, I gave the driver my
precious orange-faced watch.
Hold this, I said. I’ll be right back.
And, of course, when I returned with my cab 
fare, the equivalent of $5, the cabbie was
gone along with my beloved watch.
Shit.
When March rolled along, after eight months 
in Costa Rica and no improvement in my
health or behavior, I figured it was time to 
leave. It was Carnival season and all I could
think about was getting back to New Orleans, 
to the parades and floats and the jazzy gris 
gris sounds that first entranced me.
So I hopped the first plane back and goddamn 
if reentry wasn’t a bitch.
Standing on the side of Magazine Street, in the 
middle of the mad, drunken throngs of
frat boys and bloated, sweaty American 
bellies, I wiped a tear from my eye and 
whimpered,
“My God, what have I done? I traded paradise 
for this?”
In the ensuing years I have made feeble 
attempts at evacuation but could never muster 
thestrength or the will or find another city that 
would accept me or me it. We all try to leave
and some may successfully escape for a time. 
But in the end we always return, as if those
months we lived outside the city limits were 
nothing but a dream. 
Mostly a nightmare.
This goddamn tractor beam.
Our goddamn love for New Orleans.
In spite of the bad turn my sanity has recently 
taken, and the downward shift that has 
befallen my physical health, I cannot leave, 
despite all the evidence that another few 
months in the pit will result in an eternity in 
the tomb.

But maybe these words will do the trick.
Maybe if a wider audience reads this, it will be 
my time to embrace the leper colony on
the outskirts of town.
Once the general public gets a load of 
my roiling madness and wrong-headed 
conclusions, proclamations will be made on 
high by closet-cocaine politicians.
“This street urchin does not represent the true 
spirit or people of New Orleans! He must
be cast out,” they will sermonize through hip-
bone megaphones. “He is a charlatan! A
purveyor of rude, crude perversion masked as 
a champion of the downtrodden. But in fact
he is a low-down dog, a usurper, a fake 
prophet with an unnatural taste for gin and the
smoothy smooth legs of nubile young women. 
So we cast this demon out to the strange
and terrible outskirts of New Orleans where 
the pick-up truck babies from the backwoods
will deal with him in a most delicate and 
surgical manner.”
And should the denizens of the low-lighted 
booze caves turn on me, well then, that won’t
leave me with refuge or safe haven.
That will truly send a signal by way of bullet to 



the brain that I never belonged in the first
place.
If those people, my people, don’t get these 
words, my words, then all is lost.
But I’m betting no one will much give a shit.
You see, this here city is used to the drooling 
evocations of liquored-up skeletons. They
occupy the highest of offices and the lowest of 
ditches.
And if in some crazed reality my words stir 
something deep in the soul of New Orleans,
and if in this crazed reality what has been 
stirred demands my exodus, I will leave, 
pockets filled with bottle caps and nothing 
more than a smile and a sneer and the stone 
conviction that the many nights I spent 
rapping bloody knuckles on keys were a 
success.
For if these words offend, then truly the worm 
has turned and I want nothing to do with
its underbelly.
All I have attempted to get across is what the 
cable news and print media and precious
poets and quirky novelists with their clever 
and acceptable characters and literary tools
failed to convey.
That the city of New Orleans is an open scar.

Fuck your statistics.
Fuck your demographics.
Fuck your computer graphics meant to
Graphically illustrate our progress.
Fuck your press releases and press packets
Filled with pretty pictures of smiling black 
bellhops
Opening doors for money-rich tourists eager 
to
Get their Bourbon Street jones on.

Do you know what it means to miss New 
Orleans?
I don’t.
And never will.
New Orleans is still here and so am I.
Despite the loss of what was
We have come to accept what is,
And it smells and tastes and looks
And hurts and loves like
New Orleans.
And that’s good enough for me.

It’s all here,
The drunks and bums and lushes

And reckless ghetto children.
The pure of poverty and soul.
The shiny high-heeled Uptown dames and
The craggy-faced whore-romping misters.
The New York wanna-bes
Decked out in their gold-stitched jeans and tit-
hugging Ed Hardy body bras
Meant to impress in the Warehouse District 
clubs.
The garcons and cocaine-waiters
Banging out-of-town college girls in
40-pound gumbo pots
While the kitchen crew films and gawks
And prepares blackened fillet of Decatur 
Street
Where musicians suck back shots of tequila
In between guitar notes and drum fills
That ice our bottles and spin us
Two seconds outside the disaster
Throwing rhythmic smiles on
Faces desperate to crack a break of joy
and return to those goddamn glorious Mardi 
Gras
Memories that fuel our hunger
And feed our love,
Our love,
Our untouchable love



For this motherfuckin’
Town we call home.

Save the Girl

I’m not too sure what makes this a proper 
epilogue. But what I am sure of is that I have
spoken my peace, in search of peace, even 
though I have yet to find peace. And I think
that’s the whole point.
I don’t think I’ve ever been after peace.
Or been at peace.
After all of this, I think that’s the point.
For me at least.
And on this point I am confident I speak 
for myself and a small population currently 
occupying this relic of modern times.
Peace is fine for priests and moms and dads in 
search of a better life for sons and daughters 
and I bless them with whatever blessings 
remain in my corrupted soul.
For what it’s worth, I say good luck and all the 
best.
But for me, peace is not the answer.
For me, peace of mind is death of spirit.
And in New Orleans, I have never come close 
to that unicorn-like peace reverently spoken 
of by hummingbirds around crosses and gold-
plated blood flowers.

I’ll take the rite of Katrina.
I’ll take the passage of the storm.
And for the immediate future, I’ll take my 
place in exile.

Naw Ma, I ain’t leavin’ the city or callin’ it quits 
with bits o’ buckshot to the head.
But with the summer comin’ on down to a close 
and ex-sportscasters dressing like bums
and shootin’ their wifeys in the nose, I figure it 
best to retreat into the shadows, remove
myself from the public square. This ain’t my 
eulogy or elegy, it’s just an epilogue for
what was and has been.
And after many long months of mind-torture, I 
do believe the time has come to evaporate
into the corner shadows. Despite my aversion 
to peace of mind, I do believe I’ll wrap
myself in its cousin, the warmth of isolation for 
a few weeks or so.
I’ll allow myself a brief moment in her 
embrace, because I know what’s to come, even

though I have no idea what’s going to happen.

So drift into the shadows and say goodnight 
Charlie.
I know it’s hard but what’s right is right.
Exile ain’t so bad.
Love my girl.
And don’t worry.
Ain’t nothin’ gonna change.

“Hey mister?”
I’m sitting on the stoop of my temporary post-
Katrina home when a small black girl runs
up to me holding something in the cup of her 
small hands.
“Yeah darlin’? What you got there?”
Instead of answering she slowly opens her 
hands. The sun shines on her prize.
I don’t react much. I’ve been drinkin’ straight 
going on 13 months. But I feel the need to
say something, anything.
“Where’d you find that?”
“Is it dead?” she asks.
I look at the dead bird and back to her. If I tell 
her it’s dead that makes me an asshole. But if I 
tell her it’s not I’m a liar.
“That’s a sparrow,” I say.



She takes a few steps closer.
“Does it have a name?” she asks.
I put down my forty and pretend to inspect the 
dead sparrow for familiar characteristics.
“Yeah,” I say. “I’ve seen that bird before.”
Her face brightens.
“Its name is Jagermeister. It flew all the way 
from Germany. A world traveler.”
“What’s wrong with it?”
“Nuthin’ darlin’. It’s just had too much to drink. 
Lay it right down here beside me on this
step and I’ll take care of it. Go home and come 
back tomorrow and I promise it will be
back to singing tree-songs and eating worms.”
She hesitates, looks at me with intent eyes, 
judging my trustworthiness.
“I promise you baby, I know how to handle 
drunken birds. No problem. Just the other 
day a friend of mine had too much to drink 
and passed out just like that bird you got 
in your hand. And I took her home and the 
next morning she was up on her feet singing 
all the songs of New Orleans, like nothing 
happened.”
“Ok,” she says. The little girl lays the dead 
sparrow next to my forty, strokes its matted
feathers and says, “I’m gonna come by and 
listen to it sing tomorrow. Is that ok?”
I smile. “Of course it is.”
After she leaves I sit by the dead bird while I 
finish my beer and smoke.
It’s quiet. No sirens or drunken screams or 
smashing bottles. Just me, my bottle and the
dead bird.
Full moon. Friday night.
And though I know it doesn’t make sense, I sit 
on that stoop for an hour, waiting for that
goddamn bird to spring back to life.
Midnight comes and goes as do my friends 
who ridicule me for refusing the call of the
craziness.
“Dump that shit in the garbage and let’s hit the 
bars.”
“I can’t. I made a promise.”
And they came and went and there I sat with 
that bird and the memory of the girl and her
last words, “I’m gonna come by tomorrow and 
listen to it sing.”

My promise.
My word.
Tomorrow.
It will sing.

Don’t worry darlin’.
I promise.
It’s just sleeping.
Had a little too much to drink.
Just like me.
But tomorrow,
Goddamn,
We’ll all hear the song,
Even if it means
We’re all a little crazy.
And sometimes,
That’s what it takes.
Sometimes,
That’s enough.

matosantos r.a.w.
circa oblivion
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Against the Wall
William Parry

We are privileged to welcome journalist, 
author and photographer William Parry to 
LSD Magazine. William has just published 
Against the Wall, a book crammed full of 
original photography and captivating, deeply 
emotive insight that documents both the art 
of the separation wall that pillages the land, 
the resources, the freedom and the dignity 
of Palestine as well as the struggle that it so 
starkly symbolises. Oscillating between the 
art itself, it’s evolution, the balance between 
local paint and visiting solidarity and the 
human cost and searing scars that the wider 
conflict has torn into the Palestinian psyche, 
the book examines the throbbing concrete 
heart of this terrifying symbol of injustice 
and grinds it’s visual story into grim focus. 
Bursts of creativity, sheer frustration, brutal 

satire and a silent scream for identity all 
ripple across its unyielding surface and 
William has not only managed to distill the 
ongoing flux of spray soaked metaphor into 
the pages of the book, but open a window 
onto a repressive system of obscene logic 
Kafka would have found outlandish and 
delve into  the complex layers of emotion 
that gnaw away at its foundations. Opening 
questions about the power of public art, the 
primal need to express a suppressed identity, 
the nature of vandalism and the ebbs and 
flows of cross cultural understanding, we 
thoroughly recommend the book as a heart 
wrenching journey, fluctuating between 
hope and hopelessness into the dark heart of 
casual injustice. We spoke to William as he 
headed back out to the West Bank.





What drove your commitment to 
documenting the art of the separation wall?

First and foremost, the injustice of the 
wall and the millions ways that the graffiti 
communicates this and the steadfastness of 
the Palestinians in their struggle. I was doing 
an article about the legacy of Banksy and co.’s 
Santa’s Ghetto project in Bethlehem. I’d been 
many times and as I was leaving Bethlehem on 
this occasion I was amazed to see how much 
new artwork had gone up on the wall since 
my last visit. I texted my partner, joking that 
someone should document it for subsequent 
generations because all walls fall, and it’d be 
a shame to lose all this stunning work on this 
hated wall.
I quickly thought: hey, it’s not a bad idea 
and I proposed it to Pluto Press, who quickly 
backed it. The advocacy movement for 
Palestine urgently needs fresh and creative 
ways of communicating with Western 
audiences so that it can get new support and 
raise awareness, like with the anti-apartheid 
movement – only then will real pressure 
on Israel build to respect international law. 
The Santa’s Ghetto project, pulled off with 
astonishing skill, creativity, originality and 
humour by Banksy et al and Pictures on Walls 
(POW), was such an act, making headlines 
around the world and showed Christmas 
shoppers in the West that Bethlehem/Palestine 
is being destroyed by Israel’s occupation and 
the wall. The book is a continuation of their 
fortnight there and their thinking – with the 
human stories of Palestinian hardship and 
resistance between the artwork.

Can you give us some insight into how you 
went about researching the book?

There are thousands of wonderful, committed 
people who form a web of solidarity for 
justice, involved with various groups and from 
all walks of life. It’s a growing, international 
community of people who are doing their 
little bit to raise awareness about Israel’s 
decades of injustice in Palestine. I depended 
hugely on their contacts, their energy, their 
assistance, their lifts to areas on the ground 
in some cases, to meet people with tragic 
and inspiring stories to tell. In the UK I had 
original assistance from Tristan Manco at 

POW, who put me in touch with many of the 
artists. Then it was down to basic journalism 
– gathering the stories, the statistics from 
the many organisations who produce 
regular reports on such things (the UN and 
humanitarian/human rights groups), and 
taking a few thousand photos! And of course 
there’s my wife, who accompanied me through 
most of the journey and whose language 
skills and ‘nativeness’ granted us access into 
the lives of many people I could never have 
experienced otherwise.

How much did the process change you as a 
person?

My admiration, respect and understanding 
of the Palestinian people grew exponentially. 
I was profoundly moved by their generosity, 
patience, humour and their steadfastness/
resolve. They taught me a lot about all of these 
qualities. It also turned me on to street art 
and taught me a lot about this medium that 
was previously foreign to me, I’m ashamed to 
admit.
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What is your personal take on whether art 
diminishes or accentuates the monstrous 
impact of the wall?

I’d like to think the graffiti highlights it and 
exposes, stroke by stroke, the nature of 
Israel’s on-going colonial project, now 62 
years old. It’s a small way for ordinary people 
to express their outrage, their disgust, their 
solidarity – but it’s the growing number of 
small but creative ways that civil society is 
taking to voice its opposition and combat 
the oppression, given how pathetically our 
politicians have failed to uphold international 
law and morality. Instead of writing to your MP, 
go over, support the local economy, witness 
Israel’s occupation and leave your mark on 
the wall. That will lead to other actions and 
growing awareness, and that will help change 
the situation for the better.

How much of the art is directed towards a 
forgetful media and how much do you think 
is actually for the day to day lives of the 
communities themselves?

Virtually none is there for the media – the 
Santa’s Ghetto work was partly to get the 

media’s attention. But most is for the people 
caught behind the wall, a small way of saying 
‘you are not alone’. That knowledge – whether 
through the graffiti or by campaigning for 
their rights in other ways there and here – 
means a huge amount to them, they say.

Is the spray can mightier than the sword?

It’s a means of communicating about injustice. 
It’s one means of getting a message across. 
The more people who learn about Israel’s 
crimes, the more who challenge the West’s 
blind backing of Israel – the quicker Israel’s 
incredibly sophisticated military machine will 
be undermined. The spray can is part of the 
spectrum of other creative, non-violent ways 
being undertaken by civil society to raise 
awareness, challenge historical narratives and 
overcome injustice.

We just about hear of military incursions, 
but just how much of the true repression is 
economic, social and day to day?

This is Israel’s specialism: slow, relentless, 





merciless, calculated dispossession, with 
ethnic cleansing as its goal. It wants the 
land, not the indigenous people. Every time 
I am there I am amazed by the countless 
methods Israel uses to make Palestinian life 
intolerable – it’s like there’s a government 
ministry dedicated to thinking up further ways 
to make Palestinian life impossible. Israel 
knows it can’t embark on a campaign of mass 
annihilation or expulsion (though talk of a 
‘population transfer’ by Israeli politicians is 
becoming more common), so it works in far 
more subtle but no less insidious ways to try 
to expel the Palestinian population. Death by a 
thousand cuts.

Does the wall have anything to do with 
security?

Very little. ‘Security’ is a political ruse. It 
has loads to do with creating ‘insecurity’, 
however. I think anyone who goes there and 
witnesses its route and impact will see that 
it’s about annexing fertile land, critical water 
sources, isolating Palestinian communities and 

population centres from one another to create 
bantustans, and amputating them all from East 
Jerusalem, the economic, cultural and spiritual 
centre of Palestine. It’s more about making 
life for Palestinians so difficult, dispiriting and 
economically unviable that they eventually 
abandon their communities, farms, homes and 
heritage. The huge drop in militant attacks 
on Israeli civilians after the second Intifada 
about eight years ago was not due to the wall: 
it was mainly due to a ‘hudna’ or truce called 
for by the Palestinian militant groups that had 
carried them out. I have witnessed scores of 
men legging it over the wall, and this happens 
daily. These people are risking imprisonment 
in order to find work. There are many ways 
for West Bank Palestinians to circumvent the 
wall, and they do. If they were militants, you’d 
have heard about it everywhere and the 
Israeli response would have been predictably 
swift and disproportionate. The wall is two-
thirds finished so it can’t be the reason for 
the massive drop in attacks. The ceasefire 
and Israeli surveillance and informants – 
intelligence – is another. 



I think it’s important to state that the 
Palestinians have one of the longest records 
of non-violent resistance, stretching back 
to when Britain controlled Palestine in the 
dying days of the British empire, all the way 
to the present. It is the norm by far rather 
than the exception, though Western and 
Israeli media would lead us to believe that 
they are all militant killers while Israelis are 
a peaceful people. Palestinians are living 
under the longest military occupation in living 
history – 42 years. It is violent, repressive and 
humiliating on a daily basis. Israelis vote in 
these policies, they are responsible for the 
occupation, and most Israelis do military 
service and contribute as soldiers to this 
system of repression. Jewish Israelis move 
into Israel’s illegal colonies (‘settlements’ 
is the euphemistic term that our media and 
politicians prefer) on Palestinian land. If 
this were your land being stolen from you, 
and what your children should inherit, what 
would you do? Palestinians have a right under 
international law to resist this occupation, 
just as you or I would have if Britain were 
invaded, just as the French resistance and 
other resistance groups in Europe did against 
the Nazis. It’s important to emphasise that 

Israel, over 42 years, has systematically 
and strategically stolen Palestinian land to 
build and nurture its colonies, with a huge, 
disruptive impact on Palestinian rights and 
their daily lives. It has always accelerated 
this building, paradoxically, while engaging 
in peace negotiations, showing how serious it 
is about a just peace. Now, since 2002, Israel 
is building a wall to ‘protect’ these Israeli 
citizens living illegally on Palestinian land, 
and is stealing even more Palestinian land 
and making life even more impossible and 
humiliating to ‘secure’ these illegal Israeli-only 
communities? Which one of us would tolerate 
this? I’m always amazed that there is so little 
violence from the Palestinians because just 
witnessing the on-going dispossession – with 
the world silently condoning and facilitating 
it – is infuriating.

Why is the West so tolerant of Israel’s 
behaviour?

Good question. I’m not a historian, but 
from what I’ve read, here are some factors. 
Palestine was under the control of the British 
empire, and most of those running the empire 





were blatantly racist, who saw their world view 
as the only one worth considering. As white 
European Zionists began eying Palestine 
as a possible future homeland, after being 
kicked around by good white, European 
Christian countries for centuries, they created 
relationships with British politicians. The 
politicians had more in common with these 
Zionists than with the indigenous Palestinian 
population and were instrumental in 
supporting the Zionist enterprise in the early 
20th century.
Then came the Holocaust and the West’s 
complicity in this and in rejecting floods 
of Jewish refugees to our shores. We didn’t 
want them. ‘They want to set up in Palestine, 
let’s send them there, they’ve suffered so 
horrendously and we’re guilty for much of 
that.’ So a lot of the West’s tolerance has to 
do with our colonial past and our massive 
crimes against European Jews. How did we 
solve it? Screw another group of people over 
for it, transfer the problem, let them suffer the 
consequences of our actions. Ilan Pappe, an 
Israeli historian, has written about this with 
great detail and insight in The ethnic cleansing 
of Palestine. But the problem and our legacy is 
one we can’t so easily avoid, it won’t go away, 
and as long as we don’t pursue justice, it will 

continue to plague us.
And there was also a factor from the Cold War, 
as the US and USSR competed for influence in 
the Middle East. 
And there’s the extraordinary power of pro-
Israeli lobby groups in the US, who can cut 
short politicians’ careers if the politicians 
take a tough line on Israel. We witnessed it 
this year with US President Obama’s stance 
towards Israel regarding its ‘settlement 
freeze’. As the US mid-term elections 
approached, US language was completely 
castrated, there could be no criticism of Israel, 
whereas beforehand soft gloves had been 
used to tell Israel that its actions were making 
life difficult for Obama and his team. There 
are many influential and rich Jews in American 
mainstream media too, so you routinely find, 
ironically, that there is more honest and critical 
reporting of Israel in the Israeli newspaper, 
Haaretz, than you’d ever find in The New York 
Times or the BBC. Our media outlets fear the 
power of pro-Israel lobby groups, who label 
any criticism of Israel as anti-Semitic.
And of course there are many far-right, 
powerful Christians in the US who believe 
that giving Jews a homeland will fulfil the 
prophecy of the Bible and usher in the 
apocalypse and the second coming of Christ. 





The Jews are a means to the end that must be 
supported, they believe. The Christians will 
butcher them later as non-believers when the 
end does come, but for now they’re in cahoots 
with one another in this insane religious 
symbiosis.
Oh, and there’s the US military machine. The 
US gives Israel $3 billion of military ‘aid’ each 
year and Israel has to buy the weapons from 
American arms companies. These companies 
profit hugely, American taxpayers subsidise 
this destructive firepower, and EU taxpayers 
pay for the reconstruction after every Israeli 
attack. Blu did a great piece called Gaza Strip, 
which shows this absurd relationship.

Do we live in an age where empathy has 
been drained by a relentless assault of 
heart rending imagery

I hope not. Pictures are probably the most 
efficient means of convincing people 
fundamentally that something is wrong and 
needs to be addressed. They can immediately 
transport us into a vicarious position that taps 
into our common humanity. Couple those 
images with information and knowledge and 
we’ll make progress.

Is art seen as a valid life choice for young 
Palestinians as an expression of resistance 
over and above the culture of militarism

As mentioned, there’s relatively little armed 
resistance in Palestinian communities. Most 
people are too busy trying to survive, to make 
ends meet. Like us, Palestinians go to school 
and train to get skills. Art is one of them 
and naturally the conflict features largely 
in much of what is created, as well as trying 
to cling to and maintain one’s heritage and 
cultural identity in the face of a system that 
dispossesses and dehumanises them.
Many centres also focus on using art as a 
form of therapy, to help children and families 
deal with the mental, emotional and physical 
repercussions of Israeli actions: having their 
homes demolished, losing family members 
or being maimed in Israeli attacks, watching 
their land being violently stolen from them, 
and facing daily humiliation and harassment 

at Israeli checkpoints as they try to get to 
school, medical centres, work, churches and 
mosques, etc. These are additional means of 
destroying the fabric of a viable life – without 
therapy, the consequences of all of this can be 
very destructive to family relationships and 
communities.

If art has such power, why do the Israelis 
not systematically buff the wall?

They have buffed parts of it. There’s a section 
in Bethlehem near the Intercontinental 
hotel that they buffed a few months after I’d 
taken photos there, to perhaps try to hide 
the messages that would be seen by the 
wealthy tourists who stay there. But as quickly 
as it’s obliterated, new material goes up. 
Another section in East Jerusalem, visible to 
Israelis, was buffed too. Again, more went 
up immediately. I guess it’s a consequence, 
ironically, that the Israeli’s didn’t anticipate.
Again, the artwork won’t cause Israel’s 
occupation to collapse in itself. But it is part 
of the growing actions by civil society that 
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are undermining Israel’s narrative, authority 
and control daily. These actions, like breaking 
the siege on Gaza, or Westerners joining 
the weekly anti-wall protests in Palestinian 
villages like Ni’lin and Bi’lin, or you or me 
boycotting Israeli peppers, avocados, herbs 
and grapefruit in supermarkets, and voicing 
that to society and our governments – these, 
together, are slowly but visibly changing the 
tide of the struggle. We need to maintain and 
develop this momentum.

Are well meaning westerners painting 
the wall oblivious to a certain degree of 
cultural imperialism they themselves 
unknowingly participate in?

In ways. Banksy did a rat with a catapult near 
a sentry tower, and a donkey being checked 
for its permit by an Israeli soldier in another 
location. These two images in particular 
upset some local people who were offended 
by the comparisons to rats and donkeys. 
Some locals oppose anyone ‘beautifying’ 
the wall and would prefer that it were left in 
its naked, oppressive state as a reflection of 
Israel’s brutality. Some object to Westerners 
flying in briefly without understanding the 
reality on the ground, and getting headlines 
and some fame for their work, then flying off 
again to their freedom. ‘Waleed the Beast’ is 
apparently a local guy who feels this and has 
walked around the entire wall with a paint 
brush and cans of blue paint, ceremoniously 
painting this light blue line over everything 
in his way! I spoke to someone out there last 
week who said some people object to it, many 
don’t mind. The artists that I’ve spoken to, 
like Swoon, Antony Micallef, Ron English and 
others, were profoundly affected by their time 
there, what they witnessed and the people 
they met, and also by hearing local reactions 
to the project they thought was doing some 
good and would be unanimously supported 
by the locals. It would be interesting to see 
how they’d do things differently if they went 
back out again.

How does the homegrown graffiti differ 
from visiting artists work?

It’s a lot more politically direct in many 
instances. There are messages about 
Palestinians’ right to return to the homes and 
communities they were dispossessed of in 
1948 (called ‘the Nakba’ or ‘catastrophe’) 
when the State of Israel was violently created 
and forced upon them by Zionist militias 
and Western powers, and the second Nakba 
in 1967, and images of keys and key holes 
signifying this. There’s the political cartoon 
character of a boy named Hanthala, by 
the cartoonist, Naji al Ali, all over the wall. 
There’s plenty of graffiti about Palestinian 
politicians. Some locals have turned the wall 
into a commercial billboard to advertise 
services. Some of the graffiti combines images 
with poetry, and lots of imagery related to 
Jerusalem, the spiritual and cultural capital of 
Palestine.

By and large, how do young Israeli soldiers 
respond to the art?
I don’t know, I didn’t ask any this in my time 
there. I’m out again in a week, I’ll ask then!
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Are situations like this precisely where 
art should be stepping up and reshaping 
public consciousness?

I’m more a photojournalist, so I’d hate to 
speak out of place. Peter Kennard wrote 
a great article in the New Statesman (‘Art 
attack’ – www.newstatesman.com/arts-and-
culture/2008/01/art-work-banksy-palestinian) 
in early 2008 after he participated in the 
Santa’s Ghetto project in Bethlehem with 
Banksy and co. He touches on this point very 
nicely.

Is writing on walls an apt metaphor for 
frustration and claustrophobia

Frustration and for a cathartic release, I think. 
In one neighbourhood of Bethlehem, there’s 
what would otherwise be a lovely big home 
owned by the Anastas family, except it’s 
surrounded on three sides by the wall, which 
is just metres away from the house, windows 
and balconies, so it’s in your face every time 
they look outside or go outside. The mum 
and kids have painted and written on it their 
messages and pictures. It’s therapeutic in 
some way, I guess, and they’ve coloured it in 
bright, cheerful colours. The wall and sentry 
tower down the round mean that they have 
become physically and socially isolated from 
family and school friends, who are afraid to 

visit now. It’s completely destroyed their lives 
and futures, and their lovely home’s value has 
plummeted, of course.
In a cut-off neighbourhood of East Jerusalem 
called al Judeira, kids painted images of 
ladders on the wall to express a yearning to 
be free. They wrote beside it: ‘I want to be free, 
I’m not a rat’.

How much does writing on the wall strike a 
blow for identity?

I guess this is why so much of the (limited) 
Palestinian work that I had translated for me 
focuses on core issues relating to Palestinian 
identity, of preserving that heritage and the 
rights owed to them. I mean three generations 
of Palestinians live in squalid refugee camps 
around the West Bank, many now further 
‘ghettoized’ by the wall. Collectively, what 
does this do to identity? The old tell the young 
stories about their former communities and 
homes and heritage in places now ‘owned’ 
and lived in by Israeli Jews. It’s in their 
memory and their imaginations. They’ve 
conveyed these memories via pictures and 
symbols onto the wall. Individually, I imagine 
it must be magnified, a microcosm of that 
vacuum, if you like. I’m not aware of how much 
of the graffiti is of individual Palestinians 
trying to express their own individual identity.





Would Kafka have a field day in Palestine?

Much of the system created by Israel and 
imposed on Palestinians trapped behind the 
wall is truly Kafkaesque. More a nightmare 
than a field day. It would be rich material for 
his fiction. It’s funny that Israel has recently 
been fighting a legal campaign to have 
Kafka’s writings moved to Israel, given that 
he was Jewish and pro-Zionist. I’d like to think 
that if he could see the reality that Israel is 
today, he’d be one of the many Jewish people 
worldwide who say to Israel ‘not in my name’.

From your personal experience – do you 
see any hope for a solution?

The growing boycott, divestment and 
sanctions (BDS) called for by Palestinian 
civil society, which is slowly but surely being 
adopted by civil society around the world, is 
having some impact and will hopefully echo 
how South African apartheid was defeated. 
The BDS movement is achieving more 
palpable results in the few years it’s been 
going than decades of political wrangling 
ever did. Bands, artists, academics, unions, 
pension funds etc are starting to back the BDS 
call. These voices and actions are important in 
influencing public opinion and understanding.

If and when there is nothing left to resist, 
how difficult do you believe it will be for 
people to redefine their identity?

As mentioned earlier, it’s latent, it’s alive in 
their hearts and imaginations. Realising that 
collectively and individually will doubtlessly 
be full of beauty, fulfilment, triumph – and 
hardship too as so many displaced people 
‘return’ to this place after decades of living 
elsewhere, and which now has to be shared 
pragmatically. But they’ve proven their 
resilience in surviving against such odds. I’m 
sure they will be just as determined in this 
pursuit too.

William’s book, Against the Wall - 
The Art of Resistance in Palestine is 

out now

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Against-
Wall-Art-Resistance-Palestine/

dp/0745329179









Andy C

Slamming deep into the LSD mix rides 
the one, the only, Executioner, Mr Andy 
C. From his early years carving old skool 
hardcore classics out of a tape machine and 
an electric current of lifelong inspiration, 
Andy has systematically revolutionised 
drum n bass again and again, keeping it 
rushing forward on the front foot, tearing 
down the barriers in its path and hurling its 
pulsating energy at ever wider audiences. 
RAM Records, the label that he started with 
his old family friend Ant Miles has grown 
into an institutional powerhouse of next 
level creativity, rampaging basslines and 
an artist roster that virtually defines drum 
n bass itself, shaping the movement and 
guaranteeing its permanancy in the hearts 
of millions. RAM is now an unstoppable 
phenommenon with any hints of ego so often 
thrown up by such success dissolving in the 
face of a profoundly strong ethos, a blazing 
passion for the music and a supreme drive 
to keep the tunes fat and flowing and the 
dancefloors pumping.
Consistently voted best drum n bass DJ 
and winner of just about every award under 
the sun, in an age where style so often 
compensates for substance once the lasers 
fly, his gloriously innocent love for mixing 
shines brilliantly through and on speaking 
to him, his sheer fervour for getting on the 
decks ripping a subbass sized hole through 
the walls, and launching an epic synthesis of 
barnstorming mixes radiates out from every 
pore. Leaping about across 3 decks catching 
sublime drops on the fly as the heaving 
beats ricochet, the searing synths career 
through the mix and the basslines throb and 
drip with the controlled filth of pure sorcery, 

his sets are legendary for their insights 
into the artform of mixing itself as well 
as crescendoing any crowd into a gravity 
defying ecstasy.
Totally down to earth and an absolutely 
blinding geezer, with fame and success 
simply another tool in the box to push new 
artists, new music and keep drum n bass 
ablaze, we were particularly struck by his 
heartwarming, inspirational love for what 
he does and his relaxed, up front honesty. It 
was a real pleasure to catch up with him and 
we’re going to shut up now and turn you over 
to the Executioner himself....  



How did you first hit the scene, start 
getting on a set of decks and thinking about 
production

To be honest, the production came before 
the DJing. When I was still a pretty young 
lad, a family friend of ours, Ant Miles had a 
setup and I would go round his house after 
school to try my hand, and with his support 
and encouragement, I began learning how to 
make music. As I was starting to really get the 
hang of it, by complete chance, I met Red One 
at a work experience placement who aside 
from holding down a job, was also putting 
on raves in London. He invited us down to 
this party called Imagination in Bishopsgate, 
and on the first night we piled up there, I just 
found myself gravitating towards the decks. 
There was this DJ called Just Jones playing 
and watching him, seeing how the tunes 
dropped and the relationship with the crowd 
as they reacted to his mixing was my first 
real interaction and my first real glimmer of 
understanding of the possibilities of DJing and 
I knew from that point onwards what I wanted 
to be doing with my life.

Your first release, the Sour Mash EP was 
bursting with instant classics. Did you 

have any idea of just how successful it was 
going to be and just how quickly you’d be 
breaking the scene.

Well the first release was actually Desired 
State – an old hardcore record, though Sour 
Mash was the first EP that went out on RAM, 
and as far as how it went down, unexpected 
doesn’t even begin to cover it! That EP took 
me forever to write, not least because it was 
all done on old equipment that you had to 
record down to a sixteen track tape machine, 
and the whole process was just so long 
winded. I guess that the integration from 
that record summed up what I was feeling 
at the end of my school days – I mean I was 
15 or 16 when I was writing it and all the 
samples were from old TDK 90 tapes that I’d 
recorded off the original pirates like Sunrise 
and Centreforce, so they all sound gritty and 
seriously low quality, especially to today’s 
ear, but as the first RAM release, it really did 
set the ball rolling and absolutely bolstered 
my dedication and my confidence to pursue 
what was both a hobby and a career at the 
time. That was the thing, it wasn’t that serious 
when those tunes came out, but the success 
of the EP galvanised me into moving out of 
the hobby zone and into the realisation that I 
really could make music my life. 



So you’re still really young, but how aware 
were you of being swept up in something 
far bigger than just the music

Luckily, I had an older sister who had been 
going out for quite a while already, and she 
had been to all the original raves at the end of 
the 80’s – Sunrise, Fantazia – the real genesis 
of the rave scene that had been springing 
up in the UK. I began grasping the extent of 
the movement through her, and apart from 
turning me onto pirate radio, she took me to 
my first rave – an illegal party in Essex when 
I was 13 – bit naughty really, but it was an all 
nighter and I’m stood there in the thick of it 
all with my sister and my mate just having 
my mind blown. It was without a shadow of a 
doubt, the most amazing night out ever, and 
that was it for me – all I wanted was to get 
carried away by it all. The record shops were 

also a major focus of the scene back then, 
the epicentre of the community, and they’re 
sorely missed today in my mind. We’d all meet 
up at Boogie Times in Romford at weekends, 
and I’d be shooting down there after school, 
waiting on the latest white label to come in, 
while people flooded in and out buying their 
rave tickets, grabbing up flyers, buying t shirts 
and record bags – you name it. There were 
literally hundreds of people through the doors 
at the weekend, and when that is happening 
around you and there is that atmosphere of 
pure excitement, it does give you that spine 
tingling feeling of something major dropping, 
a real sense of an underground. And then 
when midnight hits and you’re out at a rave 
surrounded by thousands upon thousands of 
people, not only are you spectacularly aware 
of something epic going down, but you’re 
there and part of it.



Did you feel that social barriers were being 
broken down

Social barriers have always been broken 
down by music and our scene was definitely 
a massive catalyst for tearing down our 
generation’s social and cultural differences 
and building a wider unity. On a personal 
level, I’ve met, and become friends with 
so many people that ordinarily I probably 
wouldn’t have just by having that common 
ground of music of raving and of a shared 
ethos , so without a doubt – they truly were.

You mentioned pirate radio a couple of 
times – how critical was that platform for 
your own development and that of a wider 
culture

Well Red One, apart from putting on parties 
and working, also used to play on a pirate 
station called Cyndicate FM – bit a of a multi 
talented man he is! I rang him up the Monday 
after the Imagination party in Bishopsgate 
saying ‘I have got to get a pair of decks, where 
do I go, which ones do I get, you got to help 

me out here mate.’ Then once I’d got my hands 
on a set and I’d made some proper inroads 
into learning how to mix, he suggested I came 
up to the radio station and try a spin on the 
air. It was a total rush from the start being 
up tower blocks and hanging transmitters 
from god knows where, and I suppose that 
at the start, they treated me as a bit of a 
dogsbody. I got a slot sure enough, but it was 
the midnight to 6 am shift at the weekends 
when basically everyone – our crew and the 
listeners alike were out having a good time. I 
was the one who kept the show going through 
the graveyard shift, but it taught me an awful 
lot about interacting with people who’d ring 
up the phoneline, people’s tastes and just 
mixing for hours on end. I always did and 
still do mix for hours and hours on my own, 
and instead of doing it at home to me myself 
and I, I’d be doing it for a few people locked 
onto the station. It was a great vibe – little bit 
outlaw, little bit wrong, but you’re the outlet 
for all the new music coming out and another 
key component in the community alongside 
the record shops and obviously the parties 
themselves. You have to remember that none 
of our music was getting commercial airtime 
– nothing even remotely like it is today, there 
were no internet stations,  and so pirate radio 
was the information network for everything 
from the music to upcoming gigs, to new 
artists breaking through and it was at the core 
of everything.



Going back to the production – Valley of the 
Shadows – epic track (31 seconds – Long 
Dark Tunnel for any readers who don’t 
know the name). That was at the forefront 
of things turning darker. Why do you think 
things went in that direction.

A lot of people do say that. I’ve never viewed 
it as a dark track in the slightest. It certainly 
wasn’t in our minds when we were in the 
studio. When Ant and I sat down to make it, 
it was about capturing a vibe that we were 
feeling at the time. It’s a weird one this 
idea of labelling something and giving it 
connotations that aren’t necessarily there. 
Something gets ‘dark’ slapped on it if it’s got 
an eerie string or a dirty sound in it, but just 
because it’s the opposite of uplifting piano 
chords doesn’t automatically make it dark. But 
music cuts across the entire range of senses 
and emotions, and since the dawn of time, 
people have liked something a bit minor, a bit 
haunting and essentially, a little bit thoughtful. 
Valley of the Shadows was something that 
happened very naturally for us in the studio 
– there certainly was no kind of strategic 
intent to take it in a specific direction let alone 
‘darkside’ and it actually started out life as a B 
side. The dark movement is just a feeling – no 
more no less – and that’s music for you.

On the flipside of that incoming strain 
of deeper, moodier sounds, the bpm 
speeds seemed to rocket upwards in an 
extraordinarily short space of time. Why 
do you think that happened and why did it 
happen so fast

Yeah it did happen really quickly didn’t it. I 
remember there being a period around the 
time that I had a residency at Telepathy when 
the speeds shifted up by about 10 or 20 bpm 
inside about a year. I suppose my theory on 
it is that whenever you play out, you always 
play the tunes faster than the speed they were 
made at – that’s just a natural element. You ask 
any DJ, and almost without fail, the pitch on the 
turntable is at +3 or +5 – it’s just one of those 
things. So as a producer, you’re looking at that 
and thinking ‘well I’ll just make the tune fast 
from the off’. So then the actual production 
speed is rising, it’s a wicked tune and then the 
DJ pitches it up even more , and then once the 
reggae elements began to emerge and the 
fact that you could double up the time on a 
reggae track to fit something twice the speed 
beautifully on top of the original 80 bpm or 
whatever, then that pushed speeds up even 
further. But it wasn’t an organised  change 
in any sense and there was a lot of disparity 
between tempos, and there were periods 
when tunes ranged between 145 right up to 



170 which made it bloody hard work playing 
a set I can tell you with only a 16% range on 
the Technics pitch control. But it just settled 
into its own niche, and I think that the more 
jungle evolved into its own style and then into 
drum n bass and more and more tunes were 
coming out in that genre, it slowly separated 
itself from the rest of dance music and became 
the 160 / 170 bpm pace that it has today. Back 
then though, the scene was still discovering 
exactly what it wanted itself to be and there 
was that split between the hardcore, the 
breakcore, the sort of Shut Up and Dance 
breakbeat orientated stuff , the Tronic house 
stuff and the techno stuff. There were all sorts 
of styles and genres that people were playing 
out within the parameters of one set, and once 
they separated, that was when the music found 
its own tempo and resolved itself into its own 
groove.

That split between genres that as you said 
were once all played under the same roof 
and often in the same set – was it just a 
natural evolution of more and more music 
coming out in specific stylistic areas

Totally. There was more than enough music 
coming out by then to warrant each of those 
styles getting their own night, and on the 
other side of that, tastes really did diverge 
dramatically. It happened quite quickly, but as 
soon as it did, for years afterwards, it became 
a situation where you were strictly into one 
style of music – that was it for you and you 
really didn’t want to be hearing anything 
outside that...you were into that and it became 
your life. The nights became heavily genre 
specific and I think that yes, the volumes of 
music coming out did lay the framework for 
that, but equally, they were all so new and 
exciting, and there was such an avalanche of 
new tunes and new DJ’s that it was very natural 
to plunge headfirst into the style, the sound 
and the culture that you most connected with. 
It’s funny because now, in the last 18 months, 
it’s pretty much come full circle and I’m 
finding myself playing at a hell of a lot of multi 
genre nights now which is fantastic. It’s come 
back to where I started where you’re the only 
DJ playing drum n bass and the crowd are into 
a bit of everything as long as it’s done well.



Why did you keep clear of a lot of the 
reggae based stuff in the music you were 
making

I was playing a hell of a lot of those kinds of 
tunes in my DJ sets – if it’s good, it’s in the bag, 
and I suppose that as far as the production 
was concerned, it came down to two things. 
On the one hand, there were people out there 
doing it a hell of a lot better, and far more 
authentically than I would be able to – they 

had the vocalists, they had deep roots in the 
dub reggae world and that was their natural 
musical expression. As the label developed, 
we followed our own path, our own sound 
that we were really feeling, and rather than 
try and push ourselves to produce music that 
wasn’t really us, we honed our own vibe and 
ultimately, the idea of music apart from staying 
true and staying original is to bring your side 
of the musical story to the wider scene. My 
sound evolved from all the elements I grew 
up listening to, and as you get better on the 
technical side of things, you know how to let 
those underlying influences mature and then 
lay your own twist on it.

How did RAM evolve through the 90’s

The journey that it took from the Sour Mash 
EP being the first release – almost by accident 
to where we were at the end of the 90’s was 
just incredible. First myself and Ant as Origin 
Unknown, then Shimon coming on board, 
doing a few initial tracks together before 
forming the Ram Trilogy and then there was 
Moving Fusion, and by the end of the 90’s, 
we’d had a few albums out, the drum n bass 
scene had really exploded and we seemed 
to have hit an astonishing purple patch. They 
were very exciting times, and to be able to 
go into the studio with your mates, and in the 
midst of having immense fun, somehow be 
able to come up with these huge tunes was 
just magical. Every time I left the studio with a 
DAT, I would be madly excited to go play it out 



and there was a confidence in what we were 
doing that kind of kept feeding back into itself 
and pushing things further and that truly is a 
beautiful feeling, and worlds apart from where 
we were at the start of the decade. We were on 
a massive roll, pumping out tunes that we were 
confident people were going to like, we’d had 
a top 40 track with Body Rock we had The 
Speed Of Sound, Sound of Motion and Molten 
Beats albums, we had a residency at The End – 
and everything had gone crazy!

You’re renowned for being constantly in the 
mix – something that fewer and fewer DJ’s 
seem to be doing these days. What is the 
essence of mixing for you

My vibe with the mixing is to keep the crowd 
on their toes, keep tunes rolling on the go 
and stay systematically in the mix. Above all, 
I want to enjoy myself and I want the crowd 
to enjoy themselves and to keep busy and 
keep moving with the flow. There’s so many 
opportunities within a tune to play another 
part of a record in with it – throw surprise 
combinations in, keep people guessing 

and keep the dancefloor in a constant state 
of euphoria. At the moment, I’m playing 
on 3 decks, and I tell ya – it’s like a fucking 
conveyor belt. There’s always two tunes in the 
mix, and there’s always another one coming 
round the corner. It’s a style that I’ve grown 
into naturally – what feels super unnatural 
is just leaving a tune playing and not have 
something going on...bottom line – I just 
love mixing. At the end of the day, whether 
I’m mixing in a club or at home, I’m having a 
wicked time – I know it may sound a bit geeky 
– but I absolutely, fundamentally love mixing 
tunes together. It’s such a great buzz when you 
catch it right and the basslines are talking to 
one another, the tunes drop at the same time, 
the inflections and the vocals are bouncing off 
one another and you’re creating something 
fresh and fascinating locked in that moment. 
If I’m honest, a lot of it actually gets lost when 
you’re playing out – the crowd’s going nuts – 
the sound system is pumping out bass and a 
fair few of the nuances never make it through, 
but in the monitors, I know what’s going on 
and it keeps me vibing.



What have you got going on the third deck 
– acapellas, something a bit more stripped 
back or is it a straight up tune

It’s always full blown tunes. It’s difficult 
because having 3 tunes on the go 
simultaneously is not exactly conducive to a 
quality, clean mix – so you really do have to 
pick your moments to open the throttle on 
all 3 decks. But the thing is, having 3 tunes 
all going mental isn’t necessarily the point 
of playing on 3 decks, it’s about having the 
next one cued up and ready to fly and nailing 
your cue points. Arrangementwise, drum n 
bass is formulated very differently to other 
music. If you take house music or techno – a 
lot of the 4/4 based stuff, tunes can last 9 or 10 
minutes so you’ve got a hell of a lot of time to 
catch cue points and evolve the feeling of the 
tracks, whereas Dn B tunes are much shorter 
and much more to the point with various drops 
and breaks cut through them so it’s all about 
being ready to catch them and keeping the 
momentum going. It’s like a tempo in itself – 
the tune has a tempo, but I try and keep an 
overall tempo going in the mix so you’re not 
left hanging too long. Now don’t get me wrong, 
some tunes deserve the space to be able to 
breathe and you shouldn’t be mixing it up just 

for the sake of it, but if there’s an opening to 
create a little flourish of interest, that’s what 
the third deck is there for.

Now this phenomenon of one hour sets 
that basically forces you to chuck the 
kitchen sink at the crowd rather than 
carve a groove – is that ultimately counter 
productive

Massively so. It’s unique to our scene because 
if I go out to other nights or look at other 
lineups, there’s maybe 3 DJ’s for the whole 
night, and what’s wrong with that? How can 
a DJ only entertain people for an hour. Think 
about it. Even if you’re mixing really fast, an 
hour is only 20 tunes – 25 at best and let’s face 
it – 10 or 12 if you’re not bang on it. There’s 
too much music for that and it really does 
frustrate me. I wanted to play longer sets not 
because I wanted to be on the decks for as 
long as possible but because there’s too much 
great music in my bag not to play longer. I’m 
running about getting dubplates cut, sorting 
out special one off dubs, spending a fortune 
on the music and mixing for hours at home, 
so I then find it really difficult to try and cram 
all of that into an hour. I’m actually at my 



least comfortable playing for an hour, as you 
do tend to try and throw everything you’ve 
got all at once at it and forget the nuances 
and the ebb and flow that make sets special 
and makes them stick in people’s minds. I 
think the promoters obviously push it as it 
looks great to have a stack of big names on a 
flyer and gets people buzzing – everybody’s 
playing down there – this is going to be huge 
sort of thing, and then you have the back to 
back sets and the back to back playing back 
to back and before you know it, you’ve got 20 
DJ’s playing 3 tunes each – and there just isn’t 
room for somebody to express themselves.

Speaking of expression, what kind of 
creative options does a residency open up 
that one off gigs don’t.

Residencies are brilliant, and I while I haven’t 
done a weekly residency since Telepathy, I do 
know from that experience that playing the 
same crowd every week does give you license 
to try things you might never otherwise try. 
The crowd knows you and they’ll go with you, 
so you can really get expressive. I used to go 
down to AWOL at the Paradise Club in the mid 
90’s and it was always a mind blowing night 
out. There were 5 DJ’s, Randall, Mickey Finn, 
Kenny Ken, Darren Jay and Dr S Gachet and 
it was hosted by GQ all night. So you had 1 
MC and 5 DJ’s playing 2 hours each, week in, 
week out and every time you used to hear the 
guys draw out a different set. Which is very 
hard – a different set for 2 hours every single 
week. But because you’re a regular and you’re 
basically friends with them they can go places 
and twist things that they wouldn’t try and may 
not get away with at a big rave where you’ve 
got a pressure window to make your mark. 
That’s the beauty of the residency – so many 
new tunes, new styles and new techniques can 
get broken and you just go with them and it 
becomes you and your crew – you and your 
mates having a laugh. And I love that. I’ll go 
places and play venues where I recognise 
people from other parties I’ve played at or the 



last time I was there, and I’ll focus in on them, 
because if they’re dancing and they know 
you, so they know when you’re on your game, 
hopefully it will become infectious and spread 
and they can help generate an atmosphere. 
But as I say, it’s been a while for me, partly 
because there simply aren’t many around 
these days – not in D n B anyway.

Do you get moments in the mix when 
you’ve stopped planning, stopped thinking 
and the subconscious takes over

They’re the best sets. Without a doubt. I mean 
you don’t really plan a set, but you know mixes 
and you know your tunes and you want to play 
certain things over the course of it, but by 
far and away the best ones are when it’s just 
autopilot and it is subconscious and it is just 
happening within you and around you. When 
the setup’s right – the monitors, the mixers 
and the decks are all calibrated perfectly, 
there can come a moment when the records 

are jumping out of the box at you, yelling 
play me next and you’re not even thinking 
about how the mix is going to roll and that is 
what it’s all about – pure excitement. And that 
becomes infectious, the crowd perceive it and 
they feel it, becomes in those moments I’m 
buzzing my nuts off and that totally projects. 
It’s those moments, when it’s on, it’s writing 
itself and it’s just flowing through you that are 
the best moments as a DJ. You don’t know why 
it’s happening, you don’t know why you picked 
that tune and you’ve got no idea why you just 
tried that in the mix, but fuck it’s working 
and you never want it to end. I had one just 
recently in Milan where I was playing and the 
crowd were intense beyond belief and vibing 
me right up, and they were going so nuts that 
I just wanted to push it further, make them go 
even crazier. So I’m whipping the maddest 
stuff out left and right – ultra quick mixes, 
trying this, trying that and as they cottoned 
onto it, it became this give and take – this 
organic energy bouncing between us that was 
just so beautiful to see and to be a part of.



Speaking of feedback loops, obviously 
drum n bass is the main dance music 
genre that MC’s play a massive role in. Do 
you have a sixth sense understanding with 
say GQ – when to drop when to crescendo 
etc

Oh absolutely. We’ve been working together 
for a good ten years now so we know each 
other very, very well and you have to have 
that kind of connection. It’s natural. He knows 
when I’m going to take it deep, or if he feels 
it’s sinking, he’ll pick up the pace and I 
know where his flow’s headed to hammer 
something into the mix as he peaks. It’s a 
great partnership to work with someone who 
knows when you’re going to break it down, 
when you’re going to drop tunes and you do 
develop that understanding and we love it like 
that.

Now big question for you.....Is vinyl 
doomed

Well it’s not really a big question – more of 
an obvious finality isn’t it. Technics have just 
announced that they’re ceasing production 
which is a major nail in the coffin, and when I 
go out to play clubs and I’m playing vinyl on 
Technics, the sound engineers look at me as if 
I’m some sort of madman. They’re looking at 
me as if I’m completely off my head lugging 
about a big bag of records, while people are 
slipping out their CD cases from inside their 
jacket. It’s an old technology and the original 
medium and I do think that while a lot of the 
crowd may not know the difference, the ones 



who do know what’s going down prefer to 
see someone playing vinyl. For me, I just love 
the physical aspect of it, even though I do 
get very, very frustrated when the needles 
skip. And because a lot of the new generation 
of club engineers have so little experience 
with vinyl, they sort of proudly announce that 
they’ve bought new needles and headshells, 
while putting the decks on a shitty wooden 
table on wobbly legs so that even breathing 
on them is going to send them skipping all 
over the gaff. It’s quite a heavily involved 
process to get it right, and as that knowledge 
fades, you do sometimes lose the will with 
it. But when it’s all on, it’s proper, and I do 
believe that there’s a good strong base of 
vinyl lovers out there that buy the music, and 
we’re going to carry on producing vinyl right 
up until the final reckoning. We actually press 
outside the UK now as there’s basically no-
one left doing it here, so it is getting harder 
and harder, but we’ll be there till the last. And 
digital formats have come on massively in the 

last few years and most people are selling the 
majority of their tunes on MP3 – which on the 
one hand is crazy, but then again, it is 2011. 
What you gonna do?

Can you see any scope for a straight 4 /4 
beat coming into drum n bass – maybe the 
odd tune in the mix laying down a straight 
four to the floor under a classic d n b tune?

Is this a style you’re developing? I think there’s 
a few issues. First off, a straight 4/4 at 170 bpm 
does sound awfully fast and it’s potentially 
straying into happy hardcore territory. A lot 
of tunes are made with a 4/4 already in them 
as the drum roll, and while I would potentially 
consider it in the mix, if you did layer it up, the 
problem then becomes that the crowd would 
probably think that it’s just a very long drum 
roll and on the other side, you would at some 
point have to drop down to that tune, and if it 
was stripped back enough to work under a d n 



b tune going ballistic over the top, there would 
be a very noticeable cut. That’s the thing – it 
would either seem like a constant build or 
else when you came out of the mix into it for 
people to realise that it is actually a tune in 
its own right, there is a real probability of the 
atmosphere deflating a bit.

What other labels do you run besides RAM, 
and what is the conceptual difference.

We run Frequency apart from RAM, and it is 
basically a starting point for new artists that 
we might be looking to sign or develop, and 
a lot of our current artists at RAM started out 
on Frequency – Sub Focus being a prime 
example and Lomax being another. It’s a way 
for us to introduce new artists into the camp, 
because the thing is, if you see potential in 
somebody and ask them to make a tune for 
RAM, because of the way things are these days 
and the weight of the RAM name, it almost 
turns into a mental barrier. There’s that extra 
bit of pressure that they put on themselves, 
and for some reason, people are convinced 
that if they are making a tune for RAM, it has 
to be an absolute dancefloor smasher, which 
in reality isn’t the case. And that’s the thing, 
psychologically, you’re taking some of that 

perceived intensity away and encouraging 
them at the same time by releasing their 
music and allowing them to develop 
confidence and hit their own groove. And you 
can’t have artists toiling away for months and 
years on end without ever seeing a reward in 
the form of a release or payment for all that 
hard work, so Frequency has been a really 
valuable testing ground and a great outlet for 
us. And as I say, almost all our current artists at 
RAM had their first release on Frequency, so 
that’s how the two of them run together.

Now, not being funny, but you blatantly 
have superstar status these days.  How do 
you use that to its most positive effect

Hehehehe. Well I don’t use my influence 
consciously to make things happen. I guess 
that what my being known in music enables 
me to do is to take new artists and new tunes 
and maybe make people take notice of them 
quicker than they might do otherwise. If you 
take the new album, Nightlife 5 for example, 
a good 50% of the tunes on there are RAM 
records made by new signings that no-one 
had really ever heard of, and now, because of 
that mix CD, people are hooking up with them, 
getting turned onto them musically, and 



we’re getting requests for their music beyond 
belief. I spoke to one of the artists yesterday 
who hasn’t had a record out on RAM yet – 
he’s a brand new signing, but we featured 
him on Nightlife 5, and out of that, he’s got 14 
bookings. I hope that did help in some way, 
and that’s what we try and do for the artists – 
bring them through, because if the scene just 
stayed stagnant with the same pool of artists, 

we’d all be bored witless, so with someone 
like that, getting 14 bookings off the back of 
being featured on Nightlife 5, he’s now happy 
and inspired and we can look forward to an 
awful lot of good music from him in the future.

On the Nightlife tip, was it originally 
conceived as a series, or as a means of 
breaking unreleased music – how did it all 
come together

Well Scott Red One suggested it because I 
was making a lot of mix CD’s for other people 
and getting loads of requests, and there does 
come a time for every label when you just 
want to try something a little bit different. We’d 
done compilation albums for various label 
artists, we were selling about 30,000 copies on 
an average 12 inch, the night was going really 
well and it was just about taking a tangent and 
seeing where it led. We learned how to license 
tracks, all the promo behind it and it was 
adding another string to RAM’s bow. It turned 
into a series unwittingly – I mean the original 
wasn’t called Nightlife 1, it was just Nightlife 
and I’ve always tried to make it as new and 
as current as possible. A lot of compilations 
that you see are ‘Best of’s’, that take all the 
big bangers from the last year, mix em up 



together and put it out, which is all well and 
good, but we take the opposite view – what do 
we think are going to be the big tunes in the 
next few months. It’s very hard to capture a 
club set on a CD, and a lot of people do listen 
to the mix CD’s and think ‘that’s nothing like 
he sounds out’, but especially with Nightlife 
5, I did try to capture the feel of a live set as 
much as possible and we spread it out over 2 
CD’s partly because there was just so much 
music to showcase, and partly because I like 
playing longer sets!

It’s funny that you mention that – do you 
sort of involuntarily mix differently in the 
studio with the record button on

Yeah. I hate mixing with the record button on. 
It’s so much more free and fulfilling to be out 
in front of a crowd and buzzing off the energy 
than to be at home trying to make everything 
perfect. It’s different. You’re a little bit more 
inhibited, and the funny thing is, that when 
you’re mixing at home without record pressed, 
you’re away, but for some reason, as soon as 
that red light starts flashing – that red light 

of doom – that you just know is there ...... put 
it this way, doing this last mix CD definitely 
drove me up the wall, because it was all done 
on a set of decks – no auto syncs or software 
to tie the tunes together seamlessly and 
effortlessly and it does send you a little bit 
doolally, but I tried not be inhibited and tried 
to get across a vibe, but you know there will 
inevitably be differences.

So glad it’s not just the rest of us..... So how 
important was it for you to keep your roots 
in Hornchurch and keep a grounded family 
spirit within RAM instead of getting swept 
up in the whole London thing

It’s where we come from. Our artist roster 
obviously now spreads all over the country, 
but we live in Hornchurch, we have the main 
studio here, we have offices where people 
come into work and it is who we are. We didn’t 
get caught up in that whole London vibe when 
it was all exploding or rush out to score some 
high rent offices on the logic that it was the 
epicentre, because the world’s a small place. 
You need your base wherever you want to be, 



wherever you feel comfortable and at home, 
and if you got internet and email – you got all 
you need.

How strong is the drum n bass scene as you 
look over it today

Well I’ll put it in these terms. I have played 
dozens of gigs in the last couple of months, 
and just last night at the Rex Club in Paris they 
were sold out and turning people away, which 
they haven’t had for a long time. Madrid and 
Milan last week packed solid, 10,000 people 
the Saturday before – it’s massive. It is a scene, 
it is part of cultures around the world, it’s not a 
fad, it’s solid and entrenched in music, and for 
that reason it’s incredibly strong and it always 
will be. Musics come and go, fads come and 
go but drum n bass remains constant. It’s 
tempo is unique, it’s energy on the dancefloor 
is unique, there’s a lot of fresh talent coming 
through and in my mind, just on what I’ve seen 
in the last 8 weeks – it couldn’t be better.

What does 2011 hold for you

More studio work hopefully. I was driving 
back from Paris last night thinking to myself I 
have got to get in the studio more. I’ve had one 

built at home recently and I’m just buzzing 
and vibing to get in there. I’m also going to 
be touring a lot more with the show in the UK 
and across Europe and I’ve already got a load 
of festival dates for the summer, and er....I’m 
also going to try and take a couple of holidays 
because I haven’t had one of those for a while 
and my Mrs is looking at me thinking ‘yeah all 
good Andy, but I quite fancy a holiday now’ 
and we’ve got a couple of kids, so it’d be great 
to all go away somewhere. 
On the label front we’ve got a lot, LOT of stuff 
in the pipeline and it really is going to be an 
incredible year for RAM. There’s three albums 
coming out, a load of new single releases, 
new material from Sub Focus, we’ve got 
the Loadstar album, Chase and Status 12’s, 
Culture Shock, Hamilton, DC Breaks, Delta 
Heavy, Mind Vortex, Wilkinson – it’s just crazy 
and I think that we may be moving to slightly 
larger premises – still in the area I’ll add! 
We’re going to be out there pushing as hard 
as possible, and it is going to be one hell of a 
busy year. 
 

www.myspace.com/andyramrec

www.facebook.com/pages/ANDY-
C/22269741892
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The Lost Word
THE RISE AND FALL OF THE ORAL TRADITION

We are delighted here at LSD to welcome 
the Spanish writer Jesus Greus to our pages. 
Author of a series of sumptuously lyrical 
historical novels, his penetrating insights 
and rich imagery have lavishly recreated 
the lost cultural crossroads of Al Andalous, 
that crucible of light, learning, tolerance 
and science that reigned in Spain during 
the so called Dark ages of Western Europe. 
Academic, historian and an inherently poetic 
soul, he trook a moment out from his latest 
project, writing the libretto for an Andalusian 
opera to share an insight into the mists of 
language, memory, myth and magic with 
us, probing into the origins of prophecy, 
legend and tradition to unearth the early 
mysteries of history and humanity’s shifting 
understanding of language and its own 
cultural identity.

One Islamic tradition tells us that Adam spoke 
in verse in paradise. That is, he spoke in a 
rhythmic language. The Koran says (27/16): 
‘And Salomon was the heir of David’s and he 
said: O, men, we have been instructed in the 
language of birds and showered with every 
good.’ Birds were identified with angels, as 
winged beings.
The mystic Jacob Bohme corroborates this 
idea in the Christian tradition: ‘In the tongue 
of the birds Adam spoke to the birds in the 
air and to all animals in the fields. After the 
Fall, the tongue of birds was revealed again to 
Solomon, who transmitted it to the Queen of 
Sabah and to Apollonius of Tyana.’

The reason is far from trivial, as metrical 
language was considered hermetic in 

antiquity – that is, reserved to initiates. Poetry, 
according to the theosophist René Guenon, 
was not originally that vain literature it would 
later degrade into, but had a genuinely sacred 
nature. Traces of this can be found in classical 
antiquity, throughout which poetry was still 
called “the tongue of the gods”. It must be 
remembered that, no matter what language 
is being drawn on, scriptures are principally 
written in verse: The Vedas, the Upanishads, 
the Zend Avesta, parts of the Bible, the I Ching, 
the Orphic hymns of Ancient Greece, the 
Koran and so many others. Even the law, which 
was naturally attributed to divine origin, was 
transmitted in verse. Such is the case of the 
Rig-Veda and the Koran.



The meaning itself of the word poetry is 
significant, as it derives from the Greek 
poiesis, meaning ‘creation’. Rousseau alludes 
to the remote origins of poetry on his Essay 
on the Origins of Languages: ‘The first stories, 
the first speeches, the first laws were in verse 
–poetry came before prose.’ Awkward as it 
may seem to us today, there can be no doubt 
that in universal literature, he was absolutely 
right and poetry did indeed pre-date prose.
In Latin, verses were called carmina (singular: 
carmen), which also means prediction or 
oracle. According to Guenon, ‘the poet 
himself, interpreter of the sacred tongue 
(…) was the vates,’ a word that characterized 
him as gifted with an inspiration infused with 
prophecy. Over time and the seeping away of 
esoteric meaning, the vates became a simple 
fortune-teller, and the carmen (which the 
French word charme derives from) became 
a mere spell –that is, an operation of ‘low 
magic.’ In short, at its very genesis, poetry 
was related to the gift of prophecy and spell 
casting. Plunging deeper into etymology, 
and again according to René Guenon: ‘The 
Latin word adivinus or fortune-teller is not 
itself less deviated from its meaning, as it is 
etymologically related to divinus and thus 
means “interpreter of the gods”, as it was 

considered that the gods manifested their will 
through such omens, and birds so performed 
the roll of “messengers”, playing much the 
same role generally attributed to angels.’ 
The Greek word agelos precisely means 
messenger. 

Due to this notion of birds as emissaries from 
heaven, divination through the flight of birds 
is both ancient and almost universal. The Latin 
word Haruspex (meaning soothsayer) derives 
from aves spicere - watching birds. Why birds? 
The connection and the symbolic power lay 
in the fact that they could rise to the summits 
of the highest mountains, where the gods 
had their dwelling, and therefore crediting 
them with a certain insight into the workings 
of the divine naturally seemed like a logical 
conclusion. Besides, in Greek mythology, the 
gods themselves appeared at times in the 
form of a bird. Apollo was a friend of ravens’ 
and of falcons’, and the owl was the animal 
consecrated to Athena.
 
Divination was achieved specially through 
birds of prey, as before the invention of 
gunpowder, shooting them down or hunting 
them was exceedingly rare, which granted 
them an even greater prestige. Jacob 



Burckhardt, the great historian of classic 
Greece, reminds us that Hesiod, the epic 
singer and oral historian par excellence 
alongside Homer began as a shepherd, before 
growing into a teacher and a poet through 
the inspiration of the Muses, who appeared to 
him one night, gave him a stick of magnificent 
laurel, a sacred tree, and ‘inspired him a 
divine chant, after which he saw the future as 
well as the sacred plains of history, and they 
instructed him to chant about the lineage of 
the wise and eternal gods.’
 
Here, once again, the origins of poetry are 
bound to prediction and prophecy. The 
legendary Melampus, healer and the ruler of 
antique Argos once had a dream in which two 
snakes licked his ears. When he awoke, he was 
able to understand the language of the birds 
flying over him, and so he began to predict 
the luck of mortals.
 
Finally, we must mention the epic passage in 
which an enraged Athena blinds the Theban 
Tiresias, but before abandoning him to the 
darkness, lays a magical hand upon his ears 
ears, and henceforth he began to understand 
the cryptic call of the birds. According to 
the legend, even after his death, birds would 
assemble over the throne of the clairvoyant 
and sing their pearls of prophecy.
It is thus evident that the poet was considered 
in classic antiquity as a prodigious being, 
gifted with clairvoyance blessed with the word 
of Olympus. 

THE ORAL TRADITION

The origins of poetry are therefore inexorably 
tied up with myth, epic and ancient heroes, 
consecrated to fortune-telling and intrinsically 
connected to angels and birds. In order to 
understand the transcendence of rhymed 
language, it must be remembered that it was 
considered as sacred, since it was the tongue 
of the Olympus, ‘where chant and music 
never stop.’ For the Greeks, epic poetry was 
therefore the direct heir of the Lost Word, the 
first language of humanity.
 
Nevertheless, it was not just any rhyme that 
would be deemed appropriate as a receptacle 
for the word of the gods. The Delphos oracle 
gave its answers in hexameters. And it is no 
accident that Homer’s work itself is laid out in 
hexameters, as this meter originated in the 
early mists of time. Burckhardt reminds us: 
‘For a long time it was, as concerns poetry, 
almost the exclusive form (…) But Greeks 
also knew how much they owed to a verse that 
adapted itself with incomparable elasticity to 
every thought and to every sensation, and that 
opened itself to onomatopoeia so sublimely. 
Aristotle calls it the firmest and most solemn 
of all meters.’ It was said that hexameter was, 
even without the music of a zither, a chant in 
itself.



Diving deeper into the elements of oral 
tradition, we must again refer ourselves to 
Burckhardt: ‘Memory was for the chanter 
(the poet) highly important, and in fact 
Mnemosyne (Memory) was the mother of 
the Muses. We should remember here that 
all ancient Indian literature, perhaps until 
the Buddhist times, was transmitted purely 
by mouth.’ To this day, Hindu Brahmins learn 
by heart the Rig Veda, as their ancestors did 
some four thousand years ago –that is, 100 
hymns with about 3000 slokas detailing rites, 

laws and doctrines, which makes them more 
difficult to memorise than any epic poem. 
Those Vedic hymns or mantra samhitas were in 
fact conceived as metric poems to be intoned. 
A similar case is that of Moslem mullahs 
who recite the Koran by heart. The word 
Koran itself means psalmody, reading aloud, 
preaching. Its aim is to transport the audience 
into a form of trance through the rhythmic 
repetition of the verses.
 
Based therefore on memory, ancient tradition 
was orally transmitted. In early Greece the 
complete works of Homer’s was an expensive 
scroll which only a select few could afford. 
The public would resort to rhapsodists, who 
were a sort of travelling library – chanters 
who specialized in the recitation of epic 
poems. Homer’s work survived thanks to 
these rhapsodists and not to the written scroll. 
Burckhardt says: ‘The use of writing was 
relatively modern, proving the late beginnings 
of prose and, in the era of the Attic tragedy, the 
great importance given by Euripides (5th c. B 
C) to this art of writing is one of the earliest 
examples of its recognition and value.’ Hesiod 
and Homer were thus orally transmitted for 
centuries, and only later they were carved into 
the written word.
 
It is understandable that, given his role as the 
messenger of the gods, the poet was seen 
as virtually a sacred character in archaic 
Greece. In fact, the guild of poets was a sort 
of priesthood. The poet incarnated the 



virtuous and loyal man. In fact, Agamemnon, 
when leaving Troy, entrusts a poet with the 
protection of his wife. And in the Odyssey, 
Phemius warns Ulysses while imploring for 
his own life: ‘You will be grieved yourself for 
having killed a poet who sang to both men 
and gods.’
 
Rhapsodists were not, in consequence, vulgar 
poets in the present day sense. Their mission 
obliged them to complete dedication, ‘as 
theirs was a high position in life, a guild whose 
members were the bearers and keepers 
of all high spirited ideas’ (Burckhardt). 
Besides, given their nomadic life, their role 
was transcendental to the history of Greece, 
as they were the first forgers of the Greek 
language. Burckhardt says: ‘These rhapsodists 
encouraged, with their roaming life, the unity 
of vision and of Greek thought.’ Because at a 
time when people did not travel much, due 
to the dangers of the roads and a localised 
economy, they were almost the only civil 
men who travelled from one town to the next, 
pollinating their populations with ideas, myths 
and one common language.

Perhaps the strangest aspect is that those 
rhapsodists did not so much spread everyday 
news among the villages, but insisted on news 
of the gods, as if these were beings of flesh 
and bone. They were, more than anything else, 
the crucible of the fantasy of the Greek nation. 
The public would listen enthralled and believe 
everything they were told by the sacred 
verses. This is why Burckhardt exclaims: 
‘Nothing could be stranger to us than a 
populace that had no interest in everyday 
news, but who would eagerly enquire for 
reports about the gods and the heroes that 
they themselves had created.’
 
We may imagine the scene of the arrival of 
a rhapsodist in a small village, the bustle of 
its inhabitants, and the circle of people that 
would gather around him to listen and to ask 
about gods and the events surrounding them. 
The public knew about the myths, which 
permitted them to solicit the poet to recite this 
or that adventure or tell of a certain god or to 
an ancient hero.
 
Again in the words of Burckhardt: ‘Never 
again on Earth has poetry been such an 
urgent need – as only rhapsodists would be 
able to give reliable news about the dramas 
and machinations of a higher world, tales, 
tribulations and truths that would be handed 
down from one generation to the next.’ 
Each rhapsodist would indulge his art and 
compose new stories and anecdotes within 
the framework of the established myths. 



This is why it is next to impossible today to 
determine whether Homer and Hesiod wrote 
their works exactly as we know them.
 
In consequence, and to quote again 
Burckhardt: ‘With this great ideal image of 
its own everlasting being, the Greek people 
enjoyed eternities, whereas we are today 
surrounded by mere temporalities.’
A phenomenon similar to that of the Greek 
rhapsodists, even if under a more prosaic 
version, is still alive today in the Jemaa El 
Fna square in Marrakech, where story-tellers 
narrate every day popular tales and stories 
from the Thousand and One Nights, which 
they reinvent or enrich on every occasion 
according to their mood and the timbre of the 
audience.

THE DECADENCE OF POETRY AND THE 
ORAL TRADITION

As the use of writing became standardised the 
mythical value of oral poetry began to lose 
strength and the traditions began to wither. 
‘Philosophy renounced verse almost from the 

beginning,’ Burckhardt reminds us. If poetry 
wove too ambiguous a style, befitting those 
ethereal messages from the gods, philosophy 
required on the contrary an extremely 
precise and categorically rational language. 
Philosophy could not permit itself the merest 
hint of ambiguity, which would subvert its very 
essence. And so prose was born. 
It is not known, and even ancient Greeks 
did not know, whether the first prose writer 
was a historian or a philosopher: one of the 
first was Cadmus of Miletus, author of the 
historical work Foundation of Miletus –the 
othe, Pherecydes of Syros, was the author of 
a cosmogony entitled The Seven Recesses. In 
any case, the justifications and nature of early 
prose could not be anything other than history 
or philosophy, or perhaps both of them at the 
same time. We know that prose originated 
in Asia Minor, precisely in the same region 
where the Homeric epic was born. Its first 
cultivators were the Pre-Socratic philosophers 
in the 6th century. B C. As the 5th century 
quickened its hold on drama, philosophy and 
a more measured, human history , tragedy 
also adopted prose. And so, in the words of 



Burckhardt: ‘Once drama was born, the epics 
lost their virginity.’ 
 
According to the historian and archaeologist 
Karl Muller: ‘Of course, prose and the use of 
writing go so tightly together, that it may be 
assumed that had writing been broadly used 
earlier among the Greeks, poetry would not 
have been the only guardian of the noblest life 
of their nation for so long.’
Nevertheless, tradition still continued to be 
oral. So much so that authors and philosophers 
achieved success through oral popularization. 
Even in the 4th century, when the circulation 
of books was a widespread phenomenon, 
people were astounded to see Saint Augustine 
reading in silence in his garden in Carthage. 
Due to the general illiteracy, the conception 
of the book was that it existed as a template to 
read aloud to others.
 
The coming of age of the prose manuscript 
occurred during the Hellenistic period, when 
the Museum and the Serapeum of Alexandria 
stored between 200.000 and 700.000 scrolls. 
Gradually, along with this popularization of 
prose, poetry lost its divine status, and another 
mentality, another perspective took its place 
–philosophy and rationalisation. Thenceforth, 
the myth, the hero and the gods themselves 

lost ground and began to fade into the shadow 
of thinking man who doubts, who questions, 
and who considers himself charged to unravel 
the mysteries universe. In Mircea Eliade’s 
words: ‘It is not simply the triumph of the logos 
over the mythos, and the  book over the oral 
tradition, but the victory of the document, 
above all the written document, over a living 
experience that could only ever rely on living 
expression.’
 
The travelling rhapsodists dwindled to a 
distant memory, and the umbilical cord that 
united the mortals to the gods was irreversibly 
cut. Poetry, which is cadence and music, 
finally moved away from the Lost Word to 
become just another form of the secular arts, a 
purely aesthetic art. No more flashes of those 
mythical origins when it was the rhythmic 
tongue of the angels; Adam’s mathematics 
before his expulsion from paradise. The 
question still lingers, did the suppression of 
verse by functional, rational prose cast out 
the archetypal magic from our own cultural 
consciousness?
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James Lightning 
Wilks

James Lightning Wilks took his profound 
studies in the physical and mental martial 
arts to the greatest stage in the world when 
he left his native Britain to rattle the cages 
of the Ultimate Fighting Championship. 
Carving a steely hold in the welterweight 
division, he went on to represent the UK 
against the US and triumph in the face of 
adversity and is now a awe inspiring fixture 
behind the bars of the Ultimate Fighting 
Championship. Floating like a butterfly, 
stinging like a 30 tonne juggernaut and 
rapping out kicks like a precision machine 
gun, we caught up with James as he launches 
his coaching and mentoring programmes in 
California

Where in the UK are you from?

I was born in Leicester.

Were you always a tough lad or did it come 
with time?

I think some of it is in my blood. My granddad 
faked his birth certificate at 14 and joined the 
paratroopers in World War 2. He was a fighting 
man. My dad is also a tough guy and used to 
study kung fu. It did also take time to come 
out. In the early days training was so mentally 
tough that my coach Erik Paulson would beat 
me down until I cried. Each time I would say to 



myself I wasn’t coming back the next day but I 
did. I didn’t want to be a quitter. 

What martial arts do you practise?

i study various elements of MMA. Kickboxing, 
Wrestling and JiuJitsu but MMA has almost 
become an art in itself now. The key is 
practising how the arts transition together.

You won the welterweight title on Gladiator 
Challenge and got selected for the Ultimate 
Fighter,
what did it mean to you on a personal level 
when hearing of your selection?

I almost couldn’t believe it. For years I 
dreamed of being in the UFC but there was 
always part of me that doubted it would 
happen. 

Have you always been so mild mannered 
or is is something that came with learning 
martial arts?

My parents say then when I was young I was 
wild. As young as three they said when their 

policeman friend came over I would spit on 
him and kick him in the shins. Martial arts 
certainly gave me some discipline. 

Your American opponent on the Ultimate 
Fighter final showed a complete lack 
of respect for your skills during the TV 
show. We’re sure the whole of England was 
hoping you knocked him out  but how did it 
feel to completely embarrass him?

It was great to beat Demarques so 
convincingly. That fight is definitely the 
highlight of my career.

What drives your passion to continue 
fighting?

I love to test myself and see how far I can go. I 
may not be the best but I want to be the best 
that I can be. Sometimes its a real struggle to 
get out of bed when my body is sore and tired 
but I just push through it. 



When training for a fight how much food do 
you eat over twenty four hours?

I eat around 2500 calories split over 6 meals. 
3 real meals and 3 shakes. Each meal had 30 
grams of protein so I total 180 grams of protein 
per day. I make sure I mainly eat low glycemic 
carbs and good fats as well. 

Do you visualise winning before a match 
or do you just go out knowing your gonna 
win?

I visualise my hand being raised. It doesn’t 
always work out of course but you have to go 
into it with confidence that you will win

What do you do to switch off from training 
or fighting?

I don’t have much time off between coaching 
and training so when I do I like to spend time 
with my wife, Alicia and 7 month old son, 
Matthew. 

How often do you enter competitions and 
how many bouts do you expect to have over 
a twelve month period?

My contract with the UFC is for three fights 
per year but due to injuries I will only be 
fighting twice this year. 

How many matches you had since winning 
the crown from our cousins across the 
pond?

Since winning the Ultimate Fighter in June 
2009 I have only had 2 fights. The next one is 
coming up October 16th 2010 in London. 

Your a household name in the UFC game 
which means you probably get recognised 
quite a lot these days. Have any so-called 
hard-men tried to dig you out?

Since winning the show I have gotten into only 
one verbal confrontation. The lad wanted to 
fight but he didn’t know who I was. He friend 



recognised me and the situation was diffused. 
No one has been looking to fight me because 
of the show. 

Whats the fundamental difference between 
a punch from a mixed martial artist and a 
professional boxer of the same weight?

It would depend on the fighter. Of course 
boxers spend time training one aspect of 
fighting where as MMA fighters must train 
many aspects so boxers should have better 
hands. The real difference though is getting hit 
with an MMA glove which is small compared 
to the bigger, more padded boxing glove. 

If you could change any UFC rule of 
conduct, which one would you change and 
why?

I think I would allow upkicks to a grounded 
opponent. I don’t think that it is more 
dangerous than other kicks and it makes it 
more real. 

At what point did you decide to teach others 
your skills and how did your school in the 
states come about?

I have been teaching in some capacity for 

years, even before I came to the USA in 2000. 
I opened my school after filming the Ultimate 
FIghter as I saw it was a good opportunity 
to take advantage of the marketing from the 
show. I enjoy sharing my knowledge with 
others and helping them grow. 

We realise that everyones bodies types 
react differently to martial art disciplines 
but do you have any words of advice for 
someone starting from scratch?

Stick with arts that work: Boxing, Wrestling, 
Judo, JiuJitsu, Muay Thai to name a few. 

Anything else you’d like to share with our 
readers? 

Anyone interested in coming out to California 
for a holiday and training at my school check 
out 

www.lightningmma.com 

Follow me on 

twitter@lightningwilks









Be Well 
Healthy

It’s a fact, that one cannot make an informed 
decision unless one has all of the relevant 
information to do so. This is so true with 
regards to your health. For instance, If you 
have been taught that certain foods are safe 
to eat by your parents then it makes sense that 
you will be unlikely to believe any different 
and continue eating the same way until you 
either you find out new information, or  maybe 
when an illness of some kind manifests. Often 
this scenario will make you look into the facts 
a little more, think outside the box and find 

out the home truths. Now days, with all the 
available facts about food and nutrition it is far 
easier to stay informed and up to date with the 
health truths. Almost any person can if they 
want to, quite literally prevent & often cure 
the vast majority of diseases that commonly 
plague a great majority of people around the 
world. 
The biggest 3 killer diseases in the west are 
Heart disease, Cancer and Diabetes. They are 
all classed as ‘chronic degenerative diseases’ 
because they often wear you down slowly 



and cause the body to literally de-generate 
instead of as a healthy body does, grow or 
generate. 

These diseases all have one or two simple 
things in common, they are all ultimately 
caused by one very simple factor. This is not 
common knowledge but should and could 
be but is so simple when you understand it. 
That factor is damage to the cell or groups 
of cells. Think about this for moment. Each of 
us are made from trillions of cells which will 
adapt to survive using the tools (nutrients) & 
processes its provided with through the diet 
and environment.

To describe this in some detail, take the 

example of a healthy cells respiratory process 
using oxygen to turn Glycogen into energy 
to continue its daily functions. As previously 
described, if the body cannot provide this 
cell with sufficient Oxygen for over 48hrs, 
the cell wont just die, it will adapt to this 
environment using its will and intent to 
survive. So all healthy cells produce energy 
this way by oxidizing glucose. Unhealthy cells 
without sufficient oxygen instead, ferment 
glucose anaerobic-ally, producing lactic acid 
as waste. Fermentation produces only 1/6 
of the energy that oxidation does. Therefore 
Cancer cells are starved for energy, and 
have huge appetites for sugar to ferment. 
Also healthy cells manufacture and maintain 
an enzyme coating to protect them from 



cellular damage caused by singlet Oxygen. 
Oxygen starved cells do not produce enough 
enzymes to fortify their cell walls. Diseases 
and diseased cells have no enzyme coating. 
Singlet oxygen oxidizes (kills) disease 
microbes and diseased cells that do not have 
this enzyme coating to protect them. 
So at a basic level there is only 1 disease and 
that’s a malfunctioning cell. If you have enough 
of these malfunctioning cells in your body, 
you will then become sick at some point as 
disease will no longer be held in check by the 
immune system and will manifest.
There are really only 2 causes for a cell to 
malfunction.

1. Not enough quality nutrients.
2. Too much toxicity.

Both of these factors will cause cellular 
degradation and illness.
To learn more go to  http://www.
beyondhealth.com/  and also watch this 
amazing interview with Dr Raymond 
Francis.  http://www.consciousmedianetwork.
com/members/rfrancis.htm

Nutrients.

One school of thought says that the human 
body is designed to last to around 120 years 
& maybe more. If we have access to enough 
good food and clean water there is no reason 
we shouldn’t live healthy happy lives till we 
pass away quietly in our sleep at a ripe old 
age. We have evolved as a species now and 
we have enough of a detailed understanding 
of biochemistry to make illness a thing of the 
past. 
Unfortunately though, we do not eat as well as 
we should. We also don’t drink enough clean 
fresh water either. As the body is made from 
70% water it needs a clean constant supply of 
H2o for everyday normal function.
We also need a balance of nutrients including 
vitamins and minerals to remain healthy. 
These days its very difficult to get sufficient 
good quality nutrients from the food we eat for 
many reasons. The soil our food is grown in is 
over farmed and therefore massively depleted 
in crucial nutrients that would normaly be 
provided inside the food we eat but sadly 
is not. Even though farming methods use 



mass fertilizing techniques, the chemicals 
used only make the plant look healthy 
without replacing the missing nutritional 
value. Fertilizer contains mainly Nitrogen, 
Phosphorus & Potassium and this makes the 
plants grow quickly and healthily. There are 
around 60 minerals missing from this process 
so its important to learn which ones and how 
to make up for the lack of them in food.
But it gets worse, the fields the crops grow 
in are also sprayed with herbicides and 
pesticides which are highly toxic, and often 
also prevent the plants sprayed naturally 

producing their natural defense compounds 
falconoids and carotenoids that protect them 
from disease. Lower levels in these crucial 
nutrients, mean low levels in humans who 
consume them. So eating Organically grown 
pesticide herbicide free foods produce far 
higher natural levels, which mean good 
levels in the food, once consumed. Organic 
vegetables and grass fed meat is most 
definitely the way to go…

Dominic SPreaDlove









AK 47

Is heisting a piece of art a work of art in 
itself? Those are the blurred lines prankster, 
mischief maker, artist, jumpsuited nutter 
and all round shadowy doer of mayhem AK 
47 is out to cross, then reverse and cross over 
again. Infallibly controversial, from his light 
fingered lifting of Banksy’s Drinker which 
led him straight to the still smouldering 
Bonfire of the Momart Vanities to nicking 
Tracey Emin’s latest slice of drivel, he 
has opened questions about ownership, 
value, and the flexibility of the concept of 
conceptual art. An artist in his own right in 
between court appearances for exhibiting 
live firearms, we caught up with AK himself 
for a quick word

How did you get involved in the street art 
scene?
 
As a kid I used to do a lot of tagging when 
I was about 17/18. This was in 1974, before 
anybody knew of the term tagging or knew 
what it was. I used to write ‘linky ok’, the ‘ok’ 
was a bit like a ‘@’ sign with the ‘k’ inside the 
‘o’. I got arrested for criminal damage on a 
local bus shelter and while in the cells I dug 
into the old plaster wall in huge letters, ‘linky 
OK’ which made my not guilty plea to the 
shelter damage impossible.



You made headlines when you kidnapped 
a Banksy piece in the west end of London 
called The Drinker. What made you lift the 
piece in the first place?

As a joke and because I knew I could, I knew 
nobody else would have thought of doing it

How did you go about taking The Drinker 
and where exactly did you take it?

I hired a lorry with driver from a friend’s 
garage in mid-afternoon, went down and 
removed it from the back of Tottenham Court 
Road. We drove the piece off blindfolded so 
he couldn’t see where he was going. Haha. 
We took it to a friend’s squatted warehouse in 
Dalston, just off Kingsland road.

Did Banksy see the funny side of the stunt?

I don’t know, I hope so. I know his manager 
Steve Lazarides didn’t.

We’ve watched YouTube videos showing 
you and the lads pretending to blow the 
piece up with fireworks but what did you 
really have planned for the piece?



I wanted to swap it for a Banksy original 
canvas. I mean, I did get him his first 
broadsheet front cover, a PR dream. I was even 
contacted by the Guardian’s legal team and 
made to sign an affidavit that I was nothing to 
do with Banksy or Pictures on Walls and that 
this was not a publicity stunt arranged by him. 
This PR alone was worth a piece. When I sent 
him the ransom note he offered me the money 
to buy a gallon of petrol to burn it, and I said 
I would gladly do that if he gave me a can of 
petrol that he signed.
I was, and still am a massive fan and couldn’t 
really afford one of his pieces

You weren’t aware of it at the time, but 
we happen to know a London gangster 
snatched the piece back. Did you laugh out 
loud on hearing the piece was gone or were 
you gutted?

Gutted. Knowing that some dodgy gangsters 
and shady ex friends got what should have 
been mine. I would have gladly have given 
it back for a lot less than it cost them to get it 

back. They knew who I was and where I lived 
and I sent word that I only wanted to deal 
with them, but ce la vie. It put me on my own 
artistic road.

You also snatched the Tracy Emin piece 
from outside The Empire in Hackney. Tell 
us a little about how this stunt came about 
and what happened to the piece?

I was in the Hackney Ocean with Gavin Turk 
one night and he pointed the piece out to me 
about a month after I kidnapped the Drinker...
and he said ‘I would never do it.’ So I hired the 
same lorry and on a Saturday afternoon me 
and members of the newly formed Artkieda 
movement liberated an illegally hung piece 
of work, it had got no planning permission. 
We then drove it on the back off the lorry, 
with the drinker to the site of the momart 
fire, mimicking burning the statue and also 
denying any involvement in the momart 
fire where many priceless works had been 
destroyed.



I then did a photo shoot with semi naked 
Arab-esque woman and I dressed up as an 
Arab. I then returned the piece to Hackney 
Empire a week later in a skip lorry. 
Satirical transport for this piece as only that 
week Kate Moss’ Tracy Emin light box piece 
had been found in a skip. 

We know you have a vast personal 
collection of art from various artists. Did 
you set out to accumulate so much work or 
has it come about by proxy?

I treat collecting art like a child collects 
Pokemon cards. I used to collect Batman, 
Superman and Land of the Giants cards when I 
was a kid, swapping them with friends two-for-
one or whatever. I also know a lot of people 
who worked for Banksy, so I managed to buy 
a lot of backdoor prints which I swapped and 
traded for other pieces by other artists

Were you collecting art before producing 
art yourself?

I always had an eye for the finer things in life 
and objet d’art is a bit of a passion.

You were arrested earlier in the year for 
featuring a working machine gun as part of 
your exhibition. What happened there?

The idea behind the piece was that although 
the Kalashnikov is well known throughout the 
world, your average British resident has never 
seen or held one. I videoed people’s reactions 
to holding the weapon and then asked them to 
fill in a card explaining their emotions holding 
the gun. There was a myriad of emotions and 
feelings expressed….fear…power…hatred…
erotic.

Due to an interview in the Hackney Gazette 
for the opening of the exhibition, which 
featured a decommissioned AK47, the police 
alleged wrongfully this weapon did not 
meet decommissioned standards. This was 
disproved in court to such a degree that the 
gun was returned in the same condition that it 
was seized

How did the AK47 persona come about?

It was a reinvention of my artistic character. I’d 
been making porn and running fetish parties 
and wanted a new direction. 



Tell us about the concepts behind AK47’s 
art?

Being a conceptual artist as I am, I find it 
difficult to fully explain my art of taking the 
piss. I never take the piss in a negative way, I 
have always put a positive spin on the art and 
artists I have used.  I like to call myself and 
arto-political humourist. I mix art and politics 
and try to show how funny the both can be in 
a frightening way. I say Artkieda is a massive 
international global movement. I class all my 
friends, work colleagues and collaborators 
as members of the Artkieda movement, 
which even includes owners of my t-shirts 
or stickers. The same as M.I.5 and the CIA 
include them in al quieda

What should we expect from AK47 in the 
future?

As the leader of the biggest underground art 
terrorist movement in Hackney, you should 
know that if I tell you that I’ll have to kill you. 
I have produced my first works for sale – 
mixed-media mirrored Perspex works with 
strap-lines such as ‘Know Your Enemy’, ‘Peace’, 
‘Love’ and ‘Hate’.  Inset in the letters are shell 
with bullets from the AK47.

Whats the story with P.I.S.S?

Piss is the fundraiser and benefactor of the 
Artkieda movement, utilising his sales and 
exhibitions to fund future works. He is one of 
the arms of artkieda. 

You recently become an art dealer and 
started a night of art, ambience and music 
called Philistines. Share some of your 
insights on why you decided to stage this 
monthly event?

I’m no stranger to putting events on and just 
wanted it to be like you don’t have to leave the 
gallery to go the after-party.
The night Philistines is an idea to bring 
together like minded people who like me like 
to collect, observe, and discuss works from 
modern street art, with the possibilities of 
buying good work at good prices.

Anything else you’d like to share with our 
readers?

Yeah, lots but don’t get me started









Mr Sofalumpkins

Formerly known as T Power - drum n 
bass innovator extraordinaire, conceptual 
mischief maker, abstract frequency 
manipulator and all round non conformist 
renegade, Mr Sofalumpkins is the 
metamorphosised rebirth of skills, ideas 
and a fresh, channelled perception of the 
liquid shapes of electronic music. After 
almost 2 decades soaring out on innovative 
limbs Mr Sofalumpkins is tearing an 
artful, mysterious, trans dimensional 
groove into the unwritten chapters of dance 
music, and honing the elusive inspiration 
/ expertise matrix into a gleaming sonic 
journey. Oscillating between the dancefloor 
and transformational experimentation, 
straddling the blurred lines between 
genius skills and genius kills, he has 
swept an entirely new algorithm through 
his thought banks and redefined both his 
conscious and subconscious spectrums. As 
he forged a new sense of experience from 
behind his deviant mask, and hurls himself 
deeper and deeper into the mathematics of 
transcendance, we caught up with him for 
an intriguing, insightful discussion of his 
personal mission to capture the raw energy 
of sensory illumination and wider reflections 
on the issues melting and forging in the 
harlequined blacksmiths fire.

Tell us a little about how you started out

I began in the early 90’s making rave music, 
and that was my foot in the door. After coming 
out of hip hop, heading into that world 

where people were getting on with each 
other and having fun rather than a load of 
wiry youths waiting to get into a fight was a 
real eye opener. It was always that sense of 
multiculturalism that really dings everyone 
on the head the first time they see it. So once I 
got there I really wanted to stay and just watch 
the development as early proto jungle started 
unfolding out of the hardcore scene and they 
started to strip back the pinky and perky 
vocals and the big pianos. It slowly started 
getting darker and darker and before you 
knew it, the parties were full of wiry youths 



looking to get into fights. So that was a bit 
weird and I stopped going out for a bit and 
really got my head down, began exploring 
more experimental sounds and started 
working towards The Self Evident Truth of an 
Intuitive Mind project which still to this day 
is considered to be in the top 3 best drum n 
bass albums of all time. Which is kind of nice 
because I was kind of vilified and ostracised 
at the time for doing something that was 
apparently too highbrow.

The name alone speaks volumes. Was is 
it a conscious decision to push things into 
a more thoughtful arena or did it happen 
organically

It was. I don’t know if that was the right thing 
to try to do but somebody had to because 
there were so many potential angles at a time 

where the music was so experimental. Drum 
n bass was on the cutting edge of what was 
possible to do with the technology and most of 
the people were pushing it on the dancefloor 
as you would expect – it was born on the 
dancefloor so why would it go anywhere else. 
I saw an opening for me to express some 
ideas that I knew couldn’t be realised in the 
dancefloor sense and I always liked the idea 
of doing a conceptual album. It took me four 
days to write it - I was an absolute monster 
back then. The reason I could write that fast 
was that I’d been taking breaks apart from 
an early age, way before anybody else so all 
of my kits were deconstructed and set into a 
very easy work flow pattern where I had my 
filters set individually rather than having to 
draw them in with a master touch. I could do 
really complex filter patterns with the drums 
and while other people were still using loops 
or at most quarter bar cuts of the breaks.



Was that down to a hip hop background that 
gave you an intuitive feel for breaks?

Yeah. I used to collect breaks and I used to be 
a scratch DJ so I knew exactly what I wanted 
to get from them. I've always been kind of 
anal about sound quality, and it was easier 
to get the degree that I wanted by chopping 
things up and being very particular about 
what parts I took from them. So it was well 
received on one side and not so well received 
on the other so I did get a bit pissed off and 
basically threw my toys out of the pram. I then 
did a completely self indulgent album called 
“Waveform” and that was really just me and a 
couple of friends experimenting with sound 
loops and feedback systems with various 
pedals and keyboards set up where we 
recorded hours and hours of weird bleeps and 
blobs and bits of copycat tape loops being 
manipulated. It was a very experimental, 
eclectic electronica album because at that 
point I was starting to get influenced more by 
people like Black Dog and Autechre and I was 
starting to listen to the really experimental 
breaks 

Electronic music has always been about 
pushing technology on one side and the 
dancefloor on the other, did you find it 
strange that people were so closed minded 
about just getting into the equipment itself 
and experimenting withit when it didn’t fit 
the formula of a straight up track?

At the time I did because I was a little bit 
naive about what it was that most people 
were trying to achieve with their music and 
let’s be honest about it, a lot of people were 
very smartly industrious and very utilitarian 
about it. They were trying to keep calling 

a spade a spade where I was saying that 
a spade could be something else and you 
need people like that to push the boundaries 
because once a formula is found for a sound, 
it gets incessantly repeated until people are 
bored with it. Now there is nothing wrong 
with that but there has got to be some sort of 
status quo for the whole thing and somebody 
has to maintain balance and if I hadn’t done 
it somebody else would have. So I’m less 
surprised now by how non receptive the 
actual scene was to it because they were 
doing their own thing and I wasn’t considered 
to be part of that. It hurt me at the time but 
with the benefit of hindsight I completely 
understand why they were on that angle. 



What made you want to come right back 
down in tempo and go back to a 130 ish 
medium

Sick of quantising and sick of relying on the 
computer to do all the work for me. I had a bit 
of an epiphany about what it was that I was 
trying to achieve with my music and I realised 
that I had been going about it the wrong way 
and that the whole approach was based upon 
a bad idea. It was reverse engineered, an 
approximation to get to the stage that I wanted 
so I had to undo a lot of really bad habits that 
I had picked up over the years and basically 
start again from scratch. I approached this 
project as if I had never written music before 
in my life, starting with basic principals and 
a pure idea and if it was to be completely 
honest and not to be designed anywhere 
other than the dance floor than you have to 
start with basic grooves. I spent the first part 
of the project putting down like 400 grooves 
in the first three months and by the time I got 
to six months I had 1000 proto grooves done 
from which I picked about 40 or 50 of the best 
and made short proto tracks out of them. I split 
them into layers, put them into a set and then 
designed a kind of glitch and post production 
engine so I could go out and manipulate the 
tracks in real time and perform with them.

You’re basically describing a liveset 
approach rather than a clinically studio 
sequenced approach. Have you always 
looked at music that way

No it’s only become possible now because 
of Ableton Live and I really think they are 
only starting to scratch the surface there. I 
mean Ableton could be better but it’s the 
only system that we have in place right 
now that enables just one person to do it all 
themselves and then scale it up. The idea had 
to be scalable because eventually I want a 
drummer, performers, a bass player, vocalists 
and a light show on stage but you can’t expect 
to make all that happen at once. But all of the 
pieces that we need are in place - we have 
our costume designer a choreographer and 
a pyrotechnics guy and everyone is ready 
and waiting as we keep building the show 

and expanding into those elements. The word 
that I’ve had to keep right at the front of my 
mind throughout all of this is process and it’s 
understanding what I need to do to get to the 
next stage, to actually evolve the whole show 
that is paramount.

With Ableton you’ve got choices, you 
can either have something pretty 
sophisticatedly sequenced or you can 
have a load of loops and just improvise, 
How much of your live performance is 
improvised?

A lot of it improvised. There’s basic structure 
there to allow me to work over the top. It’s 
a mixture and sometimes we have more 
complete tracks split into layers and I can do 
reverb sends, delays, beat repeats ,fading, 
vocoding, and weird effects or have simpler 
proto tracks where they can  be a lot more 
freeform and really wig people out. It varies 
from track to track and it depends on what 
stage of development the tracks are at, and 
they’re always being swapped out so there 



will never be a set where it’s just complete 
tracks - there will always be new proto aspects 
in there and the performance helps me figure 
out and design what the final track will sound 
by being able to do various different passes in 
real time. It’s like doing Dub passes.

As people take fewer and fewer risks in 
their live performance, do you find that 
actually being able to improvise and work 
in real time is what keeps it invigorating 
and alive for you?

Totally, because you can really respond to 
what the crowd want. Some places are very 
clubby and people are just drinking so you 
keep it simple and make the most of the 
glitching at transition. Places like that, people 
want big bass lines and simple music that 
panders to their short attention span so you 
just bang it out, but when you get to play 
the festivals and the choice of stimulant is 
different, it’s far more open and free flow and 
then you can start getting really fucking weird 
with it, dissolving the track into bizarre bits 
of noise then pulling it back out. We actually 
get people coming up to us on acid convinced 
that we’re communicating with them and in a 
sense we really are 

Well that’s the whole essence of it! Why did 
you move to North America

Music is supposed to be fun and I think that in 
North America they are a lot more receptive 
to something that’s a little different. There 
is a bigger hippy, raver scene over here 
and the candy raver scene’s massive which 
is obviously what DeadMaus used to get to 
where he’s at. There is a lot more scope and 
they are a lot more open to something like a 
weird transdimensional character in a freaky 
mask. People are slowly adjusting to the 
idea of eclectic sets which is happening on 
a global level too, but I think that’s due to the 
fact that the quality of music in each of the 
scenes is actually so fucking poor now that 
DJ’s are having to play eclectic sets to keep 
people interested. If you aren’t an elite DJ at 
the top of the tree who gets to cherry pick 
all the latest stuff, you’re caught between a 
rock and a hard place because you are either 
going to be playing the same bollocks that 
everybody else can get hold of or you’ve got 
to play classic tunes. Problem is that there’s 
always going to be something mediocre in 
the set so you either end up with filler or you 
end up ball washing. I’m in the music making 
industry because I love making music, I’m not 
here to make somebody else successful. I’m 
not going to say that all promoters are douche 



bags but we have given the power to a bunch 
of people that don’t necessarily love music so 
what’s the alternative? The only alternative for 
me was to make everything yourself  -  that 
way you have quality control. 

So the initial thing was to come up with a set 
where nothing was less than good and then 
from that point, I start pulling the best ideas 
up to very good and then to exceptional. 
That’s  the process, but it’s  a hell of a lot 
of work and you can’t play the rest of the 
industry - you have to have somebody else 
doing that for you, so all I do now is sit in 
front of my computer for 12 to 18 hours a day 
making music. I've off lined all non essential 
functions and my life is very simple. I don’t go 
out clubbing anymore, I don’t go hang out and 
schmooze and I don’t stay at the bar hanging 
out with spurious sluts. It’s all about the music 
and I had to give in to that idea to actually take 
it to the next level and it then I started reading 
up on ideas of what it takes to be a genius. Is 
it mental ability or is it in the application? And 
it’s one thing having a brilliant mind but if you 
don’t apply it, you're no genius -  you have to 
apply your principals based on thousands 
of hours hard work to get to expert level and 
then you have to take risks rather than just 
playing it safe. 

Obviously the character has an intrinsic 
stage value of its own, is this idea of 
cutting off all non essential functions and 
retreating behind the music part of the 
reason for Mr Sofalumpkins
 
The character is real. For all intents and 
purposes the entity previously known as 
T.Power doesn’t exist - if you came to a point 
in your life where you could re-build yourself 
in a new image that you are entirely happy 
with would you? Well I had that opportunity 
and I embraced a new ideology. There was 
a cleansing and an ego death., as the whole 
T.Power thing was based around a bunch of 
principals that were set in place when I was 
a teenager. The problem is that when you are 
in the music industry for long enough you 
become your ego to the point where people 
talk about themselves in the third person and 
when you give yourself up wholly to an idea, 
if it’s a bad idea it’s really fucking unhealthy. 
It was fraught with issues and I was largely 
a nihilist but then this entity came into my 
life and I embraced it on the principal that 
creation is a continuous and ongoing process. 
 



So you’ve got the various elements of the 
project -  are you living it as it comes and 
evolving into it or is there a long term 
perspective on it?

There is a long term plan. That was the thing 
I realised from working with Shy FX was that 
we didn’t have one and we didn’t know what 
we were working towards - we just wanted to 
make music and the problem with that is that 
when you sign to major labels you just realise 
how unmarketable two producers are. The 
majors keep picking up young producers, and 
fucking up the music or the product because 
they don’t understand what it is about or that 
it’s just not marketable. People don’t want to 
buy into that as an idea so they end up trying 
to put you in a studio with vocalists and you 
end up working on their albums and that 
really starts to take the core of what you are 
about out of the equation and you end up in 
this limbo place where you are no longer part 
of the scene because you are viewed as a sell 
out and you’re a puppet for big corporations 
who want the latest, coolest sound on their 
vocals. So this had to be from the ground up, 
keeping momentum and building towards the 
goal of the show – the performance.  There’s 

really no challenge in getting so and so to 
play your latest tune and the idea was to really 
try to create something that can transcend 
and have its own identity, but then you have 
to have something an image that completely 
represents the ideology on every level - 
sonically and visually and that’s what I'm 
working towards with the character.
 

If you’re looking for experience on that 
kind of level, it only really can happen live 
can’t it?
 
That’s what music is all about and that’s what 
has been the failure of dance music and 
electronic music because people haven’t 
figured how to take it out of the clubs. You just 
end up with this long succession of wannabes 
and douche bags that want to stand there in 
front of an audience and pump their fists in 
the air and get famous off the back of other 
peoples music. There is always going to be 
the necessity for that because there is no 
way that everyone is going to go down the 
route that some of us are going because the 
workload alone makes it prohibitive, you 
have to be a particular kind of nut to want 



to do this. The DJ’s are part of it - it’s still a 
symbiotic relationship but working towards 
a real performance is the key for me -  rock 
bands spend most of their lives touring 
because that’s what people want to see, the 
performance.
 
 
 
But equally they tend to play the same 
track over and over again without an awful 
lot of improvisation.
 
Yes they do but that’s the nature of getting a 
bunch of guys on stage where the players and 
the parts are interchangeable. It’s usually only 
two people in a band that are the core of it so 
they have to. It’s rare to get an entire band that 
knows the stuff so well inside out that they can 
improvise and you are talking about people 
that have been in the industry for years. I was 
curious to see what would happen if you were 
to ply an idea, learn a craft really well and I do 
mean every fucking aspect of it - PHD level in 
understanding and application of sound and 
be able to bring it to a club and understand 
the limitations of the medium. Speakers are 
not good at reproducing complex timbres at 
high volume, it’s a limitation of the technology 
and I had to understand what I would need 
to do to achieve the accuracy to be able 
to get to this harmonic system without any 
visible overlapping with my sounds - they all 
have to be perfectly harmonically matched 

which means that I’m slowly coming out of 
Well Tempered scale which if you know 
your music you know that it’s not in tune with 
itself and you know that it’s not pure tonic. 
So I've gone into a harmonic system to write 
specific dissonance into each sound so they 
will overlap together without creating any 
additional harmonics. When you get into that 
and you get what you want, the tracks come 
alive, they breath and they become like living 
organisms and what I want the music to sound 
like is the impossible machines that express 
the idea of the universe being an oscillating 
magnetic dipole. So what goes up must come 
down, it’s a constant attraction/repulsion. 
 

Funnily enough frequency is the perfect 
metaphor for that.
 
It is yes because everything is a frequency 
- it’s a ripple, it’s a wave and so I tried to 
make my sounds like they are magnetically 
hinged and magnetically linked to the beats 
themselves so there’s this gravitational effect 
where everything tries to fall away from the 
drums but keeps getting sucked back towards 
them and you can only do that with implicit 
rhythm. You can’t do that with explicit rhythm, 
it doesn’t work and that was why I went to 
the 4/4 thing. I needed something that was 
ubiquitous and the only thing that is universal 
is the 4/4 because it’s the simplest idea that 
we started with when the Africans made poly 



rhythms, stomping round the fire banging 
some logs chanting.  Explicit rhythm is trend, 
it’s fashion and as far as I'm concerned now it’s 
folly, it will always come into fashion and fall 
out of fashion, but the only thing that doesn’t 
fall out of fashion is the reinvention of disco.
 
 
How was the Masquerade EP received as 
your first foray into the new matrix
 
That stuff is actually pretty old now and I’ve 
moved on pretty fast. That’s me figuring out 
what grooves I can do, what sounds I have 
to work with and what the frequency ranges 
are and I've changed the tools of it since. But 
I think it was received in part with complete 
disbelief, there were some people didn’t get 
it they were like “it’s electro Jim but not as we 
know it” and there are other people who were 
just like ‘wow this sounds like nothing I've ever 
heard before’ and they fucking love it.  People 
fall into 2 groups, you’ve got those that are 
forward thinking with their music and open to 
something new and then you have those that 
unfortunately need to be told by other people 
that this is cool. I thought it might be a little 
too complicated for the kids but it’s been the 
young audience that’s really embraced it and 
then there’s the older audience that want to 

go out and dress up. Dubstep has really taken 
hold of North America and you’ve got all 
these kids that are slowly starting to gravitate 
towards it that said that they hated it 2 years 
ago.
 
 
How do you feel about dubstep?
 
Dubstep is popular because it sounds 
interesting, but the problem is that it doesn’t 
have the energy for most people to dance 
to. I thought what was good about dubstep, 
was what could you take from it like the bass 
sounds, and the sonic qualities of it so I had a 
hunch that what would happen after dubstep 
was that we would basically drop the tempo 
to about 130BPM, we would place it on a 4/4 
stave rather than on an implied 140 beats 
which is really 70. There’s the problem straight 
away, it’s neither one nor the other, it confuses 
people that’s why you pop it up a bit and make 
it simple, it’s kind of a hip hop tempo isn’t it, 
but with dirtier noises. I think the music has 
more in tune with ketamine than rave. So I 
was like, let’s slow it down to 132 and make 
those bass sounds but let’s make them work 
within a house context and lo and behold, now 
there’s a bunch of people in the UK that have 
also gone down this road. It’s logical – if 



you know your history, it should be glaringly 
fucking obvious where this is going to end 
up. So now people are coining it Bass music. 
Fair enough I don’t have a problem with that, 
there’s lots of bass in it, no doubt someone 
else will come out with some daft name that 
we will all get stuck with but I want the energy 
of dance music with the sounds of dubstep. 
Also I don’t want it to jack it out where a lot of 
the wonk and fidget stuff are very much based 
around that jack groove principal. 
 

And a lot of fidget is kind of over produced 
to nothing isn’t it. 
 
 Yeah because they side chain everything. 
It works for some things but if you apply it 
across the board, then everything ends up 
with that groove and it becomes very samey. 
But if you don’t lean on that so much and just 
keep very clean, even drum n bass mixdown 
principals like big kick and big snare and 
you get the right kind of bass sounds over 
it you get this weird kind of drum n bass, 
dubstep, house, electro hybrid  which is 
fucking awesome. I’m genuinely excited by 
what I’m doing and the music that I’m making 
- fuck I wish I could have gotten to raves 
playingthis when I was younger. There is so 
much scope, you go funky with it, you go dark, 
experimental, psychedelic, you get elements 
of like psy trance in there done right and it 
just sounds fucking twisted.  I think that we are 
reinventing techno

All this is very reminiscent of 91/92 where 
you’ve got all the styles coming together, 
off shoots are coming out of it and all kinds 
of possibilities within that framework. 
Do you think that ultimately dance music 
keeps repeating itself in different forms 
and when in doubt it goes back to that 
period for inspiration?
 
Absolutely and it’s completely inevitable. 
History will repeat itself it has to. Society is 
a system that is in permanent flux and it’s 
constantly bouncing back and forth between 
ying and yang and there are only so many 
ideas, so musically everything that can be 
done has been done, we can just do it more 
efficiently now so don’t try and re invent the 
wheel, just try to look at what needs to be 
brought back to peoples attention again. It’s 
what the fashion industry does isn’t it? 
 
 
How positive are you about the future in 
front of you and what can we expect to see 
from you in the next 6 months to a year? 

In the next 6 months it’s going to be about 
skimming the cream off the top of the process 
and distilling it down. It’s going to refine down 
to a style and I’m a firm believer that you 
can have diversity within what each track is 
geared for whether it is happy or it is sad, it’s 
deep, it’s funky, but you have to have a sound 
that people can buy into. Every producer at 
his best has unashamedly had a sound that is 



very, very familiar to people. At his best, every 
Photek track sounded exactly like Photek, you 
knew it was him without a fucking doubt but to 
do that you have to have a sound that people 
absolutely want and then you just slowly 
develop it. I think if I was to critique my career 
the problem has been that I have moved too 
fast for a lot of my fans. Now it was a selling 
point for some, but if they aren’t hearing what 
it is that they like about you they tend to move 
on so I don’t want to scare people away by 
completely changing. I want the fun tracks in 
there; I like the humour in music. I love Frank 
Zappa but I also like super deep meaningful 
music. It’s just trying to get that balance right. 
People want to party and not think so it’s just 
knowing when and where to do it.
 
 
They want to party and then think 
without realising they are thinking; think 
intuitively. What they don’t want is to be 
preached at.
 
Exactly. Don’t preach to them..I’m also doing 

vocal projects with singers and straight 80’s 
throw back soul and funk which has always 
been a love of mine and it’s good, it keeps 
balance which means I’m not just making 
dancefloor stuff which you can get pretty 
industrious and closed minded about. Doing 
the other music helps maintain the balance 
and it stops me from being too obvious and 
too utilitarian about it, how to make this 
palatable to as broad a range of people 
without pandering to the lowest common 
denominator and just turning it into the latest 
pop garbage. It’s like the detailing on the 
mask is representative of what should be 
expressed in the music - colourful, mysterious, 
fun and not obviously friendly - a little devious 
and sexy music for fucked up people. 
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Well it’s not often that we find ourselves 
at a loss for words here at LSD, but having 
read the interview that Elate - Jon Hammer 
sent back to us, apart from getting straight 
on the blower and asking him to write for 
LSD, we gorged ourselves on the stunning 
intellectual breadth, conceptual range 
and lyrical wonder of his sparkling mind.  
Tracing a primal path between the organic 
and the magical, his canvasses plunge us 
into the fault lines between the utopian and 
the dystopian and hurl us out into a molten 
core of shimmering imagination where 
genesis and apocalypse close the circle of 
archetypal consciousness. A pure old school 
graffiti writer, Elate has lived witness to the 
artistic evolution of daubing punk slogans 
in ’82 to the renegade rush of bombing 
trains, then the explosive colour and sizzling 
letters of the street into the concept projects 
of breathtaking pieces of collaborative 
creativity like Mutate Britain and Arcadia. 
Instinctively poetic, searingly perceptive, 
profoundly positive and inspirationally 
open hearted, his art and his words hold 
an enchanted mirror to the ebbs and flows 
of decades of underground subculture and 
beyond into the bewitching landscapes 
of the collective consciousness and the 
ideas, emotions, complexities, corruption 
and towering innocence that defines the 
hidden Hades of  the soul and the trickling 
mysteries of the unchained mind.  Seriously 
though - just fucking read this. - his first ever 
interview

Can you tell us a little about your early life 
and your initial drive into art? 

I was born in 1970, on the enchanted day of 
the enchanted month, according to the ‘Old 
Religion’, or so I’m told.

I’ve always been captivated by colour, 
patterns, reflections and how things are 
affected by light and shade.  My earliest 
memory is lying in my cot, rubbing my eyes 
to marvel at the crazy patterns which I could 
generate. 
When I got my own room I stared at the 
artexed ceiling above my bed to make vividly 
animated landscapes and characters, which 
kept me awestruck, as did my kaleidoscope, 
much as kids these days play video games. As 
I grew a little older I was similarly transported 
by viewing slides through our antique 
microscope.



I could already read and write when I started 
school so I drew, in full perspective, in an 
attempt to ease the boredom and was brutally 
attacked by a teacher for my efforts. At this 
point I first realised that making art would not 
necessarily be easy. 
I came from a poor but cultured family, our 
working class background was lit up with 
amazing colour prints and books on art and 
music everywhere. We only had a black and 
white TV but Heironymous Bosch’s visions 
hung in almost every room which I lost myself 
in continually. There was always a fresh supply 
of paper and art materials to hand. 
 
My aunt was an amateur archaeologist, 
armchair historian and expert on the classics, 
and took me round museums, castles and 

churches regularly from the age of three. 
I loved the sacred architecture, staring at 
stained glass and into the cabinets. She told 
me what the things were and where they came 
from, how they were made and how they found 
their way to the museum and this fired my 
enthusiasm for art and history. 

How did early experiences of sub culture 
and counter culture impact themselves on 
your developing identity? 

In the early 70s the consciousness revolution 
that happened in the 60s, had spread from 
the hippy underground into broader society. 
My parents were clearly affected by that ethic 
and the self sufficiency and whole-food thing, 
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there would always seem to be Bob Dylan and 
blues playing, vegetables growing, joss sticks 
burning and yoga going on. 

I remember hearing Dylan and blues songs 
as a very young child and making visual 
narratives in my head so I guess that stretched 
my imagination quite a lot. 
We lived in Norfolk back then. A lot of the 
people who were involved in the London 
hippy scene in the 60s moved out to the West 
Country and East Anglia to pursue dreams of 
pastoral living and put on festivals.  
One I remember very well was Barsham 
Faire in ‘74 and ‘75; a medieval folk festival 
with entertainers, and puppeteers, horses 
and dogs everywhere. I remember seeing 
adults, playing totally innocently just like 
us kids, banging drums and playing flutes 
and singing and dancing and basking in the 
sun in wonderful costumes, it was like being 
transported into a golden age, very beautiful 
times.   
 
I felt at home instantly and understood what 
was going on. It gave me the idea that there 
was another way of living, a higher human 
purpose of imagination and fulfillment 
that was beyond the everyday capitalist 
conformity of living in a house and going to 
work or school.
Back in the real world I got more disillusioned 
with the iron fist of my teachers and became 





more aware of the rapid outbreak of punk 
from the ‘shock-horror stories’ on the news 
and from playground rumours. After feeling 
completely powerless at the hands of authority 
it was as if aliens had suddenly landed in our 
midst, and they were on our side.

The significance of their presence in society 
was something we instantly understood, and 
as we got older and became brave enough to 
stand up to the teachers we found that punk 
was there for us too, it became a symbol that 
there really was another way of living that us 
kids could actually do ourselves, whether our 
parents liked it or not. Back then punk really 
adversely affected them, threatening the 
whole fabric of society. 

When we saw the punks walking down the 
street the adults’ powerless anger and outrage 
made us warm towards that and copy parts 
of it so that you could cause a little bit of that 
outrage too, it was a way to take back power, 
of standing up for yourself and saying no, fuck 
you I’m different, even if it was just a badge 
or a safety pin, or the name of a band on your 
schoolbag it showed your mindset and loyalty 
and really pissed authority figures off.
It’s difficult to comprehend now just how 
shockingly different punk was, people were 
reacting like it was the end of society as we 
know it, punks were regarded with the sort 
of fear and loathing normally reserved for 
killers, as in effect they were, they were killing 
the broader conventions of polite society, 
behind which lurked all the bullshit.

To what degree were you shaped by 
authority and by resistance to it?

My first drive to make art was using food to 
make hand prints on the wall which didn’t go 
down particularly well, but it was rewarding 
to see how I could affect my surroundings so 
I kept doing it and as I got older I moved onto 
crayons and felt tipped pens. 
I had to resist authority and still have to, to a 
certain extent, in order to be able to express 
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myself without compromising my identity. 
By ’79 I started buying punk records and 
collecting the ‘Graffiti’ books by Nigel Rees 
with my pocket money. I learnt about rebellion 

and politics, slogans and daubing and became 
fascinated by illicit mark making onto desks 
and school walls.

By 1980 how I dressed sometimes and the 
music I listened to meant I had to be prepared 
for discipline and ridicule but I took it in my 
stride. I had my mates and the music had a 
very important message and I felt right to be 
doing what we were doing. 
As we grew older me and my pals got into 
the anarchist punk band Crass. Their stencil 
graffiti was all over the streets in the early 80s. 
It was really militant and uncompromising and 
I started buying their music and collecting 
their posters which folded out from record 
sleeves and covered my bedroom wall with a 
collage of protest art. 
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 The backs of the posters were used to spread 
information about poverty, corruption, racism, 
sexism, the destruction of the environment, 
nuclear war, whatever was the subject of the 
record. After reading the text, listening to the 
songs and looking at the art, you could never 
watch the news in the same way again, they 
gave me the strength to reject the systems 
values and pursue my individuality. 
In the early eighties all out nuclear war 
expected to break out at any minute. Crass 
imagery and music were as vital during this 
terrifying time as my teddy bear had been ten 

years before. I began painting their logos and 
slogans on the streets around 1982 often using 
their trademark stencil font. 
I was into the Clash also. Futura 2000 was 
doing artwork for them from ’82, I remember 
copying his handstyles from the lyric sheet 
of Combat Rock LP and fusing the dynamic 
into my freehand slogans. I never realised the 
relevance until 84 when I saw Style Wars and 
got the book Subway Art, by this time we were 
living within easy reach of central London.
 After a couple of years of experimenting 
by painting letters in underpasses and old 
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warehouses I started on British Rail trains in 
86 then the London Underground system by 
‘87, writing various tags until I started writing 
Elate in late ‘87 which I loved writing and 
stuck with and bombed with all of my energy 
until ‘89.
I slowed down after getting caught in Hainault 
depot, by then acid house culture was quite 
literally kicking off every weekend in open 
defiance of the law; then in the nineties and 
new millennium the traveler squat parties and 
Reclaim the Streets protests certainly pushed 
the limits and gave lots of opportunity for 
painting. 
The success of such events and balls required 
to pull it off certainly strengthened our 
unity and helped to define our attitude as 
individuals. 

Was punk ultimately a purely destructive 
movement or did it leave a wider legacy ?

Punk was destructive of the stagnation of once 
revolutionary movements like rock’n’roll and 
hippy which had become bloated, smug and 

commercialised. Alternative culture had been 
taken over by investors in suits and sold on 
the high street, effectively becoming a bolt on 
commodity, a fashion option.
Punk had to happen, there were too many 
disaffected people who were seething with 
anger at the way things were in music and 
art and fashion and politics, this had been 
bubbling under for years. When it gets like 
that something always happens, it’s like the 
tides and the moon, unstoppable. The more 
resistance is encountered to change the 
more radical and destructive the change is 
when it finally happens, the two are directly 
proportional.
The way to deal with it at that time was to 
‘remix’ disposable consumer culture by 
tearing it up and pinning it back together, 
confronting a sleepwalking, TV doped nation 
with twisted totems of itself. 
People walked down the street wearing 
carrier bags and bin liners, sink plugs and 
dismembered dolls, heavily tabooed imagery, 
rubber and bondage held together with safety 
pins and with coloured hair deliberately 
badly hacked and chopped, it standardized 
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into the ‘mail-order’ look; Mohican and 
leather jacket stereotype, but the early look 
was nothing like that at all, and was actually 
violently surreal, in the same respect as 
Marcel Duchamp’s ‘object’s trouvé’ or found 
objects. Instead of placing them in a gallery 
as Duchamp did, early punks wore them and 
became a nihilist parody, totems of the world 
around them. 
I remember news clippings showing tribal 
make-up with a toilet seat around the neck, 
pink nylon frilly blouse held on with bog-
chains wrapped tight cutting the flesh, a 
bloke in the Sunday Times holding a pitchfork 
pierced through his cheek teamed up with 
an old gardening jumper and even one bloke 
who’d walk down the streets with his baby’s 
dirty nappies pinned to his jacket and his 
granny’s best Sunday wig on, I remember 
looking at such pictures, and similar 
apparitions on the street and almost retching 
with an adrenalin mixture of disgust and 
thrilled excitement. 

As Charles Dickens said, 

“Nature gives to every time and season 
some beauties of its own.” Punk had to destroy something to create 

something new, something we now value as 
one of the most important cultural shifts in 
modern times, the old order was becoming 
boring to too many people in a society set 
against a background of strikes and power 
cuts with a soundtrack of Abba - something 
had to give. Punk inevitably became a victim 
of its own success - a commercial mainstream 
in its own right, but its’ message in its’ pure 
form is timeless and not for sale. 
The clued up people in every ‘avant-garde’ 
bail out at a sellout then go on to make the 
next thing happen. 
Even though I was still a kid it was all around 
me, freed by punk’s DIY ethic people bailed 
out in a myriad of directions, from anarcho 
protest to new romanticism, skinhead, 
rock against racism, reggae, politics, scrap 
sculpture and squatting, social work, glue, 
heroin, TV presenting, the list is endless, in 
this way punk left a truly diverse legacy which 
continues to this day. 



How primal an instinct is it to paint our 
public spaces? 

According to paleo-archeological records, 
we’ve been doing it since the prehistoric 
Stone Age, between 300,000 and 700,000 
years ago, but in the last few hundred years it’s 
become tabooed unless you are a government 
body or capitalist business. 

Can you describe the cultural shift around 
you when Hip Hop hit?

Hip-hop freed the spirit through expression 
rather than using expression to question 
the system; it felt like the next step. Self 

actualisation by painting your name, rapping, 
cutting up breaks and breakdancing became 
the protest. Writing your tag was writing ‘I am 
somebody’.

To what extent was graffiti tied to hip 
hop culture and to what extent was it an 
independent force?

Graffiti has always been independent but hip 
hop helped bring the New York train style to 
popular culture, as a cultural package and 
gave it a soundtrack, in a way they evolved 
hand-in-hand.
A lot of people who wrote back in the day 
came from punk, skinhead or heavy metal 
or comic collecting or just lads who liked 
having a laugh and breaking the law and 
had found a new way to do it, even people 
who just loved vandalising stuff and had 
moved on from phone boxes and bus shelters. 
Seeing their name rolling past in full colour 
meant smashing stuff up wasn’t too much fun 
anymore.

It’s important also, in my opinion, to realise 
the broader historical context of what we 
were doing. Encrypting and illuminating the 



letter form is an ancient art and goes all the 
way back to the monks of Lindisfarne who 
encrypted their gospels in an interpretation 
of the letter form that rejoiced at the spiritual 
truth they believed was in the texts. 
Islamic scholars, forbidden to use pictorial 
representation encoded their message of the 
divine into their script and decorated their 
temples with it. By expressing fundamental 
concepts through repetitive geometric 
designs based on the letter form they were 
able to transcend everyday consciousness. 
Through graffiti we still enjoy aesthetic 
encryption of letters. It’s now a global folk 
art that transcends race, creed, culture and 
language. American train graffiti that started 
in the early 70s was directly influenced 
by psychedelic art coming out of the San 
Francisco freak community. If you read Robert 
Crumb and Vaughn Bodé comics you will see 
forms that came out on the trains a few years 
later.

Mouse and Kelly, Hapshash the guys who did 
the concert posters encrypted the words, 
disguising letters in the flow of the shapes so 

people had to go right up close to them and 
figure out who was going to be playing, it’s 
been a theme of the underground throughout 
history, a secret society with its own language 
of forms inaccessible to non-initiates. These 
were ‘proto-wildstyle’, but even the pioneers 
themselves were influenced among other 
things, by the lettering on the Beatles album 
Rubber Soul from 1965 which is written in 
bubble letters. 
It’s the first album to be recorded after John 
Lennon had started to take LSD; the letters 
would still stand up today as graffiti. They 
were designed to complement the distorted 
band portrait chosen by the Beatles after 
the projector screen slipped during a 
presentation.

If you look at the lettering on any Beatles 
covers before that it was all straight letters, 
John Lennon had unlocked something and that 
was reflected in their music and in turn their 
visuals also. Rubber Soul was the album that 
marked their musical turning point. So the 
illumination of the alphabet to express inner 
worlds has a life and historical context of its 



own but you can never discount where it came 
from and the energy of hip hop which allowed 
us to rediscover it. 
It’s an interface for not only putting across 
your identity but putting across more abstract 
colour and form; ‘style’, in an entirely new 
way. In a way the letter, the actual word that 
you are writing can even cease to be as 
important, what is important is how you write 
it, communicating through von-verbal shapes 
and movement, how it makes the eye dance 
and how you touch the soul. 
Even in a good tag or throw up I see that. 

What was the rush of doing trains like back 
in the 80’s and how much did you feel part 
of a wider movement?]

It started for me in ‘86 as a messenger boy in 
the City of London. I used the tube many times 
each day to deliver documents which gave me 
the opportunity to get my name up.
I came back to the office later and later as 
I went further afield. My smart appearance 





allowed me freedom from suspicion. I 
eventually got fired in early ‘87 as my 
performance plummeted the more I got up.
 
This didn’t go down well at home, so I hung 
out on the trains and slept wherever I could, 
just sneaking back for a bath, a hot meal and 
a kip every few days then straight back out 
before anyone came home. I soon got to know 
writers from all over the city from riding the 
line and hanging out at the writers’ bench 
and got taken along on missions all over the 
place and learned how to live on the street 
successfully. 

It was definitely an amazing unrepeatable 
time with lots of great writers and good access 
all over the Underground network, the place 
was bombed, no CCTV anywhere. Bombed 
trains ran in service all the time for weeks 
on end without a buff, insides were caned on 
all lines especially the little Met, almost all 
the stations were battered with pieces on the 
platforms sometimes, tracksides was seen as a 
permanent reach, never buffed, there was live 
graffiti on almost every train on most lines by 

mid ‘88 which was amazing to see, especially 
if it was your name and you were hanging 
out watching the trains with writers and your 
name rolls by, that was when you felt like you 
were really a part of something.
I played a walk on part nothing more but am 
glad I was there to experience it first hand. 
What we did could never be repeated and 
I would never advise anyone to try, train 
systems are extremely dangerous and people 
who’ve worked there all their lives still get 
killed and all train systems today are infinitely 
more locked down with CCTV, razor wire, infa 
red, heavy sentences etc.

Did the Acid House movement usher in an 
age of unashamed love and unity 

Yes and no. Yes, in the that the few thousand 
people who were there in 88-89 there was an 
intense feeling of unity at the parties with total 
strangers hugging one another and giving 
each other massages, totally innocent. It was 
still very new and underground and very 
intense.  The high volume of switched on 
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people at the early raves made them quite 
different to the post ‘89 scene. 
It was like going into a different universe, it 
was like you had a glimpse of the most ancient 
and mysterious secret of humanity that you 
cherished with all your heart, it wasn’t a thing 
you could ever put into words but only when 
you catch that ecstatic gleam in the eye of 
knowing, gnosis; hypnosis through dance.
We felt like aliens living in straight society 
after experiencing it; so yes, there was and 
everyone was really kind and nice to each 
other, there were always exceptions but for a 
very short time acid house did that, it enabled 
us to find an almost psychic common bond 
with complete strangers, some of us have still 
got it.  

Acid house affected the outside the world 
more subtly, a lot of people went into other 
areas and took that love with them. It affected 
culture in a massive way, just as much as punk 
and the hippy movement.
It totally redefined popular culture and 
inspired people to great things. They set up 
other parties across the world or embracing 
the eastern mysticism, charity work, massage, 
music production, or for me visionary 
painting. 
So it did usher in an age of very intense 
vibrant creative energy but in my opinion it 
wasn’t really an age of unashamed love and 
unity apart from a very small window of time 
and space at those early acid house parties. 



To what degree did psychedelics confirm 
your early wanderings in the sacred 
geometry of nature?

I instantly recognised the patterns everywhere 
and looked into the lights and lasers and 
smoke it felt like ‘coming home’, like the bio-
genetic archive of all life, deep in my DNA 
but everywhere in the universe all at once 
and with complete absence of objective time, 
that’s the only way I can describe it. 
The patterns were the same species and 
shapes and colour and form as the patterns 
I saw when I pressed my eyes as a baby, 
saw in kaleidoscopes and the things I saw 
in microscopes and the patterns I saw in the 
trees in the woods in the winter, the patterns 
I saw in the churches where the vaulting 
reaches the apex of the roof or watching 
‘fairy kingdoms’ as a child by the fireside, but 
amplified infinitely. The sounds of the music 
were the auditory equivalent of the shapes, 
which ceased to be separated by the senses, 
becoming a whole experience, ‘synesthesia’.
So it instantly felt familiar, it didn’t feel like 
it was alien or something was happening to 
me. I was pulling open a door in my mind that 
limited my consciousness of the framework 
of all life. It confirmed that in my early 
wanderings, there was a sacred geometry of 

nature, which I was able to tap into and I was 
able to unlock the mysteries of the universe 
without ever leaving the acid house party. 
I’d like to point out that LSD is an illegal drug 
and it can be extremely dangerous. I am 
not advising anyone to take it, just talking 
about my personal experiences with it at a 
revolutionary point in history. A lot of people 
don’t find it so welcoming and try desperately 
to hold on to their ego, try to fight the trip and 
subsequently can have horrific experiences 
that can damage them forever.  

How has the multi dimensionality of the 
psychedelic experience shaped your 
insights into form and colour? 

It confirmed my intuitive understanding of the 
way perception works without ever needing to 
take it again. That one time would have been 
enough to provide me with insight for the rest 
of my life. It clarified my suspicions that the 
universe was much simpler at a fundamental 
level than all the science books and all the 
religion texts could ever tell you and it’s 
something that can never be explained, but 
once you’ve experienced it, always stays with 
you. 



If you imagine the journey to transcendence 
and enlightenment is like climbing a mountain 
and you know that you can never see the top 
or sometimes even the bottom because it’s 
always obscured by clouds and mist, well 
‘the experience’ was like a wind came along 
and blew the clouds and mist away so all of 
a sudden I could see the top of the mountain 
and I could see where I was in relation to it 
and where the mountain was in relation to the 
rest of the world and where I’d come from; I 
could see my journey along it in minute detail 
and in relation to the landscape around, and 
not only from where I was ‘on the mountain’ 
but from everywhere all at once, ‘nonlocal’; 
and the path was clear to me and when the 
experience was finished the clouds came 

back over but not as impenetrable as before 
because I knew where everything was. Even if 
I couldn’t see it, I had that inner knowledge of 
the way of the universe. That’s stayed with me 
forever.

As an artist that is incredibly useful because 
it enables me now to relay a glimmer of ‘the 
experience’ to others without them having 
to fast or meditate or trip out; they can look 
at my paintings and with an open heart and 
unchained mind they can take a little bit of 
eternity away with them through safe means, 
through art.

I think that I had a pretty good intuition 
anyway but altered states enabled me to 
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clarify and it gave me confidence that my 
suspicion about the unseen order of things 
was correct. This goes far beyond ‘the 
experience’ into the broader human story. 
My work is in no way limited by that 
understanding or necessarily inspired by 
it, just informed. Many people who love my 
paintings have never experienced such 
altered states and probably would never 
want to; you don’t have to blow up a missile 
installation to appreciate a Bond movie. 

Why did you feel that a fresh grounding in 
the history of art was important in the early 
90’s?

The awakenings, movements and altered 
states that I experienced since birth, despite 
their distinct visual lexicons also had 
incredible similarities.
I decided that it was so fascinating that it 
required further investigation. I began to 
notice that a lot of the shapes and themes that 
I saw in different works in many genres I also 
saw in Neolithic cave paintings through to 
the Flemish masters, Art Deco, the Futurists, 



the Surrealists to Da-Da and Cubism and Art 
Nouveau to name but a few. 
I began to notice that shapes that I was 
experiencing through graff and acid house, 
bio-morphic shapes, I noticed that they 
echoed what I saw in microscopes and 
kaleidoscopes, even in letters on the trains 
and hippy buses.

I wanted to know why those shapes have that 
peculiar resonance, why they kept recurring 
throughout history; why people had been 
painting the same species of colours, patterns 
and shapes on cave walls from the dawn of 

humanity that they were then painting in the 
early 20th century, in surrealist, futurist and 
cubist paintings, in art deco and in the ‘70s 
and ‘80s on graffiti trains and then in the late 
‘80s on acid house backdrops and fractals. 
What did these shapes mean, what was 
the underlying resonance and what was its 
position in the history of art? 
That was a big question in my head so I went 
to the library, and I got countless books out, I 
learned everything I could about every form 
of art, technique, history, philosophy, folklore, 
religion, psychology, information theory and 
much more, this reading continues to this day.
I gradually came to understand and get 
a feeling for the placement within human 
culture about what was happening then and 
what’s still happening now - through the hippy 
era, through punk and hip hop and protest 
and through the psychedelic culture and then 
onward into the information age we have 
been witness to an exponential growth of 
consciousness and cultural identity. 
At the time much of it was regarded by the 
establishment as a threat and demonised 
as throwaway culture, smelly hippys or 
disgusting punks, nasty b-boys, mindless 
vandals, spaced out trance dancers, dirty 
squatters or a violent public nuisance, I 
believe that in that these will be recognised, 
by some at least, to be as important in these 
‘end times’ as the Renaissance was to the 
Middle Ages.



Do you feel that the movements you grew 
into in the 90’s were more holistic and 
fulfilling than the individual or crew based 
dynamics of straight up graff 

The traveller squat parties and protest raves 
like Reclaim the Streets had a much broader 
scope, whereas graffiti had always been 
more self-focussed. My involvement with 
these movements and this increase in my 
awareness made me really direct my creativity 
towards the spiritual inner journey, or the eco-
awareness fight, so after that I think that to go 
back into bombing it wasn’t really what I was 
looking for. 
I was still doing graffiti pieces occasionally 
and some of my work was very graffiti 
inspired, but I think it was a part of a much 
bigger movement. My work became an 

anonymous part of the event.
I  eventually began working with light 
technicians and djs, messing around with UV 
paint and strobe lights and smokes and lasers. 
I always continued to paint pieces but not as 
much and not on trains anymore as I didn’t 
want to get caught and not be able to do the 
other stuff I was doing so that kind of took a 
back seat. 

How much does the organic world infuse 
your art 

To a very great extent, I am a great believer 
that the reason particular forms look beautiful 
is that they represent and echo shapes that are 
deep within us all. 



Those patterns and shapes are actually ‘there’ 
beneath base level consciousness all the time, 
they manifest themselves through shapes in 
the natural world such as flowers and shapes 
in the scenery in the distance, very often 
nature viewed very close up or from afar you 
see those sorts of shapes. I always find that 
they have the most transporting quality.
I find that a lot of great art uses those shapes 
that are in fact, nature’s own, the shapes that 
nature finds successful in her building of 
animals and bones and tissue, in honeycombs 
and trees and horizons and the magnifications 
under electron microscopes, nature has a 
very set and repetitive, but very beautiful, 
intrinsically wonderful way of doing things, 
when I am working up an outline or when I am 
putting together a sketch for an oil painting, I 
am very aware that those are playing a part in 
my composition.
After reading several books about sacred 
geometry, the Fibonacci sequence and 
the golden section, which describe the 
mathematics of beauty and growth in nature, 
I looked back upon several previous works 
and realised that the harmonic dimensions 
in the work conformed perfectly to these 
algorithms without my even being aware of 
their existence. I’d done it that way intuitively; 

reading about it after was like seeing a map of 
somewhere I knew intimately for the first time.

To what degree are your processes intuitive 
and to what degree are they structured?

It’s a sliding scale between the two according 
to the work, some of my paintings are 
completely based around intuitive techniques 
that involve splashing paint and other 
‘automatic techniques’ and sometimes my 
paintings are very structured using geometry 
and outlines and are very measured and 
planned; some of my paintings are a meeting 
between the two, incorporating a random 
automatic technique within a framework that is 
meticulously painted and even mathematically 
and geometrically worked out. 
It helps to have structured skill sets that will 
enable you to get out those intuitive insights, 
to be able to paint effortlessly takes years 
and years of practice until it becomes second 
nature, even mixing oils to the exact colour 
instantly without thinking so you don’t lose 
your rhythm; then even very accomplished 
techniques can become a part of the 
automatic process. 



Does analysis accentuate art or subvert it?

It can do either, it is dependent on who is 
analysing it and what they are trying to 
achieve by analysing it.
The internet has given a powerful new tool 
for self aggrandisement to those so inclined. 
Anyone can give themselves power over those 
artists who choose to relinquish it by starting 
a blog, no matter how devoid of artistic talent, 
credibility, personality, or knowledge of the 
scene. It’s one way to have people regard you 
as an expert, to have artists befriending you, 
lavish you with attention, valuable gifts and 
treat you with importance. 
The only thing you have to do is choose a 
name, and blog blog blog, hey presto, instant 
status in the art world and instant power over 
artists. Art dealers whose shows you favour 
will treat you only slightly less warmly than 
their clients. That, any free gifts, grandiose 
prestige and access to ‘elite’ gatherings, I’m 
sorry to say, seems to be the prime motivation 
for many, (but by no means all of them) Which 
is a truly fucking sorry state of affairs.
 .
You might have a blogger who is particularly 
loyal to one artist’s ‘camp’, or crew, he 
might deliberately not cover cover artists 
who threaten the existing hierarchy, while 
giving an impression that his blog is a 
comprehensive reflection of the scene, or he 
may analyse his friends’ work in a way that 
is unrealistic, a ‘puff piece’. This subverts art 

as it draws attention away from it and causes 
people to distrust art analysis generally. 
Any decent critic or blogger may look at art 
and not tell you what is the “right” or “wrong” 
way to perceive it, but may give clues or 
pointers into that artist’s influences to help 
people make up their own minds and discover 
meaning for themselves. That may enable an 
epiphany that the viewer himself might not 
have been able to arrive at on his or her own. 
All too often these days however there is no 
richer meaning there to allude to.
Critics and publishers have always been a 
link between the artist and the art viewer and 
I think that if it’s unaffected by any allegiance 
other than to the reader, and any motivation 
other than to the furtherance of art, then it 
can allow people to discover greatness and 
enhance its’ appreciation in a way that they 
wouldn’t have been able to without some help, 
so it can do both. 

How much do you feel part of a timeless 
folk culture 

Completely. To aid an inner journey with 
archetypes colour and form is something 
that’s been a constant throughout the history 
of humankind. 
There have been carvings on caves and ritual 
theatrics and shamanism since the dawn 
of man. The ‘old religions’ enable man to 
experience the divine first-hand, without 
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an intermediary so the message is pure, as 
soon as you try to define it, to put it into words 
you’ve lost the meaning. 
Under the comparatively recent rule of the 
male ‘dominator’ religions we have forgotten 
that old female/intuitive culture; we have put 
our ‘unity consciousness’ and so our planetary 
awareness to bed with dire results to the 
planet. 
We lost touch with the ritual theatrics and 
shamanic pyrotechnics of nature and I believe 
that is a very important part of human culture 
and I believe that is something that needs to 
be protected, cherished and fought for.

You painted the backgrounds for Arcadia 
at Glastonbury this year, 2010– can you 
describe the communal atmosphere in the 
creative process across such a range of 
skills and talents?

I’d heard of Arcadia through working with Joe 
Rush and the Mutoid Waste Company. Pip is 
Joe’s brother and I’d seen some of his smoking 
trees and lampposts at the MuTate Britain 
show. After watching videos of Arcadia’s 
previous performances and when Pip saw 

pictures of my work we discussed how some 
of our imagery and forms are uncannily 
similar. This was a good sign that we were 
‘barking up the same tree’. 
I had done quite a lot of preparatory work with 
Pip beforehand. We also found we had many 
similar influences and insights and based one 
of the designs around carvings on an Aztec 
temple, but in metal, and modified on Pip’s 
suggestion to the ‘exhaust pipes’ you could 
see on the entrance arch.
There are so many different people doing 
their own creative things on a build of that 
scale that a lot of the time you have to actually 
switch off from what everyone else is doing 
and concentrate on your own task otherwise 
you wouldn’t really be able to focus, it was a 
bit like an ant colony, it’d sometimes look to 
the untrained observer like loads of people 
running in utter chaos but each person has a 
very highly specific role within the ‘organism’ 
and goal and job to do and a target to reach, 
but it’s also great to snap out of that for a while 
and really appreciate other peoples roles and 
skills; or to drop everything and lend a hand 
to whatever needs shifting. 
A lot of the ideas me and Pip brainstormed 
beforehand, but they all came together onsite 



so really all the ideas were collaborations 
between myself and Pip put together with 
what scrap or surfaces were available.

But yeah, it was a great atmosphere, very 
driven and militant people who put on a 
wicked show, I think you have to be militant 
if you are going to put on a performance 
at that level; but you know in a high octane 
environment you’ve got a large amount of 
intense pressure and very creative people 
working to a deadline in one space; no one 
is ever going to get on with everyone all the 
time, I would never want or expect to, but by 
and large Arcadia are a nice crew who are 
smashing it and it was good fun to work with 
them. 

To what extent was your painting a 
breathing part of that awesome scrap 
organism?

Completely, I gladly surrendered my ego and 
any personal agenda to paint something that 
was sympathetic, something that enhanced 
their vibe. 
I certainly had a lot of great visual material to 
work with; and surreal industrial decay is a 
style I’ve painted for many years, but in an 



arena like that you can’t have a painting that 
stands out or attracts your attention too much 
because there is so much going on around 
you.

You don’t want to compete with that; what you 
really need is something that helps to bring 
it all together, and help conduct the eye in its’ 
journey around the spectacle. 
I did actually draw a lot from my experience 
of painting trains because the art is never 
static, it’s funky, its trains clattering into the 
station with people on them and there is a lot 
of movement and the trains are rocking from 
side to side, screeching out of the tunnel with 
the sparks and smell of the electricity and the 
brakes. 

When you see the graffiti on the train the 
letters have to rock and it moves because your 
eye is always in movement, the same as when 
you do graffiti on tracksides, when you go past 
it on the train you’re seeing it moving and all 
the objects are in motion so it’s fast, it’s funky, 
it’s got movement and you learn from that how 
to make artwork funky, with movement, even 
when you’re not painting a train, even on the 
street even because the street’s got movement 

too, building have got energy too. I really 
don’t see that in a lot of the graffiti or street art 
these days, which has very little funk, soul or 
rhythm, it just sits there, static in its own space.
When an Arcadia spectacular is in progress 
your eye is drawn from event to event to 
event from the guys fighting with lightning 
bolts to the lasers to the strobes and scans, to 
the emcees, the girls on the trapezes to the 
performance artists with flame throwers to the 
flame throwers on the top of the rig and the 
fireworks and smoking trees and back to the 
lasers and because of that your eye is darting 
around the whole time a little bit like when 
you play pinball and the ball goes to the top 
of the machine and gets stuck between the 
mushrooms and it pings around really fast. 
The sort of path the pinball takes is pretty 
much the path your eye takes when you are 
watching the Arcadia spectacular and so what 
my job was, was to bring something cohesive 
that would help to guide the eye in its’ dance 
around the arena. 

What was really important to me was to do 
something that didn’t scream out as a piece 
of art in its own right, it was exactly what your 
question asked, a living, breathing part of the 
whole spectacular that transcends any ego or 
agenda in favour of the Arcadia vision.



What is the relationship between 
underground and overground in your eyes? 

The ‘overground’, by which I mean the brand 
name galleries and artists often view the 
underground as somewhere to rip ideas, 
sentiments and attitudes off. Then they view us 
as the enemy when we stand up for ourselves, 
draw attention to their tactics, question 
their authority or do something amazing 
or beautiful, thus by our very existence we 
challenge what they’re doing. Despite this 
they are very aware that they need to be 
seen as ‘the underground’, and ‘outsiders’ 
to the mainstream press, to look cool to the 
consumer. 

To quote Fuel- Cold Crush Dukes
“we have our story of modern culture and the 
‘brand name’ artists have theirs, however the 
two are completely contradictory”  

A phoney smoke and mirrors illusion doesn’t 
look nearly so convincing when it’s viewed 
next to the real thing so for the ‘urban 
art establishment’ to look ‘underground’ 
‘happening’ and ‘fresh’ they have to try to 
keep the real underground talent out of view 
wherever possible, or bring in the occasional 
element of it for some badly needed‘reflected 
glory’ when their popularity plummets and 
they run out of ideas, always making sure it’s 
PRed in such a way to keep their dominance 
intact..





The stencils and prints of anti capitalism 
and non compliance that they sell enable 
consumers to feel that they are ostensibly part 
of an underground by buying an artwork that 
depicts a challenge to the establishment.
Through their purchase customers feel that 
they are challenging the establishment 
themselves, albeit safely; making them feel 
that they are “part of the solution” without 
them actually doing anything except 
enriching those whose main objective is to 
milk dissent and socio-ecological-awareness 
for every single last penny of hard currency.
This effectively neutralises energy that could 
otherwise have a useful purpose. 
There has been an increasing demand for 
this as the Earth self destructs around us, and 
people wish to assert dissent safely. Hands 
over your ears, look at your print and sing “la 
la la la la la la” to drown out the news while 
increasing your ‘rebel’ status within your peer 
group. At least you’ll feel like you’re part of 
the solution.
Accurate historical and cultural awareness 
helps to give this phenomenon a much more 
informed context and appraisal. 

Do supposedly free movements often 
corrupt themselves into dangerously 
closed mindsets?

Yes and the current ‘urban art’ scene, despite 
appearances is the perfect example. It is 
now an aggressive capitalist machine that 
employs the propaganda and censorship 
tactics of a dictatorship or corporation and 
has completely lost touch with the original 
message of what it was supposed to be about. 
How do I know this? I’ve been the victim 
of a campaign of vicious harassment and 
intimidation to stop me from opening an 
independent gallery in Brick Lane, East 
London, the centre of the UK art scene 
showing visionary fine painting by oldskool 
train writers, aswell as straight up graff and 
visionary art.. That’s how I found out. I had 
notice pinned to my wall saying ‘Art gallery 
not needed-London’ then a car was driven at 
me at top speed outside our intended gallery 
one night - that’s when I knew it was serious. 
Countless other things have happened too, 
I’ve recorded every single event, no matter 
how small and seemingly insignificant. To 
their credit the Police are taking it very 
seriously and have been kind and supportive. 
Loads of people are now.



In this age of corruption and decadence, 
outsider and street art is clung on to as one 
of the last vestiges of purity, it is vital that it 
remains peoples free will to paint, show and 
enjoy which art they so choose, and not be 
subject to censorship. However any integrity 
has been bankrupted by those at the top.
They have barged arrogantly into our precious 
subculture from their oases of privilege, taken 
our symbols of protest and hope for a better 
way and turned them into vacuous stock 
options.

They have turned the street, our ancestral 
theatre of dissent and expression, into an 
extension of their galleries and imposed 
their hierarchy on it. They have taken that tool 
of free speech, the web, and twisted it into 
their propaganda machine. They paint over 
our sacred relics to promote their products 
which actually ridicule the paying public for 
believing their hype, and now to top it all 
they see a spark of promise that burns at the 
heart of our culture and use hired thugs to try 
to put it out  of the way so none can enjoy it 
and benefit from its’ light. I was really scared 
at first but after a while fear changes into 
something else entirely

These actions remind me of the story of King 
Canute who was so removed from reality by 
his privileged upbringing and had become 
so vain and deluded by flattery from his 
courtiers that he really thought he could do 
anything. He thought that he could dictate 
the greater goings-on in the world and in an 
attempt to prove this he took his throne down 
to the seashore and he tried to command the 
sea not to come in.  Of course the sea came in 
and he got his feet wet. The moral of the story 
is that no matter how rich you are and how 
many people tell you how great and powerful 
you are you cannot command over the natural 
world and you cannot have command over 
the moon and the stars and the tides and the 
seasons. 
Art and the growth of art and the ebb and flow 
of cultural movements are just as much a part 
of the natural world as the tides and the wind, 
as are the evolution of human thought and 
expression. 
No matter how that might not be ‘convenient’ 
for certain people that’s just the way it is, you 
cannot hold back art, you cannot hold back 
the sea. 

Is art ever transcendental in itself or does 
all its power rest in the spirit of the viewer?

Certain things are transporting, because 
they ‘remind’ us unconsciously of that inner 
beauty buried deep inside, the ever changing 
kaleidoscope of energy at the base of all life; 
like glittering gems, the radiance in a spray of 
flowers, even the experience of the sun setting 
in the waves of an ocean.



The very reason these things drew esteem 
is, as Aldous Huxley states in ‘Heaven and 
Hell’, “…they remind our unconscious of what 
it enjoys at the minds antipodes, and ...are 
so fascinating that we… become capable of 
experiencing consciously something of that 
which, unconsciously is always with us.” , 
These things have therefore, been highly 
prized by those who wish to imbue 
themselves with ‘other-worldly’ reverence; 
government, religion and business. 
Gold, Vermillion and Ultramarine made 
churches and royalty transporting, bright 
colour being an overwhelming feature of the 
‘other-world’ and giving the peasantry a rare 
glimpse toward ‘heaven’, but we are too used 
to bright colour now to be moved by it.
“Familiarity breeds indifference, we have seen 
too much pure bright colour in Woolworth’s to 
find it intrinsically transporting” Heaven and 
Hell- Aldous Huxley- 1956. 
So for art or an artist to be continually 
transcendental it/he needs to be continually 
self renewing and have an intrinsic grounding 
in the absolute. 

What are you working on at the moment– 
and ultimately – what is the dream?

I’m painting what may well be my best work 
yet, the revelation of the next level is the 
purest joy, the dream is still to come.
Keep an eye on my blog for all news.

Website and blog 

www.jonhammer.com

RSS Feed 

http://feeds.feedburner.com/Across
TheTracksAndThroughTheLookingG

lass

http://twitter.com/jonhammer

See Elate’s first article for LSD on Page 
210









Emergent Artificial 
Consciousness

To this day, the Internet has been growing 
for roughly 30 years, but the commercially 
accessible web as we know it is not yet 15 
years old. Early economic models of the web 
suggested it would be like television, but 
better. In retrospect, this ‘Television 2.0’ phase 
passed as quickly as it came to serve as the 
platform from which the Internet would launch 
its explosive growth into the user-driven 
paradigm of social collaboration now called 
«Web 2.0.» Today, the Internet is the hub of 
our communicative existence, with more 
and more individuals «plugging in» through 
progressively capable devices.

Imagining the entirety of this ever-increasing 
web of connections among us seems daunting 
considering its restricted accessibility. 
Looking at the web through our computers, 
laptops, and mobile phones is like looking at 
a window from afar: We can see only a small 
portion of what is beyond the glass. However, 
if we could press our faces right up against 
that window or, even better, open it wide 
enough to put our heads through and witness 
the web in three dimensions, we would see 
a vast neural network similar to that of any 
complex organism with computers and 
servers acting as though they were neurons in 
a brain among their shared, interconnected, 
digital space.

Kevin Kelly, expert of digital culture and 
founder of Wired magazine, posits that “the 
rapidly increasing sum of all computational 
devices in the world connected online, 
including wirelessly, forms a superorganism 
of computation with its own emergent 

behaviors” (Kelly). He defines this “One 
Machine” as the emerging superorganism 
composed of billions of sub computers which 
compute individually on their own, but also 
coalesce to form a collective smartness that is 
superior to any of its parts. How could this be 
possible? Is the Internet really the birth pangs 
of a “superorganism” with its own emergent 
behaviors?

Answering such questions proves rather 
difficult because even the definitions of our 
own life, consciousness, and intelligence 
are far from ironclad. We know for certain 



how life is distinct from non-life and how 
consciousness and intelligence are distinct 
from the lack thereof, but the infinite 
continuum between the extremes of these 
traits makes defining them in concrete, 
unchanging terms impossible. More 
importantly, our ability to evaluate these traits 
in other entities is bottlenecked through how 
they manifest within our own perceptions 
and interpretation of those observations. 
Therefore, we can only assert what life, 

consciousness, and intelligence are in our 
own linguistic terms. Asking someone for 
proof of whether or not there is an internet 
superorganism, or what its “behaviors” might 
be, is like asking one of the tens of trillions of 
cells in our bodies how the biological system 
it contributes to operates as a whole. 
Surely it could never do such a thing when we 
have a hard enough time doing it ourselves.

At the most rudimentary level, the cells that 
compose our bodies are not that different 
from the individuals who make up human 
civilization: Both of them modulate their 
attention and effort towards the goals of 
obtaining, retaining, and maximizing specific 
parameters. 
Simply put, life uses what is at its disposal 
to sustain its own existence as optimally 
and for as long as possible. With this 
fundamental motivation in mind, it will be 
easier to understand the reasons underlying 
technological evolution, the role artificial 
machine intelligence will play in our lives, and 
what kind of future to expect for humanity.

What is evolution and what does our 
technology have to do with it? For that matter, 
what is technology? Because we characterize 
all technologies relative to the domain in 



which we necessitate its use, it eludes strict 
definition. A technology can be material, 
like tools and machines, or an immaterial 
system, organizational method, or technique. 
Capitalism, democracy, and carpentry are 
technologies just as much as a hammer, a 
computer, or a skyscraper. However, when 
thinking of technology in terms of evolution, 
we can quantify physical matter much more 
objectively than mental constructs. If evolution 
denotes change through time, then it is useful 
to define technology as the manifestation of 
mankind’s ability to manipulate matter on 
increasingly smaller scales.

Imagine what the first material technology 
might have been for early humans. Most likely, 
it was nothing more than a rock, a stick, or, as 
depicted in 2001: A Space Odyssey, a bone. By 
today’s standards, we consider these objects 
part of the natural world, not technologies; 
however, technological evolution necessarily 
begins with our manipulation of such natural 
objects. Through time, we integrate different 
parts of the physical world with themselves 
to create new forms of complexity, which 
become the stepping stones to even higher 
forms of complexity. The result is a gradual 
shift from smashing together rocks and sticks 
composed of trillions of trillions of atoms 
to nanotechnology: controlling matter with 
atomic precision. Equally significant, an 
international team of scientists made a major 
breakthrough recently in quantum computing, 
the “holy grail” of computing, by storing 
information at the nucleus of an atom for about 

1.75 seconds, putting us on track to have the 
software to go with the hardware (NSF).

These advancements in information 
technology, including the expansion of the 
Internet and the rise in computing speed, 
capacity, and bandwidth, reflect a certain 
evolutionary trend evident not only in the 
history of technology, but throughout the 
history of the universe itself. In his 2001 
essay The Law of Accelerating Returns, 
inventor and futurist Ray Kurzweil predicts 
technological paradigm shifts will continue 
to become increasingly common, leading to 
“technological change so rapid and profound 
it represents a rupture in the fabric of human 
history” (Kurzweil). The exponential growth 
of technological progress, which The Law 
of Accelerating Returns describes as an 
outgrowth and continuation of biological 
evolution, will have far-reaching implications 
for the future of humanity in the coming years.

Evolution works through indirection by 
applying positive feedback to the methods 
most capable of continuing the process. 
Consequently, each paradigm in the 
universe’s history of evolution provides the 
means for the creation of the next paradigm 
(Kurzweil). After the Big Bang and the 
emergence of the four fundamental forces 
of the universe, quantum bits of reality could 
form the elementary particles which could 
then form the first atoms. The next paradigm 
followed when those atoms coalesced into 
the first stars where tremendous gravity 



and enormous heat applied enough pressure 
to fuse the atoms together and create new 
chemical elements. Once there was no fuel 
left to consume, the stars exploded and sent 

the new elements back into space to aid the 
creation of the next paradigm: planets. 
Earth, one such planet, provided the dynamic 
geological platform supported by the Sun’s 
continually radiating energy necessary to 
sustain cellular life: the biological paradigm.

From this point forward, Kurzweil explains, 
“The subsequent emergence of DNA provided 
a digital method to record the results of 
evolutionary experiments. Then, the evolution 
of a species who combined rational thought 
with an opposable appendage (i.e., the 
thumb) caused a fundamental paradigm 
shift from biology to technology.” Kurzweil 
goes on to suggest that the biological 
and technological paradigms will merge, 
as paradigms have done throughout the 
history of the universe, to create a hybrid of 
biological and non-biological thinking. This 
new paradigm will occur once we reverse-
engineer the human brain and supplement 
our own biology with nanotechnology 
(Kurzweil). 
This inevitable fusion will be the culmination 
of a technological paradigm whose evolution 
has long since overshadowed that of the life 
which perpetuates its creation.



Some might argue that this merger takes 
technology too far, that creating technological 
intelligence by augmenting our biology is 
“playing God,” or that the whole process is 
simply “unnatural.” 
On the contrary, what could be more natural 
than continuing to fulfill the destiny of life: 
to use everything at its disposal to sustain 
its existence as optimally and for as long as 
possible? 
The existence of an omniscient, omnipotent 
God will likely be disputed for as long as 
there are humans to dispute it. 
On the other hand, that anyone with the 
capability and willpower to understand the 
process of evolution will believe its existence 
is a foregone conclusion. If there is a God, 
He most definitely created evolution with the 
knowledge that conscious-awareness of the 
process would manifest in beings with His 
powers to control the physical universe and 
facilitate the evolution of evolution itself. 
Perhaps God is guiding the evolution of the 
universe. Perhaps the universe is evolving 
towards becoming God. While mind-boggling 

to consider, neither possibility seems far-
fetched in a far-fetched universe.
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MikkiM

Storming across stylistic frontiers comes the 
slamming Czech liveset musician Mikkim 
whose fusions of techno, ska, jungle, regaae, 
dub and breakbeat are heaving hypnotically 
out of his HQ at the extraordinary  Cross 
Club in Prague. Astonishingly versatile, 
his improvised wizardry can transport 
any dancefloor through the frequency 
barrier and out the other side as he drops 
virtually any style, vibe and flavour that the 
atmosphere sweeps him away on. Renowned 
for his synthesis of ska and dub with double 
speed techno as well as his sheer range, live 
fluidity and musical dedication, his journey 
has seen collaborations with the likes of 
Dreadzone and Gary Asquith from Renegade 
Soundwave. A sound engineer by night and 
a scorching performer later on that night, 
he draws relentlessly from such classics as 
The Clash and The Specials to create a truly 
unique, inspirational sound. We spoke to Mik

Can you tell us a little about how you first 
got involved with music  

It was while I was at elementary school that 
a schoolmate showed me how to play some 
chords on the guitar, and by the time I was 
finally able to play two chords in sequence, 
I was hooked. Back then, playing the guitar 
was the meaning of life for me and I went on 
to form a ska punk band that I spent the next 
11 years in.  A few years on, having gone to 
a few free parties, my mates and I started 
up a sound system and did parties all over 
Czech for years. I wasn’t really interested 
in the classic idea of DJing - playing just 
records, it seemed boring to me and I wanted 
to go deeper into the music, interact with it 
somehow. So liveset was the right choice and 
as soon as I’d saved enough money I bought 
my first groovebox and sampler and started to 
play live. Simultaneously, I learned how to use 



music software on my computer and began 
to compose my own elements.  So since my 
early days I’ve been a part of both scenes, live 
music and electronic.  

 

What were your initial influences.

I remember listening to The Beatles and 
The Doors a lot when I was a kid, but the 
fundamental moment for me was when at the 
age of 13, my older brother brought home 
the double LP,  The Story of the Clash. My 
life changed at that moment and I became a 
punk rocker to the core. Through The Clash 
I discovered reggae and dub, which has 
had a major impact on my music, and I must 
say I haven’t found a better band since. The 
Clash have everything in their music - they 
weren’t afraid to combine huge variety of 
styles and their music, their conscious, biting 
lyrics and their attitude still resonate just as 
strongly with me. The first electronic band 
that I systematically listened to were Depeche 
Mode and Renegade Soundwave. Then as time 
went on, the whole free party movement, free 
tekno and jungle had a big impact on me and 
my first experience at a techno party was a 
total shock, a completely new world...I loved it    

How flexible are individual musical styles 
and is evolution all about breaking them

For me there are no borders in music, I like 
to blend together variable and unexpected 
combinations - electronic beats with live 
samples or live beats with electronic sounds, 
whatever... if it sounds interesting and I enjoy 
the creation of it, my thumbs are up. I don’t 
like narrow minded people that are stuck on 
one or two styles and dismiss everything else 
as rubbish. The world is not black and white, 
we must enjoy life’s diversity and the same 
applies to music.

 

How does your liveset differ from your 
studio work.

It is very different. I’m really enjoying the 
power of Ableton software and my Korg drum 
machine in real time so the liveset is definitely 
variable to studio versions of the tracks. I 
have  individual instruments and sounds cut 
in pieces, and Ableton can play them in time, 
no matter what tempo I use. I can play some 



of my tracks in 3 or 4 different versions, It is 
more entertaining for me, because when I get 
bored with the current version of my track, I 
can easily make another one and I think the 
audience appreciate too, because this way, my 
liveset is never the same. It takes a lot of time 
to prepare it, but the buzz is worth it. Around a 
third or a half of my liveset will be something 
unreleased, made especially for the live 
session.

 

How much do styles and tempos change 
within your live performances

Well, it depends on what type of set I play. If 
I’m playing a techno party my bpm is quite 
high, but even in this case I’m able to make 
you dance to hard tekno when suddenly you’ll 
realize that you are dancing to dub ;-)  I also 
play regularly at reggae/dub and jungle/
drum and bass parties, but mostly I enjoy 
parties where it doesn’t matter what you have 
to play and there isn’t a focus on any musical 
aspect, so I can take a journey through all my 
favourite styles, starting with dub, electro and 
breakbeat, then spice it with bit of jungle and 
broken beats and then the grand finale with 
pumping techno and skatek. 

Tell us about the ideas behind Skatek.

It is the synthesis of techno, hardtek, tribal 

beats , offbeat skanking, basslines and vocal 
and instrument samples. I used to say that 
skatek  has a double power, because there is 
the beat and the offbeat, so it is very effective 
for the dancefloor.  When I was creating my 
first tracks I thought I was doing something 
revolutionary, but when I finally got the 
internet plugged to my home, I realized that 
some artists had already done this before - 
my favourite being Ixindamix, her Skatekat 
records have the same feeling as mine. 

Do you approach an album as a series of 
individual tracks or as an overall concept.

My albums are not made as an overall 
concept.. I just make tracks the way I feel 
them and I think that my style is quite unique 
and specific - that MikkiM can somehow be 
called an overall concept because I’m putting 
different styles together and creating a special 
blend.  The songs on the albums then just fit 
together, because they have my own twist. 
Some well known producers were advising me 
to use different pseudonyms-one for my dub/
reggae and jungle production, and anotther 
one for the straight beat techno tracks. They 
told me that it is better for booking, but I 
refused it, I completely stand within all the 
styles and thats what MikkiM is about.



How has the Czech scene evolved over the 
last few years.

I definitely think that artists and projects 
are reaching a far higher level now. A lot of 
people are playing excellent music and really 
giving their all and throughout the worlds of 
punk, reggae, ska, and various electronically 
influenced bands there is huge competition. 
The biggest problem, however, is the lack of 
rich, charismatic singers who can sing in good 
English. But I certainly do think the Czech 
scene has a lot to offer the world - in Prague 
something interesting is going on every day, 
though it is worse in smaller towns where 
clubs are struggling to survive and in many 
cities you won’t find a club at all. The Czech 
music scene is in some ways unique and 
specific, we have perhaps the largest number 
of active sound systems to proportion of 
population in Europe. The free party culture 
has strong roots here, and through the summer 
there is a huge variety of outdoor events 
across the country. 

How familiar are the musical references 
and samples you use to Czech musical 
consciousness

As an electronic music producer I sample a 
lot. I do use bits of songs from my favourite 
artists that are sometimes not that familiar to 
Czech musical consciousness.  I love it when 
people discover a classic piece of music 
through my use of it and I feel I have taught 
some techno lovers to like reggae and ska 
and vice versa. One of my friends said to me: 
“Before I heard your liveset I thought that I 
hated ska,but I’ve changed my mind”

 

Can you tell us a little about the Cross club 
and your relationship with it.

The Cross Club is a very unique, special place 
and I firmly believe that there is no other club 
like it in the world. If you come to Prague you 
have to visit the astronomical clock in the Old 
Town square and then this alien labyrinth in 
the old workmen quarter called Holesovice. 
It has a very unique design, you can spend a 
week here and still you´ll be exploring new 



things.  The decorations are original, made 
from different everyday elements that are 
unexpectedly beautiful in their new design 
role.. The club is also constantly changing, 
as new things are built and put in place so a 
year after your last visit you’ll be amazed how 
the place changed since. It is also the Prague 
underground music centre, specializing 
in reggae, drum and bass, jungle, techno, 
breakbeat, dub, dubstep, punk, hardcore and 
many other kinds of alternative music. I’ve 
worked here for almost 5 years as a sound 
engineer and I have my studio on the 4th floor 
of the Cross Club building. Sometimes my 
work can be facinating, because great bands 
and artists from all over the world come to 
play here. I’m glad that my work is so diverse 
and I rarely get bored working here.

 

How do your vocal collaborations generally 
come about.

Lot of my singers have played a gig in the  
Cross Club. That’s where we first meet, me 
in the sound engineer role and them as a 
performing artist. Some of the vocals we 
record straight after their gig or the next day 
and I like to do it that way, because it catches 
the spirit of the moment that is somehow 
special for me and the visitor. All of the 
singers that I collaborate with are my friends. 
Sometimes I feel that the artist is very similar 
to me, the same kind of person, just living in 
another country, so I know that I’ve found a 
new friend after just a few minutes of talking.

How different is it working live with an MC 
compared to the studio.

It’s two completely different things, A good 
gig with an MC depends on many things - 
especially the people, the atmosphere, the 
system of the venue, good monitors on stage 
and the mood in the moment of me and my 
MC.  I work with MC Turner the most often 
and the more we play the better we are. At the 
moment he is travelling around the world so 
I’m playing by myself. In the studio, it’s more 
relaxed, there is no hurry for anything and as 
I said in the previous answer, the artists that I 
cooperate with are my friends so the mood is 
at ease.

How did you find working with Dreadzone.

I played after a Dreadzone concert here in 
Czech which is how we got to know each 
other.  After the gig I proposed to Greg and 
Spee that they come back with the Dreadzone 
Soundsystem for a weekend. I organized two 
gigs for them, one in town called Liberec 
and the other in the Cross Club. It just so 
happened that their coming coincided with 
the release of my new album. So Saturday 
night 30.1.2010  at the Cross was truly a night 
to remember, Me and MC Turner did great 
that night and it was our best gig so far I 
think. MC Spee joined us for couple of tracks 
and the atmosphere of the party was simply 
fantastic. I couldn’t have asked for more of the 
album release party. Greg and Spee played 
after us and they were magnificent. They 
really enjoyed the two gigs in the Czech Rep. 
and they took an immediate fancy to the Cross 
Club, so I was happy that everything went 
OK and Spee and I are planning to do a tune 
together in the future



Tell us about your collaborations with 
the legendary Gary Asquith of Renegade 
Soundwave.

At the beginning it was just an internet thing - 
he left comment on my Myspace page telling 
me that he liked what I m doing. So after a 
while we started chatting online. Then he 
came for a one week visit to Prague and we 
became friends for real. We spent some time 
together and we recorded two tracks- Biting 
My Nails and Mix It Up. It was a huge honour 
for me to work with him because Renegade 
Soundwave are one of my absolute favourite 
bands and I have a really strong affinity to 
them from my heart.  I remember going to 
high school with my walkman on, listening to 
Renegade Soundwave, wondering who these 
people behind this exciting music were and 
a few years later I have Gary in my studio, 
recording Biting My Nails, 20 years after the 
original release of the track. I must say he is a 
very nice and friendly person, we are still in 
touch and we visit each other sometimes.  

 

Reggae and dub with a double speed 
breakbeat is well known as a form of 
jungle, but how do artists react to a double 
speed 4 /4.

I don’t know about artists, some of them like 
it, but for others, it is heretical. The audience 
just love it though!. When you put a skanking 
groovy beat on the full 4/4 speed, people start 
to sweat and get crazy and that what party is 
about, no?

How much do you use live instruments.

I often use the guitar.  I have a MIDI sensor 
that captures the music which then goes 
into the converter and on into the computer. 
Thanks to this technology I can play the 
guitar through every conceivable tool in the 
world, depending only on the type of virtual 
instrument, and the software. I remember 
when I bought it years ago, I was so excited 
that I played for hours and I still couldn’t get 
enough of it. It got so far that I did my arm in 
-  I had to get muscle relaxant  injections and 
was forbidden from playing for  a few weeks, 
bummer .. Otherwise I do occasionally load 
up the classic electric guitar sound, or knock 
something up on the electronic drums. Some 
of my friends record brass instruments for me, 
because the sound of real brass is so hard to 
imitate with software samplers.



How much does mixing and producing 
other artists impact your own work.

Well spending 2 to 4 days a week at the club 
as a sound engineer definitely influences 
me! Recently I thought about it and it can 
also perhaps have the opposite effect. This 
is because I am literally overloaded with 
music and I’m constantly forced to listen to its 
various offshoots. Then again, it may force me 
to create something different - just something 
that has a different shape to the ones we are 
familiar with. About the studio work - at the 
moment I mostly refuse  producing or working 
on others peoples music because I have lot of 
ideas for my own music so I’d rather devote 
my time to my own compositions.

 

Tell us about I.O.lab and the concept 
behind it.

I.O. lab is mainly a record label, as well a 
recording, mixing and mastering studio 
that also operates an internet radio station, 

Radio23, which has regular live sessions and 
runs non-stop on 3 different channels. Me 
and my friend, the producer, Merak are the 
founders of IO lab. We are also neighbours 
and the two studios we have at the Cross club 
are even connected to the mixing console at 
the main stage, so you can record individual 
tracks separately, which is especially useful 
for bands that want to make a good quality 
live recording. Sometimes what happens in 
the club is broadcast live on Radio 23. Merak 
now specializes mainly in dubstep, broken 
beats and chillout and I personally look after 
the Offbeat Division, which is a sublabel 
specializing in electronic music influenced 
by ska, reggae and dub. We’re both always 
looking for talent in our industry and if we 
like something  we take great pains to look 
after the artists properly. Nowadays, we  have 
a pretty broad range of releases. Our own 
work is very different from each other, we 
are in some ways polar opposites, his vibe 
is about reading into the music and thinking 
deeply about it, while mine is more dancefloor 



orientated and more fun. Our studios also 
look different, his is always carefully cleaned, 
everything is always in place, whereas I am 
quite chaotic, with tangled cables everywhere 
and looking like a war zone

Are you playing much internationally at 
the moment?

Right now , I’m travelling a lot – this weekend 
I’m in Berlin and in Bristol a week later. 
I hope to be playing in Slovenia and Croatia 
soon – I keep getting invites from there but 
somehow the dates never seem to work out. 
They seem to really like my music there and 
so I can’t wait to get over.  Playing in other 
countries to people from different cultural 
backgrounds.....It's my big reward 

What does 2011 hold for you.

I would like to travel the world a bit more, 
because getting to know foreign countries is 
my big hobby. As for the music, we’re putting 
out some vinyl, and it is also quite possible 
that I could even finish my second full length 

album. I ‘ll also have some very interesting 
collaborations - in one track alone, artists from 
Sao Paolo,London,Beograd and Prague will 
meet and that one especially will, I guess, be a 
bomb 

What is the dream

My dream is to make an immortal piece of 
music, which will still be arousing emotions 
and triggering experience in 50 years time

http://mikkim.net









David Corden

We have never featured a tattoo artist in 
LSD’s pages before, but when we were tipped 
off about David Corden by a supremely 
proud wearer of his art who was overjoyed 
at having something quite so breathtaking 
to distract from the walking catastrophe 
that is the rest of him, we we were so 
dumbstruck by the vibrancy, the detail, 
the love and the visual dynamism of his 
work that we got straight in touch with him. 
Layers of astonishing photo realism sizzle 
off  the skin into sublime portraits haunted 
with an ethereal breath of personality, 
as insights into the natural world worthy 
of David Attenborough popping in for a 
quick bit of narration seduce you deep into 
a mind bending dreamscape of lovingly 
realised imagination. A supreme example 
of a medium at its finest, David has honed 
technique into a transformational matrix, 
creating pieces so independently and 
profoundly alive on a living canvas,
weaving a subliminal story into each of his 
works and creating twinkles of character, 
unsettling atmospherics and irreverent, 
winking context, where every blink and every 
movement open up another spectacular 
chapter. 

How did you get your start in tattooing

It was by pure chance really as I wasn’t 
looking to be a tattoo artist. I had done a 
design that I wanted as a tattoo and after 
asking around to see who was the best artist 
for the job I found myself in Jim Gambells 
chair. We got along famously and he asked to 
see my portfolio and after he did he offered 
me an apprenticeship.

How difficult is it to judge skin as a 
medium when you are used to drawing on 
paper

At the beginning of your career it is pretty 
difficult. Paper is consistent whereas skin 
types vary greatly. The age of the skin,  the 
body part, and a persons health all contribute 
to how the ink will go into flesh . It takes a 
while before you have encountered every skin 
type, and you have to work on each enough 
times to see how you need to change your 
technique in order to do the job at hand. 
One of the biggest difficulties is the fact that 
flesh moves and on top of that people cough, 
sneeze and answer phones without telling 
you...it’s all pretty challenging!





Can you give us a brief insight into how 
technique and art come together in a tattoo 
– how a tattoo actually works

There are general rules that are held to 
be true in order to make ink go into flesh 
correctly. You have to stretch the skin with 
one hand in order to keep the skin as tight 
as possible so that the needle will penetrate 
the flesh. If you don’t do this the skin will 
give under the pressure and the needle will 
bounce and make your lines go all over the 
place. Once your machine is set up you dip 
the tip into the ink and when you press the 
foot pedal the machine will start making the 
needle pass in and out of the tip dragging 
ink as it moves. When applied to skin the 
needle will push any ink that passes in front 
of it into the flesh. Whether or not you want 
to specialise in realism or more graphic type 
work will influence  your technique a great 
deal, what works for one artist may not work 
for you

How much of a responsibility is 
permanence

It is the most important part of the job. We turn 

a lot of people away or advise them against 
making a bad mistake with their choice of 
tattoo. We have a book in the studio called ‘I 
wish I had listened to you’. It has been filled 
in by people who have come to regret tattoos 
they had, in most cases they are boyfriends 
or girlfriends names or tattoos done on the 
cheap by someone with an ebay kit. We will 
not do necks or hands on anyone if it is their 
first tattoo as they need to have lived with 
ink first in order to know the seriousness of 
their choices and we won’t do it if they are 
under 21 anyway. You change so much as a 
person in your younger years and tattoos are 
so fashionable at the moment that everyone 
wants to be covered as quickly as possible. 
We don’t do joke tattoos or cartoon characters 
either, if it’s not artistic then we are not 
interested

Laymen have this image of getting a 
tattoo immediately on a whim. How much 
thought, debate and preparation really go 
into each commission

The artists in our studio are booking up to 6 
months in advance. We ask to meet each client 





first and for them to bring any research they 
have done with them. We go over ideas and 
take notes in order to produce a design that 
is both original and unique to them. We will 
not copy someone else’s work and it will take 
at least a couple of months for a design. We 
are not machines, ideas come when they are 
ready to and we are up to all hours making 
them come to life. We take our jobs very 
seriously and want every tattoo to be our best. 
Work doesn’t stop when the studio closes, 
we lose a lot of sleep. Inspiration can come 
from anything and at any time, if a client has a 
problem waiting then they can go somewhere 
else. 

How collaborative is the process with the 
client

I always expect to have to make changes to a 
design after the client has seen it for the first 
time. Often they cannot communicate what is 
in their head to us so it is our interpretation 
that they will see initially. Often we get it 

right first time but we do ask that they tell us 
if it’s not quite there yet. They have to wear it 
forever so it couldn’t be more important to be 
honest. Once we have an initial design it can 
be a starting point to what will become the 
perfect one for them. We tell them that if they 
find any new reference material during the 
design process to feel free to bring it in to us 
and we will chat with them any time. You must 
never be unapproachable, they have to be 
comfortable enough to tell you when you have 
missed the mark, it is their tattoo after all

Do you work with external artists

I talk to many artists but have yet to 
collaborate with anyone that I do not already 
work with directly. I always ask the guys at 
work for their ideas when I am stuck on a 
piece as their take on it can be better than 
my own. I want to do the best tattoo possible, 
sometimes that means using someone else’s 
ideas





Which artists do you feel most inspired by

My favourite artist is Natalie Shau, her work 
is hauntingly beautiful. I love the work of 
Glenn Arthur and Audrey Kawasaki also. 
666photography is a studio in Texas owned 
and run by Gayla Christ. Her pin ups are 
simply fantastic!

How much scope for improvisation is there 
between the page and the skin

When you are transferring a 2D image onto 
skin you have to take into account the fact 
that everyone is an individual. Muscles are 
different sizes and shapes so you have to 
make your design fit them in the best way 
possible, this means moving things around 
until it looks the best that it can, even if it 
changes the design slightly. You can also often 
find yourself developing a tattoo further on 
skin than you have done on paper. As you sit 
and work on a client you get to know them 
and new inspiration can come from either of 
you at any point. If we have a new idea we will 
discuss it with them first but they are usually 
happy to trust us to go with it

Is it really possible for an image to 
represent you for life

Nobody can answer that but you

How has your art evolved over the last 
couple of years

I am much stronger as an artist. A lot of that 
comes from being around so many great 
artists every day but it is also down to the 
fact that I get to do more challenging work 
now. The more of your work gets out in the 
world, the more people will see what you are 
capable of and come to you with great ideas. 



Being passionate about my work is making me 
better at what I do 

What kind of commission really gets your 
juices flowing

Pin ups, wildlife, and anything to do with 
horror movies!

How important is colour in defining the 
essence of an image

I personally love colour but it isn’t essential. 
A black and grey piece can be more striking 
sometimes. I do find that you are able to be 
more descriptive by using colour though, it 
gives you more layers to work on

What gives you the most pride in your work

The clients reaction at the end of the day when 
they see the finished tattoo, their emotions 
make it all worth while

How do you see the art form changing in 
the next few years

More great artists are becoming involved in 
tattooing and almost every day a new name 
will come along that is doing things that 
weren’t believed to be possible . I hope that 

tattooing will be accepted as a valid art form 
and those that do it become accepted as 
artists in their own right

Ultimately, what’s the dream

To keep getting better...and to get some 
sleep!

www.davidcordentattoos.com









Ego

I’m fit and healthy, have a roof over my head 
(rented), I eat everyday (tasty & simple food), 
have a car (11 years old), work for myself 
(which is ok) have a mobile phone, a laptop 
(second hand), somehow I pay my bills and 
have interesting friends and a loving family. 
One of my best friends has a 100k job; her 
own flat, a new car, new iPhone, laptop, good 
relationship, is fit, attractive and loved by 
many. Despite all these things, there is this 
strange feeling something is missing from our 
lives. So why aren’t we happy? 

I spend a couple of months a year in India , my 
family and I were born there, it feels different 
there. None of my family lives there anymore, 
we scampered out in the late 60’s. However 
I’ve noticed people in India, Thailand, Africa, 
so called third world countries, seem much 
happier then most of the people I know. What 
are they doing right?  

There’s a growing realisation that the way 
we are living is not good for us mentally, 
spiritually or emotionally. We need to 
understand what’s been happening, to find a 
way forward...



As we have developed the ability to control 
the world around us, we have also learned to 
loathe not being in control. 

People seem get upset and irritated for the 
simplest reasons, because I “cut them up” 
with my trolley in Tesco, I drive too slow/fast, I 
don’t go thru the underground barrier quickly 
enough, I sit in the empty seat next to them on 
the bus while they’re on the phone, I wear the 
wrong clothes, I don’t pull away from traffic 
lights fast enough, my iPod is too loud, I eat 
smelly food or chew too loudly, I walk in “their 
patch” or look at them the wrong way. 

We seem to only want to accept the world 
around us, if it fits our opinion and perception. 
And believe we are masters of the world and 
“everything is about me”. Our egos have 
grown completely out of proportion to our 
reality   

Without a doubt we are smarter and more 
streetwise as a species. These days everyone 
has a voice, thru the web, via blogs, on reality 
TV, there’s one thing almost everyone in the 
“developed” world seems to have plenty of 
and that’s...opinions.  

We want our questions answered, we want 
our say, we want our money back, we want to 

blame someone else, we want, we want, we 
want. And when we don’t get it, we get angry, 
we write nasty things, we shout, we seek 
revenge, we hurt emotionally, we stab, we 
shoot...we get mad.

This often results not just in anger, but fear, 
depression, resentment and envy, and all 
because we don’t get our own way!

You may have heard the saying “you must first 
love yourself” Well that’s not really worked 
for us has it? Maybe it’s time for us to start 
considering other options. To consider why 
people in less developed countries don’t have 
this problem? We need to see ourselves in a 
different way: and understand these are just 
the symptoms, not the problem.

 

Since childhood we’ve been misled about 
how best to interact with the world, our 
parents and elders are not alone in these 
lies. Royal families lie to us, governments lie 
to us, the church lies to us, big business lies 
to us, TV, newspapers and the media lie to 
us and employers lie to us. So it’s perfectly 
reasonable that we begin lying to ourselves, 
and in turn we mislead our children.



 This world is an exceptional place, where 10-
30 million species have been living side-by-
side for millions of years. So here come two 
shocking facts you really need to know…

1. The world is not just about you. 

2. Happiness cannot be gained by 
possessions, wealth or fame. 

If you believe in either of these two imposters, 
you are falling deeper and deeper down the 
rabbit hole, and eventually your ego will ruin 
you, hassle and anxiety will be part of your 
everyday life, and you will always justify your 
obnoxious behavior to yourself. Sadly during 
this downward spiral, you will be completely 
missing out on the incredibly diverse and 
fascinating planet you are living on.     

In India , Asia and Africa , people have 
a genuine respect for each other, they 
value others abilities and appreciate each 
person has their own set of problems. They 
understand from a young age happiness is 
gained by interacting with the world and those 
around you with a positive attitude, and the 
more you give the more you get back. Perhaps 
its really time to consider letting go of that ego 
and to think about others before yourself, it’s a 
lot less trouble and a damn sight easier to do! 

A little while ago, I decided money had 
become far too important in my life. It was 
causing too much worry and filling my days 
with stress, much more importantly I wasn’t 
the real me. I began offering my work/time to 
others for free, and filled my mind with doing 
things for others. It’s not made me richer or 
any better off, but it’s certainly made me more 
at ease with my life and the world I live in…
maybe this is a step towards happiness! 

Ian Milne is founder of 3000monks

www.3000monks.com 









Punch

Honing the sublime arts of implied groove 
and rich, silky warm basslines, the Israeli 
collective and record label Punch have 
been vigorously staking their claim to 
international dancefloors since the mid 
90’s. A creative family of passionate 
artists, their musical roots date back to the 
original, emotive techno of the early 90s. 
and as they delve deep into those fleeting, 
hypnotic, organic flavours and spin them 
out into a rolling future with a heady twist of 
inspiration. Bursting out of the barricades 
and taking the techno world by storm, 
their rich grooves and implicit, seductive 
imagination are carving a throbbing new 
vein across the electronic community. We 
caught up with Nir Shoshani form Punch 
for a quick word and an insight into the 
concepts, players and currents within Punch.

Can you tell us about the history of Punch: 
 
I first met Amotz Tokaty (the label manager) 
10 years ago in Jerusalem. He was a journalist, 
writing a story about new music which I was 
about to release at that time. 8 years later we 
met by chance and after a brief discussion 
decided to found Punch Music, looking to 
provide a home for ourselves along with a 
few talented friends.  Since then we formed 
a solid group and released various tracks 
which earned highacclaim in the dance music 
industry. 
 
Tell us a little about the crew and their 
individual stories
 
The crew is comprised of: 

 
Nir Shoshani: Born in Jerusalem, currently 
resides in Tel Aviv. A DJ and Producer since 
1996. Functions as the label A&R.layes live and 
DJ sets worldwide. 
 
Amotz Tokatly: Born in Jerusalem, currently 
resides in Tel Aviv. Has a rich background in 
the local nightlife press, produced one of 
the biggest selling national news magazines. 
Functions as the label manager. 
 
Muzarco: Born in Jerusalem, currently resides 
in Tel Aviv. Created and released electronic 
works since 1999, started DJing in 2004. 
 
Miki Litvak:  Born in Givataim, currently 
resides in Ramat Gan.Producing and DJing 
since 1996. 
 



Where is the balance for you between 
technical expertise and pure inspiration: 
 
Every artist has a different balance of both. 
As I see it, it's impossible to succeed without 
having both. You can be inspired, but without 
the technical know-how your inspiration will 
not be realized in a satisfying manner by 
today's high standards, while you can be a 
technical master but without inspiration your 
music will sound dull and uninspiring. 
 

How do you define that intangible quality 
that gives music soul: 
 
When music delivers a sense of sincerity, be 
it emotional or ideological, I consider it to be 
soulful. For example, a performing artist will 
perform with soul when they honestly connect 
with the performed material. 

 
How important is it for a label to have a 
strong identity and ethos over and above 
simply releasing music: 
 
For me, it is very important to see the label as 
a carrier of a coherent message, rather than 
just a business. Traum, Get Physical, 

Bedrock and M_nus are good examples of 
labels that I consider as musical leaders, 
which is what we've set Punch Music to be. 
 

Is running a label more and more of a 
labour of love as staying financially afloat 
becomes ever more difficult: 
 
The main motivation behind running Punch 
Music was and still is love and passion for 
music.  As label owners, we're constantly 
adapting to the changing industry. For 
example, we're doing all artist management 
and booking in-house. 
 



How have you evolved as artists since you 
first started out: 
 
I've been forging my sound and developed 
my style along the years, moving between 
genres such as house, electro and techno, 
trying to isolate the perfect elements in 
each.  As time went on, my style got 
increasingly focused and my sound reflects 
the hard work and long hours spent in the 
studio since I started. 
 

How has the Israeli scene developed since 
the early 90's: 
 
The Techno scene in Israel emerged at 
the mid 90's in the underground scene of 
Jerusalem, with brief appearances in Tel Aviv 
as well. After growing gradually, the scene 
exploded in the late 90's-early '00s and 
became a mainstream success with big 
DJs such as Richie Hawtin and Derrick May 
playing on a weekly basis. Around 2005, the 
scene declined with most big clubs shutting 

their doors, making room for smaller clubs, 
and more mature audience. Since then, the 
scene got bigger and wiser, with an audience 
which appreciates good parties and venues 
better suited for world-class performances. 
 

What impact does active military service 
have on underground culture in Israel: 
 
The obligatory military service has an impact 
on the younger audience members. (aged 18-
21) Being confined to one place and having 
their freedom restricted for the better part of 
their time, many soldiers find parties to be the 
ultimate way of letting go of their hardships 
of daily service. This is felt at parties as the 
younger audience members are usually 
amped and react to the music with high 
energies. 
 

In such a politically charged dynamic - 
how important is it for the music to speak 
for itself. Do politics have any place in 
music? 
 
I see national politics as a low, manipulative 



and petty phenomenon. Music should always 
aspire to transcend politics and communicate 
in a unifying manner. 
 

Do young Israeli clubbers feel part of a 
global movement: 
 
Yes. You can meet Israeli clubbers in virtually 
any dance event taking 
place worldwide. 

 
Has the digitalisation of music made it ever 
more disposable: 
 
Yes. Technological developments made 
it easier to produce and distribute music. 
Nowadays it's a time consuming effort to find 
musicto your liking as so many tracks are 
being released with lower quality control as 
production costs went down considerably. 
Also, contained in a non-physical form, it's 
easy to consider them as drops in an ocean 
of music, rather than creations of lasting 
appeal. 
 

What are your current projects as we 
stand today and what pushed you in that 
direction: 

My current projects are Techno-oriented, 
featuring dense, dark atmosphere, warm 
grooves rich with bass. 
 

How do you see the future and ultimately - 
what's the dream: 
 
My vision is of all of Punch Music's artists 
appearing in all major venues and festivals. I 
see Punch Music becoming a leader in style 
and originaliy. 
 
 
 
amotz@punch-music.com 
www.punch-music.com 
www.myspace.com/newacid 
www.facebook.com/punchmusic 
facebook.com/amotz.tokatly









IF YOU SEE 
SOMETHING

IF YOU SEE SOMETHING THEN SAY 
SOMETHING SPRAY SOMETHING DO 
SOMETHING CREATIVE AND RAISE THE BAR 
RAISE A TOAST TO OUR CREATIVE VISION 
RAISE THE LEVEL OF CONSCIOUSNESS RAISE 
THE ROOF!
TAKE IT ALL THE WAY TO THE TOP TAKE 
ADVANTAGE OF EVERY SECOND YOU HAVE 
BREATHING IN AND OUT MOVING IN AND 

OUT OF TIME IN TIME IN SPACE TAKE THE 
TIME TO CREATE YOUR OWN MASTERPIECE, 
SAIL YOUR OWN SEVEN SEAS, AND IF YOU 
SEE SOMETHING AND BELIEVE ME YOU WILL, 
DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT!…

ON MY RECENT JOURNEY TO SAN 
FRANCISCO I CAN TRULY SAY THAT I 
HAVE SEEN MORE THAN SOMETHING, 





I HAVE SEEN A NUMBER OF CREATIVE 
VENTURES EXPRESSIONS OF CULTURE ,LIFE 
,AND COMMUNITY ALL SPREAD IN PAINT 
ACROSS THE MISSION, MARKET STREET,THE 
TENDERLOIN AND LAST BUT NOT LEAST 
THE DE YOUNG MUSEUM… IN THE FORM OF 
SOMETHING WE CALL MISSION MURALISMO!

The celebration of the history of muralist in 
the mission district honoring local artists, 
Precita Eyes Muralists, The Clarion Alley 
project, and the works included in the book 
«Street Art San Francisco». all taking place 
under on roof in San Francisco at the De Young 
Museum. Truth in culture and celebrating the 
people who paint, mold, and remind us on 
the walls of the mission district to the walls of 
the tenderloin to commemorate a people, a 
movement..With live projections from pages 
of the book «Street Art San Francisco» blasted 
on the walls of the museum to the sounds of 
Father and son band «Manicato»..rich color 
rich flavor and rich sounds..

And to top things off and round the trip out 
to it’s fullest i was introduced to two amazing 
graff artists Chor Boogie and Apex who were 
in full style and effect and allowed me to 
create a short video segment to accompany 
the San francisco Experience..If you see 
something!..special thanks to all of the 
wonderful people who made this an amazing 
journey and history lesson al in one..
let us continue to make new history let’s 
continue to SAY SOMETHING!..

HuDSon Zuma

Video link interview with Chor 
Boogie and Apex

www.vimeo.com/hudsonz


















